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The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the ‘state of
emergency’ in which we live is not the exception but the rule. We
must attain to a conception of history that is in keeping with this
insight. Then we shall clearly realize that it is our task to bring
about a real state of emergency, and this will improve our position
in the struggle against Fascism.
Walter Benjamin, Theses on the Philosophy of History, 1969 [1940]
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PREFACE

Hannah Arendt once argued that freedom of movement is “the substance and meaning of all things political” (2005, p.129). Arendt’s
claim insists that movement, its facilitation and limitation are matters of politics.
We live within political systems that have an increasing interest
in facilitating as well as regulating and controlling the movement of
things and bodies. To a great degree, these practices of facilitation
and regulation are organised and managed through a set of material
artefacts, sites and spaces. While the politics of movement might be
considered only as a matter of politics, this thesis claims that it is also
a matter of design. The politics of movement is performed through
materialised things and relations; artefacts that are not only made
but are also designed to communicate as well as excommunicate
certain meanings, functions, actions, possibilities and practices.
This thesis is an interrogation of the current politics of movement
and more specifically, migration politics from the perspective
of the agency of design and designing. In this thesis, as a design
researcher, I am interested in how design and designing articulate
certain possibilities of understanding, accessing and inhabiting the
world. One of these possibilities is the matter of mobility and, more
importantly, immobility. Today the mobilities of bodies and things
are frequently and continuously designed and politicised. This, in
return, renders the immobilised conditions of certain bodies as
adesigned and apolitical. While the intensive and extensive mobility
of specific bodies is facilitated through designed artefacts, sites and
spaces, it is important to think of the immobilisation of certain
bodies as also being designed through the very same capacities of
13

artefacts and artefactual relations. This thesis unpacks this claim
by focusing specifically on the lived experiences of asylum seekers,
refugees and undocumented migrants.
I understand the situation of moving across borders without
papers or without the ‘right’ papers, as well as residing in a territory
without state authorisation, as conditions that are shaped and produced by the ways design and politics co-articulate the world and
its possibilities of access and inhabitation. I call these conditions undocumentedness and I locate them as matters of design and politics,
as matters that need to be interrogated through an internal, mutual
and co-productive understanding of design and politics. I argue that
these conditions are shaped by certain material practices and are
persuaded and normalised through the acts of design and designing.
This means that design and designing are neither separated from the
politics they emerge from, nor the politics they produce.
In this thesis, passports, camps and borders, three main material
entities that shape the precarious conditions of undocumentedness,
are interrogated. This aims to show the complexities and difficulties
of how design and politics co-articulate the world. In this case, the
immobilisation of asylum seekers, refugees and undocumented migrants are considered. I specifically examine passports, camps and
borders as materially made, designerly articulated and politically
performed realities. I argue that these can be better understood
through a close encounter with the processes of illegalisation of the
movement and presence of certain racialised and gendered bodies. I
develop this argument by drawing on the lived experiences of those
who have become undocumented.
At the core of this thesis lies a series of arguments which invite
design researchers and migration scholars to rethink the ways they
work with their practices: that states, in order to make effective their
abstract notions of borders, nations, welfare, equality, citizenship,
legal protection, rights and territory are in dire need of material articulations. In contrast, the way these notions are presented to us is
seldom associated with material infrastructures. It is of importance,
I argue, to speak of such material articulations as acts of designing.
The articulations that states and non-state actors make, fabricate
and design involve various levels, shapes and scales. To examine the
politics of movement and migration politics it is necessary to pay
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attention to the practices that produce material articulations such
as passports, camps and borders. It is also important to discuss the
practices that emerge from these articulations. By doing this, both
design researchers and migration researchers will be able to follow
the politics that shape these seemingly mundane artefacts as well
as the politics that emerge from them. Consequently, design and
politics cannot be discussed and worked on as two separate fields
of knowledge but rather as interconnected fields, as design-politics.
Acting politically today no longer means ignoring the very
material and artefactual conditions of the co-existence of all
materials including human beings. The conditions of our coexistence
lie within artefactual relations, infrastructures, and technologies.
If one wishes to act politically, one cannot ignore the necessity to
know, understand, learn and practice the materiality of the world
and its artefactualities. It is within such an understanding of the
world that this thesis has emerged. In order to practice the politics
that one desires, one should learn to understand how mundane
artefacts and material practices operate, how they move from
one site to another and how they articulate spaces of legitimacy,
normalisation and consumption. To know them makes one capable
of intervening into and rearticulating them. This thesis is thus an
attempt to understand these material and artefactual conditions
based on the lived experiences as well as the political struggles of
those who are not only deprived of the right to freedom of movement
but are also frequently deprived of the ability to act in order to claim
those rights.
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1. I NTRODUCTION: SETTING
THE CONTEXT

In this chapter, I will sketch out the background from which this
thesis has emerged and how it was carried out. I see this background in the form of a politics of points and locations, which
indicates the specific forces and dynamisms that I have paid attention to throughout my research. I will also offer a brief definition of the conditions with which this research works, that is,
the conditions of undocumentedness. Further to this, I will note
the reasons behind my choice of certain terms over others when
describing situations, events and individuals acting within the conditions of undocumentedness. This will pervade the whole thesis
due to the risks and strong effects that specific terms entail and
generate. Finally, and before giving an account of the structure of
this thesis, I will discuss the necessity and urgency of such matters,
the urgency of understanding the material conditions and practices that produce stateless populations and undocumented migrants.
I oppose the idea of urgency to the concept of emergency, which is
often used to describe conditions related to irregular migration and
movement. I stress that this work is by no means shaped, argued
and produced through those policies of emergency and empathy.
Rather, it is an outcome of a politics of urgency; the urgency of
trying to rearticulate other possible ways of moving, inhabiting
and accessing the world when fascism has again become an easy
and popular framework in encountering and ‘solving’ economic,
social and environmental ‘problems’. This work is an outcome of
resisting those forces that deprive us from acting, from formulat-
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ing other ways of being in and sharing the world beyond the ones
already given, already programmed and anticipated.

Finding Ways: A Politics of Points and Locations
As one finds one’s way in a space of inquiry by certain ‘turnings’,
my research is also shaped and formed by attending to certain
concepts, artefacts, spaces, theories, bodies and material realities
towards which I have oriented myself. In her formulation of what
a “queer phenomenology” involves, Sara Ahmed (2006), feminist
and post-colonial scholar, argues that “orientations shape not only
how we inhabit space, but how we apprehend this world of shared
inhabitance, as well as ‘who’ or ‘what’ we direct our energy and
attention toward” (p.3). Considering inquiry as a space in and of
itself along with other spaces I inhabit, these spaces then become
“a question of ‘turning’, of directions taken, which not only allow
things to appear, but also enable [me] to find [my] way through the
world by situating [myself] in relation to such things” (ibid, p.6).
These are some ways that one seeks or finds oneself in, through
her or his being in and engagement with the world. However, these
engagements and ways of being are not casual, given and/or just
there. They are historically and materially embedded. One’s class,
gender and/or ethnicity shape her or his being, interactions and
inhabitations in the world as well as the lines one might or might not
take following those categories. This means that there is a politics
embedded in my being in the world, as much as there is a politics
in my will and the intentions, directionalities and sensitivities that I
take or impose on my being and participation in the world. This is
the politics of points and locations, a form of politics advocated by
a generation of feminist writers who have asked us to think, write
and act from the “points” which we occupy and inhabit as a form
of situated learning and doing (Lorde 1984; Haraway, 1991; Collins
1998). Recognising a politics of points and locations in which work is
written and produced is an important methodological issue to avoid
working in an assumed de-politicised, neutral, flat and objectified
sphere of inquiry. Framing a politics of points and locations reminds
the researcher and her or his readers that there are always certain
histories and materials embedded in any intellectual and material
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work that produces knowledge. What follows are three points and
locations, which I hold as the politics of the ways I have made this
work, and the ways I have oriented myself in certain directions.

Ain’t I a Woman and Asylgruppen
My main initial inspiration for this work was my involvement
in an activist campaign called “Ain’t I a Woman” in the city of
Gothenburg in 2010. The campaign was targeted towards the politicians in the county at the time to demand that undocumented
women should also be protected against violence by having access
to women’s shelters, specific health care and authorities, regardless
of their legal status. Ain’t I a Woman argued that undocumented
women, like any other women, should be able to approach designated places and spaces for protection against violence without
the fear of being arrested, detained and deported. That was one
of the orientations that led me wanting to study and inquire into
the precarious conditions of becoming undocumented. My involvement with that campaign and witnessing those who resist and push
hard to change their conditions led me to read such conditions as
materially made and materially unmade and remade. I understood
the counter-hegemonic actions practiced by undocumented women
and activists as political articulations derived from certain material conditions that could change specific material conditions. This
changed my understanding of how design and politics interact and
contradict beyond the instrumental use of design and politics, such
as designing political propaganda posters. Thus, one of the ways
I – as a design researcher and activist – found my way in shaping
this research was through the lived experiences of the people I met
during my involvement, first with Ain’t I a Woman in Gothenburg
and later, Asylgruppen (The Asylum Group) in Malmö. While I
read and understand these lived experiences as individual experiences which differ based on gender, class, ethnicity, religion, mother
tongue, nationality, parenthood, childhood, age and sexual orientations, they are nonetheless also (re)produced by certain practices.
These practices shape the complex and heterogeneous conditions
that I call undocumentedness. These conditions also involve a wide
range of forces and actors from the explicit agents of the state such
as politicians, police, and civil servants to non-state and technical
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agents such as security companies, think tanks, churches, NGOs,
academics as well as grassroots actors such as activists.

Willful politics of moving and residing
Undocumentedness, however precarious and repressive it might be,
is not in truth a passive condition. My experiences of involvement
and encounter with the lives of those who are undocumented in
Sweden tell me that the fact that many undesirable populations in
motion become undocumented, is actually an active and dynamic
position, process and struggle. This is not to say that they willingly
choose to become undocumented but rather, that they have such
conditions forcibly imposed upon them, conditions which are produced by the law and the state. It is to argue that the status of being
undocumented is about actively trying to find ways of getting out of
such a situation, and fighting to be recognised as citizens. It is about
the will to be qualified as citizens while challenging other wills that
disqualify certain individuals as citizens and qualify them as undocumented non-citizens. In this thesis, the will to move by those who
have been denied the basic right to freedom of movement, is the central “will” that I shall discuss. The acts of moving and migrating by
those bodies that have been deprived of such possibilities of actions,
reveal and challenge in practice the hegemonic order of mobility;
an order that is a given for the majority of citizens in the Global
North but is then revealed to be a contested concept and practice.
It is their will and struggles to gain citizenship that show how the
concept and practice of citizenship is historically and materially
made and distributed unequally. It is their will in opposition to the
hegemonic will of the current politics of movement that constructs
them as willful subjects. Ahmed (2014) describes “willfulness” as
the will of those bodies that obstruct the flow of a general will of
a whole. They are the things that get stuck. They are the historical
and political forces that shape struggles, whether those struggles are
struggles to exist or transform an existence:
Willfulness as a style of politics might involve not only being
willing not to go with the flow, but being willing to cause its
obstruction. […]. Political histories of striking, are indeed
histories of those willing to put their bodies in the way, to turn
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their bodies into blockage points that stop the flow of human
traffic, as well as the wider flow of an economy (p.161).

Willfulness as a moral attribution to those trouble-makers, those
who do not align their wills with the moral, lawful and general will,
as Ahmed argues, can be reclaimed as a political practice. The willfulness that Ahmed discusses is also traceable to the histories that
undocumented migrants share. It performs itself, for instance, in
various slogans chanted by undocumented migrants in their demonstrations, hunger strikes, occupations and other forms of struggles:
“We are here because you were there!”
Or
“We did not cross the border, the border crossed us!”
If one takes this specific political position as a point or location
to find ways of formulating, reading, discussing and intervening
into undocumentedness based on the critical positions that undocumented migrants occupy and the knowledge produced by their
struggles and movements, then these conditions and possibilities of
historicising and materialising them, show themselves from another
perspective which goes beyond how the state and discourses of legality defines it.

Developing sensitivities and recognising forces
As a researcher, one should simply ask oneself, why this artefact and
not another? Why this place and not another, why this space and not
another? Why this body and not another? These are methodological
questions that concern all those who are thoughtful not only about
the politics but also about the ethics of their work and what their
works do to whom, at what time and in which localities. Rather
than the question of roots or origins of contribution to knowledge
production, this is the question of routes and the possibilities and
closures that the taken routes offer.
This work is in itself a practice of developing sensitivities to
the conditions I am studying, that is, recognising the forces,
oppressions, dynamics, momentary disruptions and the politics that
are involved within undocumentedness. While focusing on how the
state and other entities practice violence over certain bodies and
their will to move, I have tried to expand my sensitivities to the
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struggles of the very people who are affected by such a hegemonic
order. Accordingly, the other side of this thesis is about highlighting
the material and historical struggles of undocumented migrants
and stateless refugees who continue to exercise their right to move
despite the expansion, increasing thickness and volume of borders
through technological militarisation. My own design practice
emerged within this latter sphere as one minor practice within the
possibilities that the act of designing offers on various scales and
levels. This is about recognising the forces and things involved in
the conditions under inquiry and acknowledging advantages and
disadvantages that such recognition offers.
These were the three main directions that have shaped the scope
of my thinking and my actions within this thesis.

Conditions: Undocumentedness
While this thesis focuses on three material realities — passports,
camps and borders — and the relations they produce in different
situations, they nonetheless all register to and constitute certain
conditions. These conditions are the ones in which certain bodies
are deprived of specific political rights due to the lack of recognition
within the current dominant nation-state regime. These bodies are
those of undocumented migrants.
Undocumented migrants are those without a residence permit
authorising their stay in transit countries or the country of destination.
They may have been unsuccessful in the asylum procedure, have
overstayed their visa or have entered ‘irregularly’. The routes to
becoming an undocumented migrant are complex and often the
result of policies and discriminatory procedures over which the
migrant has little or no control. For instance, in the case of asylum
seekers, after having their asylum applications ‘rejected’, because
of the lack of evidence for a ‘well founded’ fear to be recognised
as a ‘genuine asylum seeker’, failed asylum seekers have to leave
the country by the deadline imposed upon them by the authorities.
Afraid of deportation, they go clandestine – a discriminatory and
potentially exploitative condition – which shapes their everyday
lives and can last for several years1.
1 In the context of Europe, the Dublin Regulation is one of the strictest rules behind the production
of undocumented populations. The Dublin Regulation is a binding measure of European Union
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Commonly, one becomes undocumented in relation to a political
form – the state – within the borders of the territory where that
body resides. But for many if not all, undocumentedness is not only
related to the specific territory in which they reside but also to the
territories through which they travel. Undocumentedness starts
from the moment one is not recognised legally within any nationstate, be it the transit country, destination country or even home
country. Beyond the spatial and geographical boundaries that mark
and sustain undocumentedness, a politics of time is also involved.
Many undocumented migrants, who shared their stories with me
during the course of this research, often spoke about their lives
as a form of stretched illegalisation, over several years and across
various territories and borders.
Undocumentedness in this research is understood as a series
of social, economic and political conditions, shaped spatially and
temporally within and beyond the geopolitical boundaries of the
state by unequal forces and unequal distributions of wealth, legal
protection and freedom of movement. Furthermore, from the
perspective of the political positions that undocumented migrants
occupy, undocumentedness is understood as those moments and
places in which bodies that are not supposed to be seen or active
are actively on the move or present, thus challenging the legalised
frameworks of the nation-state and its borders. These moments
and places could be before, during or after crossing a legalised
geographical, political and economic border.
Undocumentedness is not a mere deprivation from the legal
protection that the state offers to its citizens and legal residents.
Undocumentedness is also about producing a specific social and
economic status. This simultaneous deprivation and qualification,
however, targets certain bodies, whose gender, race, nationality,
law that determines which member state is responsible for examining an asylum application. It
performs based on EURODAC, a Europe-wide fingerprinting database for unauthorised entries to
the EU. According to the Dublin regulation, when an asylum seeker enters Europe, and leaves or
is forced to leave fingerprints in the first country of arrival, she or he cannot apply for asylum in
any other member state. If the asylum seeker applies for asylum in another country, the authorities
would detect her or his fingerprints from EURODAC and she or he will be deported to the first
country in which she or he had her or his fingerprints recorded. This is applied widely, with few
exceptions to the rule. If the person refuses to be deported to the first country and hides from the
authorities, she or he will be considered to be residing irregularly and thus be undocumented.
While this differs in different European member states, in Sweden those whose asylum procedure
is affected by the Dublin Regulation (commonly referred to as ’Dublin Cases’) can reapply for
asylum eighteen months after they receive the deportation decision. In practice, they have to live
undocumented for eighteenth months.
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age and labour not only disqualify them from citizenship but also
actively qualify them for undocumentedness and statelessness (Butler
and Spivak, 2007). This strongly manifests itself in the stories of
those who reside and work as undocumented workers, wherein their
illegalised labour lucratively contributes to the economy of the same
territory that has illegalised them (De Genova, 2002). This shows
how undocumentedness is shaped and articulated inside and outside
of the state while, at the same time, blurring the inside/outside
dichotomy that traditionally defines the state.
Thus, it is important to discuss what the state means today and
more importantly, when and where the state operates today. In a
period marked by the free flow of goods and capital in a globalised
economy, and which is witness to the existence of supranational
states like the European Union, it is necessary to consider under
what conditions certain bodies become undocumented, illegalised,
stateless or refugees.

What and where is the state in this thesis?
Michael Foucault (2008) in one of his lectures at the Collège de
France draws on his methodological and theoretical decision to
avoid the presupposition of the state as a universal entity. He asks
historians, “How can you write history if you do not accept a priori
the existence of things like the state, society, the sovereign, and subjects?” (p.3). Foucault is not interested in a universally given concept
called the state, but instead prefers to study concrete practices that
shape and transform the state. He argues that “the state is not a cold
monster; it is the correlative of a particular way of governing. The
problem is how this way of governing develops, what its history is,
how it expands, how it contracts, how it is extended to a particular
domain, and how it invents, forms, and develops new practices”
(p.6).
My approach in locating the state has been inspired by the same
decision. Looking into seemingly mundane artefacts, sites, and
spaces and their practices, all of which are normally understood as
marginal and peripheral in relation to state-centric perspectives, has
further intensified this decision. This is, in part, why I do not look
at politics and the policy of migration discussed in parliaments and
the media among political parties and commentators, but rather
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focus on those moments and localities where, apparently, politics
does not exist. This is “to distance from that image of the state
as a rationalised administrative form of political organization that
becomes weakened or less fully articulated along its territorial or
social margins” (Das and Poole, 2004, p.3). I argue against that
image of the state as the one that is less present in its territorial,
spatial and political margins. Indeed, as Didier Fassin (2015)
argues, “the majority of the state exclusive functions, notably police
and justice, find their most complete articulations and realisations,
in the administration of marginal populations and spaces” (p.3).
Undocumentedness tends to be one of those marginal conditions,
one that legally recognises undocumented persons as ‘illegal’ in
order to legally exclude them from certain civil and human rights.
It is a marginal condition, nonetheless articulated with the heavy
presence of the state in various forms, scales, shapes, performances
and interactions2 . This work is not a study of the law of the state
that makes these conditions possible, but rather, a study of the
force of that law clothed by various material practices designed at
different scales and sizes while performing on different sites and in
different spaces.
Thus, one can say that while this research examines the conditions
produced by the interrelation of design and politics, its particular
focus on undocumentedness traces various articulations that the
state takes. It then traces the momentum and localities that expand
the state beyond its traditional geopolitical boundaries through
design and designing.

Towards a specific understanding of design in relation to
conditions of undocumentedness
In this thesis, through a series of theories, practices and engagements
that go beyond a specific discipline of design or politics, I develop
a particular understanding of designed things, acts of designing,
and the positions of designers in relation to the conditions of un2 One important issue that has been discussed in the varied literature theorising the state is the set
of current transnational processes that have reshaped the traditional understanding of the state.
For example, Saskia Sassen (1998) uses the term “unbundling of sovereignty” to define the reshaped
relationships between the territory of a nation-state and sovereignty where political power and
regulatory mechanisms are being reorganised at a transnational level. Nonetheless “this does not
necessarily imply that the nation-state, as a conceptual framework and a material reality, is passé.
The hyphen that connects the two parts of this composite entity, […], is simultaneously contested
and reified by the processes of globalization” (Sharma and Gupta, 2009, p.7).
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documentedness. While this thesis is written for the discipline of
interaction design, it is nonetheless a work of design studies. Design
studies engages with concepts and themes present in different
design disciplines and practices, proposing ways to understand as
well as locate design and designing as a cultural and social activity.
Approaching interaction design from a design studies perspective
means focusing on relations and forces involved at any moment and
the act of interaction that directs the possibilities of inhabitation,
making, access and movement in and within the world; a view that
understands design as a social and political rather than a scientific,
artistic or interpretive practice (Margolin, 2002; Roth, 1999; Clark
and Brody, 2009). By interrogating the articulations made possible
by artifice and artefactual relations, this thesis aims to go beyond
the isolated study of the design of objects, services or systems. This
is irrespective of whether or not these articulations are discussed
and acknowledged by various institutions as design works.
One of the tasks of design studies is to question the ‘best practices’
of design, which can eventually change how design is practiced
(Clark and Brody, 2009, p.2). As this can be achieved by reframing
and rearticulating dismissed, excluded and irrelevant practices, it
is necessary to engage with a diverse set of practices. In this thesis,
I discuss the complexity of the conditions of undocumentedness
and how design is involved in shaping, reproducing and resisting
it through a set of different practices. For example, locating given
artefacts such as passports as specific design practices with their
own histories; analysing the technologies of specific devices and
interfaces regulating mobility, and how design mediates such
regulations; reframing seemingly irrelevant practices as politically
design practices by paying attention to their operation, function and
effect; and finally concrete material interventions through a set of
design works. In this sense, this thesis is not about studying the
emergence and presence of design in different situations in order
to serve design as a discipline, it is rather an attempt to discuss,
unpack, negotiate and practice the idea of design as a set of actions
“to change the material history and practices of our societies”
(Tonkinwise, 2014, p.31); an attempt that might give design in
general and design studies in particular a coherency “that could
resist the surge of capitalism toward this or that technological
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imperialism” (ibid).
Thus, the specific understanding of design in this thesis can be
understood in relation to the forms of recognition that I, as a design
researcher, give to material practices generated by the state and nonstate actors in their generation of certain politics of movement. It is
important to consider these political articulations as design as well
as acts of designing that determine modes of being, moving and
acting in the world.

On terminologies used in this work
The use of the term undocumented instead of ‘illegal’, which is the
most common term in both the English speaking media and in the
rhetoric of the authorities, has a particular motivation. Despite this,
being “undocumented”, meaning not being registered or not having
the ‘right’ or ‘sufficient’ papers may also be a problematic term. It is
problematic because it transforms migrants – as human actors with
a diversity of backgrounds, experiences and individualities – into a
population, a mass in need of the right papers. Nonetheless, the use
of the term undocumented might still avoid the risk of stigmatisation that the use and repetition of the term ‘illegal’ imports. The use
of the term ‘illegal immigrant’ is dangerous. A person who crosses
borders or resides in a territory without a legal permit, regardless of
whether she or he is deemed to have committed an offence, is not,
in and of herself or himself, ‘illegal’. The illegality of their act from
the point of view of the state and the law, so readily transferred to
their being, becomes a means for the criminalisation of migrants
and the act of migration, which, in turn, fuels racist and xenophobic
discourses and disseminates them in political debate. One should
always remember the slogan asylum seekers and undocumented
migrants in their demonstrations around the world shout: “No one
is illegal!”
The use of the term ‘migrant’ instead of ‘immigrant’ in my text is
also for a particular reason. The term ‘immigrants’ refers to those
individuals who ‘come’ ‘here’, to the geographical territory where
the term is used, while migrants can be individuals who, for various
reasons, move from a territory to another and reside somewhere
other than where they ‘technically’ belong. The use of the term
immigrant is in line with what Nina Glick Schiller and Andreas
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Wimmer (2002) criticise as a “methodological nationalism” in
which researchers take for granted the nation/state/society in which
research is produced as the natural social and political form of the
modern world. Consequently, the production of knowledge about
migration is framed through a territorial standpoint in which the
researcher approaches the issues based on her or his territory,
framing her or his inhabitance as the space in which ‘others’ only
arrive at and enter into. This decision about the use of such terms
is a political one that determines the position of the researcher in
relation to the topic with which she or he is engaged. While the use
of the term immigrant only sees individuals as the ones who arrive,
come and enter and their acts as arriving, coming and entering,
the use of the term migrant implies a dynamic understanding of
the act of moving and migrating as a simultaneous departure and
arrival, a simultaneous leaving and coming, simultaneous exiting
and entering. This is why I deliberately use the term undocumented
migrant.
Moreover, my research does not study undocumented migrants
but rather the conditions of undocumentedness that are imposed
upon them. To study undocumented migrants is to risk producing a
homogenous mass, dismissing individuals’ unique experiences and
stories of how they have been affected by walls, fences, borders and
injustice. Thus, I often use the term undocumentedness to point
to the conditions (re)produced by certain practices exercised over
undesired groups of people and their will to move and reside.
Likewise, rather than ‘illegal’, I deliberately use the term
illegalised, to affirm that illegality is a production and process
shaped by various forces and practices. I argue that the conditions
of undocumentedness are not given, but the result of various actors
and practices. The material practices that constitute the focal point
of this research are one of these actors and practices.

Urgency of the condition
In 1951, in her book, The Origins of Totalitarianism, Arendt compares the abstractedness of “Men’s Rights” with the concrete situation of refugees fleeing all over Europe after the First World War. She
argues that these populations were deprived of rights because they
did not belong to any national community, which was/is necessary
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to have one’s right ensured. They were made up only of “men”. By
this, she depicts the main paradox of human rights, which 65 years
after her writing, however different in theory, is still relevant and
practiced by governments and international law: that the “Rights
of Man” are the rights of those who are only human beings, whose
only remaining property is that of being human. They are the rights
of those who have no rights, the mere mockery of all rights (Arendt,
1973 [1951]).
According to the latest report by the United Nations High
Commisioner for Refugees (UNHCR, 2014) there were at that time
19.5 million refugees, 1.2 million registered asylum seekers and 3.5
million stateless persons. If one counts the population of internally
displaced people, this brings the total number of people that the
UNHCR is concerned with up to 59.5 million. This is the highest
recorded level in the post-World War II era. Turkey, Pakistan and
Lebanon are first three on the list of hosting countries. This is
opposed to the common assumption, which considers Europe as
the main ‘host-nation’. While Europe hosts 21.6% of the global
refugee population, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) estimates that there may be five to
eight million undocumented migrants in Europe. The number of
undocumented migrants is far higher for Asia and Africa, which
host 49% and 28% of refugees respectively. At the same time,
these numbers do not tell us anything about the lived experiences,
struggles and resistance of undocumented migrants all over the
world and about the conditions imposed upon them.
The urgency of a growing population of displaced, illegalised
individuals categorised variously as refugees in UNHCR camps,
asylum seekers in lines of migration offices or other waiting
zones, undocumented migrants living with the constant fear of
detention and deportation, is an urgency further heightened by the
re-emergence of neo-Nazi and fascist political parties, with either
explicit or implicit xenophobic and racist policies. Their growing
popularity in Europe, North America and Australia warns many
of us in positions of privilege and power to direct and orient our
writings, works and practices towards resisting the forces that
prevent us from acting. The privileged position of a researcher, her or
his authority and the power she or he can exercise through so-called
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knowledge generation, is used in this work to address such issues,
whilst maintaining the importance of recognising and highlighting
stories, practices and experiences told and made by undocumented
migrants in order to articulate today’s political realities.
It is important to differentiate between urgency and emergency.
In policies concerning migration, refugees and the asylum system,
emergency is a desirable word; a term often used to frame the ways
we are all told to think about the growing numbers of nationally
and internationally displaced individuals and communities. In truth,
however, the question of such displacements is not as accidental
as the discourse of emergency would have us encounter it. The
question of such displacement is, in fact, due to the material and
historical manipulations of the world and its possibilities through
invasions, occupations, wars, climate change, land accumulation
and poverty as a result of capitalism and colonialism. By framing the
displacement of people and their stateless, rightless and vulnerable
situation as an emergency, the only possible way of acting becomes
humanitarian politics and practice. This form of moral framing
then, limits the possibilities for action.
By moralising the life and death of those who are displaced, we
often find ourselves powerless and the only frequently offered and
advertised possibility for action is through the means of national
and transnational aid programs. One of the most extreme images
and products of such a condition is the newly designed IKEA
refugee shelter, which lasts for three years, longer than any other
model previously available on the humanitarian aid market. IKEA’s
marketing of the shelter is based on durability and sustainability,
qualities that apparently contradict the legacy of emergency that
often argues for quick and temporary solutions in an emergency
situation such as sheltering refugees fleeing from civil war. The head
of the IKEA Foundation’s Strategic Planning and Communications
Department, in a statement released prior to the shipment of 10,000
housing units ordered by the UNHCR, unconsciously reveals such
contradictions: “putting refugee families and their needs at the heart
of this project is a great example of how democratic design can be
used for humanitarian value”, and continues, “we are incredibly
proud that the Better Shelter is now available so refugee families
and children can have a safer place to call home” (Better Shelter,
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2015, emphasis mine).
Consequently, this avoids engaging with the historical and
political issues that are deeply embedded within the very same
conditions that render bodies only as organs to be saved organically
and morally but not politically. This also enforces a certain politics
of temporality that treats situations as things to be dealt with and
fixed quickly without due consideration of how long-lasting effects
and practices are generated (Feldman, 2012).
Is it a coincidence that the circulation of mass imagery of illegalised
migration as well as refugees taking lethal routes to Europe in order
to flee war, simultaneously leads to a ubiquitous humanitarian
discourse as well as to a xenophobic, racist and nationalist one that
empowers the politics of fascist parties all around the world?
The cynicism and defeatism that emergency discourses force us
towards (Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos, 2008) has to be
resisted and broken. This, I believe, is the urgent task of researchers
as one of those groups who are able to privilege some matters over
others as urgent. They are able to do so by offering other perspectives
and framings than those offered by the state and media, which
present migration as a humanitarian crisis and scandal. In this work,
I deliberately avoid discourses and representations of emergency and
empathy. Nonetheless, by discussing issues seemingly unrelated to
design and migration, I frame the urgency and necessity of orienting
skills, resources, power positions and knowledge towards certain
moments, bodies and sites.
Urgency, in opposition to emergency, is about engagement with
issues in a more careful and thoughtful way. It is about favouring
urgent issues, politicising and historicising them over others. It is
also about using the privileged position of a researcher to discuss
and highlight bodies, discourses and practices left outside of
dominant framings, and constructed as illegal, willful, useless and
unworthy of being recognised as political. While emergencies ‘fix’
such bodies and voices in the time and place of help and aid, urgency,
in contrast, opens up the time and space for thinking and doing
politics towards directions based on lived experiences, struggles and
knowledge generated by undocumented migrants and their politics
and will to move. Framing these conditions as urgent, then gives one
the possibility to recognise undocumented migrants as one of the
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foremost political narrators of our much lauded era of democracy
and human rights when what they do not have access to is not
human rights but “the rights to have rights” (Arendt, 1973[1951]).

Format and Structure of the Thesis
This thesis does not follow the traditional order of a design research
thesis where research questions are answered with a specific method
and a series of design experiments leading to specific conclusions. It
is rather a constellation of various philosophical and political ideas
as well as personal accounts of those who have experienced the
world as an enclosed entity articulated through passports, camps
and borders. Moreover, it is followed up with specific material
understandings of these ideas and accounts, highlighted through
theoretical analyses and a series of design works. These ideas and
materials are woven together in order to develop the particular concept of material articulations. Through this thesis, I develop this
concept to rethink practices and relations of design and politics.
This allows me to argue that both design and politics can be understood as articulatory practices that shape the material and historical
conditions of undocumentedness.
Contrary to many design research theses, which locate the design
works of the researcher as the major part of the thesis and then
theorise around and across them, this thesis follows a different
format. Four main and overlapping narratives bind the various
chapters together: (i) an examination of existing theoretical
discourses on illegalisation of movement and residence of certain
racial and gendered bodies from the agency of materiality, design
and designing; (ii) an account of myself as a researcher, an activist
and a designer witnessing and working within the conditions of
undocumentedness; (iii) an account of those who are affected by
the processes of illegalisation, the conditions of undocumentedness
and the different forms of struggles they organise against these
precarious conditions; (iv) a narrative highlighted by specific
materials presented through images. The latter is the case when it
comes to my own design work as well as existing materialities that
articulate the conditions of undocumentedness.
Thus, this thesis is a combination of different practices, all
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necessary for a complex understanding of the material conditions
of undocumentedness. As this thesis deals with a complex subject
and conditions, it is not merely necessary, but inevitable, that it
should work with a number of discourses, practices and methods
in different ways. This means that this thesis does not represent any
discipline or department as such, but engages with specific topics
and themes from a transdisciplinary perspective. It is situated in
the intersection of design studies, critical migration studies and
political theory and it aims to discuss the possibilities of working
with themes and conditions in a transdisciplinary way by engaging
with different and seemingly distinct theories and practices.
While there is a specific thread developing the theory of design-politics and the concept of material articulations throughout
the thesis, which is developed and expanded in several directions
in each chapter, the chapters do not follow the same structure and
logic. Each chapter is structured differently and the style and narrative is distributed unevenly. In some parts of this thesis, I engage
with certain literature from political theory and critical migration
studies extensively. I find it necessary to bring those voices and concepts that are less known within design into dialogue with design
theories and thinking by introducing my own translation of them
through the concept of design-politics. I see this as a contribution to
design theory in general and design studies in particular.
This thesis is divided into three parts and includes eight chapters.
Part I, which includes Chapters 1, 2 and 3 can be understood as a
set of theoretical and practical frames to contextualise Part II. Part
II comprising of Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 can be understood as the
main body of this thesis, where I develop my theory of design-politics and concept of material articulations through specific readings
and discussions of passports, camps and borders. Part III contains
my final remarks.
Chapter 2, Complex Conditions: Between Theory and Practice,
deals mainly with the question of methodology. I use articulations
as my main method and I contextualise, theorise and practice this
method within this research as what I call material articulations.
This is about developing a method that reads and intervenes into
both design and politics as a set of articulations. I also discuss the
complexities involved within the conditions of undocumentedness
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which have challenged the positions, and situations in which I was
and continue to be involved. This brings forward the question of
ethics. I discuss my attempt to develop an ethical understanding
of positions and situations in order to recognise the problematics
and possibilities of my involvements and encounters over time and
across the places that have shaped this research.
Chapter 3, Design and Politics: Articulations and Relations, sets
a theoretical context for my discussion of design and politics, their
relations and articulations. In doing so, I situate my understanding
of design as well as politics in relation to a set of ideas in design theories and political theories. I discuss further how design and politics
are a set of articulatory practices that co-work and co-produce the
conditions and possibilities of being and moving in the world. This
leads me to argue for an internal understanding of design and politics beyond ‘and’. Design-politics, then, is the concept that I use and
develop throughout Part II. Chapter 3 can be seen as an opening
attempt to sketch out what design-politics means, how it works and
what it opens toward in the context of this research.
In Part II, starting with Chapter 4, Passporting: Artefacts,
Interfaces and Technologies of Passports, I discuss the concrete
artefact of the passport as one of the strong material articulations
that shapes and conditions the reality of movement, and in practice,
maintains a hegemonic order of mobility today. I show how such a
small, thin and mobile booklet is an effective, thick device of access
and mobility. To do this, I present a material history of passports
and offer three readings of such a device based on different theories.
By discussing the notions and concepts of interface and interactivity
as well as technologies of power through my discussion of history
and its analysis, I offer a critique of interaction design as a field and
as practice. I sketch out particular regimes of practices that articulate power relations of access to social, political and economic space
and time based on stories provided by border transgressors. I call
these regimes of practices, passporting. I end the chapter with situated practices that intervene into the artefactuality of such regimes:
I discuss the practice of forgery in relation to the passporting regime
and the possibilities that it offers for a material understanding of the
notions of citizenship and nationality.
In Chapter 5, Forgery: Critical Practices of Making, I continue my
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discussion of the practice of forgery by situating it within a broader
context of how the politics of movement operates today. I make an
analogy between the regular practices of selling passports (e.g. as
financial investment) and irregular ones, which tease out the idea
of authenticity reproduced in the relation of the body to nationality
and nation-states. Through a series of interviews I conducted with
three smugglers – or migration brokers, as I call them – I try to
give another image of forgers beyond the one repeatedly circulated
in media as smugglers operating within trafficking networks and
the mafia. I argue that passport forgery is truly a critical practice
of making which momentarily interrupts the matching accord of
body, citizenship and freedom of movement. By framing forgery as
a practical making and yet a critical intervention, and comparing it
to the contemporary deployment of criticalities in design practices, I
develop a critique of what in design discourses is known as “critical
design”.
In Chapter 6, Camp-Making: Encampments and CounterHegemonic Interventions, I move to the physical sites of the prevention of motion and action as well as the regulation of residence
articulated through camps. The chapter gradually unpacks camps
as another set of material articulations by examining certain practices at physical sites of confinement and encampments, which are
capable of moving, extending and spreading to other environments
and situations. I call these regimes of practices camp-making. I situate camp-making within everyday undocumentedness and develop
what I call encampments as a specific set of camp-making practices
organised according to spatial and temporal articulations and regulations of the lives of undocumented migrants. The chapter ends by
reviewing three counter-hegemonic interventions that rearticulate
the relations made by camp-making. One of these is a design work
that I have been working on in collaboration with others.
In Chapter 7, Border-Working: Designing and Consumption
of Circulatory Borderwork and Counter-Practices of Looking, I
discuss another set of articulations, namely borders and spaces of
border-work. Drawing on recent literature in critical border studies
and political geography, which argues that borders are delocalised,
I expand the understanding of material articulations within the
conditions of undocumentedness from the artefacts and sites to
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spaces where borders are designed, produced and consumed. These
spaces are designed spaces articulated spatially and temporally, locally and globally as well as through a simultaneous discourse of
securitisation and humanitarianism. I call the regimes of practices
that give shape to these spaces border-working. By discussing a set
of technologies, products and practices belonging to what I call
circulatory border-work in the Mediterranean Sea, as well as in the
urban spaces of Malmö and Stockholm, I argue that these practices
dominantly frame our own practice of looking as well as direct our
possibilities of acting. This allows me to critique the practices of humanitarian design as they moralise and depoliticise political issues
and thus dominate the space of acting and thinking only in the form
of a ‘solution’ to ‘problems’. The chapter ends with a project that
tries to produce other frames to counter our ways of looking when
it comes to border-works.
Chapter 8, Final Remarks, highlights a few key arguments of this
thesis and its consequences for design theory and practice. In this
sense, it is about situating design within the knowledge generated by
this thesis through various instances, stories and encounters related
to how the current politics of movement is organised, regulated and
resisted. Specifically, it proposes a series of concerns worth thinking
about, engaging with and investigating further for design researchers. To mobilise these concerns, much more needs to be done by
design researchers in order to recognise the political urgency of
the concepts and practices with which they routinely work. This is
necessary in order to develop a complex political understanding of
the world and its possibilities of access, movement and inhabitation.
This thesis is an attempt towards such an understanding.
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2. C
 OMPLEX CONDITIONS:
BETWEEN THEORY AND
PRACTICE

This chapter is mainly structured around the question of method.
Beyond identifying the material practices that I am examining
from an interrelated understanding of design and politics, I aim to
trace the ways these practices connect and disconnect, and thereby
present themselves as a regime, a stable entity or a whole unity. I
call these possible linkages – the possible space between practices
– articulation. Because I am mainly focusing on material practices
here, I see the articulations between these material practices as
both materialised and artefactual: some sort of artefactual relation that is made and because of this is always subject to change.
Material articulation, then, is my specific method for this thesis.
I argue that there is nothing stable, transcendental, natural or
self-evident about these linkages. They are made and performed.
They make connections and disconnections. Thus, to use the
theory and method of articulation allows me to identify, trace
and understand these acts of making and connectivities as acts of
unmaking and disconnectivities at the same time. In this chapter, I
explain how articulation as a method enables me to carry out the
tasks of identification, tracing and problematising these linkages
and connections. As well as facilitating my intervention, this will
enable me to make some new connections whilst disconnecting
others. I also discuss how articulation as a method is related specifically to the field of “design research” and how this field may
benefit from the method of articulation.
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I will also discuss the various positions I have occupied during
the course of this research and how they have affected my method.
The complexity of these positions made me think about the ethics
of my encounters, my involvement in different situations and the
overlapping positions I embodied. I argue that, rather than a set
of rules, ethics should be understood as a series of dynamic and
situated configurations. In my experience, these configurations
shifted in line with my specific encounters and involvement in
specific situations. I see it as necessary to discuss ethics in a way that
stems from my personal experience, as this could be understood as
a contribution to scholars of both migration and design who work
with complex social, economic and political situations.

Articulation: To Read and to Intervene
Articulation in this work does not refer to speaking well or clearly.
Here, I understand articulation partly as it has been understood
in cultural studies through the work of Stuart Hall in particular
(1980a). I also understand articulation in terms of feminist technoscience, that of Donna Haraway in particular (2004[1992]).
Haraway has expanded the concept of articulation through the importance she gives to discourses surrounding the agency of non-human actors. In this context, I understand non-human agents mainly
in terms of artefacts and artefactual relations.
Articulation as a concept is often retroactively associated with
Antonio Gramsci and his theories of hegemony. Today, however,
it is understood mostly as a theory born out of the criticism that
Orthodox Marxism’s emphasis on class is reductive. For these
scholars, defining and analysing the world only through the lenses
of class and economic struggles are insufficient for a more complex
understanding of the overdetermination of social phenomena. Rather
than reducing everything into economics or “modes of production”
in Marxist terms, articulation examines how heterogeneous forces
interact and combine to produce effects that are not necessarily
identical to those elements existing in the articulation of a force, a
thing or an event.
In an interview with Lawrence Grossberg (1996 [1986]), Stuart
Hall gives a very material definition of articulation in the second
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meaning of the term (beyond the first meaning concerned with
speech acts):
[W]e also speak of an ‘articulated’ lorry (truck): a lorry where
the front (cab) and back (trailer) can, but need not necessarily,
be connected to one another. The two parts are connected to
each other, but through a specific linkage, that can be broken.
An articulation is thus the form of the connection that can make
a unity of two different elements, under certain conditions. It
is a linkage which is not necessary, determined, absolute and
essential for all time (p.144).

Articulation is not merely discursive or ideological. Articulation
is embedded in the historical conditions and material practices in
which it happens. This was made clear particularly in Hall’s critique
of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s use of the term in their
book Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (2001[1985]). For them,
discourse is the only articulatory practice that constitutes and
organises social relations. Thus, specific social formations can be
determined by particular discursive practices. In their theorisation,
articulation happens through discursive points which “partially fix
meaning” and allow specific formations of the social to take shape.
(p.111-3)
Hall criticised Laclau and Mouffe for their exclusive attention
to practices as merely discursive by approaching “society as a
totally open discursive field” (1996, p.146). Hall’s concern is that
their position “is often in danger of losing its reference to material
practice and historical conditions” (ibid, p.147). Hall thus reminds
us that any articulation is always already materially and historically
embedded. In his famous essay on race and uneven development
in the context of the apartheid regime in South Africa, Hall
understands such embeddedness as “tendential combinations”
which are “not prescribed in the fully determinist sense” but are
nevertheless “‘preferred’ combinations sedimented and solidified by
real historical development over time” (1980a, p.330). This makes it
important to always think of the method of articulation in relation
to conditions and situations.
As an articulation is about situating linkages, the ability to
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connect and recognise disconnections, as well as the possibilities
for forging new relations, resembles a few other concepts such as
“assemblage” in the work of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari
(1988) and “genealogy” in the work of Michel Foucault (1980a).
In a critique built upon black feminist theories, Alexander
Weheliye (2014) compares articulation to assemblage theory and
argues that articulation is more careful and attentive to political
and activist agendas than assemblage. This is because articulation,
as both theory and method, recognises that theories, methods, and
practices are always embedded in, reflective of and limited by their
historical circumstances:
[p]refered articulations insert historically sedimented power
imbalances and ideological interests, which are crucial to
understanding mobile structures of dominance such as race or
gender, into modus operandi of assemblage (p.49).

Foucault’s concept of genealogy and his tracing of regimes of practices overcome the potential ahistoricity of assemblage theory. For him
genealogy is about a particular interrogation of those notions that
we tend to feel are ahistorical or without history. In his works these
elements pertain to sexuality, madness, abnormality, discipline and
other elements of everyday life. For him, genealogy is not so much
about tracing linear development or attempts to find the origins but
rather about revealing the multiplicities of historical pasts, their contradictions and the power and effect they have on the production of
knowledge or truths. While the concept of genealogy was inspiring
to the theory and method of articulation, nevertheless Hall criticises
Foucault for the privilege he gives to differences. According to Hall,
Foucault emphasises difference over unity by paying attention only
to the multi-dimensionality of the state and its practices. While in
agreement with Foucault that states cannot be understood only as
a single object, or the unified will of the ruling class, for Hall “the
way to reach such a conceptualization [the multiple facets of states]
is not to substitute difference for its mirror opposite, unity, but to
rethink both in terms of a new concept articulation” (Hall, 1985,
p.93). This is exactly the step Foucault refuses.
Hall’s insistence on material practices and historical conditions
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thus takes me into another level of articulation developed by
Donna Haraway (2004 [1992]). What Haraway does is to argue
for the agency of artefacts and artefactual relations present in any
articulation that is at work.
In her long essay, “The Promises of Monsters: A Regenerative
Politics for Inappropriate/d Others”, Haraway (2004 [1992])
argues for a politics of articulation instead of a politics of representation. Her project relies on a call for seeing, understanding
and practising social relationships as a set of articulations between
human and non-human actors. She writes that actors “take provisional, never-finished shape in articulatory practices” and observes
that a social relationship is an articulation between “human and
nonhuman actants” (ibid, p.89).
Haraway thus makes a significant departure from Hall by
including non-human actors in the process of articulation. In her
analysis of the association ACT UP in their fights against AIDS,
Haraway lists the many actors involved:
The AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) is a collective
built from many articulations among unlike kinds of actors
– for example, activists, biomedical machines, government
bureaucracies, gay and lesbian worlds, communities of color,
scientific conferences, experimental organisms, mayors,
international information and action networks, condoms and
dental dams, computers, doctors, IV drug users, pharmaceutical
companies, publishers, virus components, counselors, innovative
sexual practices, dancers, media technologies, buying clubs,
graphic artists, scientists, lovers, lawyers, and more (ibid, p.104105).

Thus, articulation is important for this thesis for three reasons.
Firstly, because it enables me to focus on practices, structures and
forms at work through the ways the conditions I research are performed, interact with each other, disarticulate certain connections
and articulate others. This sheds light on the study of relations (both
connections and disconnections) and how these relations come to
show and establish themselves as a given.
Secondly, rather than seeing the world – its closings and openings
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– as merely discursive, articulations materially and historically come
together or fall apart. Thus, the materialities that shape articulations
and the materialities that are generated by articulations under
certain historical conditions comprise a very important part of the
method adopted in this thesis.
As I am focusing on materialities, the third reason is self evident:
that articulations are about human and non-human actors, about
artefacts and artefactual relations, sites and spaces and the ways
bodies interact with interfaces of these material and historical
realities. The artefactualities involved in articulation inform us that
articulations are non-determined. This allows a level of contingency
that makes intervention possible. This is why in cultural studies,
articulation is used both as a technique of analysing relations that
articulate a unity, as well as a form of intervention, the activity of
practicing or ‘trying out’ new articulations. Cultural Studies scholar
Jennifer Daryl Slack (1996) writes “with and through articulation,
we engage the concrete in order to change it, that is, to rearticulate
it” (p.115).
If one analyses, sees and reads an articulation in a specific situation,
there is no guarantee that that articulation is stable, everlasting and
absolute. Because the linkages are made, they can consequently
be unmade and remade. And this is where rearticulation becomes
important.
The possibilities of rearticulation, and the material and historical
embeddedness of articulation, make it clear that it is relevant to
interrogate design practices through the method of articulation.
Articulation is a way to situate design within an articulated world
and to trace the disconnections it makes and connections that it
forges. Design, then – or more accurately, the act of designing – is
understood in this work as an articulatory practice that articulates
both the material artefacts such as a passport with its own technical
and social complements as well as the relations between various
artefacts, sites and spaces that operate within the conditions of
undocumentedness that are produced and sustained by it. This is
to argue that the ontological condition of design is always about
practices of articulations.
When I write that this work is about a specific articulatory
practice that is designing, I do not seek to deny the existence of
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other articulatory practices such as intersubjective, textual and
discursive ones. Rather, I assert that I find my way by focusing on
designing and its relation to other articulatory practices, which all
come together to articulate the conditions of undocumentedness.
Design as a practice, then, participates in the process of connecting
and disconnecting simultaneously, of constructing provisional and
contingent unities, which are both context-specific and in constant
negotiation.
When I speak of articulations, I speak of a set of practices and
relations. As articulations do not happen in an empty place and time
but in an already articulated world, then what those articulations
do is always already a simultaneous act of disarticulation and
rearticulation. Any articulation always entails disarticulation and
rearticulation.
Therefore, using articulation as a method for this work means
that this thesis, while disarticulating undocumentedness as a series
of conditions in general by tracing the emergence of practices,
performances and interactions involved, also rearticulates them
in certain directions. When I speak of disarticulation, I mean disarticulating articulated things and unities such as passports, camps
and borders. Disarticulating these articulated artefacts, sites and
spaces unpacks their material practices and historical conditions.
By disarticulating them, I both locate them in their context
(historical and material) and undo them in certain directions that
can eventually lead to other rearticulations. Disarticulation is not a
mere process or performance of opening up or revealing something
that is hidden or invisible. Such a definition ignores the presence
of the bodies, subjects and environments that help and affect the
process of disarticulation. Things become something when they
are disarticulated. Disarticulation both undoes and redoes the
situation that it is engaged with simultaneously. This is why the
term articulation is used broadly when I talk about the conditions
that shape and are shaped by material practices. Articulation (disand re-) is therefore my main method in encountering material
practices and lived experiences of individuals who are affected by
the conditions of undocumentedness.
Sometimes, I deliberately use the term rearticulation. The way
I use the term rearticulation concerns the matter of orientation.
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Orientations matter, both in the sense of mattering as important and
matter as material (Ahmed, 2010). The rearticulations of relations
and practices of conditions point to the reorientations of things and
bodies in certain directions determined by specific political forces
challenging existing articulations. Things do not often appear to
be in articulation. They are often seen as isolated or separated
from others. The moment rearticulation by intentional orientation
happens, however, the inter-relationality of things and practices is
revealed. This is why I argue that any form of articulation is always
about disarticulation and rearticulation.

Material articulations: practices, performances and
interactions
When I speak of material articulations in this work, I examine
mainly passports, camps and borders as the material articulations
that shape and are shaped by the conditions of undocumentedness.
These three articulations are intertwined and concomitantly shape
my understanding of immobilities, mobilities and undocumentedness. However, other material articulations, which emerge between
and across passports, camps and borders will also be discussed and
examined. To carry out such examinations, I will first specify how
and on what basis I identify, examine, problematise and intervene
into existing material articulations such as passports, camps and
borders.
Practices, performances and interactions are the three approaches
that support my working out of the method. They help me to elaborate
my understanding and framing of material articulations. They inform
me of how the material articulations of undocumentedness operate
and enable me to identify possible sites of intervention. I understand
practices as regimes of practices, performances as performativity of
the regimes of practices and interactions as simultaneous actions and
inactions produced by interfaces. By examining undocumentedness
and its material articulations – passports, camps and borders –
through practices, performances and interactions involved, I am
able to focus on materialised and designed things. Moreover, I will
be able to focus on the actions, inactions and interactions that shape
and are shaped by the conditions of undocumentedness.
I use these three approaches in relation to and in support of each
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other. Nevertheless, they are interrelated and dispersed elements
that help me to understand the particularities of the conditions
of undocumentedness within their specific context. Practices,
performances and interactions will be used in this thesis frequently
and here I clarify what exactly I mean by each of them. In the
coming chapters, they will be used to develop an understanding of
passports, camps and borders as material articulations.
Practices: Regimes of Practices
Michel Foucault’s research on prisons and other disciplinary spaces
is one way of understanding practices or “regimes of practices” as
he calls it. Foucault’s target in analysing these places and spaces
was not simply to understand “institutions, theories or ideology but
practices (emphasis mine) – with the aim of grasping the conditions
which make these [institutions] acceptable at a given moment”
(Foucault, 1991, p.75).
There are two important points in Foucault’s clarification of the
method he uses in Discipline and Punish (1977) and his earlier
works: first, focusing on practices – in this case practices of imprisonment – which being understood “as places where what is said and
what is done, rules imposed and reasons given, the planned and the
taken for granted meet and interconnect” (Foucault, 1991, p.75).
Second, to analyse regimes of practices, which elucidate the abilities
of practices to become accepted, legitimised and normalised. In
other words, “to study [the] interplay between a ‘code’, which rules
ways of doing things (how people are to be graded and examined,
things and signs classified, individuals trained, etc.) and a production of true discourses which serve to found, justify and provide
reasons and principles for these ways of doing things” (Ibid, p.79).
Inspired by Foucault’s emphasis on regimes of practices, I am
interested in studying both the material practices that conduct and
articulate the conditions of undocumentedness as well as those that
generate certain material articulations concerning the mobility and
immobility of individuals and groups. This is not separate from
studying the conditions of acceptability of regimes of practices
that “possess up to a point their own specific regularities, logic,
strategy, self-evidence and ‘reason’” (ibid, p.75). These conditions
of acceptability refer to the ways practices come into being, are
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maintained and are transformed.
By examining the material articulations of undocumentedness and
illegalisation, my aim is to show their emergence and articulations
in specific moments and under certain circumstances. I also aim to
expose how the production of illegalisation and undocumentedness
are accepted through material realities, through design and
design’s ontological power to persuade, normalise and convince.
Designed things do not come into existence through an isolated
act. Technologies, practices and rationalities merge into each other
through the act of designing. The act of designing articulates them
into a new articulation seen and understood as a product, a service
or a system. These ways and processes are presented and accepted in
certain moments as principal components of modernity, capitalism,
colonialism and (neo)liberalism. Thus, they come to be seen as a
“natural” and self-evident bounded whole – which is designed,
produced and consumed in the name of reason and rationality – and
as an indispensable part of the status quo.
Scholars working in fields other than design have powerfully
evinced how concrete material practices were invented, designed,
developed further and used on a mass scale through colonialism.
They show how the regulation of the movement of certain bodies,
and in particular the policing of migration and migration policies are
extensively shaped by colonialism and its aftermath. For instance:
how the violence of everyday life in colonies is organised and
normalised through specific architecture, design and development
of racially divided zones, towns, streets, buildings and institutions
(Fanon, 2004 [1963]); or how a specific artefact such as barbed wire,
designed and produced for the specific site of agriculture, moved to
the sites of colonial wars, and later mass sequestration and detention
(Netz, 2004); how the specific identification technique of biometrics
was developed by the colonial state of South Africa (Breckenridge,
2014); how the importing of colonial labour into the urban space
of empire as migrant workers, shaped laws and policies around the
category of ‘illegal aliens’ in the United States (Ngai, 2004); and
how the current migration family visa is shaped by colonial legacies
regulating domestic spaces in colonies (Turner, 2014).
While these practices involve a variety of designed artefacts,
sites and spaces, until now most humanities scholars have only
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dealt with the discursive aspect of these hegemonic practices. At
the same time, design researchers have widely overlooked the active
presence of design and designing as a historical and material agent
in shaping colonialism and immobilising certain populations. I
argue that design researchers need to study these practices from
the perspective of the agency of design. This is necessary in order
to understand how the mundane and seemingly apolitical makings
of design emerge as an extremely economic and political activity
that articulates the politics of movement both historically and in the
present. Moreover, beyond the production and regulation of certain
bodies and their abilities to move and reside at will, design practices
are able to develop spaces and conditions of normalcy, acceptability
or what design scholar, Tony Fry, (2015) calls a “designed system
of compliance” (p.85). Such designed systems produce unequal,
exploitative and violent relations without being seen or experienced
as violent by hegemonic orders and ruling classes.
Three regimes of practices discussed in this thesis – passporting,
camp-making and border-working – generate and maintain the
conditions of undocumentedness and processes of illegalisation.
They normalise them and are legitimised by certain institutions,
forms of knowledge, technologies and policies. What matters here,
is (i) an examination and interrogation of the way these regimes
of practices work, (ii) how they realise and perform their goals
successfully or unsuccessfully and (iii) how they produce a range
of effects over bodies who exercise their will to move despite
being banned from moving freely. This offers new possibilities for
recognising and intervening into the frictions and weak points of
these regimes of practices from the point of their performance.
This is why it is important to pay attention to the performativity of
regimes of practices and the actors involved in the illegalisation of
certain mobile bodies.
Performances: Performativity of Regimes of Practices
To base the discussion of material articulations on material practices alone would run the risk of producing reductive, fixed analysis,
focused on tangible physicalities alone (Amin and Thrift, 2013,
p.57). To engage with performances in order to understand material
articulations, is to affirm the contingency of material entities, bodies
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and practices and their constant interactions. In this work, I do not
see practices as something fixed or isolated. In order to exercise
power, regimes of practices need to be performed. The performance
of practices in this way reveals the performativity of sovereignty
(Weber, 1998; Feldman 2005). Regimes of practices that articulate
conditions of undocumentedness, in truth perform certain forms of
sovereignty, power and state.
Performances are critical to this study. This is because this study
engages with the emerging forms of the state, power and sovereignty
through material articulations of undocumentedness. Performances
are important to material articulations of undocumentedness because
they actualise power as they are performed. My understanding of the
performativity of the state and its regimes of practice is inspired by
Judith Butler’s work (1988) on performativity as a set of iterational
practices through which categories such as gender become reified.
She argues that:
[G]ender is in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from
which various acts proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously
constituted in time – an identity instituted through a stylized
repetition of acts. Further, gender is instituted through the
stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as
the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and
enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding
gendered self (p.519).

In line with Butler’s theorisation of gender as performative, the state
can also be understood through its “stylized repetition of acts” such
as policies, customs, paperwork, and institutions. The state, through
practices performed by human actors – civil servants, citizens,
non-citizens and so forth – as well as non-human actors – artefacts
and sites – also reinforces sovereignty (Campbell, 1992; Lynn Doty,
1996; Weber, 1998; Feldman 2005). One set of such practices through
which the state performs itself is through those material articulations
at which I look and in which I intervene through this thesis.
Performativity offers complex, efficient and effective forms of
power practice through the dynamisms it promotes. The dynamism
of performativity renders these forms of power practices less visible
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but more present. It is productive to think of the state, its regimes
of practices and the possibilities and impossibilities that the state
produces as performative power. Performativity of the state informs
us that resisting repressive and excessive measures is neither simple
nor easy. This makes it necessary to think of the ways that a design
researcher uses methods and intervenes materially into conditions
that are produced by the performativity of the state, global economy
as well as its local configurations.
Thus in this work, performativity refers to how regimes of practices
actualise power in a specific site and moment. Performativity in
this work is used to discuss the contingency of regimes of practice
and their articulations of mobility and immobility. Because
performances are contingent and are configured in the moment
through repetitions and actions, it is possible that current material
articulations of mobility can be disarticulated and rearticulated.
Interactions: Interfaces of Actions and Inactions
Foucault believes that in order to criticise power, one does not need
to think of power as the domination of a mastery or explanation,
but rather to see it as it is played out in the field of interactions,
“contemplated in a relationship which can not be disassociated
from forms of knowledge. One always has to think about it in such
a way as to see how it is associated with a domain of possibility
and consequently, of reversibility, of possible reversal” (Foucault,
2007a, p.66).
There are three points that need to be clarified here: first, power is
not about dominion but interactions, which means that interactions
are not about a set of equal and dynamic forces distributed evenly
among interfaces and across bodies. To put it another way, one
cannot merely talk about interactions and the way that they might
be designed without talking about the power relations that their
design produces. Interaction is not innocent, neutral or self-evident.
Second, the processes of interactions do not occur in a vacuum,
but always already intervene in other interactions that exist in the
world. Third, the domain of interactions is a domain of possibilities
and the possibility of reversal. While interactions can forge new
relations and actions, at the same time, they can easily comply with
discourses and knowledge that promote the inactivity of certain
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bodies and the deprivation of agency for some subjects.
Another important point is the framing that makes and
represents a set of practices, actions, encounters and occurrences
as interactions3. Any interactive setting without its frame cannot
claim interactivity, for interactivity does not happen in an empty
space and time. I understand these frames as interfaces by which
regimes of practices and power relations perform and take place.
The term interface originates within computational design, meaning
a point of interaction facilitated by a Graphical User Interface
between hardware and software. While interfaces have become an
object of design since their more obvious use in personal computers
(Krippendorff, 2005), in his theorisation of design, Gui Bonsiepe
(1999) argues that the domain of design is always the domain of
the interface. For Bonsiepe, “the interface is not a material object”
but “the dimension for interaction between the body, tool and
purposeful action” (p.29). This means that interfaces are designed
to determine the scope of actions to be performed by an articulation
of the body, product, service and/or system in a specific situation.
This definition generalises interfaces to any activity that involves
bodies, things, space and time. While he is right in understanding the
concept of interaction through the frame that makes it happen – the
interface – Bonsipie dismisses the contingency of the performativity
of interfaces. The performativity of the interface means that the
interface cannot guarantee that its designed functions will always
be achieved, because they are situated in a matrix of relations
and they in themselves produce relations in which the envisioned
interaction is one among many. While the term interface tends to
convey an image of two-sided articulation between artefacts and
bodies, they are more complex. Their multiplicities contain within
them many different interests, relationships, modes of rationality
and power (Long, 1999; Laurel, 1990). In their Foucauldian
analysis of interfaces, Gupinath Kannabiran and Marianne Graves
Petersen (2010) offer a good critique of the conventional reading of
the concept of interface in the field of interaction design. They argue
that interface is not just a means to achieve desired interaction, it is
3 In his work on governmentality, Foucault discusses the concept of “self-regulation” (Rose, 1996).
By this, he not only talks about the “free interactions” of agents, entities, bodies and things in the
process of regulation and self-regulation, but he also talks about the production of a frame for these
interactions to take place in (Weizman, 2015).
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the very frame in which the contestation and performance of power
relations happen. In this view, mundane interactions would be seen
as active negotiations of power rather than another step in task
sequence (p.697).
Thus, I understand interaction through interfaces and their
functions, effects, affects as well as their historical and material
positions in an articulated world. This understanding, then, sheds
light on an understanding of interfaces as specifically designed and
material-historical forms of interactivity that emerge from and
shape certain practices and power relations. Hence, interaction
in my research refers to both the actions and inactions produced
simultaneously by designed interfaces.
For instance, the graphic and material reality of the artefact of the
passport is an interface. It is designed to interact and communicate
transnationally with border guards, police, citizens and its holder.
Moreover, it is designed to “excommunicate” (Thacker, 2013)
forgers, imposters and border transgressors. These interfaces,
which articulate regimes of practices of mobility and immobility,
are everywhere. However, they operate differently with different
performative actors across space, place and time. I do not discuss
them in this research by focusing on what they are or what they
might be. Instead, I focus on what power relations they produce
and what regimes of practices they shape in other environments
and over other bodies not necessarily involved in programmed and
designed interactions. It is in this sense, that, in this thesis, I do not
aim to define interactions, interfaces and their design according to
a particular form, model or code. Instead, I seek to show how they
perform, exist, persuade, remain, transform and expand regimes of
practices due to specific historical, social, political and economic
reasons and rationalisations.
Thus, interactions are not simply objects or things, nor are
they a ‘between’ space, rather they are “mediating environments”
(Drucker, 2011). These mediating environments transform and
expand regimes of practices of mobility and immobility through
interfaces and in the form of materially articulated artefacts, sites
and spaces. These include but are not limited to border agencies,
migration offices, biometric passports, detention centres and smart
borders.
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Specificities of passports, camps and borders
Passports, camps and borders, as designed things, all supposedly
‘serve’ or are ‘in the service of’ the state today, but there are different reasons behind the existence and workings of each. While
the state expands its monopoly over what counts and is represented
as legal movement by designing and developing different passports,
camps and borders, I will show that the practices, performances
and interactions emerging from these three material articulations
shape policies and conventions back. Moreover, passports, camps
and borders operate and perform at different levels, scales and
measures. This is partly due to the complexities of today’s geopolitical situations and global orders. It is also due in part to their
very specific ontological conditions and materialities. Consequently
they are able agents in producing different practices with different
affective dimensions in form and scale over bodies as individuals or
en masse. As Hall argues, method of articulation allows us to think
together the specific practices that are articulated around contradictions, which do not emerge in the same way, at the same point and
in the same moment (1980b, p.69).
It is for this reason that this work discusses in detail the
dispersed and specific interactions, performances and practices
through interfaces, technologies, products, geographies, etc., and
encounters in the context of movement and migration. Beyond
this, however, I also try to show how these apparently dispersed
and distinct practices and phenomena articulate together the
reality of movement for majority of the world’s population. This
is evinced in the lived experiences that I bring to the fore in this
research. This requires me to examine how these practices, at a
certain moment, yield intelligible meanings, and enable the space
of what we might call politics. This is an examination or tracing
of a “relatively autonomous”, taken for granted, or legitimised
and legalised set of social, institutional, technical, economic, and
political forces that are designed and organised into unities such
as passports, camps and border zones, which are effective and are
relatively empowering for some while disempowering for others.
These specific practices in their specific time and place in addition
to their associations and disassociations shape our understanding
and conceptions of the world of individuals and communities. They
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produce certain epistemologies. This consequently has an effect on
how individuals and communities organise themselves, find each
other in their struggles against the hegemonic order of mobility and
forge solidarity through the collaborations that they initiate in their
attempts to make other worlds possible.4

Designing as an articulatory practice
As I argue for designing as an articulatory practice in the world, it is
important to understand how designing itself can play a role in the
process of research and generation of knowledge. It is therefore important to engage with design research literature to see what design
research has to offer to this work.
Christopher Frayling (1993) has placed design research into three
categories, which are “research into design, research through design
and research for design”. The first is when designers or others write
critical reflections and histories of design. In the second category,
designers are “reflective practitioners”5, documenting their research
and reflecting on it through studio projects, which in turn lead to
experimental and innovative materials and technologies. The third
is a sort of investigation for the preparation of making. Daniel
Fallman (2007), by revising Frayling’s categorisation, argues that
the knowledge produced by design is not only about technical nature
as it is the case in Frayling’s research, but also about human nature.
He (Fallman, 2007) differentiates what he calls “research-oriented
design” from “design-oriented research”. The former he defines as
where “design is the area and research the means – the creation of
new products and, in that process, answering to the problems and
real-world obstacles that are faced in that process, is the primary
objective”. He defines the latter as “where research is the area and
design the means – as a conduct that seeks to produce new knowledge
by involving typical design activities in the research process” (p.195).
It is in the second definition that studying an artefact by making
4 My reading of design practices here is based on how Hall reads the practice of communication
(Hall, 1989 p.49).
5 The reference is to Donald Schön’s concept. Schön defines design practice as a reflective
conversation with the materials of the situation, where the designer does not operate according to
general theoretical principles, nor is guided by a technical rationality, but, rather, operates from an
on-going reflection that brings together abstract theories, learning from previous experiences, the
specificity of the situation and materials involved in the situation in which the designer operates
(Schön 1983).
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it, inevitably makes that study one about human actors and the
contexts in which the artefact is enacted. The problem of both
Frayling’s and Fallman’s categorisations rests on taking the notion
of design, or design actions for granted. In these formulations,
design is either a means or an end. For instance, in design-based
research, design is about the set of skills and activities that is
generated within design practice and is used to facilitate research.
According to my method of articulation, design cannot be either a
means or an end. It is always an articulatory practice that shapes the
activities involved in research. One particular way to overcome such
an underestimation of design and its doing is through the concept
of design programmes (Brandt et al., 2011; Koskinen et al., 2011).
This concept has become useful and has gained attention in design
research because it allows for the constant reframing of research
programmes by means of experimentation. In design programmes,
experiments are conducted through making and doing, acts that go
beyond the means of validating or falsifying a hypothesis and explore
the potentiality of the programme itself. Even though the framing of
the research programmes remain open to allow for the unexpected6
and different directions, this openness does not take into account the
politics of points and locations of the researchers and the research
programmes fully. It does not indicate or force researchers to
develop sensitivities and to recognise the contingent forces involved
in research across time and in various places. Experiments are often
reflected and redone on the basis of the initial frame. This runs the
risk of creating a depoliticised experiment-production machine that
does not inhabit the same world as the one in, about and which the
programmes make inquiries. Thinking of design as one articulatory
practice that constantly participates in an articulation of hegemonic
order due to tendential combinations, does not allow for design
to arise as a neutral or transparent practice within the process of
research. The design actions in research – whether these actions are
through design, or design-oriented research or design experiments
in a programme – should also be subject to inquiry in and of
themselves. As design researchers, we arrive at design and designing
6 In this sense, Johan Redström (2011) argues for the “dialectic of program/experiment” approach,
in which researchers are able to reframe and reformulate the program in order to eventually
establish a kind of “provisional knowledge regime” (Brandt et al., 2011).
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as certain historical and material practices. We depart by specific
directions and turning. In this way, the space of research defined by
design and designing as one articulatory practice, is an articulated
space before researchers’ acts and formulations take place. To use
design – either as means or area or both – always already orients
research processes and actions. The task, then, is to recognise the
articulatory presence of design and designing in the process of
research, because research shapes certain realities and truths whilst
concealing others. What is important, then, is the recognition of the
frame that always comes with any act of design and designing.
In this work, I use design, its historical tendencies and its power
as an articulatory practice to read and analyse situations along
and across passports, camps and borders. At the same time, I use
design and designing for the very same reason to intervene into and
rearticulate specific situations with which I work. It is in this sense
that, in my work, the idea of design and acts of designing are not
considered as solutions to undocumentedness. Nor are they seen
as a way to promote empathy or generate well-being as a means
of comforting the lives of ‘the others’.7 Instead, I use design and
designing as ways of knowing and understanding the material
world that design itself has articulated and in doing so, intervene in
that world (rearticulation). When using design as a way of knowing
the world, the knowing does not happen from outside, the lab,
the studio, but rather happens through design’s very presence in
the world. In Science and Technology Studies (STS) approaches
to research practices, this understanding is more explicit as STS
researchers argue that the production of facts is not very separated
from the artefacts that negotiate the process of the production of
knowledge (Law, 2004; Latour, 2007; Suchman, 2007).
Instead of being a finished design solution or comment, my design
work often deals with a series of material articulations including and
across artefacts, sites and spaces. These sites, spaces and artefacts
are engaged in a series of relations with other articulations over
7 These ways of looking at design have become more and more popular. This is because an
understanding of designing as an articulatory practice, which always already participates in
the articulations of the world, has been dismissed. Such approaches see design as a vehicle for
containing ideologies or inscribing instructions. For instance, the special issue launched by the
International Journal of Design in its issue about subjective well-being puts the banal question
of “how can design contribute to happiness?” as the locus of the issue (Desmet et al., 2013). For
similar approaches also see Mattelmäki et al., 2014.
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the course of time and in various environments. In this sense, the
rearticulations enabled by designing can be started as an action in a
specific situation but resituated as counteractions and interactions in
the contexts of workshops, public gatherings and other enactments
after the design.8 In this sense my idea of the work of design is close
to how Noortje Marres and Javier Lezaun (2011) understand the
power of engagement and exclusion of materials on their own and
how they articulate, discuss and contest the notion of “the public”
besides the common understanding, which configures devices as
mere participants of a setting. At the same time, my understanding
of the work of design is slightly different. In locating my own and
others’ design works discussed in this thesis, I do not prioritise any
conception of the public. In other words I do not necessarily discuss
politics or possibilities of politics from the different conceptions
of the public. According to my method, material articulations can
happen anywhere and at anytime and do not belong to distinct
spheres. However, the site and the time in which these articulations
are performed and the specific material and discourses involved
affect what encounters and moments will be highlighted by different
authorities as public, as design or as political actions.
By approaching design as a way of knowing and designing as an
articulatory practice, a specific conception of design and designing
is put forward: design operates whenever there are material
articulations at work. However, the institution or discipline of design
favours and frames some particular moments and forms of design
over others. Thus in my work, I am concerned with the temporal
as well as spatial politics of my design works as well as others’
design works: the state, corporate companies, forgers and border
transgressors. Instead of seeing it as a stable product or a form of
progression in a linear way from its origins, I am concerned with
constant material articulations of the design works and contingent
directions that they may take.

8 This is quite similar to the concept of “design-after-design” (Binder et al., 2011) which allows
for making and designing during use-time but also beyond the time designers spend on designing
products, services or systems in their labs or studios. However, in my work the articulation after
the so-called project-time does not necessarily act as “design”-after-design but rather acts as other
articulations that are not traditionally or institutionally defined as design works.
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Complexities of Positions and Situations
During the course of this research I have occupied various positions,
mainly as a scholar by being a PhD candidate, as an activist by being
engaged in a local activist group, Asylgruppen, as well as a designer
who has been educated and worked as an industrial, interior and
interaction designer for some years. These three positions obviously
overlap and, in some specific situations and contexts, one identity
dominates the others.
Earlier in this chapter, I discussed the necessity of highlighting
and working with and through the specificities of practices that I
study. The same may be said about the specificities of the encounters,
situations and narratives that I highlight in each chapter. This
has directed me to work with material articulations as a method
in various ways. Moreover, this method is also determined by the
complexity of the positions that I have occupied. This affirms that
material articulation cannot be a general tool and prescriptive
method but needs to be configured in a situated way. This is why
each chapter that deals with a set of specific material articulations
is produced, written and structured differently.
The variety and complexities of my positions resulting from my
movement through various worlds (academia, activism and others)
challenge the problematic division of theory and practice. This taught
me that engagement with the world cannot be purely theoretical
or purely practical. This thesis, then, is a product of overlapping
positions, sites and spaces of theory and practice simultaneously.
This follows upon the scholarly works that challenge dominant
western-oriented knowledge production which assumes that theory
is often produced in the North, whereas the practice of that theory
takes place in the South (Connell, 2007; Spivak, 1999), or in other
words, where academia is situated in the North and the field is
in the South. Obviously the North-South division is not a simple
geographical line but the very fake duality between any notion of
the western, the modern, the civilised, the developed and the rest
who by such divisions are automatically excluded and condemned
as ‘the non-developed ones’ or merely as ‘developing ones’, i.e.,
those seeking to achieve modernity and civilisation. Tariq Jazeel
and Colin McFarlane (2010), both geographers, have addressed
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these fake dualities by advocating for a postcolonial politics of
academic knowledge production. Drawing on the work of Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak, they argue that we, as researchers, often forget
that in contemporary transnational academic landscapes, our daily
practices of research produce the world by “computing” the Global
South in an unproblematic way, with the EuroAmerican professional
intellectual poised and positioned as “the one who diagnoses”
(Spivak, 1999, p.255). This shapes the division of theory and practice
where western and ‘enlightened’ practitioners produce philosophy,
whereas non-westerners are simply subjects to be observed and
documented. In this way, those in the South merely contribute with
their experiences (Fanon, 2008 [1952]). As an example of this,
after reading an early draft of my thesis, an academic friend asked
me why I have weaved the words of philosophers and the voices
of undocumented migrants so tightly. He asked, “why from that
elaborated and careful language that a philosopher uses, do you all
of a sudden start to use the simple language of an undocumented
person who is giving us the story of her or his situation?”
I replied, “because both voices inhabit the same world and both
shape my understanding of the conditions of undocumentedness.
Moreover, I intentionally structured the different voices in that
way in order to communicate my understanding of how the world
operates and how I experience it”. This is the same world from which
our research emerges, takes shape and eventually impacts the lives
of individuals and communities. All these voices and experiences
generate knowledge, rationalities and truth by inhabiting the very
same world. As a researcher, one should always be aware that the
knowledge produced from research, sets things in motion; it has
an effect on the world, and is part of the world from its very first
iterations (Said, 1983).
In some parts of this work I use the pronoun “I”. This is used
to refer to my bodily presence as a participant in events to which
I am referring. This usage is also accompanied by a certain
narrative style. This presence might be an activist position at first
but it eventually and retroactively becomes a scholarly one, a voice
that tries to analyse, reflect and re-read my on-going research.
Nonetheless, the “I” sometimes refers to that scholar’s voice, a
voice that is bodily distant from the situation whether or not he
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likes it. Indeed, he cannot hide this because he is involved with
activism in other moments and ways. The question is not to avoid
or breach the well-referenced gap between academia and activism9,
rather it is to recognise the geographies and constant shifting of I,
both intellectually and bodily, that one navigates through due to
the privilege one has. In this case, that privilege is that of being an
academic researcher. One has to be reflective about the privilege of
mobility one practices across these dynamic positions.
Given the complex world we inhabit in general and the complex
conditions of undocumentedness in particular, we should ask why
we do not work with the conditions under inquiry in this mixed
way. Why do we not use various methods, narratives, accounts,
styles and combinations, which see out the cross-section academic
disciplines, writing styles and standard way of communicating in
research? After all, this is what articulation is about: it is about
forging relations between seemingly unrelated parts or elements
with the knowledge and recognition of breaking some other likely
elements apart (Haraway, 2004).

On Ethics of Encounters and Involvements
In the introduction I argued that there is always a politics present in
finding the ways that direct and shape questions, decisions, writing
styles and standpoints. In fact, as a researcher one always has to
think about how one’s situation and position might be connected
to the assessments one makes of the things and events one encounters in the world. This provides “the opportunity to see how much
one’s contingent situation in the world shapes what and how one
thinks, and how one interacts” (Nicholls, 2010, p.24). This can be
thought of as a matter of ethics, the ethics of situation (Badiou,
2001). In line with ethics of situation, one recognises and acts
upon the disparate effects of what is produced, framed, shared and
represented. Without recognition of those situations, one runs the
risk of stigmatisation, misrepresentation, generalisation, and homogenising people involved in research. Moreover, this runs the risk
9 In various fields scholars and activists have discussed the possibilities of such breaching. Militant
Research for instance is a strategy attempting to breach such a gap discussed within geography,
cultural studies, migration studies and politics. For a discussion on the relevance of Militant
Research to critical migration studies see Garelli and Tazzioli, 2013.
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of producing tools, analysis, knowledge and materials that assist
the state and other entities in their policies and regulations against
those whose stories I seek to tell. Paulo Freire (2005 [1968]) warns
us – as researchers – that “the real danger lies in the risk of shifting
the focus of the investigation from meaningful themes to the people
themselves, thereby treating the people as objects of the investigation” (p.107). This runs the risk of ‘constructing’ people and their
suffering as problems to be analysed, solved and consequently to
receive the social scientific treatment that they ‘deserve’ (Sayad,
1991 in Hunter 2010). This is why I have directed my research to
conditions and regimes of practices that shape those conditions as
opposed to focusing ‘on’ the undocumented migrants themselves.
As I said earlier, I do not aim to study undocumented migrants
whose ‘culture’ and ‘practices’ can be objectified for the use of institutions that have (re)produced such categories. I rather try to disarticulate specific produced, made and articulated material realities
within the conditions of undocumentedness in collaboration with
undocumented migrants themselves. It is a form of co-interrogation
of nation-states and nationalisms as a driving force behind such
productions and articulations from the critical standpoint of undocumented migrants, as a racialised and heterogeneous transnational
group. The anthropologist, Nicholas De Genova (2005) calls such
interactions a form of “anti-anthropological ethnography”.
There are established ethical frameworks used by different
disciplines and institutions that are broadly based on the principles
of respect, dignity, justice, beneficence as well as non-maleficence
towards those who in one way or another are involved in the research
process (Pittaway, Bartolomei and Hugman, 2010). Nonetheless,
scholars have argued that these types of framework lack the capacity
to address the complexity of working with vulnerable groups and
complicated situations (Jacobsen and Lanadau, 2003; Mackenzie
et al., 2007).
In this research, I do not see the issue of ethics as a matter of
following rules and procedures, nor do I limit ethics to the “do
no harm” principle (Hugman, Pittaway and Bartolomei, 2011). I
understand ethics as a process, which is configured in situations
(Badiou, 2001), in the form of “giving an account of oneself”
(Butler, 2005) and through interactions between the account
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of oneself and others’ accounts of their own lives and struggles.
Taking such an approach extends the notion of ethics to situated
processes of communication with marginal groups. Consequently
ethics should take the task of letting the heterogeneous interests,
stories, histories, lives and struggles of those who have been
brought into the research process because of their conditions
dialogically shape and redirect the production and communication
of knowledge produced by scholarly work. Despite this approach
to ethics, the fact that a researcher seeks ways of co-shaping the
research process, does not eradicate the strong power relationship
between the researcher and others who are involved in the research.
This is because there will always be unequal power relationships
between the researcher (or sometimes, in my case, the activist) and
those subject to research. As such, the responsibility always “rests
on the shoulders of the researcher to establish a more egalitarian
inter-relationship” (Mander, 2010, p.266) in those acknowledged
processes of co-shaping of the research.
In the coming pages, I will reflect further on the issue of ethics
by drawing on some moments and encounters. In particular, I will
discuss it through my encounters with other bodies and subjectivities.

Activism and knowledge generation
Being part of an activist group, beyond sharing a collective attempt
to connect and forge relations in order to mobilise the politics in
which one believes, has other ethical and political implications for
the generation and sharing of knowledge. One of these implications
is that as researchers we learn the limits of a theory. As Edward
Said argues, “a theory that begins as a liberating idea can become
a trap of its own” (1983, p.238). This is evident when theory is in
operation and in the material world. Activism helped me to face the
limits of my theorisations as well as to be reflective about the danger
of metaphorisation that may come about as a result of my theorisations. The metaphorisation of concepts and material realities of
conditions under inquiry – in this context passports, camps and
borders – that the majority of academic works (especially in arts and
humanities) has a tendency to produce, in practice separates and
removes bodies, their struggles and processes of knowledge generation from the particularities and specificities of their formations
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and transformations. Activism challenges such a trap of metaphorisation, into which academic scholars often fall.
At the same time, it is important to avoid romanticising activism.
Even though it is less organisational and hierarchal than other
political unities, activism can potentially take an institutional form
in the sense of producing its own norms, cultures, rituals, assessment
frameworks and power relations. However, such criticism is not the
task of this thesis, but nonetheless, I do not see activists and activism
separate from the world in which conditions of undocumentedness
are produced and sustained and I have therefore tried to reflect upon
this in my work.
My encounters with undocumented migrants have mostly been
through my involvement in Asylgruppen, a local activist group in
Malmö who support undocumented migrants in their struggles to
demand their rights to asylum and citizenship. I have been involved
in Asylgruppen since 2011.
The way I met undocumented migrants differed depending
on the locality and the reason for my presence at that particular
locality. Sometimes I met undocumented people at demonstrations,
social centres and during other activities initiated by Asylgruppen.
However, I also met undocumented migrants and travellers without
the right papers due to other circumstances. For instance, when I
was in Athens for a short period of time in order to interview a few
passport brokers, after having spent a few hours in a square I found
myself talking to several people in a torn-apart apartment where
several refugees in transit were living in harsh conditions. Except for
the long talks with passport forgers and me stating my position as a
researcher/writer, I have never conducted any interviews, surveys or
“participant observations” as such during the course of my research.
Even during my talks with passport forgers, I did not use audio
recorders or notebook to take notes. I engaged in listening and after
our conversation, I wrote down the things I remembered most clearly.
I changed the names of all persons (except when otherwise stated)
both here and in my notebooks. I also changed some nationalities
on request. I have also changed the locations of our meetings and
encounters in this thesis (except when otherwise stated).
My involvement in the local activist group alongside my PhD
project, and the fact that I gradually developed relationships with
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some undocumented migrants, created a situation where I was
constantly exposed to their stories of border crossings, their lived
experiences and their hope and struggles for the future. Occupying
that position as an activist or support person in their struggles was
problematic on many occasions. Initially I would ask one or two of
the people I knew the best to tell me about the specificities of their
experiences for my research. As the basic ethical practice of research
required, I clarified my position as a researcher in the moment that
I requested them to talk to me. However, it was not as simple as
that. I felt that they did not want to distinguish the two different
positions – supporter and researcher – in that moment. As I was
being the activist, the one who supports them, the one who they
might respect for various reasons such as being older, being the
supporter, this gave me a strong power position. I felt that those
talks or their willingness to talk to me was not always but sometimes
more a form of respect, of not wanting to say no to my request.
This became the main reason that I decided to stop asking researchoriented questions to those with whom I had close relationships. I
decided instead to recall and write down the stories that I heard here
and there contingently and in various situations, mostly due to my
presence in that situation as a member of Asylgruppen. However
I should state that, in the context of this thesis, I have re-narrated
some of those stories in relation to the current state of my research
retrospectively. This enabled me to work with my research based on
those seemingly non-related, sporadic and non-directional words.
Instead of approaching them with my research questions, I decided
to let their different stories shape my research direction, the issues I
raise and the themes on which I focus.
Another important point in my encounters was the question
of gender, which is a telling instance of how my position affects
which types of encounter happen and how I interpret and frame
the knowledge generated by these encounters. Many of those
whom I met through Asylgruppen were young men. There are
various reasons for this. For instance, my own gender and sexual
orientation – a heterosexual male – and my behaviour affects who
I meet and encounter. Moreover, to think about such encounters
– mostly meeting young men from specific ethnicities – is to think
of what types of bodies survive borders or in Joane Nagel’s terms
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“ethnosexualised frontiers” (2003). Borders and bordering are
certainly racialised and gendered practices (Anzadúla, 1987;
Benhabib and Resnik, 2009; Pickering and Cochrane, 2013).
Borders call as well as filter certain bodies in relation to their gender,
sexuality, ethnicity, nationality, wealth, health and class. To see,
situate and understand the bodies that ‘successfully’ cross borders
only to find that they soon become illegalised, tells us a lot about
what a border is and how it operates. This in turn shapes a certain
understanding and image of illegalised migration.
Meeting a group of individuals, mostly men and from a few
select countries, indicates what types of body are more accessible to
activists, journalists and researchers, or in better words, what types
of body cross paths with an activist, a journalist or a researcher
whose body is also positioned in terms of gender, class and
ethnicity. It is in the interactions of these positions and situations
that certain bodies might become more visible than others. This
is important in terms of self-awareness: to remind myself that it
is my own account and position that might have not only directed
me towards certain groups and bodies, but it is this position in
interaction with others that affects the way I make sense of the
complexity of these encounters. This is also to remind readers that
encounters and their representations within research are not pregiven. Indeed representations in the research are strongly shaped by
the accounts that I have given of myself to the people I encountered
and the account I have given of myself here. This might be a simple
theoretical point. However, in practice it proves to be hard and
complex as this impacts upon which encounters I keep with me, how
I interpret them and what I make out of them by the representations
I make of them in this thesis.
Many of the stories that I retell in this work come from this source
of knowledge and this way of framing my encounters. Some stories
are individual stories but my thesis also seeks to bring a collective
experience to the fore. This is not to say that I only put individual
stories together to produce a homogenous mass or category. Instead,
I try to hear and weave them together as a shared history. This is a
shared history of those who are subject to the violence of the material
articulations of immobility and their resistance against that violence.
These stories and struggles shape my research directions, my
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mobility across disciplines, sites and practices. Rather than ‘finding’
lived experiences according to my ‘research questions’, the process
and writing of this thesis are shaped by the lived experiences of
undocumented migrants as well as my experience as a member
of Asylgruppen. What the stories mean, how they are retold and
enacted here, and how they have sent me in certain directions have
been important parts of what I consider to be the ethical implications
of my research. These ethical implications include engagement with
stories about violence, precarity and vulnerability as well as with
politics and resistance in complex situations. These are important
because they highlight the dangerous risks that one, as a researcher,
can and should avoid. Just to name a few, these risks might include:
revealing techniques and practices used by undocumented migrants
to fight against their conditions, producing and reproducing an
image of a homogenous racialised and gendered mass, reproducing a
regime of ‘truth-finding’ in stories told by undocumented migrants.
Risks such as these are dangerous implications of any research and
may even have the unforeseen consequence of contributing to the
design, planning and production of tools for oppression in a more
creative manner unintentionally.
Another point in relation to the question of representation is the
use of images in research such as this. In the representation of my
research in the form and format of this thesis I have been selective
with the types of photos and images I insert. Moreover, I have
tried to be sensitive to how these images produce other narratives
beyond the ones embedded in the text itself. What contradictions
and interactions arise between the textual and visual narratives? As
illegalised migration in particular and migration in general are today
hyper-politicised notions, the representations of these issues can be
risky. Illegalised or undocumented bodies are often represented
as the ‘invisible’ ones within academic and critical discourses.
They are also, somewhat ironically, hyper-visible in conservative,
xenophobic and racist discourses. Therefore, for me the question
of visual representation in this work is not about making otherwise
invisible bodies visible. Nirmal Puwar, scholar of gender and
post-colonial studies highlights this issue in another context10 and
10 Puwar (2003) focuses on positions where non-white women are not expected to be, such as
lawyers, writers, artists and public speakers. She also considers the presence of women of colour in
some leadership positions. In her book Space Invaders: Race, Gender and Bodies out of Place, she
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argues that bodies that are not deemed to be within their ‘correct’
and natural conceptual and historical domain are often subject to
‘super-surveillance’:
While they (we) are in this sense invisible, in another sense they
(we) are hyper-visible. They (we) exist under a sort of supersurveillance, where the most minor of mistakes are amplified
and seen to be evidence of this body being out of place, as being
unsuited to the position (2015).

Thus when it comes to images used in this thesis, my intention was
not to produce a set of photo-essays or a thesis heavily dependent
on images. I use images in very specific instances when it comes to
the practice of design and designing. These specific instances refer
to my examination of existing articulations as well as working with
rearticulations. In all the images that I have produced and used,
I have tried to be sensitive about the aforementioned dangers of
image representation.

Whose stories and for whom?
During the course of this research I was exposed to many stories
of suffering and precariousness as well as struggles and resistance.
However, this should not be about finding more and more stories
in order to construct the truth. Truths are not behind the quantity
of stories people tell, but exist in the conditions that make these
stories produced and retold. Alison Mountz (2010) in writing her
extensive anthropological work on the process of asylum reminds us
that “feminist scholars and oral historians have long claimed: that
there is no underlying truth to be discovered in interviews, only a
series of narratives that people tell” (p.88).
The fabrication of any story told by those I met and encountered
during the course of this research comes from their lived
experiences. I argue that what is truthful to me is the variety of
ways undocumented migrants tell and share their stories. It is the
condition of undocumentedness that marks them as the storytellers
for researchers, journalists and artists. I did not conduct planned
describes such processes through how bodies are and become “somatic norms”, that is, how they
become rightful occupants of spaces in which those bodies that do not line up as they should, where
they appear wonky and out of place.
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interviews with questionnaires, and did not count how many people
I wanted to meet. Instead, I tried to develop my listening capacities.
By listening, I do not mean pre-planned situations where I am the
listener and someone is the narrator. It is about the willingness to
listen all the time and contingently. Moreover, it is to think deeply
on how one can engage what one hears in words into research
practice irrespective of whether those words are directly related to
the interests framed by the research.
The ways undocumented migrants and border transgressors tell
their own stories and their encounters with agents and devices of
production and facilitation of immobilities and undocumentedness,
come from the situations and conditions they experience. These
situations and conditions are contingent, different and performed
due to their social, economic and political positions. In this research
I understand the different stories I heard to be emblematic of the
several ways the violence of regimes of passporting, camp-making
and border-working operate over and across different bodies. This
way of reading and understanding anecdotes, stories and accounts
is to avoid the dominant way current migration politics and their
international and national agents such as UNHCR, International
Organization for Migration (IOM), police, migration boards
and media establish and support a “regime of truth production”
(Foucault, 1980b, p.131). This regime monopolises the space in
which stories can be told, heard and judged as truthful and reliable,
thus producing dehumanised and degrading categories such as
“bogus” or “genuine” asylum seekers. According to the 1951 Refugee
Convention one is a “real” refugee only if one has “wellfounded fear
of persecution” due to one’s “race, religion, nationality, political
opinion, or membership in a particular social group”. Shahram
Khosravi (2010) in his auto-ethnographical work on borders, writes
how based on his experience, as well as the experiences of many
of his illegalised co-travellers and undocumented migrants he met
during his research in Sweden, one is always asked to be able to
translate one’s story according to the hegemonic regime of truth
production:
To have a chance of getting refugee status, one must have the ability
to translate one’s life story into Eurocentric juridical language
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and to perform the role expected of a refugee. […] to look ‘sad’
and ‘profound. […] Undocumented migrants need a ‘credible’
and ‘plausible’ narrative. To detect a ‘genuine’ refugee among
all the ‘bogus’ ones, the applicant undergoes comprehensive
and complicated hearings. In seeking the ‘truth’, the hearing
system checks and rechecks facts to find contradictions and
inconsistencies in the applicant’s narrative (p.33).

Undocumented migrants are frequently questioned by migration
officers, journalists, police, court and researchers and are almost
never believed based solely on what they say.
If we as researchers are able to do anything to support the
struggles and the politics that undocumented migrants enact in
their wills, demands and practices to move and reside freely, it is
to use our capacities and privilege to (i) develop listening abilities
beyond hegemonic practices of hearing produced by ‘truth finding’
regimes and (ii) re-narrate all these stories with different means and
medium on various scales and in various situations. The generation
of knowledge in this thesis rests upon making the stories that are
unheard, less heard or heard in a single dominant way, audible in
redirected, collaborative ways that rearticulate existing knowledge
regimes and challenge them.
The following account is one from which I learned a lot. I
learned a lot about how one interprets one’s encounters and how
such encounters and specific interpretations affect the generation of
knowledge and how specific subjects are represented.
In Summer 2014, while I was in Athens to interview passport
forgers, I found my way into a housing block. The block was occupied
by anarchists a few months before my visit and was then given to
refugees in transit. Each entrance had three floors and each floor
had two apartments. The whole block was completely dilapidated.
Many of the windows were broken. In some parts, sheets and other
pieces of fabric were used as makeshift doors and windows.
Together with a friend who had accompanied me, I entered the
apartment. There it was, a shelter for seven young men who got
stuck in Greece on their way to Central or Northern Europe. They
had been waiting for various amount of time: three months, two
years, seven years, just released from a detention centre after one
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year, etc.
I explained the reason for my visit. As if they knew what was
expected of them, without me asking any question, they started
telling their individual stories. Apparently, two weeks before, an
American journalist had been there, and now a researcher from
Sweden. They recounted their journeys, the harassment they
received from the Greek authorities, the demonstrations they took
part in, and their current condition. Some were hopeful and others
felt hopeless. Behrouz was one of them. He remained silent whilst
the others recounted their stories. After everyone had finished their
stories, he politely asked if it was OK to pose a question that might
sound rude. “Of course”, I replied.
Behrouz: 	When you are writing your thesis, you are going to
write it in a way that pleases Swedish government,
aren’t you? After all they pay you to do this research,
right?
Mahmoud: 	
H mm, no it is not like that, there is a level of
academic freedom I assume that I can practice.
Behrouz:	I do not believe that.
I did not have anything to say and just nodded my head.
Behrouz:	And you said that you are here to know for example
how an illegalised migrant would obtain a forged
passport to cross the border illegally, right?
Mahmoud: 	Yes, that’s right.
Behrouz: 	This is not a good research and that is why I do not
believe or trust you. A good research is not the one
that shows how I cross the border but rather tells me
how I can cross it.
Behrouz was right. He was right ethically, politically and
methodologically. He was right because he reminded me of the trap
into which many scholars fall. The stories they hear or want to hear
are framed by their methodologies, which in turn produce certain
stories that in practice are more helpful to the institutions that
produce the very same conditions by which these stories are formed.
To avoid such a trap, one needs to practice other ways of listening.
These different ways of listening determine which stories get to be
re-narrated. In her discussion of “inclusive scholarship” and based
on the works of postcolonial feminist Uma Narayan (1997), Tracy
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Nicholls (2010) argues that giving an account of oneself is not simply
a reflection on oneself and of how one’s positions influence one’s
opinion and practices of knowledge generation and communication.
“It is also the act of offering that analysis to others for them to
scrutinize”. This means, “being willing to engage in dialogue and
being willing to be judged by those with whom one speaks” (p.24).
Behrooz’s judgement and criticisms made me think about how
I give different accounts of myself in different situations, and how
those situated interactions are a powerful reminder and shaper of
the politics of research. I believe that sometimes we, as researchers,
forget about how interactions shape the politics of our research
process and practice. As a researcher in a position of power, one
needs to be open to judgement. Further, the researcher should not
only be willing to be judged but also to hear those judgements,
take them on board and think deeply about them. I argue that a
politically aware practice of research could be greatly shaped by
those judgements. This might give the narrators more space in the
structure and politics of the research besides a few lines formatted
as a quote. This is one step towards establishing a more egalitarian
interrelationship in the co-production of research. This, however,
is not an easy task at all. Behrooz taught me how I can perform
the politics I stand for, in practice and in my writing. He taught me
that this enactment occurs through the words and terms I choose,
to whom I choose to talk, and the space I give to people’s stories,
judgments and needs. This appears to be a simple point. However,
it becomes very complicated when one engages with different
contexts and situations: in academic seminars, public debates,
demonstrations, meetings with passport forgers, undocumented
migrants or asylum rights activists.
This is why I intentionally avoid sharing some of the knowledge
that I have gained during the research process in this thesis. I
have chosen to withhold some knowledge because it belongs to
an extremely vulnerable and heterogeneous community of border
transgressors and sharing that information here would hinder their
ability to practice their right to freedom of movement. Revealing
certain knowledge, relations and ideas carries the risk of revealing
the ways undocumented migrants fight against the securitisation of
borders. Revealing such information could help the state and non-

state actors develop the tools and analysis that repress migrants.
Throughout the process of writing this thesis, I have continuously
reflected on the questions: what does this paragraph do? Whom
does this paragraph serve? I have questioned how each sentence
may potentially feed neoliberal economies as well as nationalist and
racist ideologies. I have considered how each sentence potentially
supports the politics of autonomous migrant movements. These
are important questions. Not only are they questions that require
reflection but also and more importantly, they are questions of
recognition. These questions give us the possibility of recognising
resistances and struggles of those bodies often represented as victims.
These questions enable us, as researchers, to act upon the knowledge
generated by such recognition. These questions also remind us of the
power position of the researcher. This in turn, urges me to consider
the directions I take with respect to that position. By understanding
ethics as a set of situated concerns, which shift over my encounters
and involvement in various situations, I have learned that the first
step is to acknowledge the power position that I, as a researcher,
designer and member of an activist group occupy. It brings me to
further recognise how I present myself in these roles with regards
to others, and the time I spend in these roles in comparison to
others. I have tried to write from that position without ignoring or
pretending that one does not occupy that position if one is part of
an activist group, believes in no-border politics, is himself a migrant
or is against the current politics of movement.
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Savorengo Ker, December 2008. Photo: courtesy of casilino900.
blogspot.com.

3. D
 ESIGN AND POLITICS:
ARTICULATIONS AND
RELATIONS

In this chapter, I theorise design and politics by examining how their
internal relations co-articulate the conditions of inhabiting, accessing, sharing and understanding the world. Undocumentedness can
be understood as one such condition shaped, produced, normalised
and persuaded by the material articulations generated by the interconnectedness of design and politics. It is necessary to discuss
this before examining in detail and empirically the specific material
articulations — i.e. passports, camps, borders — in the coming
chapters of this thesis.
This chapter is a theoretical attempt to formulate an ontological
understanding of design as a set of articulations and modes of acting
that manipulate the materiality of the world. By drawing on a series
of examples, I argue that design is a political articulation and that
politics is an articulation of materialities. Such an understanding
recognises that both design and politics are articulatory practices.
It also acknowledges the presence of activities and forces already
existing in the world and sketches out the possibilities of acting
upon that recognition.
This asserts that articulation as a concept, method and practice
is where design and politics overlap. To understand design and
politics as practices of articulation stresses that articulation is
not only a matter of either politics or design, but is also the very
method and practice that affirms that design and politics are cosupportive and co-productive. In this sense, Karl Marx teaches that
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“social formations” are determined by their “modes of production”
(Balibar, 2007). Similarly, in design practice, Eyal Weizman argues
that “there is no social issue without an understanding of the
articulation of materiality and form, and there is no form that does
not have the imprint of socio-political forces” (Weizman, 2012).
To understand the internal relations of design and politics, I will
first try to give an explanation of how I understand politics and
what this means in the context of my research. I will consider how
the political or politics are enacted and performed and use this to
argue that it is important to distinguish the political or politics from
mainstream politics or, in my own terminology, “police-politics”.
Then, I give an understanding of design as both a noun and a verb
and how this generates actions and activities beyond the designed
‘thing’. This design and designing runs the whole gamut from the
articulation of artefacts and artefactual relations to environments,
situations and policies, from interfaces to regimes of practice. In
fact, the key argument is that design cannot but be involved in these
political questions and that understanding “design as politics” (Fry,
2010) and politics as design (not merely “and”) requires that design
begins to take its involvement in these questions seriously. After
discussing my theoretical understanding of politics and design, I
introduce the concept of design-politics in which what becomes
important is the “-” of the nexus. This shifts the focus from design
and politics as two separate disciplines and realms of knowledge to
the articulations that the design-politics nexus produces, performs
and generates.

Politics, Police and the Political
It might be true that the very first impression that comes to mind
when one hears the term politics is the set of regimes of “social
engineering” and the ideological administrations behind political
parties. Politics is usually associated with a party commenting on
contemporary issues and debating and supporting one particular
proposal within parliaments and governments. Within this framework, cultural practices such as art, design or literary works are
often assigned to politics as a mere ideological vehicle for mobilising
the masses in favour of, or against one or another ideology. Thus,
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the anticipated contribution of design to such an understanding of
politics becomes, for instance, the designing of electoral campaigns
and ballot boxes, propaganda posters and symbolic representations
of parties’ values.
There are, however, actions, protests, revolts and refusals that
oppose such narrowly defined ways of thinking of, and doing,
politics. Irrespective of shifts in party politics, there are certain
revolts and groupings that do not identify themselves with these
articulations of the political. Short or long, brief or extensive,
the history of the politics of refusal evinces the relationship
between categories assigned to people by politics and the struggle
of people to go beyond and challenge these narrow delineations.
These categories can include migrants, workers, nations, women,
students and so on. It has been suggested that another name be
given to these articulations in order to avoid confusion with the
first and mainstream meaning of politics, that is, party politics.
“The political” is a term used by a wide range of scholars, albeit
in different and sometimes contradictory ways, to differentiate the
forms of doing and thinking politics from party politics (Schmitt
1996[1920]; Arendt 1998[1958]; Mouffe 1993). At the same time,
Jacques Rancière (2010a [2001]) proposes that instead of creating
a new category for practices of revolt and refusals, we should call
all on-going acts of refusal and revolt “politics”. Based on this,
Rancière uses the word “police” to refer to all those bureaucracies,
power shifts, electoral campaigns, debates and arguments within
mainstream politics (p.36). In this thesis, I will call mainstream
politics “police-politics” and I reserve the term politics for all
those forms and practices that rearticulate the space and time of a
given situation.11 In this chapter, I briefly discuss Chantal Mouffe
and Jacques Rancière’s theories of politics. I will highlight their
relevance and the importance of their works to my theorisation of
design and politics.
11 Michel Foucault uses the term police in the same sense when he talks about health institutions
in the eighteenth century (Foucault, 1988). Policing in his writings refers to the set of practices that
emerged in the eighteenth century that sought both to utilise and to maintain the population of a
state. Police practices are concerned with the demographics, health, and safety of a population,
so that it can contribute optimally to the welfare of the state. Police in fact is “the ensemble of
mechanisms serving to ensure order, the properly channelled growth of wealth and the conditions
of preservation of health in general” (Foucault, 1980b, p.170). “Biopolitics” is the term that
Foucault uses to describe the politics of such mechanisms.
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Chantal Mouffe: the political and counter-hegemonic
interventions
Mouffe’s project on the concept of “the political” starts off from
the critique that Carl Schmitt made of liberal democracy. As for
liberal democracy, Schmitt sees parliament as a place for the public
deliberation of argument and counter-argument by representatives
who do not take democracy into account. Mouffe writes that in
Schmitt’s view, the representative element in parliament constitutes
the non-democratic aspect of parliamentary democracy which leads
to a contradiction in the heart of the liberal form of government:
liberalism denies democracy and democracy denies liberalism12
(1993, p.119).
According to Schmitt, this contradiction needs to be resolved.
While Schmitt sees the necessity of sovereign power to “solve this
contradiction” through the act of drawing a line and specifying
friend and foe in order to stimulate the political sphere13, Mouffe
sees this formulation as Schmitt’s main mistake, and instead argues
that “this ultimate irreconcilability need not be visualized on the
mode of a contradiction but as the locus of a paradox” (2000, 9).
Thus, Mouffe’s “the political” is based on “the negotiation of that
paradox” (ibid, p. 93) instead of eradicating it – as it is in the case
of Schmitt’s “the political” – or seeing it as a problem – as it is in
the case of Jürgen Habermas’s deliberative democracy. The paradox
that Mouffe talks about is the basis for her concept of “agonistic
pluralism.” She (Mouffe, 2000) writes:
For agonistic pluralism, the prime task of democratic politics is
not to eliminate passions from the sphere of the public, in order
to render a rational consensus possible, but to mobilize those
12 Mouffe sees this clearly in what she calls “the crisis of the parliamentary system in modern
mass democracy”. In such a system, “public discussion, with its dialectical interplay of opinions,
has been replaced by partisan negotiation and the calculation of interests; the parties have become
pressure groups, calculating their mutual interests and opportunities for power, and they actually
agree compromises and coalitions on this basis” (1993, p.119).
13 What makes the political for Schmitt (1996 [1920]) is the definition or drawing the line between
enemy and friend. For Schmitt, politics is nothing but the decision-making of the sovereign in the
state of emergency, or the unique act of drawing a border or line in an empty space in order to define
the territory of the sovereign and to distinguish the insider from the outsider. It is on this basis that
gathering a group of people with the capability of exercising sovereignty and making them the
political nation is central to Schmitt’s idea of the political. The call for the coincidence of political
nation and citizenship leads him, of course, to a fascist philosophy where in one of his articles
(1994[1940]) he defends the role of the “Führer” as the main figure who makes decisions and draws
lines and thus protects the German people through the suspension of the law.
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passions towards democratic designs (p.103).

The democratic design that Mouffe talks about is based on acknowledging “the ineradicability of power, of antagonism, and of
the fact that there can never be total emancipation but only partial
ones” (1999, p.752). Mouffe’s democratic design aims at producing
agonistic pluralism. The problem however is that Mouffe defines
certain conditions for agonistic pluralism which eventually make
it an exclusive type of politics. Mouffe, however, is not unaware of
this. Agonistic pluralism can happen, according to Mouffe, as far as
it is between “legitimate” adversaries who share same “ethico-political principles”:
Politics aims at the creation of unity in a context of conflict and
diversity; it is always concerned with the creation of an “us”
by the determination of a “them.” The novelty of democratic
politics is not the overcoming of this us/them distinction – which
is what a consensus without exclusion pretends to achieve – but
the different way in which it is established. What is at stake is
how to establish the us/them discrimination in a way that is
compatible with pluralist democracy.
In the realm of politics, this presupposes that the “other” is no
longer seen as an enemy to be destroyed, but as an “adversary,”
i.e., somebody with whose ideas we are going to struggle but
whose right to defend those ideas we will not put into question.
This category of the adversary does not eliminate antagonism,
though, and it should be distinguished from the liberal notion
of the competitor, with which it is sometimes identified. An
adversary is a legitimate enemy, an enemy with whom we have
in common a shared adhesion to the ethico-political principles of
democracy (ibid, p.755).

Thus, the political is reduced to interactions only between those
who share the same ethico-political principles of democracy.
However, Mouffe neither defines these principles, nor says who may
legitimately define them. She only argues that since there are different ethico-political principles, the certain amount of consensus
required by agonistic pluralism is bound to be “conflictual consen-
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sus” (ibid, p.756). What would this really mean in practice? How is
this any different from the “deliberative democracy” she criticises?
This abstract theorisation of politics in the form of agonistic pluralism overlooks the ordinary practices and grammar of political life
(Norval, 2007).
The second problem with Mouffe’s concept of agonistic pluralism
is that her formulation of the political always already reserves and
requires a place: often, public space. This makes it seem as if politics
for Mouffe cannot be contingent. Mouffe’s idea of the political in
reality becomes about a staging of a conflict of interests using a
plurality of discourses by groups who already share some amount of
consensus in a public space or institution. Since the political becomes
an act of agonism among “legitimate” adversaries or a constant
conflict of values between them in the name of a democracy yet
to come, it essentially declares a “proper” place in which politics
can take place. Consequently, this excludes those who do not share
the same amount of consensus or do not practice politics in places
designed by agonistic pluralism. Thus, Mouffe presupposes an
exclusive notion of consensus as well as “proper” place for politics
as the basics for her idea of the political.
The political in Mouffe’s conception of politics, becomes part of
state functionality of the representation of multiple or plural values,
identities and interests via intermediate subjects. As Nina Power
and Alberto Toscano (2010, p.95) write: “What the statist fiction of
the political seeks to foreclose is thus ‘the danger of inconsistency’”.
This danger and threat that the political tries to resolve is what in
truth should be the basis for politics, that is, the breaking down of a
status quo that is based on a fictional and yet persuasive hierarchical
order that prescribes roles, duties, identities, places and times within
which subjects must perform and enact their agency.
While Mouffe’s “the political” runs the risk of being exclusive
as well as requiring a specific place in which it may happen, her
concept of counter-hegemonic intervention is of more interest to
my work. In her shared work with Ernesto Laclau (2001), which is
based on Antonio Gramsci’s conception of “hegemony”, they define
practices of articulation through which a given order is created and
maintained. They define how the meaning of a social institution
is fixed through “hegemonic practices”. In their view, any given
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order is always a particular expression of power relations. On the
contrary, counter-hegemonic practices attempt to disarticulate such
an order in an effort to install another form of hegemony, a “more
progressive one thanks to a process of re-articulation of new and
old elements into different configuration of power” (Mouffe, 2008).
She argues (Mouffe, 2013):
[T]he aim of a counter-hegemonic intervention is not to unveil
‘true reality’ or ‘real interests’, but to re-articulate a given
situation in a new configuration (p.79).

As criticised earlier and in the previous chapter, such definitions
of articulation tend to exclusively target discursive articulations
and not the material and historical tendencies always embedded in
any articulations in place. Considering the role that materialities
and histories play in articulations based on Hall’s works, I redefine
counter-hegemonic interventions as disarticulations and rearticulations of relations and practices in any situation articulated by
materially and historically configured hegemonic practices. This
redefinition also helps to develop an understanding of design and
designing as historically and materially configured practices in an
articulated world.

Jacques Rancière: a theory of the gap
Politics for Jacques Rancière starts from the question of “inequality”. Unlike Mouffe, who understands democratic politics as a field
of discursive struggles among legitimate adversaries sharing an
ethico-political principle, Rancière recognises politics as an act of
dissent, a public reconfiguration and breaching of the very field of
discourses by those who are excluded from the political.
Simply put, the political task lies in the inscription of what is
excluded or not counted. In this sense, politics is about expressing
the possibility of politics itself by those who have no part in
forming society. Such an egalitarian, axiomatic take on politics is
about taking part, in being-together through politics. For Rancière,
political subjects are “fluctuating performers” who “bring the
nonrelationship into relationship and give place to nonplace”
(Rancière, 1999, p.89).
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For him, the problem of mainstream politics or police-politics
mainly reveals itself to us in the notion of inequality. Mainstream
politics acts as if certain persons know both the public good and what
the ‘good’ is for others, while those others are not strong enough to
achieve this ‘good’ by themselves. In this way, it means they need
a certain intervention of those properly situated to run the affairs
and policing orders of society. This mainstream politics, which for
Rancière is the police, is predicated on ignoring that people can run
their own affairs. Mainstream politics thus assumes that they – the
people – must have experts or politicians to run society for them.
Politics for Rancière refers to the breaking down, disordering
and undoing of the order and stability of police-politics. When
Rancière writes about visible and invisible, sayable and unsayable,
audible and inaudible, and so on, he considers politics as a matter of
intervention in distributing, partitioning, assigning and attributing
parts, roles, names, identities, and so on. Therefore, Rancière argues
for an antagonistic activity of the “re-distribution of the sensible”,
of what can be said and what can be done, what can be thought
and what can be heard, which is otherwise unsayable, undoable,
unthinkable, inaudible:
I propose now to reserve the term politics for an extremely
determined activity antagonistic to policing: whatever breaks
with the tangible configuration whereby parties and parts or lack
of them are defined by a presupposition that, by definition, has
no place in that configuration—that of the part that has no part
[…] an assumption that, at the end of the day, itself demonstrates
the sheer contingency of the order, the equality of any speaking
being with any other speaking being (Rancière, 1999, p.29-30).

This undoing of police-politics practically and concretely happens
through two main formulations that assign and define who is what:
time and space. Traditionally, it has been sufficient to assert that
those whom we do not wish to recognise as political beings belong
to a ‘domestic’ space, to a space separated from public life: one
from which only groans or cries expressing suffering, hunger, or
anger could emerge, but not actual speech demonstrating a shared
aisthesis. For Rancière, the politics of these categories has always
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consisted in re-qualifying these places, in getting them to be seen as
the spaces of a community, of getting the people in these places to
be seen or heard as speaking subjects (Rancière, 2010a).
Workers, who are supposed to be in the factory, therefore appear
not only in the streets but also in sites of entertainment, where
they can pass time. It is in this regard that Rancière also speaks
of time as another site of possibility for politics. Politics happens
when those who have no time to do anything other than work – in
a factory (in the case of workers) or in a house or a kitchen (in
the case of women) – can potentially overturn this presupposed
classified order of time. An interruption in predefined partitions of
time and space for a group that has no part in partitioning its own
time or space allows them to submit their own discourse, to show
they are capable of more than just mouthing their pleasure or pain.
This takes ownership of the time and space that was not defined
as being for them in a policing order and in doing so, creates new
potentialities for political experience. When Rancière writes about
an interruption, mismatch or displacement in the sensible order, he
essentially points to moments when a name, an identity or a role
appears at the wrong time, in the wrong place.
This mismatch in regimes of identification or representation
results in a form of disidentification or dissensus, which expresses
new possibilities of taking part in politics. Therefore, politics is not
only declaring a break from what is assigned to the non-counted but
also staging and manifesting this non-counted part, as a collective
unity. This simultaneous disarticulation and rearticulation is indeed
a gap, a dissent within the whole. This is what Rancière (1992)
means when he argues that the place of politics is that gap:
The place of a political subject is an interval or a gap (écart):
being together to the extent that we are in between-between
names, identities, cultures, and so on (p.62).

The gap points to the contingency of politics wherein there is no
‘proper’ place, time or ‘proper’ set of conditions for politics to
happen. Moreover, to think about Rancière’s works as ‘a theory of
the gap’ encourages us to think about the division he draws between
police and politics, not as two separate worlds but rather as an in-
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ternal tension that makes politics possible. The gap here does not
refer to that act of bordering between enemy and friend, inside and
outside (as with Schmitt) or between them and us (as with Mouffe),
but rather to the tensions evident in the body of being-together as
the very first feature of politics. In fact, the contradiction between
politics and police-politics is internal to politics itself; it is politics
and, as Jodi Dean (2009) writes, “it makes most sense to think of
the part that is not a part as precisely such a gap: a gap in the existing order of appearance between that order and other possible
arrangements, the space between and within worlds” (p.30).
So far, I have argued that there is a police-politics concerned with
maintaining order and the status quo, which includes and suppresses
possibilities under certain names, identities and defined places and
spaces assigned to various parts. Politics, on the other hand, is the
act of distancing oneself from the distributions and formations of
the status quo by intervening in situations that rearticulate the space
and time of politics. This happens through a certain undoing. This
simultaneously opens up and creates a new space-time. Parts appear
in ‘wrong’ places and ‘wrong’ times and by doing so they reveal the
hegemonic practices that try to keep such parts meaningful through
only one name and one identity. Such counter-hegemonic practices,
by distancing themselves from the state of play, rework the situation
through certain acts of rearticulation of relations among parts, as
well as their localities and materialities. This is what I understand
politics to be in this thesis.
I understand the struggles of refugees, asylum seekers and
undocumented migrants, who refuse to remain and be represented
as victims and fixed subjects in the countries from which they flee or
in the countries in which their asylum applications are rejected, to
fall within such a conception of politics. Such politics is performed
on two levels: first, more or less, through organised struggles such as
campaigns, occupations, marches, demonstrations, hunger strikes,
etc., understood as “migrants’ autonomous movements” (Nyers,
2015) that demand equal rights for asylum seekers and undocumented
migrants. However specific and concrete these struggles are with
respect to their locality, they are nonetheless united in their demand
for the right to freedom of movement, the right to residence, labour,
and social welfare that goes beyond national borders. Second, this
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type of politics is about “daily strategies, refusals, and resistances
through which migrants enact their (contested) presence – even if
they are not expressed or manifested as ‘political’ battles demanding
something in particular” (Casas-Cortes et al., 2015, p.80).
In the time of global communication and business which mostly
benefits western territories, by refusing to follow the law defining
who belongs where and to what, undocumented migrants articulate
possible forms of politics to be enacted beyond national territories.
Undocumented migrants’ struggles “unsettle the space of the
politics” and “challenge established forms and practices of political
struggle” (ibid, p.83). By refusing the law that distributes rights,
space and time of belonging and citizenship based on nationality,
they affirm and practice the possibility of moving, residing and
citizenship as a collective activity, a gap in the order of mobility and
not as a status, title or institution. However, they practice this right
in exchange of their displacements, of their lives. United Against
Racism has reported 22,394 traceable, documentable migrant
deaths as a result of Fortress Europe (deaths at borders, detention
centres, deportations across Europe) from the 1st of January 1993 to
the 4th of April 2015 (United Against Racism, 2015).14
It is under such conditions that I situate the possible rearticulations
of politics within the various forms of struggle and refusal that
undocumented migrants have created and practiced.

Design, the Designed and Designing
It is common to refer to design as an act of packaging certain instructions, desires, identities, and so forth. In its modern use, the
term design is often associated with the market, innovation and
consumption. Such associations and assumptions happen in a material world where the designed thing, as an outcome of the skills
and mastery of its designer(s) through manipulation and operation
within the artifice, is programmed to do what a triangle of customer,
client and designer directly or indirectly plan. Such planning might
be connected to a variety of purposes, such as to sell, to experi14 This is the last updated list of names that the organisation managed to document and published
in June 2015. At the time of editing this part of the thesis, a greater tragedy, known as the “Syrian
Refugee Crisis” is occurring which has made Europe react restrictively and thus the numbers of
those who have lost and are losing their lives as they make their way to Europe are likely to be
much higher.
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ence, to seduce, to convey, to persuade, to impose, and so on. Being
overwhelmed with commercial and capitalist forces, ‘alternative’
design approaches often generated within design academia argue
for the involvement of design with ‘other’ areas than those with
which design has been traditionally and discursively associated. A
range of social, political, environmental and economic approaches
are argued for in response to design’s involvement with “wicked
problems”15 (Buchanan, 1992).
Discussions on the necessity of a shift from design as a mere
‘service provider’ to design as a more engaged activity in situations
and systems is often present in such approaches (for instance, see
Nelson and Stolterman, 2012). Such calls often forget that design
cannot be seen and analysed only according to its intentions – that
is, by providing a service to certain groups or individuals – but that
it must also be analysed according to what it does and does not do to
other actors and to other environments beside the actor, environment
and function for which it was originally designed. Because of its
particular capabilities and involvement with the world, design
has never been and can never be a mere service provider. Taking
for granted a notion of design as a service provider predetermines
a specific group as the ‘service receiver’, which excludes other
aspects, elements, and bodies present in the process of designing,
production, consumption and beyond. Since the departure point for
alternative approaches in design is formulated around this definition,
criticising design for only being a service provider, and arguing for a
shift, dismisses the ontological condition of design. Eventually, this
leads to the mere production of new categories for design – often
academically – instead of focusing on the ontological conditions of
design as an act, and the effects it generates in different environments.
Design in its ontological condition that is connected with
materials and their possible articulations is always shared with
other material entities within an environment. The appearance of
any design activity, no matter whether it is product design, service
design, graphic design, interaction design – the list could go on – is
15 The use of this term in design theories and thinking refers to the way Horst Rittel and Webber
Melvin express it (1973). Rittel argued that most of the problems addressed by designers are wicked
problems. As described in the first published report of Rittel’s idea, wicked problems are a “class of
social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there
are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the
whole system are thoroughly confusing” (cited in Buchanan, 1992).
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already changing the environment in which the designed thing is set
to function. The concern that is often overlooked by designers is that
no designed thing is isolated in the world by only being registered
and functioning in a particular environment. Design is not and
cannot only be a ‘service provider’ regardless of its intentions.
Design is always more than a service. Considering design as a ‘service
provider’ and building critiques based on such an assumption is the
perspective of those who are only affected by design as a service and
not, for instance, as a force for policing or creating hostility. Once a
chair is designed, it might be considered to be an artefact providing
a particular service to its users and consumers. However, it is always
more than that. The designed chair has already performed some
sort of designation because it has manipulated the environment by
the resources it has used, the skills that were used, the labour that
was invested in it, and so on. And because of this, the designed chair
cannot exist only in interaction with its intended environment or
end-users. Moreover, a chair and the shape of it “is not the shape
of the skeleton, the shape of body weight, nor even the shape of
pain-perceived, but the shape of perceived-pain-wished-gone. The
chair is therefore the materialized structure of a perception. It is
sentient awareness materialized into a freestanding design” (Scarry
1985, p.290).
This ontological condition of design points out that the politics
embedded in the chair is not enacted merely in the office, living room
or kitchen by its use and function. Rather, the chair is spatially and
temporally embedded and oriented in the politics of before, during
and after design. This means that it is almost impossible to think
of the space and time of design in the limited sense of the place
and the time of use. The capabilities of wood, skills and labour in
the workshop as a site of production, and the possibilities of the
designed chair being oriented in one direction and not the other,
thus shape spaces that some bodies can occupy whilst others cannot
(Ahmed, 2006).
This affirms the complexities and difficulties inherent in the
internal relations of design and politics. Design is not merely an
outcome of environments, but also a source in the production of
environments. Sometimes one is stronger than the other, but this
mutual relation is always in place. Adrian Forty puts this clearly in
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Objects of Desire (1995) when he argues that design influences how
we think, adding that “it can cast ideas about who we are and how
we should behave into permanent and tangible forms” (p.6).
One of the reasons that such assumptions in design discourse
constantly appear, is the lack of reflection on two separate,
and at the same time overlapping uses of the term design: the
designed thing, and design actions and activities. The latter can
be understood both as the act and activity of designing as well as
the actions and activities flowing from the designed thing. They
are used and discussed interchangeably without much reflection
on their differences, on what they do, what capacities they have
and how they move form one environment to another. Confusing
the designed thing, the design activity and processes as well as the
activities flowing from that designed thing and the act of designing,
makes it hard to distinguish police-politics from possible politics,
to recognise articulations at a given situation and forming possible
rearticulations. Consequently, politics and design are left with only
two types of relationship: either design in the service of partypolitics and police-politics or design that carries explicitly political
content. An example of such assumption and confusion appears
in Carl DiSalvo’s version of political design called “Adversarial
Design” (2012). Adversarial Design is the name given by him to a
series of practices within computational design that perform certain
acts: they reveal hegemony through critical information design;
they configure the remainder – that is what is left out of common
or familiar configurations – through social robots and articulate
collectives through ubiquitous computing. Drawing on Mouffe’s
works on agonistic pluralism and the political, adversarial design is a
way of understanding and examining practices that, by using design,
create a space of agonism among human and non-human adversaries
(DiSalvo 2012, p.18-20). The central idea behind adversarial design
is that there is a difference between political design and design
for politics. While the former is what DiSalvo traces in his book
as the condition for democracy by setting up agonistic relations
among adversaries, the latter is the traditional design in service,
this time in the hands of political parties and the administration
of affairs. DiSalvo argues that there are conditions for political
design and adversarial design in particular. This, unfortunately,
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gives adversarial design an important new role of political agency,
as if the designed world of objects, services, relations, experiences
and things is not already political. Besides his uncritical reading of
Mouffe’s agonistic pluralism, DiSalvo dismisses the fact that design
does not become political merely by changing the content of the
designed thing or situation into explicitly political issues.16 This
means that he dismisses the notion that design is always already
political. Treating design as a container of politicised ideology,
dismisses the whole potential and capacity of design as a material
force in an environment that is co-inhabited by various actors.
Design in itself, in Herbert Simon’s words (1969), is always about
“courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones” and I add that this is the case no matter what ideology, content or orientation it takes. However, in relation to such a
formulation of design, one should always ask and problematise the
question: towards whose preferred situations should this call for
change happen? The point with the use of this affirmative and yet
problematic dominant definition of design is that designers should
see the world as something that can be changed. To phrase it differently, designers should understand that the way things are now
is not how they have always been. This ontological condition of
design, that things are always subject to change in one direction or
another due to their artificiality, therefore points to my understanding and reading of design as material articulations and designing as
an articulatory practice.

Design as material articulations
Beyond using material articulations as a method for this research,
I also understand the designed thing and the act of designing as a
series of articulations. Articulations in this sense can be understood
as a set of negotiations that designers intentionally practice in the
ways that they manipulate materials and the environment in order
to achieve their aims. However, such negotiations cannot always be
intentional, and the environment from, in, or through which the
matter is formed can kick back in and promote some drives more fa16 There is a similar blindspot evident in Critical Design (Dunne and Raby, 2001). An understanding
of design as an inherently political practice points out that critiquing the content of the designed
thing does not make design critical. In Chapter 5, I discuss this understanding of critical design
more clearly by looking at other critical practices of making such as forging passports.
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vourably than others. Designers redesign over and over again, they
rearticulate the form they have given to matter over a period of time,
but they often forget that the form that they impose on materials
and the environment is only one form produced and persuaded out
of their imposition. Designers often dismiss the idea that forming a
chair not only forms the chair as a designed, articulated object, but
that it also forms the environment because wood, steel, labour, etc.,
were produced, taken and transformed. They also dismiss that the
chair forms the environment towards which the chair is oriented,
as well as the spaces and time that it consumes and is consumed by.
Material articulations, therefore, are a set of negotiations, which
are partly intentional and anticipatory and partly invisible from
designers’ perspectives that make various forms of being possible.
They offer certain orientations and inhabitations while restricting
others.
The “material” in material articulations insists on the artifice
of things. The artifice of things affirms that things, for the simple
reason that they are made, can also be unmade and remade accordingly. In fact, however, and far more importantly, it states that
change is the only possible condition for artifice. The materiality of
articulation affirms the possibility of change, reformation, redesigning, reassembling, remaking and undoing in one way or another.
“Articulations” refer to the importance of decision, orientation,
direction and negotiation in design actions. Samer Akkach (2003,
p.324) points this out by drawing on the Arabic word for design:
[T]asmım (design)…[in] current usage, however, seems to be
based on tasmım as ‘determining,’ ‘making up one’s mind’ and
‘resolve’ to follow up a matter. Thus in linguistic terms ‘design’
is an act of determination, of sorting out possibilities, and of
projecting a choice. It has little to do with problem-solving,
the prevailing paradigm, as the designer (musammım) seems
to encounter choices, not problems, and to engage in judging
merits, not solving problems. It is closer to ‘decision-maker’.

The modern use of the term tasmım in the Arabic speaking world
reveals the directionality that design actions must always take. This
is quite the opposite of western-oriented education on design, where
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design is often construed as a set of skills, techniques and qualities to solve a problem, a seemingly innocent term, which refers to
making things better in general. To think of designed things and
design actions as material articulations tells us that design should
be considered as a decision and direction embodied in all things
that humans bring into being. Design is conditioned by its orientations, directions and capacities, while at the same time conditioning
human beings, things and the world. The designed and designing
articulate possible conditions through materialities.

Design as modes of acting
To unfold the aforementioned complexities and confusion involved
in the term and in the act of designing, one can describe the word
design as the multiple shifts between the status of something that
has happened (an X has been designed and manufactured, which
implies a separation between the intellectual and technical labour)
and the active sense of it as patterning and shaping the world
in complex ways. It is in the latter part of the meaning that Ben
Highmore (2009) defines design “as a series of negotiations, as an
orchestration (of sense, of perception and so on), as an orientation
(something that encourages and generates propensities and proclivities), as an assemblage (and as an assembling activity, where
it is always possible that combinations themselves combine), as an
arrangement (a temporary coming together) and so on” (p.4).
This understanding of design is associated with an active
environment in which design takes shape and participates in
ecological, social, political and economic contexts. Therefore,
design in this sense can play the role of distributing senses and
values, partitioning the divisions in society, from desires to labour
and consumption behaviours. It is in this sense that the designed,
designing, and the activities that flow from both are in fact political,
and can be practices of specific politics. When, for instance, Rancière
(2007) talks about design as an activity of configuration of divisions
of communal space, he means the same thing:
[B]y drawing lines, arranging words or distributing surfaces, one
also designs divisions of communal space. It is the way in which, by
assembling words or forms, people define not merely various forms
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of art, but certain configurations of what can be seen and what can
be thought, certain forms of inhabiting the material world (p.91).

Certain forms – or, in the rhetoric of this thesis, articulations –
about which Rancière writes, are what this work tries to explore.
Besides exploring possible articulations, it will also try to read and
intervene into the existing articulations established and legitimised
through the designed things and acts of design over history. These
are articulations that have conditioned our being, present and perhaps future. Various types of design (the designed thing) and certain
articulations (the act of designing and the activities flow from it) of
possibilities and impossibilities, or in the context of this research,
mobilities and immobilities, thus tell us that the ontological condition of design cannot but be political from its very first iteration.
Therefore, design beyond an icon, symbol, identity, profession
or finished product is a certain mode of acting in the world that
distributes, configures and arranges social actions, sensual
perceptions and articulations of being together or being apart. The
necessity to know and understand design as an internally political
action and an attempt to reorient its capacities towards certain
directions is what the task of design, which is concerned with
possible articulations of politics, could be.
In this way, design action is not a mere instruction embedded into
products. Nor is design action merely embedded in its interaction with
users or environments and the ways they orchestrate the experience
of use, or even disrupt the targeted situation.17 Rather, design (both
as a noun and in the two meanings of the verb) should be understood
as a dynamic set of material articulations that are historically and
politically concerned with “what [the] action creates beyond what
it instrumentally directed” (Fry, 2009). To put it differently, design
actions are those decisions and directions that take action and
participate in acting, rather than acting on the basis of designed
instructions. Design, due to its condition, as I discussed, is always a
mode of acting, of doing and of configuring the situation in order to
propose other possible situations. As Clive Dilnot (2005) writes:
17 Disruption is often considered to be the main quality of design activism or speculative and
critical design (Markussen, 2013). However, disruption is not necessarily a political or critical
feature. It is indeed a very commercial strategy or what Roberto Verganti calls “meaning-driven
innovation” (2009) used for poking the market by changing trends from one area to another in
which the final consequence is to keep the circulation of capital in place.
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Essentially design is nothing else but the encounter with given
realities (actualities, situations, circumstances, conditions or
experiences) in terms of their transformative possibilities and
potentialities. Design opens these possibilities through initiating
a process of negotiation with the given which extends the
boundaries of the previously possible. In so doing it transforms
notions of actuality (unpaginated).

This affirms the internal relation between design as a mode of acting
and possible articulations of politics: a relation that is about reworking a particular situation through certain acts of rearticulation
of relations among parts, their localities, histories and materialities.

Sketching out the Design-Politics Nexus
So far, one might realise the difficulties and complexities that are
involved in the question of design and politics. In order to approach
such difficulties, one needs to invent concepts in order to be able to
work with them. As far as my research is concerned and as far as I
have discussed the ways I understand and argue for thinking about
politics and design, I propose the concept of design-politics. Designpolitics affirms that design and politics, while different in the ways
they treat and articulate situations, both operate through internal
relations and the articulations they coproduce. These material
articulations configure possibilities of acting in a given situation.
Design and politics mutually support each other, and one cannot
be discussed without the other. What interests me in the concept
of design-politics in the figuration of a nexus, is the importance of
the relation of forces and negotiations between the two in which
one cannot be reduced to the other. I understand design-politics as
a concept that is similar to that of “power-knowledge” in Foucault
(1977; 1978; 1980b). The use of the term nexus for such a twofold
concept comes from this understanding. Thus, I use design-politics
in order to indicate the myriad of ways practices of design and politics, historically and materially, reinforce and legitimise each other.
To start an examination of how design-politics operates and
what effects it produces, I suggest that one needs to choose a socio-
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technical artefact, a “thing” where, for instance, the thickness of
politics is skilfully reduced and thinned by design practices. Such
socio-technical artefacts are also capable of telling us (i) that design
and politics are inseparable and (ii) how they constantly reinforce
each other, producing various and multiple effects on the lives of
individuals and communities. Moreover, the artefactuality that they
introduce to abstract discussions of political ideologies, affirms the
material fabrication of political practices, revealing their power
relations as well as affirming the potentiality of rearticulating them
in other directions and orientations.
To start with an understanding of what such a nexus is capable
of producing, I would like to draw on a fictional example: Franz
Kafka’s design of the torture machine in his short story In the Penal
Colony (2007 [1919]).

Kafka’s torture apparatus
This device, which is probably the most famous torture machine
in the history of literature, is an apparatus for torturing those who
disobey the rules. It calls our attention to the possible materialisation of the performance of torture. The story starts when a visitor
to a penal colony is invited to observe an execution which is to be
performed using the device. The victim is a soldier who failed to
follow an order from his officer. The officer is responsible for the
machine, and he is also the one who explains and presents to the
visitor how the machine works in a very precise manner. His manner
of presentation is similar to the way inventors or designers present
their works to their clients and customers. The device consists of
three main parts: the bed, the inscriber and the harrow, which are
placed below, above and in the middle, respectively. The harrow is
composed of a series of needles, which engrave the sentence on the
back of the convict’s body. However, the convict does not know
about the sentence, but must learn it within her or his flesh. When
the visitor refuses to speak in favour of the machine, the officer, the
presenter-cum-executioner, frees the soldier and takes his place in
the machine with the sentence “Be Just!” to be inscribed on his body.
However, he dies in horrific pain due to machine malfunctioning.
The design of this apparatus and the way it is narrated in the story
is extremely elaborated and almost fetishised by the officer, as he
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believes the machine brings the mystical experience of justice to the
body of the condemned. For instance, the officer explains why glass
has been chosen to make the harrow:
[T]o make it possible for everyone to observe the sentence as it
is being carried out, the Harrow is made of glass. This caused
some technical difficulties in fixing the needles into it, but after a
number of attempts it worked. There were no lengths we didn’t
go to. And now everybody can watch through the glass how the
inscription is carried out on the body (2007, p.81).

In another part, the officer explains the reason behind the two sets
of needles used in the harrow:
… [T]wo kinds of needle in various arrangements. Each long
needle has a short one next to it. The long one is for writing,
and the short one sprays water to wash away the blood and keep
the inscription clear at all times. The mingled blood and water
is then piped into these little channels here and finally into this
main channel, and its drainage-pipe leads into the ditch.’ With
his finger the officer pointed out precisely the path the blood and
water had to take (Ibid).

Here, I understand Kafka’s harrow as being beyond the spectacle
of torture. Kafka’s harrow uncovers the detailed practices of law
and their effects on human bodies through a highly designated
artefact. How law and rule can be materialised in such a precise
and pragmatic way reveals the non-transcendentally of law. Thus,
the artifice of design and its power of articulation allow the law to
represent itself as absent from such a device and separate itself from
the artificial world. As Katja Diefenbach (2008) writes, “the law
unhinges its force of law, and transfers it to administrative measures
that do not have the status of law” (unpaginated).
In a sense, we can look at the harrow as what Foucault calls
“dispositif” (1980b, p.194-96) and what Giorgio Agamben
calls “apparatus” (Agamben, 2009), that is, an organisation of
practices, devices and meanings that are materially constructed
and materially affecting. Kafka’s harrow and the detailed and
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developed design of it, which occupies a major part of the story
in the form of presentation, takes us into an interrogative sphere
where one can understand and unpack the transformation of rules
into norms and their penetration into bodies in a very material sense
and in sensible matters. The main part of the story is the gradual
disclosure of how the machine functions, what kinds of materials
are used and how the machine is supposed to bring justice. At the
same time, there is no part describing the crime, law or norm of
the penal colony to be followed and respected. From there, we have
the inscripted bodies, shaped and formed as a result of the design’s
imposition on them. Design here, is a possible violent agent for the
material act of inscription but also an informing one that provides
us with the possibility of disarticulating the practices of law. There
are these details and materialities that are enacted as witness to
the law in particular and socio-political structures in general. As
a consequence of design’s overlap with politics, we are now left
with new bodies that are constantly affected and defined by such
materialisation, or as Léopold Lambert (2013) puts it in a reverse
formulation, this transforms “each architecture into penal colony
machines” because they “somehow inscribe something of the norm
in the bodies’ flesh” (p.46).
While this story might be fictional, the articulations generated by
design-politics produce real effects in real life. One example follows.

Bamse disguised as migration officer
In 2011, the Migration Board of Sweden (Migrationsverket) commissioned the producers of Bamse – a popular Swedish children’s
comic book – to make a special issue on migration. Bamse, already
a very well-known international cartoon character famous for advocating values such as equality18, was commissioned to play the
role of a migration board officer in order to communicate a very
strong message to the children of asylum seekers about their status
in the future. Bamse’s role was to explain that those who do not
deserve to stay would be sent back ‘home,’ but would still be missed
as ‘our’ friends. In one scene, Bamse tells a stressed and desperate
18 As a child who was born in the aftermath of anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist 1979 Iranian
Revolution, I started my day by watching Bamse broadcasted from Iranian state TV each morning.
He remained a hero throughout my childhood in his role as the strongest bear in the world who
always stood on the side of the poor.
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asylum-seeking child that despite being the strongest bear in the
world (this famous slogan or capacity of Bamse’s is also used as the
subheading of the series), he is unable to solve all problems. Such a
rationalisation of the children’s world when it comes to permission
for residency is also obvious in the illustration techniques used.
Throughout the whole book, nothing is real except the migration
board’s logo and some direct pedagogic asylum policies. The characters, who are animals, the cars and the aeroplane that are used
for the planned deportation are all cartoons. The relatives of the
deported family welcome the deportees beside the aeroplane, even
though this is not possible in the real world (Figure 3.1.). The use
of Bamse and the penetration of laws and rules that are materially
effective into the imaginative world of children show the banality
that the administration of such hostilities implies. The Bamse special comic strip on deportation tries to say that there is nothing
wrong with deportation. At one point, one of the characters advises
the stressed asylum-seeking child that it should go out and play with
its friends if it is stressed. The stress of deportation is just a part of
the process as it is staged via the illustration. The technical rationality made through communication techniques and illustrations
are nothing new.19 However, the Swedish Migration Board has been
unique in using this technique to convey and persuade children of
migrants that deportation is nothing more than a normal part of
their lives. 20
This rationalisation by apparently non-violent means is the other
side of the militarisation of borders that adopt military technologies,
armed forces and private security companies to stop asylum seekers
and refugees from migrating. This will be discussed at length in
Chapter 7. This particular way of militarising the life of a migrant
is also what the Counterinsurgency Field Manual of the American
Army21 promotes in its wars against insurgents in countries like
19 The Australian Army has published a comic book targeting specifically (potential) Afghan
migrants to deter them from coming to Australia. Their message is clear and written on the first
page of the leaflet: “If you come to Australia by boat and without a visa you will not be staying
in Australia and be detained on other islands”. Furthermore, in West Java, a comic book, “Zero
Tolerance for Trafficking in Persons”, is distributed as part of an information campaign to prevent
and detect people trafficking. Another comic, “Chimen Lakay”, is distributed in Haiti to reduce
irregular migration to the United States.
20 At the time of writing this section (August 2013), the Migration Board of Sweden had stopped
printing and distributing this children’s comic.
21 Insurgency is an unconventional form of warfare, which is defined by the US Department
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Figure 3.1. A frame from the special issue of Bamse for refugee
children, translation: author. Source: www.mediesverige.
se.
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Afghanistan and Iraq. This new way of militarisation that becomes
possible through the manipulative power of design as material
articulation is clear in the rhetoric used in the field manual:
Design is not a function to be accomplished, but rather a living
process. It should reflect ongoing learning and adaptation
and the growing appreciation counterinsurgents share for the
environment and all actors within it, especially the insurgents,
populace, and Host-Nation government. (Petraeus and Amos,
2006, FM3-24, 4-1).

These lines of argument which are very similar to Tim Brown’s
(2009) ideas on design thinking, tell us how design has the potential power to make divisions, help establish sets of values and
reproduce them in new practices of warfare. The counterinsurgency
field manual devotes one chapter to design in which it argues that
design “may very well be the most important aspect of countering
an insurgency” (Petraeus and Amos, 2006, p.4-9). In this chapter
on design, a concept entitled “campaign design” proposes the use of
design thinking and practice to promote a process based on mutual
learning between commanders, soldiers and representatives of a
host nation or, more accurately, of occupied lands. Design according to the American Army, has great potential, if used “properly”
and “critically”, in new practices of warfare to assure leaders that
their soldiers and marines “are ready to be greeted with either a
handshake or a hand grenade while taking on missions” (ibid, foreword). 22
This is not a mere co-option of design by violent forces as that
would be to take away the manipulative power that design has
and to blame only those who co-opt the concepts for their own
sake. Design must face its internal relation to politics and its strong
of Defense as “organized use of subversion and violence by a group or movement that seeks to
overthrow or force change of a governing authority” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense
Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, Joint Publication 1-02, [2010, as amended through
March 2012], p.161). David Kilcullen defines insurgency as “a popular movement that seeks to
overthrow the status quo through subversion, political activity, insurrection, armed conflict and
terrorism” (Kilcullen, 2010, p.184). In response, counterinsurgency (COIN) is a counter movement
to insurgency and is defined as “military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological, and civic
actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency” (Petraeus and Amos, 2006, FM 3-24,p. 2).
22 My understanding of the American Army Counter-insurgency Field Manual is inspired by
discussions I had with Amin Parsa, a PhD Candidate in International Law, and his research on
regimes of practices of targeting generated by the manual in Iraq and Afghanistan.
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manipulative capacity due to its power over material articulations.
Because of the ontological power that design has, design is already
political even before engaging in any explicitly political issue.
Design is engaged in making, dividing, and patterning how lives are
organised according to certain directions or power positions. The
task of design researchers who recognise design as a political agent
is to show this internal capacity and at the same time intervene in
it in certain directions, orientations and power positions. This can
be understood as form of design that is capable of thinking. One
example of where the reorientation of material articulations as a
form of intervention within design-politics happens is the Savorengo
Ker project. This is an affirmation of how design and designing can
sometimes think and enact thinking.

Savorengo Ker, material politics of refusal
The House of All (or in Romani language, Savorengo Ker) was
an experimental self-built project initiated by Stalker/On (a group
of designers and artists), the Urban Studies Department of Rome
University and the local Roma community in Rome, Italy. The
project was a process of co-building a communal house in Casilino
900, the oldest Roma camp in Rome, in spring 2008. After it was
finished in summer 2008, it was burnt down on the night of 12th
of December 2008 according to the Casilino 900 blog (Figure 3.2.),
which stated that the project faced hostility from both the local
Italian population and the authorities (Casilino 900, 2008). The
surrounding population perceived the process of building a house
in the camp as a threat to the stability of the area. This was due to
the fact that some groups of inhabitants expected the authorities
to expel Roma inhabitants and demolish the camp. Later, the local
council declared the house to be irregular and closed it. Even though
there was regular planning permission for a temporary construction,
the authorities argued that the house had been built on illegally
occupied land. The house and the act of making it thus revealed the
contradiction of managerial power practiced by the public administration who, on the one hand, promised to solve the Roma people’s
situation but, on the other hand, developed repressive measures for
the population of the camp, such as preventing car access to the
camp, stopping the provision of water and electricity and initiating
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a census of the inhabitants (Fioretti, 2011). In February 2010, the
authorities demolished the whole camp, and its 650 inhabitants had
to move elsewhere.
The communal house was designed, planned and built together
with Roma inhabitants, and was a declaration of their housebuilding skills despite the general understanding of Roma as nomads
who desire neither housing, nor permanent settlement. In order to
have a house, to have a home, one has to have history. According
to state narratives, nomads are considered to be those who only
move and, through their constant movement, are seen as ‘lacking’
history. They are seen as a population who “invented nothing” and,
therefore, have nothing to contribute to the “public good”. Gilles
Deleuze and Félix Guattari (1986) remind us that “the defeat of the
nomads was such, so complete, that history is one with the triumph
of States” (p.73).
The House of All resembles a series of ideas that have been
practiced in design for a long time under various titles or categories,
such as Participatory Design (PD), Co-Design and, recently, Social
Innovation. The concept of participation in design practices
can be traced back to a series of design and research practices in
Scandinavian countries, focusing on “workplace democracy”
since the 1970s (Bjerknes, Ehn and Kyng, 1987; Bødker, 1996).
In particular, participation has been adopted within many design
practices in relation to claims or aspirations towards social or
political change. Participation, for example, is linked to a kind
of “design humanism” aimed at reducing domination (Bonsiepe,
2006). Typically understood as developing methods for including
the end-users of the designed products, systems and services,
PD often discusses the process of inclusion of voices that are not
heard in the design process by engaging them through a series of
workshops and tools such as mock ups, prototyping and sketching.
Today, with the greater need to reformulate PD due to social,
economic and environmental complexity and dynamics, some
theorise participation as the objective of design itself (Binder et
al., 2015; Björgvinsson, Ehn and Hillgren, 2010; Sanders and Van
Petter, 2003; Margolin and Margolin, 2002).
Participatory Design, Co-Design, and recently, Social Innovation
put forward claims for democratic forms of engagement among
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Figure 3.2. Some inhabitants of Casilino 900 camp in front of the
burnt down Savorengo Ker, December 2008. Photo:
courtesy of casilino900.blogspot.com.
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stakeholders, which eventually would initiate a process of bottom-up
change. This is becoming more and more popular in governmental
institutional agendas because “existing structures and policies have
found it impossible to crack some of the most pressing issues of our
times – such as climate change, the worldwide epidemic of chronic
disease, and widening inequality” (Murray, Caulier-Grice and
Mulgan, 2010).
However, the participation enacted through such approaches in
practice often presents a kind of facilitation and engagement with an
ambiguous relationship to new and dispersed forms of governance
in neoliberal times. That is to say that such projects often produce
an economic rationale, which keeps itself separated from the politics
involved in the very same situation, as politics might be understood
as an exclusive matter of the state (Kiem, 2011). Participation is
advocated in so far as it diversifies the types of stakeholders but does
not unsettle the forms of police-politics and hegemonic orders that
sustain the economic interests of the state, markets, entrepreneurs
and certain classes. People participate to express their shifting
interests and values and practice their rights in the social sphere (in
the best case), while remaining recognisable by their very attributed
identities that facilitate the status quo; identities that make designers
turn their attention to those bodies in the first place, as potential
collaborators or participants of a design project. Participation, then,
becomes a means of affirming the identities that could be used to
sustain certain practices of power within the current neoliberal
rationale. By producing multiple choices but only within a given
framework, participation adjusts and adopts to power structures for
the sake of facilitating participatory potentials, by giving a sense of
collaboration without taking into account the politics of different
and contradictory positions, hierarchies, conflicts, dissents and
norms that actually constitute the ontological features of politics.
Conflict and dissensus are in fact inherent in the political
nature of any participation, as was discussed through Rancière’s
understanding of politics (see also Keshavarz and Mazé, 2013).
Participation is not about reaching all-inclusive agreement in
order to move on. Neither is it about composing different elements
to envision possible futures, choices and alternatives within a
given framework and setting. Instead, based on an ontological
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understanding of design and politics (as put forward earlier),
participation is about how taking a part, sharing a part, or acting
a part in an already partitioned dynamic environment, can point
to various unrecognised or less recognised power relations and
positions involved in any partitioned space produced by any form
of participation.
What is needed, then, is what I have already argued for through
the theory of the gap: the ability to think of other possible forms of
engagement with situations. Engagements that while disarticulate
and refuse relations and affairs subscribed to individuals and
things by power positions, rearticulate new spaces and time for
experiencing the very same situation in a different way. A dissensual
approach to participation is not a mere staging of conflict or
enacting Mouffe’s agonistic pluralism. Unlike designers’ agonistic
pluralism, dissensus is not something to be planned, programmed
or even “workshopped” and prototyped. It is the very appearance of
the mismatch in the field of perception that not only becomes public
but shatters the very frameworks that participatory designers use to
perceive and promote what a public is and could be:
Dissensus is not a confrontation between interests or opinions.
It is the demonstration (manifestation) of a gap in the sensible
itself. Political demonstration makes visible that which had no
reason to be seen; it places one world in another – for instance,
the world where the factory is a public space in that where it is
considered private, the world where workers speak, and speak
about the community, in that where their voices are mere cries
expressing pain (Rancière, 2010a, p.38).

Savorengo Ker, in contrast to many PD projects, enacts its internal
relation to design-politics due to the very idea of practicing dissensus and refusal through material articulations: refusal both in
terms of refusing an identity that has been attributed to the Roma
population and also by refusing the identity of a camp for nomads.
These practices of refusal were performed and enacted in the form
of the act of constructing a communal ‘house’ in a site that was
not supposed to function as a home but rather, remain as a camp.
The project developed a series of communal methods to experience
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the camp as a shared space through new ways of co-crafting materialities and performing them where they were not supposed to
be. As politics is about wrong names appearing in the wrong place
at the wrong time, the enactment and performance of housing is a
form of political declaration and articulation to transform the camp
into something else. While it is an appearance of dissensus, it also
rearticulates the very field of articulations or, in Rancière’s words,
“redistributes the sensible”. The house, the process of making it
and the practices and activities that flowed from it, disarticulate
the condition of Roma camps while at the same time rearticulating
a new communal or shared space for experiencing that same site or
locality. Participants, through materialising their will in the form of
a materially made “home” in contrast to a materially made ‘camp’,
essentially create a clear distance from authorities and those who
see the Roma population as a threat to society, or those who see them
as a homogenous group in need of help, protection and facilitation.
This demonstrates a form of dissensus and disagreement. Therefore,
the construction of the house is a form of mismatch or displaced
communal crafting which does not necessarily argue for a ‘need to
shelter’ but expands the idea of shelter into the political realm of
mobility and immobility. To perform and enact such distance is to
operate within the “-” of design-politics. To operate within the “-”
is to make an intervention. This intervention, in return, brings into
being possible forms of politics through design as a mode of acting
in the world.
Design produces conditions of politics, conditions of manipulation
of the lives of individuals and communities, of species and ecologies
because it is already political no matter what it does or how it acts.
Since the nexus affirms the internal tension and relation of designpolitics, rather than defining each side, design researchers need to
focus on the “-”, on the complex relations between the two, on their
tensions and intersections and on their articulations, which are
where practices, performances and interactions reside. They are also
where ‘intervention’ in the form of rearticulation becomes possible:
To think intervention in the artificial is […] to focus not on praxis
(on will or acting through will) but on production or poiesis—on
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that which negotiates with what is possible to bring into being23
(Dilnot 2015, p.143).

One can think of intervention as an attempt to simultaneously disarticulate materialities while reconfiguring and rearticulating them
within sites and localities of conditions. If design and politics are
about the articulation of materials on various levels and in certain
directions, intervention in the design-politics nexus is about disarticulating practices, performances and interactions produced by
the nexus, while rearticulating them in directions other than those
taken so far or those towards which we are heading.
But it is also important to remember that there is no formula
for understanding design-politics, nor are there specific criteria for
making it. There are only moments, situations, devices and things
that can lead us to disarticulate and rearticulate possible ways of
inhabiting the world.

23 Here Dilnot understands the problem of praxis through limitations imposed by will “which
reaches its limit in action, remains enclosed in its own circle”. He continues that in contrast to
praxis, “productive acting or poiesis, which operates in the space of possible becoming, does not
exhaust itself in the act of willing but creates ‘something other than itself, it finds its limit outside
itself’” (p.142).
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4. PASSPORTING: ARTEFACTS,
INTERFACES AND
TECHNOLOGIES OF PASSPORTS

All the birds that followed my palm
To the door of the distant airport
All the wheatfields
All the prisons
All the white tombstones
All the barbed Boundaries
All the waving handkerchiefs
All the eyes
were with me,
But they dropped them from my passport
Passport, Mahmoud Darwish

This chapter focuses on passports and their emergence as a historical,
social and technical device. It discusses how their artefactualities,
the environments to which they have given shape, and the relations
that they articulate between different bodies are intertwined with
design as a form of material articulation. It also interrogates how the
introduction of technology to power relations can be hidden behind
‘innocent’ concepts, such as “interaction” and “interactivity”. The
theoretical discussion and analysis of passports are intertwined with
histories, stories and accounts told around the artefacts of passports
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by refugees, border transgressors and undocumented migrants.
Four lines of reading the regimes of practices that passports
produce and are produced by, which I call passporting, are also
introduced. These four overlapping lines of reading pertain to materialities, sensibilities, part-taking and translating. I will also discuss how the very same lines allow us to recognise the possibilities
of rearticulation of relations produced within passporting. These
possibilities of rearticulation can be seen, for instance, in forging
practices.
As discussed in the previous chapter, design, designing and the
activities that flow from them are capable of ordering things, forming
and configuring them in one possible way and not another. However,
the particular contribution of design lies in those capabilities that
are embedded in the devices design creates. Such devices, therefore,
are both able to host certain actors and environments and be hostile
to others (Avila, 2012). It is in the device’s capability, in its devising,
that design controls and regulates but also discloses and enacts
possibilities.
In this chapter and the next, I am particularly interested in the
capacities and incapacities of a passport in granting an individual
the possibility of crossing a border and thereby granting them the
ability to claim the right to movement. I will try to show how such
an apparently simple and thin artefact is capable of helping to trace
many articulations, which brings its thickness to the fore.

Why Passports?
Passports as devices that articulate the abilities of bodies to either
move freely or with a degree of restriction are central to the experiences of many undocumented migrants and stateless refugees. They
produce relations that are present in the stories many undocumented migrants and stateless refugees told me during the course of this
research.
Passports are in fact socio-technical artefacts, the material,
performative and interactive capacities of which provide instances
for discussing the complexities involved within design-politics.
They tend to speak to the current political regime of mobility that
produces refugee populations and undocumented migrants waiting
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in camps, transit zones or precarious clandestinity for several
months and sometimes, even years. Passports are devices of access.
In international relations, a passport is frequently defined as a
little book issued by a national government that identifies its bearer
as a citizen of that country with permission to travel abroad and
return under the home nation’s protection. When traced back
historically, and in relation to how design-politics operates, passports
unfold various aspects of design as an activity that participates in
the manipulation of the world regardless of its initial and actual
intentions. Since passports are often seen as a simple but highly
politicised thing, issues surrounding them appear to be analysed and
problematised easily. But such politicisation of passports has little
to do with the politics and practices of passports or passporting as
I call it. Martin Heidegger’s notion of “handiness” or “readinessto-hand” (Zuhandenheit) (2001[1962]) is helpful here. Through the
readiness-to-hand of passports, our attention is withdrawn from the
actual usage of passports. This is parallel to Heidegger’s example of
the hammer; someone who is hammering is not concerned with the
hammer as such but with the practice of nailing, which needs to be
done or created with the hammer (Heidegger, 2001, p.98; Verbeek,
2005). Heidegger’s attempt to acknowledge the “thinging of the
things” helps us to bring to the fore the passport and explore it as
a “thing” in itself beyond the way humans commonly perceive it
or make it appear. Through devices, such as passports, technology
and politics can be interrogated. They therefore “represent clear and
accessible cases of the pattern or paradigm of modern technology”
(Borgmann, 1987, p.3).
To turn the passport into an object of thought stems from nonwhite, non-privileged lived experiences. In my encounters with the
academic environment, whenever I have talked about the passport
as an interesting object of study for my discussion of design-politics,
I have often been faced with some sort of scepticism. My white
colleagues and friends consider the passport to be a simple booklet,
less important than ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, class and
other socially constructed categories of power. The passport is at
the fringe of design-politics and, according to many of them, is
explicitly politically judged. I argue however, that the passport is a
real and strong material device, mediating moments through which
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those socially constructed power categories can be enacted and
performed. Ethnicity, gender and class come to interact and intersect
and produce inequalities through passports and in various situations.
It is material evidence of exercising discrimination. The passport, in
fact, avoids abstract discussions of power in academia and brings to
fore stories of power relations at their sites of production in addition
to their spaces of circulation and consumption. Due to this, having
regular discussions around the topics of passports, visas and border
crossings and recalling stories and memories around such issues
through such ‘marginal’ artefacts are relatively common among
the inhabitants of the countries with less ‘valuable’ passports, often
non-white and non-western, compared to citizens of the Global
North. Passports for many inhabitants of the world are therefore
part of devising their lived experiences and of how they experience
the world.
In this work, I often use the term passport in its plural form.
This is to remind readers and myself that it is passports that are at
stake and not the passport. The single use of passport can run two
risks: first, it might present itself as a universal model of history that
stands out as the only way of reading the concept of motion and
mobility in history. Rather, we should consider passports as another
technological invention that has devised one way of inhabiting the
world and at the same time closes other forms of inhabitation. In
this sense, passports are tied together with walls, barbed wire,
guns, alcohol and drugs. At the same time they have contributed to
different lines of power and produced various realities.
Secondly, the single use of the term passport makes it sound
neutral. Passport in that sense remains a metaphor, a strong metaphor
that has been the inspiration for various cultural productions. The
metaphoric treatment of passport is dangerous because it does
not resituate this booklet within its power relations in actual time
and space. Passports are not metaphors; they are actual, material
and pragmatic articulations of power exercised over bodies and
their movements. They are therefore sources for the production of
subjectivities. Passports produce discrimination in intersecting and
articulatory ways of circulating within the world; whether they are
authentically produced or forged; whether they are sold legally or
illegally; whether they are kept and treated nicely and finely by being
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covered; or whether they are destroyed and burnt in a strategic way,
they are technologies of power producing certain histories, politics
and norms. They should be used in plural because it is in their
pluralities and intersectionalities with other things, humans and
non-humans and other already practicing and participating social
categories, that they can be understood.
Following and extending the concept of design-politics, passports
highlight the agency of design as an activity that consists not
merely in designing artefacts and relations, but also designing
new environments in which new regimes of meaning-making and
translations are produced. As much as these environments are socially
constructed, they are materially sustained and reproduced; as much
as they are real and pragmatic, they are fictional and illusionary.
It is in this context that passports should be taken more seriously.
Passports not only give services to the state’s oppressive politics of
movement in the interests of capital and national discourses but
they also actively direct, frame and articulate our understanding
of the politics of movement. Rather than as a product or a servant
of border regimes, a designed service provider, we – as design
researchers – should think of passports and, eventually, passporting
as a set of articulations within design-politics that configure not
only our perceptions of the world but also configure the possibilities
for intervening into those perceptions.

A History of Passports
The history of passports in the form of papers granting the right,
or sufficient means, to pass can be traced back to the time when
territories were first defined and therefore the motion or movements
of individuals were subject to facilitation and prevention. With the
various shapes, functions and productions of subjectivities that
they promote, all such papers share one common thread from their
earliest use right up until the present: they are usually issued by
a powerful institution such as a king, a bishop, a council, a government, or a state and so on. These institutions are supposed to
provide access and protection through the practice of identification.
This means that a king, a bishop, a government or a queen would be
able to certify that she or he knows and identifies the bearer of the
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paper – letter of conduct – thus asking for her or his protection and
facilitation of her or his movement.
In Europe, until the fifteenth century, papers, seals and wax
panels were artefacts certifying and identifying individuals through
a description of their bodies. In this case, all these artefacts were
devices of privilege, which provided recognition for authorities
and officials. It was a form of making the privileged unique and
recognisable in a positive way. Thus it was a device of identity
creation. The materiality of these devices in fact produced
certain sensibilities in the community and made some groups and
individuals seen and heard more than others, simply on the basis of
the privileged few carrying a wax panel in their pockets.
However, it was in the mid-fifteenth century that, due to
developments in the production of paper, these devices gradually
became more encompassing and began to be used for new
purposes. To this end, they required other ways of making and
promoting identification. It was here that these specific devices –
papers indicating individual description according to the bearer’s
appearance – were imposed as obligations by the authorities on
all travellers (Groebner, 2007). It was also here that a new and
important feature of ‘having the right paper’ was introduced to
the act of travelling or moving. Moreover, the introduction of
new identifying papers as being necessary for travel can be seen as
targeting specific groups of people, that is, the poor and underclass.
These poor and underclass groups were specifically those suspected
of having contagious diseases, being vagabonds or being engaged in
illicit trading and so on. It is important to discuss the prevention of
movement for such groups not only on the basis of moral reasons or
social fear but also in terms of economic exploitation. For instance,
Robert Castel (2003) writes that the reason for banning begging
and vagabondage was that they embodied escapes from feudalism
and wage labour. The laws directed against the poor were both a
reaction to frequent uprisings against the feudal system as well as an
attempt to control the mobility of labour.
For instance, Papadopoulos et al. (2008) write that in France,
at the end of the fourteenth century, the introduction of domestic
passports in the shape of a certificate, the possession of which was
mandatory for any person wishing to leave their borough, was an
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attempt to control mobility without labour contract:
The certificate had to detail the reason for the journey and the
date of return to the area of residence. Such attempts to limit
the mobility of labour evidence something of the force of flows
of mobility. What is clear is that the paid labourer, working
under a contract in conformity with the law, received permission
to move. Thus, it is not the journey that was problematic but
mobility without a labour contract, mobility which threatened
the means then available to control both the level of wages and
the work carried out (p.52).

According to the official documents from mid-fifteenth century
Europe, the French term passeport, which literally means to pass
through a gate or door, was mentioned several times and was soon
adopted in many other European languages such as passporti in
Italian, and as Passzettel or Bassborten in corresponding German
regulations (Groebner, 2007, p.172).
It was in the sixteenth century that every traveller had to carry
a passport in order to be identified and protected. Furthermore,
every traveller had to pay for such a service since travelling was a
privilege. While all these documents described a specific status of
the privileged bearer as soldier, pilgrim, or traveller, declaring that
she or he was separated from others and thus subject to specific
protection outside the territory to which she or he belonged, two
other social and ethnic groups became subject to such documents
as well: beggars and Roma. The imposition of a general ban on
begging came with the introduction of public support for beggars in
sixteenth century Europe, which produced a system of identification
papers in order to categorise and classify them. Beggars had to wear
specific badges, visible to the public and officials, which indicated
that they were registered and in receipt of alms (Figure 4.1.). Roma
people also had to be registered and identified. Here, papers,
documents and badges were not only a rational way of categorising
and delimiting populations, but still further, an exception that had
been granted for these individuals to remain in a certain territory in
which any unlawful act would result in their expulsion.
The need for documents for privileged wealthy travellers to travel
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Figure 4.1. Front and back side of a badge for beggars made out
of brass and iron, Nuremberg, Mid-sixteenth century.
Source: Germanisches National Museum, Nuremberg.
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safely coupled with the imposition of registration of Roma and beggars further enforced the registration of migrants who had to be
assessed to ensure that they were genuine Christians and not Jews.
These led to a system that developed into an obsession with registering everyone and everything. From the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, authorities began to register everything and
everyone (Chamayou, 2013). The desire to identify any actor that
could move or be moved derived from a complex set of motivations.
These pertained to anything from controlling people, animals, and
goods in order to regulate markets, to anticipating and preventing
social and political risks and avoiding ‘racial and sexual threats’. In
general this practice was about exercising power and control over
things with the ability to move. It was not merely an act of disciplining criminals, one can say, but rather acting upon a realisation that
moveable actors in general could be dangerous.
Since governments were not able to carry out their projects of full
identification and registration completely, other power relations outside the space of state governance emerged on a small and local level
as well. For instance in Leipzig, poorer tenants living in the cheaper
suburbs were called Zettelbürger (originally Zetteiblirger meaning
paper citizens) because they had to have paper permits stating their
landlord’s surety when moving inside the city (Groebner, 2007, p.
200).
Once the will to register everything and everyone was being
put into practice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, piles
of paper and stacks of information in the form of databases of
individuals were born. Whereas before, a letter of conduct from
a king, signed by his authentic hand, could enable passage for its
bearer, now new documents required new technologies. They had
to be compared with something else. A new technique of control
came to function not only on the basis of the bearer’s presence, but
also on her or his absence. The need to establish a place to record
all data was realised. Such needs were legitimised in the words of a
French jurist in order to “detect the wolves among the sheep” (ibid,
p.201). A Spanish jurist proposed a similar plan of registration to
monitor the population of their colonies in overseas dominions.
The scholars and historians of modern and bureaucratic states have
rigorously shown these claims and, consequently, rationalisations
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by arguing how colonies were turned into laboratories for colonial
and imperial powers’ testing of new techniques for identification,
producing information based on bodily shapes and measurements
of the colonised which paved the way for racial segregation within
the governed space of the empire (Arendt, 1973; McKeown, 2008;
Lake and Reynolds, 2008; Breckenridge, 2014).
If the pre-fifteenth century’s identification documents functioned
in the presence of the privileged subject who was carrying them in
the absence of the issuing authority, then new identification systems
expressed the need for the presence of the authorities everywhere and
at all times even when the subject of identification was not present.
One can argue that the current rationalisation of identification started
at that point in time. While this is an important point, such will to
registration was not put into practice internationally and completely
until the 20th century due to weak technologies and bureaucratic
workloads. This also changed the meaning of authenticity. If the
previous documents were authentic because the authentic hand of
the king or bishop signed the paper, then the documents of later
generations were recognised as authentic only if they were matched
with official registration databases and archives. This was the
beginning of modern administration or “paper knowledge” as the
media scholar, Lisa Gitelman puts it (2014).
However, according to Gérard Noiriel (1995), the practice of the
direct registration of individuals was not monopolised by states
until 20th of September 1792. He writes that from the moment
that a government decreed the establishment of civil status (l’état
civil), “an individual could only exist as a citizen once her or his
identity had been registered by the municipal authorities, according
to regulations that were the same throughout the national territory”
(p.xviii).
After an attempt by revolutionaries in 1789 to abolish the French
royal passport laws of 1629, a new round of passport legislation
was enacted in 1792. However it is crucial to state that the
reintroduction of passports as an obligatory document for travellers
did not continue until the present without interruption. In the last
third of the nineteenth century the obligation to present passports or
any identity documents for crossing borders in Europe disappeared
once again. This disappearance was such that a French historian
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called passports at best an object of legal historical research, with
no bearing on the present (Groebner, 2007, p.235).
Passports, however, did not disappear. The practice of
identification remained pervasive for poor, enslaved and suspicious
groups and classes in society, such as Roma and vagabonds, and
freedom of movement was achievable only for wealthier groups.
In the late nineteenth century, many first-class passengers were
exempted from identity checks, while craftsmen and wage labourers
were required to certify their rank and status through identity
papers in order to not be punished for vagabondage.
The outbreak of World War I reintroduced the passport regime
for the regulation of the movement between territories. Like many
other phenomena, World War I also gave birth to the modern
passport regime that exists today. It is shocking for many that our
unquestioned passports and identity system in the modern sense is
barely a century old. It was during this time that new European
governments built on the principles of nationhood or ethnicity,
established certain laws and decrees, often called Aliens Act(s), to
track foreigners, spies and unknown travellers in order to possibly
detain and deport them. The very strong bond between the passport
and nationality, country or place of one’s origin – which is in itself a
modern concept – is a product of combined developments in the late
nineteenth century and the direct result of World War I (Groebner
and Serlin, 2006).
World War I introduced a state of exception in which everyone
could potentially be an enemy. A series of practices to anticipate the
behaviour of suspicious bodies thus needed to take place in terms of
tracking, detaining and deporting. Passports were good devices for
such practices; papers that had long been around for such purposes
thanks to technological progression in administrative practices.
As a product of the British Nationality and Status Aliens Act 1914,
passports were single sheets folded into eight, held together with a
cardboard cover. The passport was valid for two years and sometimes
had a photograph attached. Photographs had begun to become part
of the technology of passports but were still not reliable enough.
A look at application forms for passports from the UK Foreign
and Commonwealth Office and its list of required information for
inclusion shows that a detailed description of bodies needed to be
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Figure 4.2. Passports granted by the Ottoman consuls in Singapore
in 1902 and Batavia in 1911 to Abdul Rahman bin Abdul Majid, an Ottoman merchant born in Istanbul and
resident in Mecca and Batavia. It includes a description
table of the bearer’s physical appearance. Source:
Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi (BOA) [Prime Ministry
Ottoman Archives], Ankara.
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documented since photos could not fully represent the bearer:
Age; Height; Forehead (high, ordinary, oval, slightly receding);
Eyes (colours – blue, green, brown, including grey); Nose (large,
straight, roman); Mouth (straight, firm, large, ordinary, medium,
thick lips); Chin (round); Colour of Hair (Brown); Complexion
(Fresh, pale, peachy, dark); Face (oval, thin) (Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, 1914).

However, physical descriptions and production of bodies through
the act of writing represented through a document were not practices introduced only due to the inaccuracy of photographs or due
to their high cost. In her studies on the surveillance of blackness,
Simone Browne (2015; 2012) writes about how a very specific technique of recording certain enslaved bodies was an early articulation
of how the body, its specific features and skin in particular, came to
be understood as means of identification and tracking by the state.
The Book of Negros was a
handwritten and leather bound British military ledger that listed
3,000 black passengers who embarked on mainly British ships
during the British evacuation of New York in 1783. Bound
for Canada, England and Germany at the end of American
Revolutionary War, passengers listed in The Book of Negroes
travelled as indentured labourers to white United Empire
Loyalists or as free people described in this ledger as “on her
own bottom” (Browne, 2012, p.547).

With inscriptions such as “scar in his forehead”, “stout with 3
scars in each cheek”, “blind right eye” or “lame of the left arm”,
each entry details the passenger’s physical description, age, place
of birth and enslavement. In practice, this document was “the first
government-issued document for state regulated migration between
the United States and Canada that explicitly linked corporeal markers to the right to travel” (ibid, p.545-548). Thus, the technique
of making bodies legible with the modern passport system has a
history in the technologies of tracking blackness.
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Figure 4.3. A passport issued in 1914 during World War I allowing
a British government official to travel to Russia. Photo:
courtesy of the BBC News.
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In the application forms of 1916, the photograph is given a space
but is nonetheless corroborated by physical descriptions. Space for a
photograph is complemented by narrative descriptions of the nose,
face, complexion, brow, eyes, etc. (Salter, 2015). With the rise of
photography and easier techniques of reproducibility, the attachment of an individual’s photo gradually became obligatory. During
this time, Alphons Bertillon, a French law enforcement officer and
an expert on biometric identification, proposed the use of fingerprints for passports in order to overcome the longstanding gap
between the representation of the person on paper and the actual
body. By this time fingerprinting was used in the colonies of the
Western imperial states and anthropometry was used in European
cities (Cole, 2001). While both were concerned with the main issue
of identifying the unknown, the former was deeply a product of economic exploitation, free labour and enslavement, and the latter was
a product of experimental science on lower classes and underclasses
of Europe.
The practice of taking fingerprints when issuing new passports
was faced with resistance in France, since it was a form of
‘dehumanisation’, linked to documenting and indexing criminals
(Groebner, 2007, p.237) as well as the colonised populations
who in the eyes of French publics were not considered human.
Instead, photographing, which was not at all a practice related to
the underclass society but rather, part of a bourgeois tradition of
photographic portraits, was embraced in the regime of modern
passports.
Moreover, another visual categorisation was made in passports
that were produced during 1917 in France. The passports that all
foreigners above the age of fifteen had to carry included the bearer’s
nationality, civil status, occupation, photograph, and signature.
However, special colour codes were also employed to mark out
wage earners in agriculture and industry (Noiriel, 1996).
It is important to state that the medium of photography, which
became a popular and standardised technique for bridging the
gap between the body, identity and its representation in passports
in the early twentieth century, was first implemented and trialled
on marginal groups. For example, Eithne Luibhéid (2002)
demonstrates how photography was first used for recognition of
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Chinese immigrant women in order to regulate their entry into
the U.S according to sexual politics. She argues that after the Page
Law (Page Act of 1875), which was the first restrictive immigration
law that prohibited the entry of immigrants to the U.S from Asia
who were considered ‘undesirable’, Chinese women “were actually
the first immigrant group in the United States on whom passport
like controls were tried out. In this respect, Chinese women’s
experiences both illuminated and facilitated key aspects of ‘modern’
state formation in the United States” (2002, p.52).
She continues that photography as a technique capable of officially
recording the body’s distinctiveness and using the record to control
an individual’s mobility, was first used on Chinese women before any
other group of immigrants, because of the ‘threat’ of their sexuality
to the United States. A photograph was attached to each woman’s
consular clearance, and another photograph was sent in advance
of the ship, so that when the ship arrived, officials already had in
their possession photographs of the women who had been approved
for migration. Women who arrived without photographs or who
did not match the photographs that had been sent in advance, were
detained and deported to Hong Kong. Through these very simple
techniques, officials tried to ensure that if a particular woman was
cleared for immigration on the basis of biographical data provided,
another woman was not sent in her place. In contrast, officials did
not attempt to link together specific biographies and bodies in the
case of Chinese men or anyone else who immigrated at that time
(Ibid).
When passports become necessary for everyone, lack of a
passport or its deprivation became a means of power imposition,
discrimination, management and control. Once such a material or
artificial entity becomes the only way to pass or move freely among
territories, its absence leads to the prevention of motion. In Italy,
for instance, in August 1914, the country suspended the right of
emigration for those who were obliged to do military service by
annulling all passports in their possession. Another example of this is
the decree of 15th of December 1922, in which the newly established
Soviet Union denationalised some of its subjects by invalidating their
passports and consequently rendered them stateless (Torpey, 2000).
Later the same year, the Soviet regime began to prohibit emigration.
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In the U.S., through a decree described as “[a]n act to prevent in
time of war departure from or entry into the United States contrary
to the public safety”, the government promoted more restrictions
on movement to and from the country. However, in 1919, a revised
version of the act no longer mentioned leaving country, but only entry,
stating that every foreigner wishing to visit the country would have
to carry a passport and a visa issued by American authorities in her
or his home country (ibid). During the fragile peace of the interwar
period, all of these acts with revisions, such as the American one,
remained intact and became a powerful instrument to regulate the
movement of undesirable migrants, enemies of the law, anarchists,
revolutionaries and so on. For example, all U.S. governments during
the Cold War banned certain individuals from gaining passports
due to a suspicion of their involvement in communist activities or
their communist beliefs.
The examples of withdrawing someone’s passport or banning
her or him from acquiring a passport can be seen as the very first
material act of prohibiting movement but it can also render bodies
stateless in the event that they do leave the territory. Thus, passports
not only produce national populations, but also produce populations
without a state.
What was introduced as a temporary contract or exception during
World War I became permanent, standardised and institutionalised
and formally entered into the domain of international relations
in 1920. That year, the League of Nations held a conference on
passports, the “Paris Conference on Passports and Customs
Formalities and Through Tickets”, the results of which were
passport guidelines and a general booklet design. The conference
was followed up by further conferences in 1926 and 1927 (League
of Nations Archive, 2002).
As a result of World War I and the rise of nation-states that
were trying to constitute ethnically homogeneous states, movement
across the world became increasingly regulated. What became the
norm after World War I in the form of the artefact of passports,
quickly gave shape to several restrictions on migration, which could
be turned into practice more easily. With the process of the creation
of states that identified themselves with a particular conception of
ethnicity and nationality, several groups failed to be recognised
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as a “state’s people” and, in Arendt’s view, were guaranteed and
promised rights by an international body in the form of The League
of Nations (Arendt, 1973). Because “the nation had conquered the
state” (ibid) the meaning of citizenship and protection by the state
became accessible only through recognition as nationals of that
state. Thus, the rights of non-nationals could only be guaranteed
by a supranational body that was a by-product of the process of
creating nation-states. As nation-states needed to identify who
belonged to which particular nation, passports and identification
papers had now become necessary for every single traveller.
The League of Nations at first resisted the systematic rise of
passport making, which was a result of World War I and a violent
nation-state building processes that, in turn, left many migrants
without a nation stateless, producing a population called refugees.
However, it finally gave up its opposition when it had to find a
solution to the so-called “Russian refugee crisis” in early 1922.
Since refugees, travellers without a nation or stateless and immobile
migrants failed to identify themselves according to new national
regimes of recognition, the League decided to copy the practice of
nation-states, and produced passports for non-nationals or refugees,
thus identifying them as a new population. This product, called the
“Nansen Passport”, would allow stateless individuals to identify
themselves according to the data recorded by the supranational body
of the League of Nations (Figure 4.4). The product was a result of
an agreement between sixteen European states, which could now
issue travelling documents for Russian refugees without committing
to giving any citizenship rights to their bearers. The states agreed to
recognise these papers as valid but at the same time, they were not
required to admit their bearers. By the end of the 1920s, more than
fifty governments had joined the agreement and it was considered
a success. While the Nansen Passport was originally made and
issued in order to give limited access rights to Russian refugees, it
expanded its protection to Armenians, Assyrians and other stateless
populations (Torpey, 2000).
In fact, the issue of refugees in the aftermath of the Russian revolution was managed through the invention of a new category of
passports, which is the origin of the Refugee Pass or Laissez-Passer
of today. One can argue that what created refugees as a population
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Figure 4.4. A Nansen Passport issued by the international office for
refugees. Designed and Proposed by Fridtjof Nansen,
these types of passport were issued to refugees who
had lost and/or had been deprived of their citizenship.
Source: UNESCO Archive.
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was the invention of the nation-state but also the invention of passports as a way to recognise who belonged to which nation-state
and who did not. The solution for the management of refugees was
therefore a part of the system that had produced it. However practical and successful it was to some degree, it sustained the passport
regime by producing various categories of passports, thereby legitimising the passport itself and shifting the question from the states
and their practices of exclusion to practical matters of achieving
the right papers according to the defined categories. In an analysis
of modern refugee law, it has been argued that: “[t]he beginning of
international refugee law can properly be dated to the creation of
the Nansen passport system” (Skran, 1995, p.105).
On the 1st of June 1935, the Nazi government reintroduced a
type of domestic passport known as the “work-book”. Quite similar to other internal registration systems, the introduction of the
work-book had the purpose of effectively registering the allocation
of labour. Initially only applied to the practitioners of skilled occupations in which labour shortages existed, it quickly spread to other
areas as well. Together with the registry based on all work-books
issued, the little booklet documented the working life of the bearer,
which included job changes, periods of unemployment, and any alleged breaches of work contracts. Through the work-book system,
all Germans could theoretically be under surveillance on the basis
of their labour status. “The government later extended this system,
refined to keep track of changes of address, to the entire population
immediately before the Second World War in the form of the ‘people’s registry – (Volkskartei)’” (Torpey, 2000, p.133). A few months
later, in October, The Third Reich declared all German passports in
possession of Jewish citizens invalid. It was only after their return
to the hands of the authorities in order to be stamped with a red “J”
sign that they were re-validated. This was in addition to the special
identity cards Jews were required to carry within Germany (Figure
4.5)
Passports now entailed the capacity for the reinforcement of such
restrictions as might be desired by either governmental actors or
non-governmental ones at any moment. For example, passports
made it easier for the German government to regulate and restrict
migration both in Germany and other occupied lands across Europe
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during World War II. This does not mean that the Nazis would not
have been able to carry out their racist political agenda without
passports, however, such artefacts, which are inherently mobile, can
be required to be always carried on one’s person as the property
of the government rather than the individual. This paved the way
for the Nazis to be able to implement their ideology materially everywhere and at any moment. A simple material setting could then
lead to the arrest of many Jews and their deportation through such
an artefact. A body, a passport with a “J” sign, and a checkpoint
with agents who control it could transform every corner of each
street in Europe into a hostile environment for undesirable groups24.
Without passports, the Nazis would have had to spend more time
and money in order to track and arrest their target groups.
After World War II, several efforts were made, also on a national
level, to reduce the severity of the passport regime inherited from
the interwar period. Even before the war had officially ended,
Belgium and Luxembourg had exchanged notes aimed at reducing
passport controls. By 1950, the Netherlands had joined this effort
and nationals of the three countries were given the right to travel
within these states with only a national identity card. In mid1954, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Finland agreed that their
nationals could travel without passports or other travel documents
when traveling within these countries, and that such persons no
longer needed to be in possession of a residence permit when
residing in a Scandinavian country other than their own. These
arrangements were extended by a 1957 Convention, which provided
for the elimination of passport controls at the internal frontiers
of these Scandinavian countries (which thus implicitly extended
the freedom of movement to non-nationals traveling within these
countries). These agreements had wider influence, encouraging the
24 There are conflicting historical accounts on the reasons behind the introduction of the ”J” sign
on German and Austrian Jewish citizens’ passports. Sweden and Switzerland are thought to have
been the main forces behind this idea. After the introduction of the Nuremberg Law in 1935 and
the invasion of Austria in 1938, more and more Jews began to flee from Germany and Austria.
The Swiss and Swedish governments felt that their countries could not take in all Jewish refugees,
and therefore wanted to limit the possibility of their migration. They wished to distinguish those
German and Austrian citizens who were coming to Sweden and Switzerland as tourists from those
who intended to stay. The “J” sign was a method for turning away Jewish citizens at the Swedish
and Swiss borders. In 1938 the German government began stamping the “J” sign on Jewish citizens’
passports. However, during the war and from 1942 onwards, the attitudes of both the Swedish and
Swiss governments towards Jewish refugees changed for various reasons, and the ability of Jews to
migrate to these countries was improved.
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Figure 4.5. Passport of an Austrian Jewish Citizen Chaune Püder,
re-validated with a red J sign in October 1938. Image:
courtesy of edwardvictor.com.
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Tourism Committee of the Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (forerunner of the OECD) to conclude, “that the final
goal, the pure and simple abolition of passports, is not merely a
Utopian aim” (Torpey, 2000, p.68).
In the interim, those who were advocating for more liberalised
movement proposed the creation of a European passport as a practical
and symbolic means for creating a unified continent. During the
1950s, however, European national states showed their scepticism
towards this proposal by stating that they were not yet ready for such
change but preferred to see a standardisation of national passports
across Europe. Today, the common understanding of the European
passport regime is a passport-less border crossing through the area
called Schengen. However, many countries nevertheless recommend
that their citizens carry their passports even when travelling within
Europe.
At present, citizens of certain countries that have signed agreements
such as Schengen, Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) and Union of South American Nations on freedom of
movement can cross the borders of signatory countries without a
visa, but simply with a valid passport or national ID card. Various
visa waiver programmes are at work between various countries.
Nevertheless, passports are still the main devices for moving across
borders. Without a passport, one loses one’s legal status in territories
that are not one’s national territory. A stateless or undocumented
person, however, has no passport and thus no legal status regardless
of where she or he resides.
There are various categories of passport, covering various individuals and populations. If an individual fails to obtain any of those
types, they are officially rendered a person without any civil rights.
Among these are regular passports, which are the most issued
booklet that any citizen of a recognised government might have the
possibility of obtaining. Diplomatic passports are passports issued
for governmental actors travelling for specifically government-oriented jobs and affairs. Family passports or collective passports are
another type that covers a family or a group as a whole. Emergency
passports are those issued to citizens of a state who are outside their
national territories and whose passports are lost or stolen. LaissezPassers, though seemingly quite similar to the last category, are in
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fact the new generation of Nansen passports, which are issued by
national governments or international bodies such as the United
Nations in order to grant the right to travel to a certain person on
the basis of humanitarian grounds. The Refugee Travel Document
is another type of passport, which is issued by the state to a refugee
who is residing in a particular state. This document is intended to
grant access to travel to any country except the bearer’s country of
origin.
Today, passports are more or less 40-page booklets with a hard
plastic cover to protect the papers inside. The papers are made of
anti-counterfeit materials and are produced in the same way as
monetary bills. Each passport contains information such as the
first name, family name, date of birth, sex, nationality, country
of origin, in some cases the father’s name and, in some cases,
height. It also includes the signature of its bearer and the issuing
authority as well as a barcode, which can be scanned in order to
read the passport’s embedded information. It has a digital photo
of the bearer attached to it, which is often authorised with laser
technology. With new biometric passports, all of this information is
also stored in a chipset embedded in the passport’s cover, digitally
locked by the issuing body. The cover usually shows the coat of
arms of the state that issued the passport, as well as the name of
that state in English, Spanish or French and the official language
of the issuing state. Some passports have particular descriptions in
their final page formally asking for protection of their bearer by
other states. Some passports declare that the passport is invalid for
travelling to certain countries. Each page is ready to be stamped or
have a visa imprinted on it. Today, passports are usually designed
by authorities at the foreign ministries of countries and issued and
managed by police officials, however, there are exceptions in many
countries. States follow the standards offered by International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) not as rules but only as
recommendations. From the early 2000s onwards, more and more
countries have begun to produce biometric passports in which the
fingerprints of the bearer are recorded in a chipset embedded in
the cover of the document. Recently, more countries have included
iris pattern scans as another information system to be recorded and
embedded in passports. Instead of thinking of passports as the mere
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product of global empire, contemporary passports are in truth the
effect of a system of standards and standardisations of identification
and technologies such as face recognition, iris pattern scanning,
fingerprinting, etc. (Stanton, 2008). At the same time, as William
Walters (2015) writes, this system of international standards and
practices is not a flat one: “Various forms of pressure (diplomatic,
geopolitical, economic etc.) as well as incentives (e.g., technical
support) exist, and they are relayed by the wealthy states and
international organizations (e.g., the International Civil Aviation
Organization) for the poorer states of the world in particular to adopt
more advanced and sophisticated forms of passport technology (eg,
biometric face recognition features)” (p.17, footnote).
Today, passports can be bought and sold legally. In fact, it is
citizenship that is traded in the market of legal protection. Henley
& Partners is a law firm that introduces itself as “a global leader
in residence and citizenship planning”. They use their resources to
analyse and compare passports, in terms of which passports provide
optimal freedom of movement to wealthy populations. The index
produced by Henley & Partners clearly indicates how passports are
linked to the economic, political and colonial practices of the war
on terrorism. While countries such as Finland, Sweden, the U.K.,
Denmark, Germany, the U.S.A. and Luxembourg occupy the first
rank of those whose passport holders enjoy the most freedom of
movement, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq and Afghanistan are among
those whose citizens have the least or, essentially, no freedom of
movement whatsoever. The relative value of different passports is
naturally accompanied by visa regimes. The more useless the passport is, as it was called by many Afghan undocumented people I
met, the less chance there is of updating it through particular visas.
From the French word, visé, meaning to have been seen, the visa
refers firstly to the authorisation given by a consul to enter or pass
through a country, and secondly to the stamp placed on the passport when the holder enters or leaves a foreign country. In modern
usage, it refers to the pre-screening of travellers and represents a
prima facie case for admission (Salter, 2006).
This history of passports was mostly based on how technologies
are introduced into a device and produce certain limitations and
possibilities over bodies and their movements. This will be followed
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up by the various articulations of power enacted within and through
passports. I will re-read part of the history that I have just framed
together with contemporary accounts in order to theorise and
trace how power is practiced and performed through the material
articulations that design-politics produce.

Articulations of Power in and by Passports
Here, I will situate the articulations generated by passports and the
ways they perform power relations based on a set of theories. First, I
discuss the artifice and the very objectness of passport in a network
of relations. This understanding of passports, which I call political
ecologies, emerges from the so-called “thing turn” or “material
turn”. As was shown in the section on the historical development
of passports, it is hard to understand passports without situating
them in a network of practices and regulations regarding the movement of all moving things. Political ecologies therefore are about the
dynamic relations that are produced with various forms of articulated things. Second, I focus on relations of forces and understand
passports in relation to what Foucault calls “biopower”, namely as
a device producing and regulating populations. This is followed by
a conception of the technologies of power traceable in the relations
of forces produced by passports. Technologies of power reveal certain practices that are often in line with prevailing narratives of
progress and innovation. I understand these technologies of power
as practices developed in between spaces and on laboratory levels
(Latour, 1987), where scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, designers
and researchers “know what they do; they frequently know why
they do what they do; but what they don’t know is what what they
do does” (Foucault cited in Dreyfus and Rabinow, p.187, 1982).
Third, I focus on an explicit design concept: interaction in relation
to passports, their practices and performances. By situating the concept of interaction, its quality and interactivity within passports, I
develop a critical understanding of interaction as a possible domain
of power. Therefore, I maintain that every idea of interaction should
be read simultaneously with other aspects such as facilitation and
manipulation.
This order of reading is based on a non-linear move from the
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artificial to the political and back again, and from the objectness,
the design of passports to their biopolitical nature and its reverse. I
am trying to make an as yet incomplete attempt to show how design
and politics operate internally and mutually.
My main argument, then, is that articulations of power in and
by passports take various shapes, scales, forms and articulations.
They overlap, expand, extend and move through specific space
and time and condition the possibilities of mobility. They are
design and political practices, which articulate bodies, their space
and time of movement and action. The case of passports teaches
us that any interrogation of the concept of design-politics in terms
of its productions and articulations as well as its possibilities of
rearticulation should be carried out through a detailed examination
of various forces involved: the very artifice and object of passport;
its relation to other things in a shared environment; its capacity
for producing, devising and regulating populations and individuals;
its position in an interactive setting and the action and inactions
it consequently produces; its power that hides behind details,
folds, interfaces, techniques through a systematised articulation
of technologies as given and self-evident. This section is thus
a particular analysis of things, moments, encounters, sites and
relations that articulate the operation and participation of passports
in a world articulated by design and designing.

The objectness and political ecologies of passports
Objects show their autonomy to some degree when they fail to serve
the purpose that humans recognise in them; they speak back, they
kick back (Heidegger, 1962; Schön, 1983; Barad, 2007). It is important to say that the malfunction or breakdown does not always
happen in the case of interruption in continuity of tools’ pragmatism
but also within their ‘bad’ design or instalment, their misplacements
and disappearances, and their delays in the networks of continuum.
In this sense, objects are understood on their own, and beyond a
phenomenological approach to objects that make them appear
within human consciousness and scientific approaches that reduce
objects to mere chemical and atomical constellations (Heidegger,
1962). Passports in this philosophy stand out as objects beyond the
facilitation or prevention of movement conducted by humans in a
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given space and time. This results in two main points:
The first is that objects stand as objects even if their production
discontinues, their designers are dead or their purposes are
obsolete. They continue to be in the world, either in terms of
resisting other objects, giving shape to them, getting affected by
them or preventing other objects from change. Passports therefore
participate in the world regardless of whether they are demolished
within transnational territories such as Europe, or they are unused
by people who have obtained them, or they were never applied for
in the first place. They occupy spaces and continue to be part of the
world they inhabit regardless of their designed deliberate functions.
This inhabitation, whether it is stored in a closet for several years
or expired and out of use in standard systems of identification, can
take us to various realities. Such a reading helps us to explain and
criticise the romanticism around the abolition of passports within
the EU25. However, passports have already given shape to the
world and they continue to do so regardless of the prospect of a
borderless utopia. One ought to remember that at several points in
time, historians have argued that at best passports would become
an object of historical study, a prediction that has since proved false.
Secondly, if objects stand by themselves, this does not mean that
they are isolated entities26. A passport is an object because it is in
dialogue with other objects: passports, papers, ink, stamps, visas,
checkpoint desks, pockets, hands, fingerprints, biometric chips, etc.
Passports behave and enact their agency through their relations
with other objects and continue to exist through such articulations,
however they show themselves to us – those who have one in their
possession – explicitly when we decide to book a last minute ticket
and realise that our passport expires in less than six months. An
25 One such instance of romanticism is evident in the theories of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri
(2000). Hardt and Negri’s romanticism derives from their dream of an autonomous movement
defining the place proper to the multitude. Increasingly fewer passports or legal documents will be
able to regulate our movements across borders. In their projection, a new geography is established
by the multitude as the productive flow of bodies defines new rivers and ports. The cities of the
earth will become at once great deposits of cooperating humanity and locomotives for circulation,
temporary residences and networks of the mass distribution of living humanity (Hardt and Negri,
2000, p.396–7).
26 Heidegger argues this by pointing to the fact that the object’s very contours are designed with
other entities in mind: “A covered railway platform takes account of bad weather; an installation
for public lighting takes account of the darkness, or rather of specific changes in the presence or
absence of daylight- the ‘position of the sun’” (Heidegger, 1962, p.100-1).
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expired passport has to be handed to its maker to be penetrated
by another object (in order to be punched, cut, etc.). In return, the
punched passport is given back together with a new one. The holepunched booklet nonetheless continues to occupy a place in our
closets, our drawers. I assume that it is the case with many of us
that we do not throw away our hole-punched, out of use, expired
passports and continue to keep them somewhere. We keep them
somehow regardless of their legal values, for instance as a symbolic
or practical archive of collected visas and stamps.
In the brief history of passports it was said that passports as an
artefact were made in response to other materially made artefacts
such as checkpoints and identification databases. It is never certain
which one came first and it may not even be very important. The
point is that passports, in order to be enacted and performed, have
to be set in a series of relations and interactions. The positions
and orientations of passports in relation to other things and other
humans might produce unexpected results. Today, “governmental
technologies assemble scientific knowledge, technical apparatuses,
anthropological assumptions, and architectural forms in strategic
ways to configure relations of conduct. The implementation of
illiberal governmental measures depends on material devices such
as passports, databases, and checkpoints” (Opitz, 2010, p.104).
This is how the securitisation of things and humans can be read
through a political ecology which can normalise or allow for the
reintroduction of previously banned practices, such as torture in the
form of the “technology of intelligence gathering” in the “war on
terror” (Krasmann, 2010).
Passports, while articulating certain relations and positions,
are also part of an articulation. In fact, they are already within an
articulation. In this regard, they have their own power beyond how
they are perceived, or that for which they are designed. This is what
Bennett (2004) would call “thing-power”:
The relevant point for thinking about thing-power is this: a
material body always resides within some assemblage or other,
and its thing-power is a function of that grouping. A thing has
power by virtue of its operating in conjunction with other things
(p.353-354).
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This can be called the political ecology of passports. Ecology means
here, of course, that things are in a dynamic network of relations.
In the global system of passports and visa control, being part of
an articulation might produce an uncertainty that is often desired
by power, a type of uncertainty that targets so-called minorities
the most. One instance of such uncertainty is in fact a result of
algorithms produced through interactions between identification
software and data-readable machines. Spivak (1993) gives an account of what happened to her while planning to go from London
to Canada:
… I was supposed to take the airplane from Heathrow on Sunday.
Air Canada says to me: “we can’t accept you.” I said: “why?”
and she said: “You need a visa to go to Canada.” I said: “look
here, I am the same person, the same passport…” Indian cultural
identity right? But you become different. When it is from London,
Indians can very well want to jump ship to Canada; I need a visa
to travel from London to Canada on the same passport, but not
from the United States. To cut a long story short,[...] I had to stay
another day, and telephone Canada and tell them that I could not
give my seminar. I said to the woman finally before I left, in some
bitterness: “Just let me tell you one small thing: Don’t say ‘we
can’t accept you’ that sounds very bad from one human being to
another; next time you should say: “The regulations are against
it”; then we are both victims (p.65).

It is the set of articulations and congregation of machine-readable
passports and airline information systems mapped into the route
from London to Canada that caused Spivak to be unable to board
her flight. The same articulations, however, would have permitted
the same Spivak with the same passport and same airline to fly from
U.S. to Canada without any problem. This is how scattered items
of data are articulated through a politics of probability in which
judgements can be made by the suggestions offered by the security software. These “‘judgments’ of the match analysts are made
possible only by the algorithmic risk models already written by
mathematicians, software designers and computer scientists. These
practitioners ‘work out the best set of rules’ governing the links
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between otherwise scattered items of data”, writes Louise Amoore
(2011, p.64). In her work, she discusses how contemporary borders
within global and data-driven systems are performed through the
associations made by a combination of the state, commercial authorities, bodies, money, data and things that dwell together in the
border landscape. Passports as one such global and standardised
system are thus artefactually not as fixed and solid as they may
appear. They perform in articulation with other actors. These rules
and codes of algorithmic models are not quite ‘rules’ per se but
rather, a quite situated performance of codes, passports, bodies,
airports, airline companies, and recent credit card purchases. They
produce one risk effect on one day, at one particular airport and
on one specific route, at one moment in time and quite another risk
effect in other instances (ibid).
Passports therefore enact politics in various ways by having
“scripts” (Latour, 1992) embodied in them. These scripts can be
seen and read, for example, from the positions different passports
occupy in the ranking index of the mobility regime. Some
passports require that they be checked more thoroughly whereas
other passports need only a brief glance. The script of passports,
however, is always enacted in relation to other actors in the
network and produces different realities and facts. This would help
us to understand the script beyond the mere objectification of its
inherent social and political scheme. This script could be seen as
the trace left by human agency once the artefact was made, but
as shown, the script in the case of passports can change over time
in its interrelation and interaction with other things, places and
humans in mobility articulations. The politics of passports, here,
can therefore be understood in “its political potential [that] resides
in its ability to induce a greater sense of interconnectedness between
humanity and nonhumanity” (Bennett, 2004, p.367).
The made or physical inscriptions are different from performative
and socio-technical ones. The “socio-technical inscriptions”
are those that are in between lines, spaces and times of physical
inscriptions (Akrich, 1992). An artefact such as the passport does
not promote explicit or physical inscription, but rather, it practices,
hunts, fixes and demarcates its bearer through its socio-technical,
implicit and internal inscription that is often invisible to individuals
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but visible to its makers. The designs of passports do not tell us
anything about the right to freedom of movement. They do not
contain the list of countries the bearers can enter without trouble.
They are very abstract, despite having almost 40 pages. The physical
inscriptions of passports promise their transparency by bridging
the gap between the bodies of their bearers and their material
actualisations through biometric data, photos, names, barcodes,
numbers and so on. However, such never-ending bridging avoids
the transparency of socio-technical or internal inscriptions.
Many of us – who use passports to cross borders – often
experience standing in front of a passport check desk where officers,
after sweeping our passports into their computers’ reading slots, or
just keeping them close enough to their RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification Device) reader, stare at their monitors, which look
dark to us as if they were turned off but in fact show reams of
information about our various exits and entrances, our biometric
data according to the latest changes in the law, our recent credit
card purchases and the aeroplane seats we have selected and so on.
One example of such writing and articulations of codes, practices
and behaviours running through algorithmic models may thus read:
If past travel to Pakistan and flight paid by a third party, then
risk score of ***; if paid ticket in cash and this meal choice on
this flight route, then secondary checks against ***; if two tickets
paid on one credit card and seated not together, then specify this
risk level (Amoore, 2011, p.64).

Passports are designed in a way that inscribes only the physical
inscription and in turn intentionally eludes internal and socio-technical inscriptions.
Another useful reading of the political ecology of passports can
be found in the idea of the abolition of passports within the EU
for European citizens. It has often been introduced as a successful
policy that can even be considered as a determining factor for the
European Union receiving the Nobel Peace Prize in 2012. The
abolition of the requirement for passports within the EU, however,
is not an isolated successful policy. In order to pave the way for
such regulation, other actions needed to take place, somewhere else
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and in other environments. In doing so, attention was paid to the
external borders of Europe. Fortress Europe is the other side of the
abolition of passports in Europe. In order to develop one notion of
freedom of movement, the EU needed to make passports and visa
requirements stricter and more difficult to obtain on its shores (Bigo
and Guild, 2005).
The regional abolition of the passport system, while the idea of
the nation-state is the dominant way of organising international
relations and political realities, calls for another system. One
product asks for another to be completed and cannot stand on its
own. EU passports would be meaningless if the visa regulations for
European countries would have remained the same as before. One
artificial structure promotes other structures in which social and
political fabrications are produced.
Political ecologies of passports tell us that passports always
already perform and interact within a network of relations and
practices. To put it simply, they articulate possibilities while they
are themselves a part of the on-going articulations in the world.

Bodies and technologies of power
Passports regulate bodies. They do this by granting access for certain bodies and not others, or making access difficult, more time
consuming or expensive for some and not others through the introduction of other supplementary systems such as visas, interviews at
embassies, the need for applicants to prove that they are in a good
financial situation and so on. In this sense, passports, visa regimes,
stamps, and border agents are at work in order to define the space
and time of access. Tanya Titchkosky (2011) has observed that
access should not be understood simply as a procedural bureaucratic matter, but as being about how spaces are experienced and lived
as oriented towards bodies and their capacities and incapacities.
Passports are therefore part of a regulatory regime that identifies
some bodies as space shapers and some as “space invaders” (Puwar,
2003). That is why the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
which was created in response to the September 11th attacks, sorts
and regulates bodies in their databases into low-risk and high-risk
travellers, with the definitions of these two categories are subject to
change over the time.
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Passports document, archive, process, read and write bodies in
various spaces and times. Whereas historically, the letters of conduct
or privileged passports were a type of material attachment to facilitate
the movement of individual bodies over territories in an easier and
more feasible way, today passports have become the main body. Now,
our bodies and fingerprints, our retina patterns, faces, and hand
measurements are attached to passports. It is often the passport’s
authenticity that is checked and compared to our body and not vice
versa. In the accounts of many travellers without the ‘right’ papers
whom I met, in moments of intended border crossing, the border
guards were only ever concerned with the authenticity of the passport
and not with its authentic relation to the represented body.
At the same time, it is obvious that passports are created
according to our bodies. Passports are the most widely produced
circulating artefacts that carry our biometric data, unique to our
bodies. They are materialised in the form of chipsets embedded in
the passports’ covers. However, a paradox exists in relation to this:
passports are highly individualised and personalised documents,
they are extremely codified according to our bodies and uniquely
evince our nationalities and our right to be protected by our state (if
we have one). Nevertheless, they are also instruments of knowledge
that create populations beyond individual bodies.
While bodies are reduced to passports through identification
techniques, passports become bodies in the moment of border
crossing. It is through passports that individuals come to know
themselves as internationally mobile, immobile or partially (im)
mobile subjects and bodies (Salter, 2006).
Passports, in Foucault’s terms, are new “technologies of power”
that regulate the movement of bodies. These technologies of power,
which are different from disciplinary techniques of power, are a
means of regulation that started to emerge in the early nineteenth
century (Foucualt, 2003). While the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries witnessed a wide series of practices designed to produce
docile bodies through disciplinary techniques, the nineteenth century
was concerned with the production of bodies as population. This
required something beyond disciplinary power, namely practices of
regulation. It is worthwhile to cite Foucault (2003) at length on his
distinction between these two technologies of power:
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From the eighteenth century onward (or at least the end of the
eighteenth century onward) we have, then, two technologies of
power which were established at different times and which were
superimposed. One technique is disciplinary; it centers on the
body, produces individualizing effects, and manipulates the body
as a source of forces that have to be rendered both useful and
docile. And we also have a second technology which is centered
not upon the body but upon life: a technology which brings
together the mass effects characteristic of a population, which
tries to control the series of random events that can occur in a
living mass, a technology which tries to predict the probability
of those events (by modifying it, if necessary), or at least to
compensate for their effects. This is a technology which aims to
establish a sort of homeostasis, not by training individuals, but
by achieving an overall equilibrium that protects the security of
the whole from internal dangers. So, a technology of drilling,
as opposed to, as distinct from, a technology of security; a
disciplinary technology, as distinct from a reassuring or regulatory
technology. Both technologies are obviously technologies of the
body, but one is a technology in which the body is individualized
as an organism endowed with capacities, while the other is a
technology in which bodies are replaced by general biological
processes (p.249).

The population here is not at all a form of social body, but rather a
dense network of relations that governments attempt to regularise.
Foucault argues that in the early nineteenth century “those who
inhabited in a territory no longer were understood merely as judicial
subjects nor as isolated individuals whose conduct was to be shaped
and disciplined, but as existing within a dense field of relations
between people and people, people and things, people and events”
(Rose et al., 2006, p.104).
Thinking with Foucault, one can understand passports as
artefacts as well as material practices that help governments to
control and manage the population. As Amoore (2011, p.65) argues
with reference to Foucault (2007a), the latter’s depiction of security
is oriented not towards the disciplinary concern to “let nothing
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escape”, but rather to “open up and let things happen”. The “space
of security”, for Foucault, as reported by Amoore, poses a “different
sort of problem”, one that must “allow circulations to take place,
sifting the good and the bad, ensuring that things are always in
movement”. In this sense, the practices of management need to
take place in various places and need to be spread out horizontally
through different material articulations.
In practice, these material articulations can be understood as a
“conduct of conduct” (Foucault, 2014) performing upon the will
and acts of moving and migrating by all those actors capable of
moving. This needs to be material as well as designed in order to be
effective. Conduct of conduct for the regulation of movements is not
about one single artefact, rule or practice. It needs to be a careful and
thoughtful articulation of relations between possible actions and
conducts. It is about the capacities that artefacts have for allowing
or generating other actions beyond the defined function and use
inscribed to them by the act of design. It is about how one artefact
can act on behalf of the other, one action on behalf of another and
so on. It is about the second sense of the verb design, which is to say,
designing actions and activities flowing from the designed artefact
and actual acts of designing as discussed in Chapter 3.
Take, for instance, the example of the visa regime, where those
who cannot simply enter a territory with their passports need
yet another authorisation to be added to their booklets. This
authorisation comes from the third state. It leaves traces in the book
and requires certain practices and systems outside airports and in
embassies. The visa regime allows for a delocalisation of the border
function so that states may engage in sorting behaviour away from
the physical limit of the state (Bø, 1998). These inter-related and
interactive material practices thus articulate an authority beyond its
initial articulation. Through visas, states can perform and interact
outside the state territory.
These material practices of application forms for visas, passports
and residence permits, take shape in the form of writing and
reading practices. One common reference to writing practices in
relation to bodies is tattooing, attaching badges and signs and
archiving and documenting them in identification databases as a
means of disciplining individuals, practices that were common in
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medieval Europe (Torpey, 2000; Groebner, 2007). Moreover, the
tattooing of bodies in concentration and death camps was central
to the identification and population-making practices of totalitarian
regimes.
Here, however, I discuss other forms of writing and reading
practices aligned with contemporary liberal discourses. If the
passport has become the main body through which populations
are regulated, then governments need new practices of writing
that are less visibly invasive than the tattooing of bodies. Codified
information about bodies, the history of their movements, and their
relations to other bodies and narratives, are all written down in
databases. As there is a materiality to coded environments (Löwgren
and Stolterman 2004), reading practices always need databases in
order to provide the possibility of comparison. They cannot be
autonomous and always need other means and material articulations
to be conducted. The need to conduct reading practices in a mobile
way, since mobile individuals are involved, creates the need for a
new medium that can simultaneously engage the practice of writing
and reading. Thanks to the growing publishing industry and today’s
digital technologies, passports can be produced inexpensively on a
large scale. Considering this, what medium could possibly be better
than paper in the form of books? Passports appear here between
the parallel practices of writing and reading of individuals and
populations. Passports give their writers – states – the possibility
to read the bodies attached to them in a way of their choosing.
Here, new forms of knowledge appear: a whole new set of practices,
skills, techniques, infrastructures and institutions to train writers
and readers. Passports, then, are designed to perform the capacities
to carry out and conduct such tasks.
Thus, I argue that passports exist at the points where the body
and population meet and where writing and reading practices in the
intertwined realms of body and population are enacted. Therefore,
it is a matter of discipline, but also a matter for regularisations.
They can be applied to both body and population; they are “powerknowledge”. It is there that already written and known data are
used to theorise and read unknown bodies (Adey, 2009). This is
carried out through the establishment of rationalities and norms
as procedures that are vital to airports as one functioning system
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within the contemporary political economy of mobility.
While travelling to Sweden from Iran via Istanbul’s Atatürk
Airport, my partner, my friend and I were in line for the last passport
check before boarding. This is regularly carried out by airline staff,
in order to ensure that everyone who gets on board has the right
passport or visa to enter the destination, in this case Sweden, which
is a Schengen State. A young black man with a Swedish passport
who was standing in front of us was asked to stand aside for a
more thorough check of his passport by an officer who would most
likely be an expert reader, in order to compare the authenticity of
the passport and the body of its bearer with the known data. When
my partner protested against this practice and asked why they did
not ask her to be checked properly once again by another officer,
the member of airline staff without any particular expression and
without even looking at her replied: “it’s a part of the normal
procedure”.
He did not say that it was because she looked ‘Swedish’ or because
she was visibly white and he was black, which is unknown to the
international subject of Swedishness. He rather believed that such
commands being shot at certain bodies was merely part of normal
airport procedure. The rationalisation that took place in that
moment and in an encounter with a momentary protest revealed
and affirmed how passports contribute to the establishment of
rationalities that can easily be practiced and normalised and never
be seen as a form of “state racism” (Foucault, 2003).
Being engaged in writing and reading practices organised by
governments, passports escape from top-bottom power forces and
are set in a matrix of relations. Passports set a series of relations
between their bearers and their national state, between their
bearers and the third state and finally between their bearers and
other individuals and actors. Passports function in terms of bodies
as long as they are located in such a matrix of power relations. For
instance, non-state actors can use passports in order to impose their
will against the bearer’s own will. This is the case with migrant
workers, when employers commonly confiscate their passports in
order to guarantee long-term exploitation (Berggren et al., 2007).
Another important point in discussing passports in relation to the
simultaneous shaping of bodies and populations is the set of relations
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produced and consumed by various technologies involved in the
process of issuing, validating, reading and writing passports. The
history of passports tells us how technologies of power are forced
upon marginal and minor groups – historically vagabonds, Roma,
Jews, refugees, and today citizens from the countries associated with
so-called ‘state-sponsored terrorism’, or so-called refugee-producing
countries – as the only way to identify, detain and possibly expulse
them. It also tells us how other groups consume these technologies
of power voluntarily, such as the privileged travellers who paid for
their letters of conduct in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries or
frequent flyers who today can use iris scans instead of passports to
pass quickly. These experimental techniques, however, were never
tried out on a mass scale by the middle class in the first instance.
Such technologies are consumed by the rich and privileged through
voluntary adoption. Because they are represented to these groups
as a means of ease and progress, and of smoothing the process of
crossing borders, they are bought and enjoyed. However, they are
forcibly imposed upon other groups, as these do not have enough
power to protest against such technologies. Once trialled and
established as a norm and as the only “proper” way of inhabiting
the world, such technologies are then introduced to all. The case of
fingerprinting can be used as an interesting example. It was used
to document colonised populations as well to identify criminals in
the Western countries. When it was proposed as a supplementary
technology for identification within the passport regime, it was
faced with public protest, and the use of photography was more
readily accepted.
Technologies of power can therefore be read as mediators that
establish themselves as acceptable and even necessary so that
without them, the world is presented to us as less secure and thus
less inhabitable. They mediate such positions through hidden or
silent forms of penetration or embracing. As Peter Paul Verbeek
(2005) writes:
Technological artifacts appear to be
instruments. When functioning, they
for human beings in a specific way.
in the relations between humans and
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more than functional
appear to be present
They hide themselves
world, and from their

“withdrawn position” they actively shape these relations by
transforming both experience and action. The way they do so
involves amplification and reduction, invitation and inhibition.
In this way, they coshape both the way human beings are present
in their world and the world is present for human beings (p.172).

They may at first look very invasive but when examined on both
sides of the economic and social production of population and its
narratives, they become less invasive, less visible, more encompassing and ubiquitous. It is in this way that design as an activity shapes
these technologies and articulates them in certain directions through
defining a product, service or system within a specific economic
and social context. Design thus uses its capacities to combine and
propose such technologies in a way that looks appealing, rational,
desirable and inclusive. As Keller Easterling (2005) notes, digital
capitalism is sneaky, contagious, and often costumed in its material
manifestations.
This is the persuasive power of design. Persuasiveness, a popular
concept in interaction and computational design, could be defined
as the ways technology can be used to influence people’s behaviours
or attitudes. Persuasive design is mainly proposed and argued for as
a positive feature that can, for instance, reduce energy consumption
(Ijsselsteijn et al., 2006). Those design scholars arguing for
persuasiveness (Fogg, 2002, 2009) often forget that what they
are arguing for is the design of the “conduct of conduct”, which
is to say, the articulation of a series of relations for regulating the
behaviours, wills and actions of people in the interest of a certain
ideology. The problem is that once articulated in the form of an
artefact, these regulations do not look as if they are carried out
by power relations, an ideology, an institution or sovereignty but
simply look like innocent externalities of a designed artefact.
One feature of technologies of power is that in order to be
effectively used and carried out in local instances, they have to
operate on a global level. These localities, however, shape a form
of global regime or international power-knowledge. These local
practices, which legitimise themselves through a global rationality,
become possible with the reproducible condition of technologies.
Indeed, what makes passports valid is not the uniqueness of the
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individual who carries it, but rather the trace of authorities on it:
“the possibility that the seal, the stamp or the signature is valid,
it is because of possible reproduction that technology has made
possible” (Groebner, 2007, p.183). The authenticity of passports
does not emanate from a single original passport, but quite
the opposite. It comes from the ability to be reproduced by the
recognised sovereignty. If the identity of a traveller is made out of
materials such as papers, signatures, seals, chipsets, etc., then such
physical components, which make such artefacts valid, ought to be
the product of reproduction techniques.
From the first days of the appearance of the passport as an
obligatory attachment for any traveller, the problem of identification
and authenticity was a concern. The introduction of photographs
was an attempt to bridge the gap between the body and the bearer
of the papers. However, the poor quality of images and the weak
techniques of attachment heightened the need for new developments
in representation techniques. The use of laser technology and
shadow photographs in passports was an attempt to meet such aims.
Failing to breach the gap between the body and the artefact again,
biometric passports or e-passports were introduced in the early
2000s. The European Union set minimum standards for all of its
members to issue e-passports containing fingerprints, digital images,
and other data stored both in passports and databases, categorised
according to the legal status of individuals27. In 2010, Frontex, the
European Union’s border control agency, commissioned a report to
investigate the operational and technical security of e-passports.
Their conclusion was that because e-passports have established
a new regime of reading and analysing data, a regime based on
the rules of algorithmic models and associations, there is a need to
establish smart gates as smart reading devices on European borders.
The design of smart gates, as stated by the report (Frontex, 2010), is
simple and easily scalable:
The […] booth follows a straightforward design, where the
traveller comes to a passport reader and when the passport is
successfully read, the first door opens and passenger can be
biometrically verified. When the traveller’s face matches the
27 The UK and Ireland have not followed the fingerprint regulations yet.
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photo in the passport, the second door opens and passenger can
cross the border. The design is easily scalable and allows for an
array of RAPID booths one next to another one (p.41).

These booths, however, do not look like sci-fi devices or human-like
robots. They look like any other turnstile one may encounter, be it
when entering subway system or a leisure centre. The report adds
that the booths at this moment and in their experimental phase
are only to serve low-risk travellers in a select few airports, and
‘risky’ travellers or those whose bodies, passports and databases
could potentially mismatch need to be processed by human agents
at the border. Smart gates as they currently exist aim to reduce the
time a privileged citizen needs to spend at border control. In the use
of technologies of power, design travels easily from one legitimised
zone to another grey zone. Once the practice and deployment of designed devices and relations in one environment become acceptable
and easy to use, their use in other ambiguous environments conceals
the ambiguity of the environment and presents it as familiar, trustworthy and “user-friendly”, as the smart gates are described in the
Frontex’s report (Frontex, 2011).
A look into the use of biometric technologies facilitated by the
chipsets that are now common in bordering practices due to the
issuing of more e-passports, shows that biometric chipsets were first
used and developed by credit card companies on a mass scale. This
tells us how such technologies of power are not only a sovereign
desire or instrument to control and regulate bodies over territories,
but also a market-driven interest that embraces every zone and
individual notwithstanding their economies and class.
In his environmental history of barbed wire, Reveil Netz (2010)
argues that barbed wire could not be used in civil wars and
concentration camps before it became a cheap and profitable tool
for the control of space. The profitable use of barbed wire was
first established by the agricultural industry in America during
the 1870s. “But it entered into human history – effectively, in the
Boer War – only after its price had been pushed down through two
decades of agricultural development” (2010, p.231).
Barbed wire needed to be used widely; it brought profit and thus
became a form of capital through its stockpiling. First, barbed wire
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needed to prove its functionality and profitability to human beings
by preventing the mobility of cows. Only then could it be used for
repression in wars and consequently, in concentration camps. Netz
argues that while the Nazis would have persecuted Jews without
the presence of barbed wire, “without the barbed wire ranches
imprisoning Texan cows, there might have been no Auschwitz”
(ibid, p.232). Here, he does not mean that the Holocaust would not
have happened without barbed wire, but that the form the Holocaust
took – the death camps – might have been different in its absence.
Without barbed wire, camps would have been too expensive to
build in the first place. And if the production of barbed wire had not
been a beneficial and profitable industry, then the creation of death
camps on that scale would perhaps have been impossible. Here, of
course, barbed wire is one technology amongst several others that
led to the production of environments such as Auschwitz. Barbed
wire, however, stands for a unique technical and commercial
development in this context. This should not be thought of as a
type of cause-and-effect argument, but rather as the production of a
possibility that was required for later uses as well. This needs to be
understood as the similarity and continuity between these events.
“They all involved, on a mass scale, control over space, which is
tantamount to the prevention of motion, which is tantamount to
violence” (ibid, p.233).
The chipset in new biometric passports works with RFID
technology, meaning that data stored on them can be readable not
only to an agent at borders, but also to any other machine that
tries to interact with it while the booklet is open. These particular
reading actions, which are prescribed to the artefact of passports,
are not visible or known to their bearers, simply because passports
do not belong to their bearers but to the issuing authority. While
old passports were filled with detailed descriptions of the bearer, of
her or his name, sex, birthdate, father’s name, height, weight, skin
colour, hair colour, facial or bodily distinguishing marks, shape
of mouth, nose, facial hair, ears and so on, new passports have
less descriptive information visible to bearer. Instead they carry a
memory chipset, which stores dozens of pieces of information. A
passport today can tell agents at the border where the passport has
travelled, from which borders and at what times.
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There are many reading and writing practices embedded in
passports – internal or socio-technical inscriptions – that are
invisible to consumer populations. This is what design does. It gives
shape to one artefact, and articulates it through the materiality of
the interfaces it designs, but is unable to indicate how an artefact
is situated in a complex environment of interactions and relations.
Thus, design as material articulation, seeks to open up a space of
possibility but is unable to grasp or recognise its failure in concealing
other aspects that the process of articulation always already entails.
Technologies of power that are often introduced as facts produced
in labs are, in truth, artefacts (Latour, 2007). They are fabricated
articulations between human abilities and non-human capabilities,
which inhabit the very same world that labs do. Technologies of
power, however, have the tendency to escape from the communality
of their environment and stage themselves as something outside the
actual realm, a realm that needs its own grammar and handling;
its own rationale. Technologies of power are able to escape the
discourse of power relations easily by establishing their rationale
and legitimisation under the appearances that design offers and are
then introduced and advertised as a means of achieving comfortable
lives. Technologies of power are the actual material entities which
are always in interaction with each other in order to design, divide,
partition, process, and maintain certain spaces and times and orient
bodies and things towards one direction and not another. A political
understanding of technologies of power requires an understanding
of power as a field of interaction. To think of technologies of power
as entities involved in on-going interactions enable us not only to
critically read the effects of such interactions, but also to point out
the possibility of intervening into these effects.

Interfaces of data and technologies: interactions and
manipulations
The fact that all things including humans, animals, species, artefacts, artefactual relations and so on occupy the same world means
that they cannot fail to interact. History is already about interactions.
The case of passports so far has taught us that the interactivity of
passports with our bodies and other bodies – biological or artificial
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– is one aspect of the interaction to be examined. In this particular
case, interaction is to be understood as a set of intersections, and the
design of it as a manipulation. Irma van der Ploeg has argued that
biometrics transform the biological body into a machine-readable
“text”. She emphasises that “the meaning and significance” of this
machine-readable text is contingent on “the context”, in which
it is produced, and the relations that are established with other
“texts” (Van der Ploeg, 1999). Thus, new forms of discrimination
in the intersections of gender, race and class (Crenshaw, 1989)
are not only played out within a social context but also within an
artificial context. It is in the interaction and intersection of socially
constructed subjects with artificial machines and devices that power
comes to play.
I have previously argued that interactions cannot be discussed
without a discussion of power relations in the localities they
produce and the global rationalities they promote. To think of
passports and their relationship to the concept of interaction, I have
shown that technologies of power – actual material associations
that establish a rationale – are always already interacting with each
other and with their produced environments including subjects,
things, events and relations. Peter Adey (2009) has argued that
the process of examination as one form of interaction facilitated
by the politics of airports takes the shape of a confession. What
gives shape to this confession is a set of interfaces, practices and
performances and their interactions with each other such as:
passports, databases, application forms, agents, kiosks, the legal
and thus the physical distance between the body of the border
crosser and the representative of the sovereign body, the monitoring
of border crossers’ behaviours, facial expressions or bodily gestures
by border agents who are professionally trained to detect abnormal
psychological reactions in the moment of examination.
All of these occur in an ambiguous environment in which these
constant interactions are invisible to the subjects of examination –
or confession – wherein the traveller may only tangibly experience
one or a few interactions in the moment of border crossing.
Airports are one of the most popular examples with which
designers of services, products, interactions and spaces are
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concerned. 28 The reason is that airports are such a peculiar mixture
of the circulation of goods and people. Airports are where politics and
the economy strongly coincide and practice their latest experiments
of control. Contrary to what they are experienced as – a flat space
and a linear sense of time, without local history or identity, where
everyone is drawn into a senseless and meaningless flow of spacetime
(Thackara, 2005) – or, as they have been repeatedly referred to,
“non-places” (Augé, 1995), airports are indeed strong spaces with
a particular identity, culture and politics (Salter, 2008). Contrary
to other citizens, in the case of travellers without the ‘right’ papers,
airports and transit halls become places for a long stay (Mehran
and Donkin, 2004; Khosravi, 2010a). No wonder many grey zones
in airports exist today, in which arriving persons without the right
papers are interrogated or detained. The place that seems to be a
passing step for everyone else, has for some groups become the final
destination, where one destroys her or his passport (real or forged)
in order to limit the possibilities for recognising the country from
which she or he has departed or travelled. For travellers without
the right papers, the airport is experienced differently. It is a place,
rather than a non-place. It has its particular meaning and identity
with particular strategies and performances to be carried out.
With constant changes and updates in security plans and rituals,
passports and visa validities, travellers from ‘certain’ countries who
carry less valid and more ‘risky’ passports, experience such places
with fear and trepidation, because they can never be sure if they
have all necessary documents in order, or that they have complied
with all the procedures with which they were supposed to comply
before their departure. It is in such contexts that designers intervene
to make the experience of checkpoints, which are presented as “an
interruption in the way of boarding a flight” (Hawley, 2007), more
interactive for travellers. Here, qualities should be designed that
are measurable, scalable and quantifiable (Adey, 2008; Lisle, 2003;
Salter, 2008) because they have to be translated into a profit-oriented
regime. Profit for whom, is the question upon which designers often
forget to reflect. In order to create a tangible experience of flow
and an intangible security plan, interactions need to be designed in
28 As far as my own experience is concerned, I have taken at least two design courses at graduate
level, in which the agenda for the design project was making the experience of airports smoother
and more fluid, less stressful and timewasting.
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a way that will automatically filter and render invisible those who
are not entitled to the pleasurable experience of flow from regular
travellers. Consequently such designed interactions lead to travellers
without the right papers being detained in detention centres and
waiting zones located at the very same place. The shift has moved
from strong, explicit and spectacular monitoring towards less
visible forms for low-risk travellers. It seems not to be enough that
travellers are subject to life by being safe, they have to feel that they
enjoy their presence at airports. Foucault argues that biopower is
concerned with much more than just the lives and the “living” of
the population, but, rather, that people should be “doing a bit better
than just living” (2007a, p. 327).
As was said, the invisibility of monitoring should be felt
and experienced as pleasurable for low-risk travellers, whereas
monitoring should be felt strongly and ubiquitously by high-risk
travellers. This is the result of designing interactions understood as
isolated, neutral and single qualities waiting to be deigned in order
to determine specific actions. This is the result of seeing the act of
interaction as something created out of nothing and in an empty
place and time.
In a conventional understanding of design, what we – as users –
experience by having a passport is a product made out of materials,
information, forms, and scales, which serve specific purposes.
However, the material and graphic reality held in the hands of users
in the form of passports is in practice a set of interfaces that associate
bodies to data and software, as well as actors who support the
occurrence of acts of association. These actors can be understood
as passport bearers, border guards, police officers, bureaucratic
networks, passport-reading machines, airports, etc. Thus, passports
are not a mere product designed by a designer or designers, and then
targeted towards users who in this case are assumed to be passport
bearers. They are a set of complex interfaces that articulate a series
of actions as fluid, fast and dynamic (interactions) and a series of
other actions as cautious, measured and interruptive (inactions)
between various bodies, both human and non-human.
In this case, passports are not only an example of information
design in the shape of an interface between the databank and the body
carrying it. They are interfaces that generate practices, performances
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and interactions beyond a simple product facilitating the flow of
information. Like any “good interface design”, as illustrated in the
widely cited graphic work by Jesse James Garret (2000), passports
follow the principles of good user interface and thus hide certain
space, materials, technologies and data, and intensify and expand
other aspects of an operating system or technology in the name of
user-friendliness. As I have shown so far, passports indeed persuade
us that they are user-friendly versions of the complex interactions
performed by technologies of power. We – passport bearers and
those who have the task of checking passports’ validity and
authenticity – do not access ‘data’ through the interface and artefact
of passports. In truth, we access a passport that is articulated in
a way that imagined users are able to perform their anticipated
behaviours, tasks and actions accordingly. Since passports are not
merely a means to enact those tasks and performances but also an
active agent of articulation, the passport is very much part of the
interactions it promises to bring. This means that it is important
to think of passports not only as interfaces of data and tasks, but
also as interfaces that simultaneously generate regimes of practices,
inaction and actions that are sometimes anticipated and sometimes
contingent. As Daniel Cardoso Llach (2015) writes in his account
of the material history of computational design: “Technological
systems index their makers’ theories of action, thus modeling users,
machines, and their interactions” (p.53).
The conception of interaction introduced here in relation to
passports states that interaction is not an innocent or neutral
concept. The interaction design literature typically treats interaction
as a dynamic relation between humans and computational devices,
digital material or digitally enhanced environments, the quality of
which can be enhanced or shaped (Smith 2007; Löwgren 2012)
through deliberate acts of designing, inscribing interactions into
one or the other set of designed interfaces for work, play and
entertainment (Moggridge, 2007; Sharp et al., 2002)29. For many
of these scholars, interaction design is not only about creating
29 In the more traditional understanding of the term, and within the Human-Computer
Interactions (HCI) community, interaction is a designable quality between humans and machines.
This designable relation, which as interaction design scholars argue has apparently been dismissed
by computer scientists, can be qualified and enhanced by the knowledge, method and skill that
design as a specific field and practice offers (Winograd et al., 1996; Sharp et al., 2002; Löwgren
and Stolterman, 2004).
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new things but also about shaping the possibilities of living in an
artificial world, which is becoming increasingly digitalised. The
justification for the emergence of interaction design as a discipline is
in this respect a result of the growing interest in and importance of
“interaction” and “interconnectedness”. However, in a globalised,
digital and extremely technological condition, one can read the
story from another angle: we do not live in a world in which
interactivity emerges as an inevitable part of the information age and
digitalised ways of working and living, but rather one conditioned
by interactivity as an economic and political commodity.
One of the consequences of identifying interactivity as a
specific economic, historical and political commodity is to rethink
the concept and practice of interaction from the point of view of
material articulations, in the ways that are informed by the history
and analysis of specific, powerful artefacts like passports, their
interfaces and the actions and inactions produced by them. Thus,
the case of passports tells us that design does not create interactions.
If design does anything, it intervenes in interactions that are
already in place, it manipulates them and produces other forms of
interaction that can partially affirm the status quo or are willing to
change it. Design is already part of the environment that produces
it and the environment that design produces. In this sense, design
is embodied in history. Since history is already about interactions
in the sense of power relations between actors and the capacities of
their materialities and performativities that allow them to interact,
design is not an external axis able to conduct these interactions
from the outside. In fact, design is in an internal relation. It is thus
an actor itself. In this sense, designing interactions is an act of
manipulation and not one of creation.
Paul Dourish (2001), by drawing on his own interpretation of
phenomenology, argues that artefacts not only represent the world
of their target groups (users, subjects, etc.), but also participate
in that world and in activities embodied in it. They are embodied
artefacts and thus participate in embodied forms of interaction. To
put it simply, artefacts participate in the world they represent. Thus,
meaning is not a fixed notion prescribed to artefacts but is rather
articulated and negotiated in the interaction of artefacts, humans
and their shared environments. No matter how political this
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argument may sound, the consequences within interaction design
have been surprisingly apolitical.
To turn away from the innocent understanding and presentation
of interaction, as a dynamic relationship between people and things,
requires alternative framing. I suggest that the term manipulation
works better for describing what design activities do when they are
a part of shaping one interaction and not another. Sometimes we are
in an interactive situation, where that interactivity aims to prevent
change from happening. What if the urge to create more interactive
experiences is part of the desired image of being active while certain
passivities invisible to us are generated? Slavoj Žižek (2006) argues
that the interactivity that contemporary design and media offers
insists on a democratic aspect of engaging more and more people
in designing what is to be consumed, but fails to recognise the
interpassivities that it shapes as well. In the context of interactive
TV shows, he argues that:
The obverse of interacting with the object (instead of just
passively following the show) is the situation in which the object
itself takes from me, deprives me of, my own passivity, so that it
is the object itself that enjoys the show instead of me, relieving
me of the duty to enjoy myself […], while I can remain actively
engaged […]. This brings us to the notion of false activity: people
do not only act in order to change something, they can also act
in order to prevent something from happening, so that nothing
will change (p.26).

Interaction design can thus be read as the practice of shaping interpassivity. It can therefore be understood as a practice that is
inherent to the “control society” (Deleuze, 1992). In his writings,
Deleuze argues that we have moved away from Foucault’s disciplinary society (1977) to a society where the aim is no longer to
“mould individuals”, but rather to “modulate dividuals” (Deleuze,
1992, p.4). While “moulding individuals” requires rigid enclosures,
the “modulating of dividuals” happens through a fluid and dynamic
field. Moulding tends to fix and demarcate things, but modulation
does this through a level of transformation, a possibility of constant
change in the frame and format that makes interactions possible,
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rendering it less visible and invasive but more effective and present.
Modulation is not intended to produce an individual, which would
be equivalent to the making of a fixed recording. Instead, the format
itself is opened to variation in real time (Bogard, 2009, p.22).
Passports are good examples of this. They are not mere artefacts for
fixing individuals, and if they were, their designs would have been
different. The fact that passports can be extended by having more
pages added to them during their period of use, and that they can be
stamped with entry and exit signs, with visa imprints or categorical
signs at any time, affirms that these artefacts provide the authorities
the capacity to leave traces on them over time, to shape them and
consequently to transform the legal, political and social status of
their bearers. Rather than being objects of fixation, passports are
interfaces, processes and performances of transformation. Such
processes require certain interactivities but also cannot escape from
the production of interpassivities.
Design is always in the field of interactions and tries to make sense
of that field through its capacity for manipulation. Nonetheless,
the concept of interaction tells us that power or policing is not a
mastery that embraces or totalises everything from the top down.
It rather affirms the existence of a space and time that can open up
contingently due to its encounter with things, events and humans. It
is in this sense that interaction designers can read interaction as an
affirmative and yet critical concept of design to be rearticulated in
other directions.

Passporting and Forgery: Four Lines of Reading and
Interventions
The history of passports, the theoretical approaches that I have
provided and the internal relation of design to passports beyond the
actual artefact and interface, affirm that passports and their regimes
of practices should be renamed. They should be called passporting.
Because these artefacts are not isolated from the environments in
which they function and the environments that they produce, and
because passports are in constant change and are contingent articulations of power, because they are always-already in interaction
with bodies – biological and artificial – they should be renamed
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according to recognition of their doing and what their doing does.
Passporting therefore refers to practices, performances and interactions to which the artefacts and interfaces of passports are central.
Passports have consequently become mediators in passporting politics. The reading, analysing, criticising, intervening or subverting
of the politics of passporting, then, requires an understanding of
passports as artifices, as materially made articulations that produce
sensibilities. The modes of production and particularly the circulation of senses are mediated by two particular practices: translating
and part-taking.
In this section, I will develop the concept of design-politics
further based on four lines of thinking and reading passporting. It is
also a way of offering a critical-analytical framework for discussing
design-politics and its articulations. At the same time, these four
lines offer possibilities of intervention into the nexus, which is to
say, a rearticulation of the mobility regime. I argue that in the case
of passporting, one of these rearticulations is the practice of forgery.
I will discuss one by one how each line articulates the passporting
regime as well as how each of them can be used to rearticulate the
same regime through forged passports. Thus, while this section
is a theorisation of how the passporting regime in particular and
design-politics in general operate, it is also about how forgery
uses, enables and rearticulates specific ontological qualities of the
passporting regime in other directions than the ones imagined by
their initial design. While it is an investigation of police-politics
through materialities, sensibilities, part-taking and translating that
the passporting regime generates, it is also about the possibilities of
politics through the manipulation of the same four lines highlighted
by forged passports and forgery.
It is important to note that while materialities and sensibilities
are considered to be qualities, and part-taking and translating
are considered to be actions, I will nonetheless show how all four
different yet inter-related lines of reading and intervention are active
agents in processes of articulation.

Materialities
If one browses popular video-sharing websites, one will find videos
in which the narrator presents her or his passport as the protago-
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nist of the film. The goal of many of these videos is to show which
stamps and visas one has been able to obtain or ‘collect’ over a
short period of time through travelling, or often, backpacking. In
one particular video on YouTube entitled “Pride of the Passport”,
which is narrated by an American woman, she shows her passport
page-by-page and states that she is proud of it as she has collected
so many ‘rare’ visas and stamps, to the extent that she is afraid
to renew it. She wants her passport to be alive and in circulation.
She also mentions the ‘thickness’ of her passport (Figure 4.6). The
thickness is evidence of her freedom of movement. More visas mean
more papers have been added to the passport, which makes it thicker, richer, and more valuable.
In one of the comments posted on the video we can read:
You have good travel history, lady. Actually what I noticed is
that page with personal information is very very thin. I am a
Kazakhstani national, and personal information page in our
passports is the same thin as in an American one. I’m not really
satisfied with the quality, because I think quality of travel
documents could be much higher for money we pay for it. I really
like Irish passport for that very hard laminate film they use to
protect it (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1bqfzGl3aE).

The materiality of passports therefore offers value, both in a symbolic and a pragmatic way. Everyone who has tried to obtain a
passport in an irregular market knows that a passport with more
stamps in it is more expensive. This is because those passports’
thickness, weight and the traces left on them by many governments,
assert that it has been tested enough. It has travelled enough. It is an
experienced passport. The thinness of the pages or the thinness of
a passport in contrast, suggest less value, less authenticity and less
respect. This was another feature frequently discussed by many of
the border transgressors I met.
Timothy Mitchell argues that the nation-state is manufactured as
“an almost transcendental entity,” as a “nonmaterial totality that
seems to exist apart from the material world of society” (Mitchell,
2006). Passports can unhinge the so-called non-materiality of
the state and point to forces of relations manufactured by states
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Figure 4.6. “You notice that my passport is thicker…”. Source:
“Pride of the Passport”, min: 0:53, YouTube.
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and through individuals. Passports, therefore, because of their
materialities, which are a condition of them being devices, orient
bodies and shape space and time in one direction and not another
and can disorient the same bodies towards other possible directions.
When passporting practices are materialised in the form of a
passport, this material can transfer the border onto the bearers
themselves. The border is not actually there, outside, but here and
omnipresent, encrypted onto the body of the passport bearer. When
the right to move is summarised and materialised in the practices of
passporting, the lack of such material presence would result in the
lack of exactly that right which has been manufactured through the
passport:
One assumes that what one calls, in a word, a ‘sans-papiers,’ is
lacking something. He is ‘without.’ She is ‘without.’ What is he or
she lacking, exactly? Lacking would be what the alleged ‘paper’
represents. The right, the right to a right (Derrida, 2002, p.135).

What gives the narrator of the film the ability to narrate her passport in this particular way? Perhaps it is the form and materiality
of her passport, as it is the materiality of the event of border crossing in the form of a book that matters. It is a form of thing-power
that speaks for itself without a direct relation to the concept. The
pocketbook-sized thing that can be re-written and re-read over time
through material practices makes her able to construct that particular narration. But the narration such materiality allows us to construct, in many cases, is only an affirmative and homogeneous one:
that there is, and should be a ‘rational’ material link between the
body, the citizen and the nation-state. Even though the thickness of
the American citizen’s passport allowed her to remember her individual experiences of border crossing and her trips, often presented
as ‘exotic’ and ‘funny’, the narration is still dominated by the fact
that having an American passport in hand, as a low-risk traveller,
matches the current regimes of identification and representation.
An American is free to make her passport thick enough. Passports
are books with one dominant narration. Making other narrations
however, is not impossible.
The form and design of passports offer resistance to, for instance,
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the narrative of the way they are made, produced, constructed and
articulated (Burt, 2013). As a book and an e-book, passports’ actual
production, like their circulation, is also subject to transformation.
First, they are generic material; the cover and digital parts are cheaply
produced. Then they become national books, American, Swedish,
Iranian etc., by the coat of arms, graphic designs of the papers and
information embedded and locked into the chipsets. Finally, they
become personalised by the attachment of photos, biometric data,
signatures and so on. The process of the production of such an
artefact from a ‘transnational’ commodity to a highly nationalised
and personalised device reveals the artificiality of nationality
and citizenship. It affirms that citizenship is a process of material
articulation, both in terms of protecting individuals through a book,
and in terms of giving access to nationalised material infrastructures.
It affirms that it is the materiality of government practices that can
shape politics. If the right to move can exist in the form of a book,
be made and unmade, and be transformed over time, then the
materiality of any right and any political subjectivity is one of the
lines of reading any condition with which design-politics is involved.
As Jacques Derrida (2005) puts it: “The history of politics is a history
of paper, if not a paper history” (p.61).
As certain passports have the potential to become thicker and thus
more valuable, the history of passports has told us that this possibility
of adding visas, stamps, pages and new information both digitally
and visually can produce different political bodies and subjectivities.
The example of the Nazi regime in Germany stamping German
Jewish citizens’ passports with the red “J” sign is an important one.
The stamping of pages transforms the blank passport into a book,
an archive with stories of crossing, of being validated or invalidated
by various states. In these stories, it is the paper and the materiality
of passports that can be reappropriated over and over again in order
to change or sustain one’s individual legal or political status in the
global passporting regime. Governments therefore reappropriate
passports through the acts of stamping, visa imprinting, placement
of special signs and adding temporary clauses into these books.
Forgery uses these possibilities as well. Forgery is an act of material
reappropriation. However, it is not a legitimate reappropriation in
comparison to what states, as authorised actors, carry out. Forgers
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are thus able to disrupt the monopoly on the articulations of power
that states attempt to uphold. For instance, making a fake passport
out of a blank passport, by adding information to an authentic blank
passport is about giving it a history and bringing it to life. Much
like the ways states make certain passports livelier than others, a
lively forged passport passes smoothly. This history, however, is not
just any history but a particular history engraved into the blank
booklet. As much as migrants often fall into ahistoricity in the way
they are only geographical subjects and not historical, the device
that, with a level of probability, provides access for them has to take
on the task of historicisation. A forged passport in one way creates
a trustworthy history for the traveller: a history of authorised and
regularised movement. The forged passport articulates a material
history appropriated for the material regime of recognition of the
right to move.
Amir Heidari, perhaps the most well-known migration broker in
the Middle East and Europe during 1980s and 1990s, with whom I
had a lengthy conversation in summer 2015, told me that in 2001,
Sweden introduced brand new passports, which were more secure
and harder to forge. A journalist asked him to comment on the
security of the new passports:
The journalist wanted to know my opinion about the newly
designed passport. I asked him in return, who has made these
newly secured passports? ‘Authorities’ he replied. I told him
in return, who are the authorities? Human beings, right? Then
humans can forge them too. These concepts are abstract. Once
citizenship and nationality are materialised with things such as
passports then they can become rematerialized... An Iranian
becomes an Italian, an Iraqi becomes a Turk, an Afghan becomes
Japanese and so on.

Forged passports therefore create a rupture in the order of things
and their constructed history through the material interventions
they exercise. In reality, it is the very materiality of the world that
allows passport brokers to perform such rearticulations in the form
of rupture.
Donald Schön’s (1983) famous formulation on design and
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materiality, which defines “design as conversation with the materials
of situation” (p.78), may also be understood in how a forger stays
within certain situations and their materialities. However, it is
important to remember that the use of the term ‘conversation’ has
to be framed, contextualised and politicised by asking what kind of
‘conversation’ and amongst whom exactly? In the rhetoric of this
work, I use the term articulations instead of conversations. The
political possibility that an articulation of materials in a situation
offers, therefore, relies on recognising the existing dominant relations
and linkages made and sustained by police-politics – which is to say,
a single and dominant narrative offered by the monopolised regime
of mobility – while engaging with the situation – the existence of
borders, security guards, passport checks and the urgency to cross
these borders – through rearticulating the materiality of the situation
and therefore redistributing the sensibility of it. In this way, forged
passports participate in a specific politics of mobility while refusing
that of police-politics, which fixes a body in its made nationality,
race, gender, class and its restricted space and time of movement.

Sensibilities
As was discussed earlier, the materialities of passports define and
transform passport bearers over time. Fabricated and artefactual
relations and interactions of power, made tangible through materials and persuaded by their specific design, define and distinguish
the various “regimes of senses” (Rancière, 2006) within which one
should be recognised, and that in virtue of being thus recognised,
one must play the role or identity that one has been assigned. This
can be called the ‘sensibilities’ of passports. Thus, by having such
material-sensible associations in hand, there are some visible and
invisible, sayable and unsayable, audible and consequently, inaudible subjects. Passports, therefore, distribute senses according to the
materiality they impose, offer or manipulate. Distribution of senses,
for instance, can be seen in how those with better and more valuable passports spend less time in checkpoint lines compared to those
with less valuable and less recognised passports. It occurs frequently
at airports, when one looks at the passports in the hands of other
travellers and recognises them with an established sensual regime
that has previously been ingrained.
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In February 2014, on my way to New York via Reykjavik Airport
in Iceland, I was selected ‘randomly’ for a special security search. I
was guided to a room in the corner, which was not noticeable at all
to those who were passing quickly without being taken aside. After
the procedure finished, one of the officers looked at my passport.
“Hmm, I have never seen this before!” he said. “What?” I asked the
officer. “Iranian passport! It is good to see what it looks like!” He
replied, and smiled whilst returning it to me.
The regime of passporting of course creates certain visibilities
and invisibilities. It does this through already established
constraints, affordances and validities. Some passports get to travel
more than others. Consequently, some are seen more than others.
Some passports are more visible, while some others are, conversely,
invisible. Nonetheless, there are invisible ones that come under a
certain light in a certain time and space, recall their dominant and
homogenous narrative and betray the bearer’s individual narrative.
The officer in the airport did not open my passport at all, but
there was something strange in his hand, which made him react
in that way. Suddenly, a new item was introduced to his regime of
sensibilities of passports.
Passports, therefore, can be devices for the manipulation of
time and space of a traveller by establishing regimes of senses and
meaning-making in interrelation with others as well as governments.
On one hand, seen and recognised passports often resemble seen
and recognised bodies, whereas on the other, an unseen and unusual
passport often warns that an unusual body is around. In the core of
passporting, a regime of sensibility emerges in which passports can
be designed and manipulated or deliver certain experiences but can
also prevent certain bodies from experiencing time and space in the
way they wish. Thus, passporting distributes a regime of the sensible.
Rancière calls this distribution and redistribution of time, space and,
consequently, experience and collectiveness a configuration of the
visible and invisible, the audible and inaudible, and the sayable and
unsayable, the “distribution of the sensible” (2006).
In the logic of the distribution of the sensible, distributing
the communal or shared space and time of society, and ways of
participation and contribution to spacetime, take place through the
perceptible. Therefore, through a predefined and pre-ridged realm,
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the sensible can perceive and experience something defined and
cannot perceive or experience the non-defined:
The distribution of the sensible reveals who can have a share in
what is common to the community based on what they do and
on the time and space in which this activity is performed […] it
defines what is visible or not in a common space, endowed with
a common language, etc. (Rancière, 2006, p.13-14).

In everyday life, this realm of sensibility is predefined, pre-established or, to put it better, already articulated. Within this realm,
some sensory possibilities can be perceived and others cannot.
Sensible orders reproduce and enforce divisions within a society:
who is qualified to see, listen or discuss, and who is not. For
Rancière, this is not a matter of good taste, but about sensibility,
through which some parts of society come together while others
are excluded or ignored (Keshavarz, 2011), which is to say, there is
an established ‘community of sense’, through which others are not
recognised or valued and this results in their invisibility.
However, a forged passport redistributes established regimes
of senses in its own particular way. The forging of passports by
material manipulation offers a regime of senses that could not be
experienced otherwise. Nemat was an unaccompanied minor when
boarding an aeroplane bound for Oslo from Athens with a South
Korean look-a-like passport. I met him in 2012 in Malmö when
he was undocumented, first because the Norwegian and then the
Swedish authorities did not believe that he was a minor and thus
rejected his asylum application. Despite his not being entitled to
move freely from Greece to Norway – he would only have been able
to move legally by having a Schengen visa in his Afghan passport –
he momentarily exercised his freedom of movement with the service
of a forged passport, albeit with lots of fear and anxiety. Viewing
this from a global perspective and out of context, an Afghan citizen
travelled all the way from Ghazni to Oslo without fulfilling any of
the expectations held by international and nation-states’ regulations
on the way. In this sense, he disrupted the regime of senses that
tried to keep him in his place of birth and make him play the role
assigned to him by police-politics. He managed such a disruption
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because of the several refusals he made in the regime of senses.
His power and ability to walk for several days and nights through
mountains and deserts, his social networks in learning strategies of
travelling and living clandestinely, and the materially reappropriated
artefacts he used, enabled him to achieve his goal to some degree.
The latter part that enabled him to perform such refusals is what
designers are good at and can do in order to practice politics in a
specific direction.
Designers, in fact, take part in forming a regime of sense, or
sensory perception, which takes place in spacetime. There are,
however, many ways that designers may approach the sensible
order. As in the case of police-politics, design is complicit with
an established sensible order, which engages in the processes of
distributing spacetime and affirms or enforces the organisation
of society in terms of existing groups and communities of those
included and recognised. This was the case, as elaborated earlier,
with how designers engage in the passporting regime. In contrast, a
disruptive sensibility can intervene within the existing or established
sensible order, in which those involved actively redistribute the
sensible order, thereby also intervening in the social and political
order. In this way, an interruption or intervention into the realm of
materiality and sensibility can constitute a redistribution of sensible;
a new aesthetical regime of politics, as was discussed earlier in the
understanding of politics put forward by Rancière.
The forged passport is one device that in its devising, offers the
possibility of enacting parts that are not supposed to be enacted
by people who actually carry those passports in their pockets. The
modification of spaces and time to be opened to other bodies are
often registered as a “willful imposition on those spaces” (Ahmed,
2014). That is why, in subverting the sensible regime of movement,
the image of migrants with forged passports so readily goes handin-hand with that of criminals and terrorists. These images are
powerfully circulated in the media and in public discourses because
the legalised inhabitants of the spaces restricted to illegalised bodies
would like to see such subversions as an imposition on and invasion
of their space rather than seeing it as a political act of opening up
other possibilities of moving.
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Part-taking
The sensibilities of the passports articulated through their materialities take us to another layer of the complexity of passporting. This
layer is part-taking, in which passports dictate who is part of an
established and defined territory (the European Union for instance)
and therefore, who is sharing a part, taking that part and therefore
acting or enacting her or his own part. Passports participate in the
same world their bearers inhabit. They also participate in a regime
of senses, in the predefined and already articulated realm of visibility and invisibility. They take part in the reproduction of unequal
distribution of material infrastructures and rights. They share their
thing-power in a control society, and enact violence by stopping
bodies in situations when the body, the name and the passports visibly mismatch one another. In this sense, passports are strong participants of the world we have made and continue to make. At the
same time, they offer the possibility of participation in, for instance,
the labour market (Anderson, 1994). They participate in the regime
of citizen-making, which consequently makes individuals legal participants of that regime (Caplan and Torpey, 2001; Breckenridge
and Szreter, 2012). Passports are documents of a nation that is often
presented as a “sacred whole” (Anderson, 1994). Citizens take part
in this whole by carrying passports – which themselves are part of
the whole – while moving outside the whole. In response, paper
and material parts such as passports carry bodies that represent the
whole, and thus the nation. Passports and bodies therefore make
both the whole, and parts, meaningful in a mutual relationship
from the sovereign’s point of view.
Participation as a quality of modern democracies, in which one
is able to take part in forming society through various legal means
such as voting, requires further interrogation. Such understandings
of participation, which were brought into the practice of design
during the 1970s, have long dominated the idea of participation
in design (for example, see Bjerknes et al., 1987; Ehn, 1988;
Bødker, 1996; Gregory, 2003), which I discussed in Chapter 3.
The discussion of participation in design, even by those arguing
for agonistic pluralism, is heavily constituted around developing
tools, techniques and discourses of involvement, of having a say on
designs that affect their users by staging collaborative experiments.
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The case of passporting teaches us that participation is not a
flat concept that can be reached or achieved through tools, means
and experiments. For instance, passports are strong and pragmatic
devices for both facilitating and also preventing participation in the
world. They are designed and enacted through a classificatory logic,
a logic that is at work in any functioning participation, but is often
overlooked by the dominant discourse of democracy, combined
with participatory settings. Such dominance exists to the extent that
participation is often taken for granted as a democratic experience
(Keshavarz and Mazé, 2013).
The classificatory logic of passporting can be understood as “ways
of distinguishing and grouping the holders according to a set of clear
rules about the relationship between people, territories” (Caplan
2001, p.51) and nations, between parts and wholes. Passports are
participatory devices that make things partake in such a way that a
desired ‘order of things’ is achieved.
Passports as participatory devices, then, distribute parts in an
uneven way. Étienne Balibar (2002) argues, for example, that for
a “rich person from a rich country”, the passport “increasingly
signifies not just mere national belonging, protection and a right of
citizenship, but a surplus of rights – in particular a world right to
circulate unhindered” (p.83).
Sajjad is a young Afghan man, who has never seen the country to
which he technically belongs. He was born and raised in Iran, where
he lived partly undocumented for at least eight years. He moved to
Europe in 2009 and has lived in Europe first as an asylum seeker,
then as an undocumented migrant and today as a legalised resident
– a process that took five years of his life – during which he did not
have legal access to education, work and, to some extent, healthcare.
I met him in 2012 when he was still undocumented and waiting to
become eligible to reapply for asylum. He told me about the harsh
time he had in Iran and how he had been subject to various types
of racism, both from the authorities and from people in the street
in everyday life, or in the sweatshops in which he worked. After he
was granted asylum in Sweden, he planned a trip back to Iran in
the hope of finding his sister, with whom he had made no contact
for more than seven years. Now, with a refugee passport in hand
– which almost looks like a Swedish passport – he is planning his
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trip to Tehran, but also to some tourist zones, which are typically
unavailable to many Afghan migrants in Iran. The Northern cities
of Iran are often called “the North – Shomal” by Tehrani residents,
and are among the most desirable weekend vacation destinations
for the Iranian middle classes and particularly, Tehrani citizens.
Undocumented Afghans do not have the same opportunities as
Iranians do to enjoy ‘the North’. This is due to their economic conditions, security bans on movement from one city to another, and
certain social hostilities. This means that they cannot be tolerated
or recognised as tourists in predominantly Iranian entertaining
social spaces. Afghans have to play their parts in Iranian society
only as cheap labour, and are not welcome to share a part in the
North as tourists.
“With a Swedish passport in hand, I can go there, book a room
in a hotel, and ask for the hospitality I deserve since I am Swedish
now”, Sajjad told me.
Whilst understanding his joy, I was thinking about how this
could be possible in his situation. The receptionist at any hotel
might well register him as a Swedish resident and allow him to book
a room, which would not have been possible at all for him without
a Swedish passport. At the same time, the receptionist, or anyone
else in the North’s tourist industry would identify his appearance
as ‘Afghani’, a humiliating word used for Afghan migrants in Iran.
A passport grants him a part in the global regime of nationalities,
but does not guarantee him the same attitude or hospitality that
an Iranian would extend towards an ethnic white Swede. The role
his body takes in this context contradicts the part he has obtained
through the law. Certainly, participation plays a role here, but there
are several contradictions between parts and their duties or tasks
that come into play. He enacts the part he has taken on now – being
a Swedish resident – but his appearance shares and brings forward
another part. The Iranian subject, however, enacts Sajjad’s first part
through a legal context but enacts his other part through a social
context.
I would propose another term that allows us to understand
participation beyond the flatness that is the result of its given
democratic nature. Part-taking is what I call the many shared
encounters such as the one in Sajjad’s story. Part-taking is not flat.
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It reminds us that a part is, and can be, by its condition, separable
from the action that makes it identical to part-taking as whole.
Like the story of Sajjad and his encounter with the Iranian national
subject, part-taking can remind us that there are other forms such
as part-sharing and part-acting that are simultaneously involved
in shared situations. Parts involved in participation interact with
multiple contexts and actors and thus perform heterogeneous
interactions of parts. The articulations produced by passporting
in this context, then, should be understood through the variety
that acting parts, perceived parts and performing parts have. This
challenges the given, self-evident notion of participation.
Sajjad provides an example of a non-white body, whose
appearance in the stereotypical regime of translation already fixes
him as ‘Afghani’ within an Iranian social context, and who cannot
socially enact or show his other parts, i.e., someone with
Swedish legal residency. It does not matter that he holds a legal
residence permit from a European country – in the form of a
passport – in his hand. He will only be allowed to participate
according to the part he has already been given. Thus, the
passporting regime as one of the articulations of design-politics
reminds us that in order to develop a better understanding of the
complexity involved in the question of design and politics, new
concepts need to be introduced. That is why I propose the concept
of part-taking instead of participation. If there exists one aspect
of politics that is explicit in design, it is the matter of
participation, in which both the designed thing and the processes
of making and usage not only define and distribute senses, roles,
identities and parts that are to be taken, shared or performed in
particular situations, but also partition spaces and times of
participation.
Consequently,
part-taking,
along
with
materialities and sensibilities, is another inevitable line of reading
and intervening into passporting, of understanding its articulations
and sketching out the possibility of rearticulation.
Forged passports, by subverting the regimes of the sensible, repartition the parts that can be taken, enacted or shared. They offer
other capacities of part-taking than the way we have to participate
in the mobility regime, where our bodies are assigned to certain
nationalities. A Young Afghan man from an underclass position in
Iranian society crosses the border as a young middle-class South
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Korean student. During this process, some given parts refuse to be
enacted and instead, other parts that ‘do not belong to him’ are
taken and enacted.
Nations are often represented as a sacred whole, a transcendental
entity or, in secular terms, as a body. In order to feel that one is a
member of a body, parliament or gathering, one must remember
that one is a part of a body as well. Ahmed (2012), in her discussion on “willfulness”, states that willfulness refers to the part that
through its willing against the will of the whole, has forgotten that
it is just a part and nothing more.
In order for parts to be become parts they need to acquire a
duty. This duty can be thought of as a life duty, which is to say,
it must be willing to preserve the life and happiness of the whole
body. This means that parts should be sympathetic to each other
in order to remain a part or member. This in turn demands a form
of obedience. Therefore, if a part is not willing to be only a part,
a part that follows its duty as a part, then it threatens to break the
whole apart. Ahmed makes this clear when she says: “[a] rebellion
is a rebellion of a part”.
The rebellion or the break in the whole – in the body that calls for
certain types of participation – therefore, is not a mere conflict of
interest, but a willful rebellion of a part as it performs its opposition
to its duties, roles, identities and attributions, which would perhaps
be perceived as a threat to other parts and the will of the whole,
to the smoothness and fluidity of participation. Consequently, it is
a form of ‘illegal’ occupation in the spacetime of partaking. It is a
refusal to obey, a refusal to be governed.
However, in the passporting regime for instance, the destruction
of the passport, as only one part or participant of the regime,
can give new spaces to other parts. The lack of a passport is not
always an oppressive axis. It can also be a strategy. Many of the
undocumented migrants that I have met told me about the moment
they tore apart or disposed of their real or forged passports during
their journeys; they burnt them or flushed them down the toilet.
They did this as a strategy to materially remove their traceable trips
in order to avoid deportation to their own countries or to the transit
countries (third countries) from which they came.
Before 1991, any Moroccan wishing to travel to Europe could
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do so with an appropriate passport. Since the introduction of the
European Union’s Schengen Agreement, however, this passage has
effectively been closed off to all but a chosen few. In this introduced
regime of participation, designed by the Schengen Agreement, the
space of participation is partitioned heavily to such an extent that
those Moroccans who have made the journey irregularly are referred
to as the “burnt ones” because they burn their passports before
embarkation. One can see this gesture as a strong act of refusing to
take one given part while being willing to take the other parts that
they desire. In fact, “the burnt ones have effectively waived their
rights as citizens to legal redress” (Downey, 2009, p.119).
Thinking about taking a part, refusing a part, sharing a part,
acting upon a part and risking a part is not a matter of reflection on
participation but rather, it is the very essence of participation itself,
understood through the concept of part-taking.

Translating
Passporting by its materialities distributes certain regimes of senses
that define who takes which part in such relations. This is done
through the acts of translating the regime of presentation of things
to a mode of interpretation of their meanings based on the accord
that is desired, set and designed by power relations and articulations. Furthermore, if technical practices enacted by passports such
as writing and reading are central to passporting, then translating
is at stake every time such practices are exercised in situations
between individuals, as well as between individuals and sovereign
powers. The concept of translating in the context of passports can
be approached from various perspectives. However, I try to discuss
it from the perspective of the idea of representation, by continuing
Sajjad’s story.
After he came back from his trip, Sajjad recalled his experience of
the airport in Tehran:
“Once I approached the passport control, the officer looked
at my passport, looked at me and asked in Farsi, ‘Where does
this passport come from? Is it Chinese?’
“‘No! It is from Pakistan’, I replied. The officer became
furious and asked me to behave, otherwise he would send me
off to another room for interrogation”.
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Sajjad is Hazara, an ethnic minority from Afghanistan, who have
a similar appearance to East Asians in the narrow regime of ethnic
translation that many of us use. The officer surely knew that the
Swedish authorities had issued his passport, but he did not want to
believe that he could be Swedish rather than Chinese. He preferred
to read him according to symbolic ethnic translation rather than the
legal translation demanded by his profession.
At the same time, Nemat, who departed from Athens for Oslo,
told me that whilst in Greece, because of his skin colour, the
size of his frame, and his eyes and looks, he was able to obtain a
South Korean passport and fly to Oslo without being caught. As a
designed device that mediates a series of actions – writing/reading
– to happen, passports have to bridge the gap between individuals,
their bodies and their representations on paper. They therefore
try to be a good and honest translator whilst also allowing for the
possibility of ‘good’ translations being made by their readers. The
recent implementation of biometric technologies, beyond security
and surveillance discourses (Lyon et al., 2012) and the commercial
benefits they promote, can also be thought of in this way. Brand
new passports aim to provide a space of translatability between the
subject, the body, the booklet, the database and the agent of control
interchangeably. But there has always been a gap in such a regime
and there will always be a gap between the person, the nationality
she or he is bound to, and the paper. This is why governments are still
desperate to stop the so-called ‘imposters’ despite their own claims
to produce highly secure anti-counterfeiting passports. This hiatus
is where forgery, counterfeiting or camouflage practices intervene.
While they keep the regime of translating in place, at the same time
they cause an internal error in good translation that is not always
discovered by international and national legal readers. The fact that
an Afghan body can be granted the right to pass as a South Korean
body is an internal error of translation, which yet again affirms
the artificial relations between a body and its bound citizenship. By
the simple change of body, the passport still operates very well and
the border guard who is responsible for the translation also thinks
that the elements match in the way that they should: “This person
‘looks’ Korean!”
Translations that are made possible through passporting are not
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always in terms of affirmation, but also in terms of questioning. It
happens frequently that migrants, who have obtained the citizenships
of a country in which their bodies or the colour of their skin represent
a break in the represented image of that country, become question
marks in the process of translating. One becomes questionable when
one does not fulfil the expectation of an accord between known
regimes of representation and interpretation. Khosravi (2010a), in
his auto-ethnographical work on borders, writes about how he is
subjected to more questions in comparison with other ethnically
Swedish citizens at Swedish borders. He describes borders as not
just a physical or administrative frontier but a “colour bar”:
When returning to Sweden, the border requires me to live up
to my passport. While others pass through, I am asked some
“innocent” questions to prove that I do speak Swedish, that I can
identify myself with my passport. Ironically, the same authority
that approved my citizenship and issued a passport in my name
mistrusts the relationship between my body and my passport
(p.98).

Passporting as a form of confession (Adey, 2009; Salter, 2006)
establishes examples of good translations, translations that communicate quickly and deliver the desired meaning in the shortest
amount of time. In this context, the body comes to testify together
with the passport, intentions, sexual representations and social and
economic origins: “If we do not confess in a way that echoes with
the story that the examiner has told him/herself about us, then we
are suspect” (Salter, 2006, p.183).
Translating happens through a mix of socio-material associations.
The U.S. department of homeland security, after September 11th
attacks, began a procedure that asked citizens from so-called
terrorist-sponsoring countries to fill out extra forms when they
apply for visas and write their full names both in their native
alphabet and all other possible spellings. In the UK for instance, the
British Passport Office faced the ‘problem’ of reading and spelling
non-western names with the immigration and ‘naturalisation’ of
colonial subjects whose original language was non-European. In
response to this problem, the Passport Office used fingerprints to
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uniquely identify the bearers (Salter, 2003, p.94).
Traditional understandings of the task of translation in design,
however, replaces the language of origin with raw material and the
language of destination with design outcomes, in order to reach new
audiences. What is required is a new formulation of translation in
design, a new formulation based on a more critical-political position.
Building on the other three lines of reading passporting, one can
establish that a ‘good translation’ is a kind of agreement or consensus
to match regimes of sense that are basically confronted with each
other. Thus, a good translation implies a form of consensual politics
of translation where “the accord made between a sensory regime of
presentation of things and a mode of interpretation of their meaning”
(Rancière, 2010b, p.viii) is in place. One can say that another
politics of translation that interrupts or breaks such agreements and
matchings can be conducted in order to rearticulate the passporting
regime. Forged passports are an example of these rearticulations.
Forged passports are particular devices of translation that do not
entirely reject that pre-established regime of translation but are
rather, through minor manipulation and rearticulation, able to offer
practicalities to escape from it.
A forged passport, or a forged relation to a passport, is a
mediating device of translation in the sense of translating a body,
a performance, an interaction and an appearance to a book and to
a database. In the event of successful crossing, what happens is a
good translation but at the same time the cracks and shortcomings
of the artefact and its artefactual relations are revealed. These
cracks and shortcomings, however, are only revealed to the
traveller and the forger. The readers – the agent, machines and
other passengers in line – accept that this body can simply be South
Korean, but the body himself knows that he is not supposed to be
South Korean. Therefore, while a good translation concerned with
delivering established and known meanings from the origin to a
destination is at work, yet another form of free or literal translation
is performed that is concerned with the form. The second thus
reveals the cracks embedded in historically constructed concepts
such nations, territories and borders. In this reading, I am inspired
by Walter Benjamin’s short essay on “The Task of the Translator”
(1969 [1921]). In his work, he talks about the translator as someone
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through whom the light of the content (text) crosses, but in crossing
through the translator’s body and language, it reveals the cracks
and shortcomings of her or his language. A forged passport, if it
works well, acts as a transparent device where the agent is able to
see and read the body of its bearer as matching with the nationality
declared by the same device. However, the traveller with a forged
passport knows that that passport is not transparent and the cracks
and shortcomings of her or his body, the passport, and the system
become visible to her or him at the moment of crossing and to others
after the event of crossing. Translation is connected not only to the
original text but also to the afterlife of the text, Benjamin (1969)
argues:
[J]ust as the manifestations of life are intimately connected with
the phenomenon of life without being of importance to it, a
translation issues from the original-not so much from its life as
from its afterlife30 (p.71).

In the context of forged passports and their relations to translation,
the following story is significant:
The plan was to go by cruise from Patras to Italy. I have obtained
an Israeli Passport. When I approached the border guard before
boarding the cruise, he looked at my passport for a while and
then he became suspicious. “Where are you from?” he asked. “I
am an Israeli” I replied. The border guard looked at the lines of
passengers waiting to be checked and boarded, then shouted “Is
there anyone from Israel here?”
Another friend of mine who had also obtained an Israeli passport
was in the line. He stepped out and replied: “I am from Israel.”
The guard asked him to come closer and talk to me in Hebrew to
30 After the Nazis took power in Germany, Walter Benjamin, a Jewish German philosopher,
moved to France. In June 1940, when Benjamin was living still in Paris, Nazis occupied the town.
He left Paris for the town of Lourdes one day before the occupation and obtained a visa to the
United States two months later with the help of his friend, the philosopher Max Horkheimer. He
left for Portugal to depart by boat from Lisbon to New York. Benjamin joined a group of Jewish
refugees who crossed the French-Spanish border with forged papers. While in Spanish town of
Portbou, the Franco regime of Spain cancelled all transit visas and the police informed Benjamin
that he, along with the others, would be deported back to France. Knowing that deportation would
only take him to concentration camps, Benjamin committed suicide on the 25th of September 1940.
The day after, the refugee group that Benjamin was a part of were allowed passage and they safely
reached Lisbon on the 30th of September.
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see if we understand each other. We started speaking in Farsi for
few seconds. The border guard asked him if I knew Hebrew and
my friend confirmed it. We both crossed the border.

What is fascinating about this true story is the break that was introduced to the mobility regime and its close associations to nationalities as legal subjects at that moment, partly due to the border
guard’s inability to speak Hebrew. The translation that those two
forged passports offered simply affirm the cracks in notions such as
being Israeli or Iranian and the technical devices of recognition of
these notions such as passports, border guards, and machines.
Quite different from Latour’s formulation on translation, which
presumes to take us into a form of association or transformation,
“a relation that does not transport causality but induces two
mediators into coexisting” (2007, 108), Benjamin’s translator is not
necessarily interested in the co-existence of two sides or “traceable
associations”, but rather the cracks and shortcomings of the two
and multiple sides that become visible only through the specific
form of translation as a political practice: a form of practicing
and performing a mismatch in the regimes of sense that might be
perceived as a threat to established and recognised territories, parts
and wholes.
The operation of the passporting regime as well as forgery
through materialities, sensibilities, part-taking and translating,
affirm two main points: first, any intervention into the passporting
regime is not possible unless from the inside and from its own
ontological condition. Second, these rearticulations assert that there
has been a limit to the materialising and designing of the practices
of movement regulation. But more importantly, that there still is
and, always will be, a limit to any act of designing, any material
articulation of mobility. As Heidari, the migration broker, argued
in our long exchange:
The new biometric passports are also subject to forgery. Time
is an important factor here. You cannot keep all passengers in
line to check their biometric data, scan their iris pattern and so
on. The biometric is made of something, right? a chipset, new
technologies, or whatever. They are not truthful; they all are
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artificial and thus can be reworked. You know it’s like a building,
you design it and the building shows its fragility, problems and
shortcomings over time. That is where we enter. Before the failed
passports get to be redesigned we send a few thousand over the
border.

I asked him what he thought about smart gates: “it is impossible to
run all airports 24 hours a day with these devices... these devices
will malfunction at some point... there is a limit to them... they will
overheat, run out of memory or RAM... sometimes they will not
function... forgers then can occupy that moment...” he replied.
Forgery in practice forges relations. It brings non-relationships
into relationships. It rearticulates existing relations of passports to
bodies, machines, border agents, crossing rituals and performances,
etc. In so doing, it shows that existing articulations are fragile,
limited and temporary. Forgery is about forging new relations
that affirm the artefactual relation between body, nationality,
citizenship and sovereignty. If these relations are artefactual, then
citizenship can be thought of as an artificial and material matter.
To change the way citizenship is distributed today is to think of its
artificial and material essence, to reconfigure and rearticulate it.
This is partly the task informed by the recognition of design-politics
and its articulations. As I argue for design as a mode of acting and
a series of material articulations, my argument is also then that a
passport, while designed by specific politics, simultaneously designs
and allows for a certain politics to take place. A forged passport
also designs a possible politics derived from specific politics.
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A presser (left) and forged passports (bottom) are displayed at the
186
immigration bureau in Bangkok on the 10th of February 2016 after Thai police arrested a famous forger
known as “The Doctor”. Photo: AFP/Nicolas Asfouri.

5. F ORGERY: CRITICAL PRACTICES
OF MAKING

In this chapter, I will move from the details of forgery to the practices of forgery and smuggling or, as I call it, migration brokery,
within the broader context of the current politics of movement.
At the core of forgery and migration brokery, an act of negotiation
occurs, a mode of reconfiguration of orientations and the material
rearticulation of the right to move. If, through the material and
performative practices at which forgers excel, the right to move
can be granted beyond legal establishments such as citizenship,
then what has made a particular nation-state or sovereignty legal –
which is to say, immaterial – is threatened. Forgers, perhaps, remind
the sovereign power that its power is exercised through material
articulations and that it can be reversed by the very same technique.
This is partly why forgery is considered a security threat and has
been presented as a matter of violence, of violating the law and
the public good. Forgers, therefore, by shaping and manipulating
passports and bodies, their performances and their interactions,
intervene locally into the artefact of passports and challenge the
imagined solidity or transcendentality of entities such as nations,
territories, borders and citizenships universally.
In this chapter, I first frame forgery, like most other illegalised
activities, as an economic practice in a market where passports are
sold illegally in relation to the legal ways that several governments
sell their passports and the protection they give to their applicants
through commercial investment. The fact that millions of people
are stateless and, consequently, left without a passport, while
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some others have more than one passport and citizenship, is more
evidence of the global unequal distribution of wealth, protection
and opportunity. This section is mostly structured around three
conversations I had with three different migration brokers. One is
‘retired’ and is someone who, on the basis of his experience and
practice, poses difficult questions about the legitimacy of states by
arguing that the state and borders are also practices of forgery in and
of themselves. I then discuss the complexities involved in migration
brokery and oppose the simplified image of forgers and migration
brokers as mere criminals, on the basis of two other conversations
with two migration brokers, one still active and the other claiming
to have left the business.
At the end of this chapter, I clarify how I understand forgery as a
critical design practice. I argue that any critical practice that deals
with actual and material rearticulations cannot but be engaged
in a form of violence, since it confronts other forms of violence,
which are often invisible due to their historical tendency of being
institutionalised and normalised. If one of the weaknesses of design
practices is the lack of various modes of criticality – not only as a way
of reflecting on what design does, but also as a way of exploring that
of which design is capable and if the concept of design-politics can
offer ways of understanding situations but also ways of intervening
in them and thus proposing possible modes of acting in the world
politically, then passport forgers should be seen as critical makers.
They are individuals or groups, who, through their involvement in
the situations around borders and the urgent need of border crossing
have obtained both the power of exploitation and facilitation as a
result of the ambiguous power relations they create. This chapter is
an attempt to theorise the practices of passport forgery as a critical
and material rearticulation of which design is capable, beyond the
safe and clean practices of design that take place in galleries and
universities widely understood as “critical design”.
Before proceeding, I will present two issues arising in this
chapter. First, I deliberately avoid using the term smuggler. This
is because it is a politically charged term that is used legally and
politically without much reflection or care to refer to any illegalised
activities arranged across borders. Smuggling includes a wide
range of activities from trafficking drugs, food and humans to
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trafficking animals. It also refers to practices of contrabanding,
often associated with the economic strategies of geographically,
socially, and politically marginal communities in borderlands. It
is also about migrants who, by paying some amount of money or
labour, cross from one country to another. The latter is the specific
practice of smuggling that I address in this chapter and, to avoid
confusion, I use the term migration brokery instead of smuggling.
There are secondary quotations in this chapter which use the term
smuggling. I have not altered these, as I want them to maintain their
original appearance.
Second, an important issue in this chapter is the information or
knowledge I share. I have changed the names of all the people I
spoke with to nicknames chosen by them, with the exception of
one individual who wanted to use his real name Amir Heidari.
Further, when it comes to interview locations, I have changed all
the locations. The only parts I have not anonymised in this way
are the times of meetings. There are some details of forgery shared
by those who I interviewed that I do not discuss here as this runs
the risk of revealing important techniques used by some at the time
of writing. There is, however, some other information here about
the price and types of passport available on the market that I have
written about. This information is not specific and will not hinder
border crossers if it is shared. Indeed, any simple online search will
show the different options available and these prices more or less
match the information given by the migration brokers I met and
interviewed.

“Who Is the Real Forger?” – Passports and Citizenship as
Commodity
It is now clear that passports are valuable commodities. Marx has
shown in his critique of the political economy that commodities have
no strict relation between use-value and exchange-value. Giving the
example of a wooden table that was once a piece of wood and still
is a piece of wood with use-value, Marx announces the appearance
of commodity:
Nevertheless the table continues to be wood, an ordinary sensible
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thing. But as soon as it emerges as a commodity, it changes into a
thing that transcends sensuousness (Marx, 1992 [1873], p.160).

The emergence of materials and their specific articulations as
commodities, as Marx describes, comes of course from the exchange
value, but to trace it more sharply, one also sees the complexity of
the emergence of a commodity when, for instance, as one part of
this, the activity of design becomes important and necessary for the
birth of the commodity (Forty, 1995, p.43-44). It is at this point
that the role of design as an activity that makes the table such a
magical and mysterious commodity, which veils the labour behind
the product and its exchange-value and subsumes its use-value,
becomes important. Passports are no exception to this argument.
Passports and consequently, passporting are designed devices and
interactions that facilitate such exchange-values beyond their usevalue and their utility as identification papers.
In 2014, the Maltese government announced that it would be
selling passports to individuals classified as ‘high value’ for €650,000.
However, this is not a new practice. Accessing permanent residency
and later, citizenship through financial investment is a common
practice in many countries, particularly in western or ‘desirable’
ones. Foreign investors who hold £10m of their total money in the
UK, for example, can apply for permanent residence after two years
of living in the country. In the US, Immigrant Investor Visas are
awarded to foreign nationals who invest $1m in the economy and
create 10 full-time jobs for US citizens within two years of arrival.
Those who do so are awarded permanent residence and, after three
more years, can apply for full citizenship. Greece, Cyprus and
Macedonia offer what has become known as “fast-track resident
permits” to foreign investors who spend a minimum of €250,000
to €400,000 in the country. EU Passports or U.S. passports are
high value commodities as they are granted to high value foreign
nationals.
Passports as commodities offer the possibility of crossing
borders with more or fewer constraints and affordances, but more
importantly, also offer legal protection to their ‘owners’. Although
they guarantee citizenship, as discussed in the previous chapter, they
do not guarantee citizenship rights at all times to certain bodies.
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This is one form of exchange value that legally sold passports offer,
something that apparently cannot be identical to a set price or fixed
amount of money. However, a look at the legal markets for passports
can show how various countries set their prices according to various
criteria such as their financial situation and migration policies.
If passports that provide fast-track border crossing for certain
bodies, freedom of movement, and, more importantly, legal
protection in terms of citizenship by a nation-state are chargeable
items, and therefore commodities, then why cannot other copies
of them be traded for lower price? Given the neoliberal promotion
of competitive markets, why not think of forged passports as
commodities that compete with legally issued passports? Forged
passports are less functional in the sense of not granting citizenship
rights but they are also traded for a lower price. Is this not how the
free commodity market and consumerism work today?
The case of the criminalisation of passport forgery and the
illegalisation of unauthorised migration brokery demonstrate that
the market is not that free. When it comes to commodities and
practices that threaten the hegemonic order of the movement of
bodies and most importantly cheap labour, then the market is highly
regulated, legalised and state controlled. Moreover, the movement
of people across borders is not only facilitated by commercial drives
but also by unauthorised and criminalised brokers. Historically, we
know of the stories of diplomats and other powerful actors who, by
having access to governmental infrastructures, were able to issue
papers for Jews fleeing Nazi occupation and in doing so, save them
from the Holocaust. Technically speaking they were ‘smugglers’,
but today they are recognised by various states and institutions as
‘heroes’. Furthermore, when moving between territories, states do
accept the issuance of false and incorrect passports when engaging
in espionage. American diplomats were smuggled out of Iran on
false Canadian passports during the hostage crisis in 1979. Canada
recently discovered that Israel had been using its passports in order
to insert agents into Jordan and Palestine (Salter, 2004).
During the course of my research, I met several travellers without
the right papers who had manipulated or, in other words, ‘forged’
their bodies in order to make them correspond to the booklet they
had obtained. They had also forged certain rituals and performances
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in order to live up to the various established images of travellers.
In line with the discourses of visibility and seeing, there are some
types of bodies, performances and interactions that are seen more
compared to others. Forgery is partly about recognising those seen
and frequently mobile types in order to adopt and re-inhabit them.
In the case of Nemat, the young Afghan traveller who obtained a
South Korean passport, the migration broker told him that young
Korean people his age and at Athens’s Airport would usually be
middle-class high school students there on holiday, often travelling
in Europe for a short period of time. Nemat had to adhere to that
accepted image, or he would not manage to cross. This was the
scenario that he had to simulate and perform, with the role given
to him by the articulation of a forged passport, his body and the
knowledge of the migration broker. He managed to articulate
a relationship that did not exist – him being Korean – without
speaking a single word of Korean. He dressed in a certain way, and
wore certain shoes and gadgets in order to convince border guards
that he was like many other South Korean travellers.
The state, by defining people through their passports, articulates
a specific relationship and interaction to be performed at national
and international borders. Any young South Korean crossing an
international border performs a South Korean subject but more than
that, a South Korean body from a specific class background. What
Nemat did, was to perform his role as a South Korean with the
help of his body, a lookalike Korean passport and a specific choice
of airport and airline provided by the migration broker. Nemat
rearticulated his body within the international regime of mobility.
He affirmed that, in truth, he was just like many other young men
travelling. However, he had to pay for this rearticulation and had
to wait in Athens for several months in order to find a passport in
which the bearer’s photo looked like him because his body from
the beginning was not legalised and recognised within the mobility
regime as South Korean but as Afghan.
If they operate successfully, forged passports function in the
moment and for an act of border crossing to which the forged
passport holder is not legally entitled. Forged passports grant a right
through a forged material relation. This, however, is a momentary
right. If forged and fake passports are able to grant this, then they
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also disarticulate the political economy of the freedom of movement
monopolised by governments. Forged passports essentially pose a
simple but important question: if freedom of movement is a right
that has become commodified, then why can passports – the
material evidence of such rights – not be bought and sold in their
imitative form as provided by forgers?

From one migration broker to all migration brokers: “Unite!”
Amir Heidari, a famous migration broker who was active in the
80s and 90s by establishing a trustworthy service to move refugees
mostly from Iran, Iraq and Turkey to Europe and North America,
puts the hypocrisy highlighted by forged passports forcefully:
The world is a forged reality. Forgery is what the state does.
The state is a forged entity in itself. If Sweden issues 9,000,000
passports to define a nation called Sweden, why can’t I issue a
hundred thousand passports to those who flee war, conflict and
violence and are in urgent need of help and movement? Based
on what moral position, am I a forger, a criminal and the state
is not? What is forgery? Forging is an act of making something
out of nothing. It is bringing to existence something unnatural
and presents it as natural, like the state, like the borders made
by the state. They are forged; they are made; they are unnatural
things that look or make us believe that they are natural. Making
borders is a form of forgery too. Now, you tell me who is the ‘big
forger’ here? The state or me?

Born to Kurdish parents in Iran, Amir started his political activities
after the 1979 Revolution. He was in his twenties when he joined a
guerrilla socialist movement in Iran. After being shot and receiving
severe injuries to his legs during armed struggle against the Iranian
Revolutionary Guards, he escaped to Turkey and then to Sweden.
He was frustrated when he saw how Kurdish people were rejected
by every country and were trapped in Turkey where they faced deportation to Iran and certain persecution. Amir tried to get help
from the UN and western countries to put pressure on the Turkish
government in order to cancel the deportation of Kurds to Iran but
he received no support: “I realized soon that no one would help
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us. I started my movement, which has not finished yet. I decided to
send people in need of safety” (Heidari cited in Khosravi, 2010a,
p.106). Amir argues that he did this as an act of resistance and not
for financial gain. In an interesting interview with Khosravi while
in prison, Amir says “If I moved rice instead of people from one
country to another, I would have had huge capital by now and not
be here [i.e., in prison]” (Khosravi 2010a, p.110).
I met Amir in June 2015 in a European city. Now in his sixties,
Amir has been working to deliver migratory services for 35 years.
He has been arrested several times. In 1995 he had his Swedish
permanent residence permit withdrawn and has served several
prison sentences in Sweden and other EU countries, amounting to
14 years of his life: a two year sentence for falsifying documents; a
four year sentence for ‘human smuggling’, and a four year sentence
for holding 70 forged passports, to name but a few of the charges he
faced in Sweden alone. In 2004, he received a decision that he would
be deported to Iran, but because he had obtained refugee status in
the 1980s, it was difficult to deport him. Finally, in 2010, Sweden
deported him to Iran. He was arrested there, sent to prison and
interrogated. In 2011, he managed to escape Iran once again. Amir,
who claims to have helped 200,000 refugees move safely over a
period of 35 years and claims to have enabled people to successfully
reach different destinations in Europe and North America, with
40,000 reaching Sweden alone, now lives in a camp somewhere in
Europe, has applied for asylum and has been rejected due to his
‘criminal’ records in Sweden. When I met him, he was awaiting a
decision on the appeal he made against the rejection of his asylum
application.
Amir tells me that he has stopped working as a migration broker
but he continues to help and give advice to refugees and asylum
seekers on how to apply for asylum in order to be successfully
granted a residence permit: “the struggle has taken another form”
he told me with a smile on his face. What distinguished Amir from
many other migration brokers was that he openly talked about his
activities in the media and public sphere:
I was mostly wanted and hated by Swedish authorities because I
was publicly telling about my activities. This annoyed authorities
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as if they were useless. They looked useless in the eyes of the
public. Not only was I making holes and cracks in the system but
I was also revealing it to the public and making a spectacle out
of it. I had a website, giving lectures, writing debate articles and
featuring on TV programs. The main reason they persecuted me
was not my violation of the law but violation of the image of the
state as the protector of people.

Amir’s long-term commitment to the struggles of refugees and
asylum seekers cannot be denied. Journalists and academics have
written extensively about him and his political ideologies (for instance, see: Khosravi 2010a; Jonsson 2008; Heidari, Ramqvist and
Wirtén 2005). He would never stop his struggle and, as he told me,
he believes that this is the reason why the authorities deported him.
They knew that as long as he was in the country, he would keep
bringing refugees to Sweden no matter how much he would be criminalised by imprisonment.
Amir was committed to this cause in a practical form, intervening
into material infrastructures and artefacts, which helped thousands
of refugees without the right papers to safely and securely cross
borders. During our interview he told me how during his 35 years of
experience working to facilitate migration, the state has repeatedly
presented the most up-to-date secure passports that no one could
supposedly be able to forge:
But we and others did forge them. They always promise the most
secure anti-counterfeit passport but it never works. Never. It is
like a building. When you make it, it might look fully operative
without any problem, malfunction or failure, but after a while
it shows its problems. Then you have to fix it and redesign it.
Before it gets redesigned, we send a few thousand over the border.
And this is a story that will continue. It is a story of a rabbit and
a turtle as I told once to my persecutor. I told him we are always
ahead of you while you think you are ahead of us.

When I told him that new biometric passports are supposed to be
really hard to forge and asked him how one might forge the information registered in data banks to be compared to the body carrying a
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forged passport, he replied that he knows that it has become harder
to forge passports, to cross borders illegally, but he and others have
shown that this is not true and migrants are the ones who have to
pay a higher price for these securitisations:
We always find other ways, techniques and methods that can
get through these so-called walls and secure borders. In 2001,
while I was in prison, my colleagues contacted me and informed
me about newly designed passports. They told me that this one
is really hard to forge. The information is not printed on paper
or laminate but inscribed to the plastic surface of the first page.
I asked them to send me one of the new ones so that during my
time in prison I could figure out how to forge it. Once I started
to work on the new one, manipulating the cover and scratching
the surface smoothly, I realised how one could disassemble the
passport and reassemble it with new information registered to
it. We made it in a way that a criminal forensic lab in Sweden
confirmed that it was impossible for the police to recognise the
difference between the forged passport and the authentic one.
However we made one mistake. The bundling and stitching of
the forged passport was done in the opposite direction compared
to the original one. But no police officer or border guard could
find out this error.

Amir’s story shows how migration brokery can be used to practice a certain politics of movement in line with what he believes
is the practice of a basic right: the right to move freely. However,
beyond that, Amir also has strong political views on colonialism
and neo-colonialism:
Once I was asked to be interviewed for a live TV show in
Gothenburg. I accepted. Before the program started, we
rehearsed a few of the questions they were going to ask me. One
of the obvious questions was why I am doing this. And I replied
because people are in need, they suffer in their countries and
so on; these types of moralisation that western media like. But
when we went on air I replied to the same question differently. I
replied: Until you have not stopped sending arms and weapons to
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the Middle East, I won’t stop this. This is about circulation. You
send weapons and I bring people who have lost their home, land
and life due to the very same commerce you make out of their
political and economic condition. If weapons go ‘there’, people
should come ‘here’.

Amir’s practices of migration brokery and forgery are an affirmation of the rearticulation of relations brought up by passports and
the possibilities they offer. What Amir did over three decades was
to requalify passports for those individuals who have failed to be
qualified as citizens: refugees, asylum seekers and stateless persons.
He works for “those who are declined visas and passports. […] for
anyone who has no passport […]” (Heidari cited in Khosravi 2010a,
p.109). Amir’s knowledge and skills were put into practice to provide
protection and the facilitation of the practice of freedom of movement.
Amir believes that this is a revolution. If all migration brokers
across the world with thousands of kilometres between them were
to organise a unified mass migration for all those stateless persons
in camps, all those asylum seekers in transit countries and all those
migrants stopped by borders from the Gulf of Mexico to the U.S.,
from Libya and Turkey to Europe, then there would be a revolution
taking place, by revolutionaries not armed with lethal weapons,
but merely with their own right to move. These masses pushing the
borders of the United States, Europe and Australia would shake
the world and its order articulated by walls, passports, fences, and
guards. Refugees “neither rely on nor believe in the world order that
has been created. Neither do they recognize where the borders have
been drawn” (Heidari cited in Jonsson, 2008, p.174). When Amir
understands these movements as a revolution he depicts in truth “a
democratic revolt that is taking place outside the framework of our
vision of the world” (Jonsson, 2008, p.175). He depicts a practice
of politics that redistributes the sensible in Ranciére’s terms, a
rearticulation of the politics of movement in the rhetoric of my
work. Amir’s understanding of the world, its populations and their
movement is a helpful political articulation which can change our
perception of how acts of migrating and moving work (Heidari,
Ramqvist and Wirtén 2005 cited in Jonsson, 2008):
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It’s like water, finding new ways around obstacles in nature. If
you dam up one stream, people will find another. It’s quite idiotic
to believe that the stream can be dammed. The only thing that
happens when you build walls in is that you shut yourself in. The
migrants will always find a way through (p.17).

The Complexity of Migration Brokery
Forgery is an offence, a crime “that cause[s] harm to others”, as
described by the Oxford Dictionary of Law (Martin, 2009, p.209).
The historical practice of forgery has always been a concern for
the authorities, owners, and consumers, regardless of whether one
is buying an artistic masterpiece, a legal document, or a handbag
(Crăciun, 2009; Groebner, 2007; Fahrmeir, 2001; Schwartz, 1998).
In a commoditised world, where things have exchange-value beyond
their use-value and obtain this value through the social, economic
and political relations they are able to maintain and reproduce,
there will always be copies of the original, of the authentic and of
the valuable. Unlike forgery in art, which is an attempt to make one
copy completely identical to the original one, in design, forgery is
possible because of the reproducibility that designed products offer.
It was said in the previous chapter that modern passports get their
authenticity not from the original handwriting of the king who
signs them but from the reproduction techniques monopolised by
their makers: governments. Since there is no concept of authenticity
or ‘aura’ as such in the modern notion of passports and sovereign
power, and since they are all material practices, they are thus also
vulnerable to other material interventions. If authorities manipulate
time, space and the experience of travellers through passporting,
they should know that because of such materialities, there could
be other manipulations too. Forgery is another form of manipulation – a counter-manipulation, even – that produces its own space
of power relations and at the same time its own functionality and
use-value. Since it operates outside the space of sovereign power,
it is considered a violent act, often represented as a crime linked
to trafficking, terrorism and other entirely ‘mafia’-controlled criminality. The criminalisation of migration – more specifically border
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transgressors, illegalised travellers and migrants, and migration brokers – as central policy for governing through crime (Simon, 2007)
often does not let us see such practices beyond organised crime and,
for example, as a mutually beneficial trade between migrants and
migration brokers (for example, see Van Liempt, 2007; Khosravi,
2010a, Sanchez, 2014).
When, in March 2014, an aeroplane flying from Kuala Lumpur
to Beijing disappeared from sight, the very first news concerned an
attempt to identify and recognise two bodies that did not match
their passports. Two people had crossed the checkpoint with Italian
and Austrian passports later discovered to have been stolen in
Thailand three years earlier.
This is a typical case of blaming travellers without the right papers
as the main suspects of any unusual event or, in this case, disaster.
Here, the first narrative is that one illegalised act – crossing a border
with forged passports – is readily linked to any other illegal act such
as aeroplane hijacking. Furthermore, it seems that the narrative
of stolen or lost passports has dominated the discourse of border
security as the only way that passports can fall into the hands of
anyone but their legal owners. Passports are not passive objects and
commodities, and if they are stolen because of their value, their
owners can also sell them for the very same reason. Many European
backpackers sell their passports in irregular passport markets when
they run out of money on their long trips and ‘explorations’ in Asian
and African countries. Then, they announce that their passports
have been lost or stolen and easily get an emergency passport
through their consuls and continue their trips back ‘home’. On a
hot summer day in a city in Central Europe in 2014, Bagou, a young
man from West Africa who used to be a migration broker – or as he
puts it, used to help people to get out of Greece – described the ‘lost
passports’ situation as follows:
The price to sell one’s passport starts from 300 to 700 euro.
There is no robbery as far as I know but there is a selling market
for sure mainly provided by young European travellers. However
there have been few cases when people left their passports for
someone else in order to help that person to cross the border and
then reported it as stolen.
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When I asked about the phenomenon of ‘popular passports’ – the
notion that there are certain countries like Sweden which claim
their passports are popular in the market and thus need to be more
securitised (Justitiedepartementet, 2015) – he denied it:
It is not about popularity of this or that passport. It is always
about what can work or can be guaranteed more than the other.
It depends on who is carrying it, at which border you are using
it and which destination you are going to. People have to try, try
and try again, they fail, but they try again.

He tried to enter Europe several times himself from 2004 to 2010 by
various means, and at different points of entry by boat, aeroplane,
truck and on foot, but never managed to get through until he was
granted a residence permit through marriage. It was then that he
decided to help other people to get out of their difficult situations
in Greece: “Greece is not a destination for asylum seekers, refugees
and migrants. It is always a transit spot and this is why I never
brought anyone to Greece but smuggled people out from Greece to
Central European countries” Bagou says.
When I asked him about migration brokery and how much he
has benefited from it, he looked into my eyes and said: “Look, at
least for me and many others I know, this was and is a strategy
of survival and not a profitable job. We do this for a short period
of time until we collect enough money for a safe and secure trip
to somewhere where getting asylum will be guaranteed”. Bagou’s
story contradicts the dominant image of smugglers represented in
the media and national and international policies.
Within the policy discussion on migration, a strong consensus has
been established that the smuggler is viewed as the greedy exploiter
of the vulnerable migrant. The image that is created of smugglers
often fits very well into discourses on security and the war on terror.
However, as Ilse van Liempt (2007) shows in her empirical study,
the reality of smuggling is more complex and she calls for a more
dynamic approach to the phenomenon. For instance, smuggling can
be a way of visibility and socialising for migrants who are in transit
or it can be used as a means of making money for their next trip,
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since they usually reside in transit countries irregularly (Baird, 2014;
Khosravi, 2010a; Papadopoulos et al., 2008). This is corroborated
by what Bagou told me about his colleagues in Greece. Gabriella
Sanchez (2014) in her empirical study of migration brokery across
the U.S.-Mexico border argues that non-state sponsored migration
brokery can also be thought of as a set of services provided in order
to facilitate clandestine border crossing. Based on her concept of
“security from below”, she opposes the dominant narrative around
illegalised border crossing and migration brokery that simultaneously
conveys two strong images. On one hand, this narrative portrays
‘smugglers’ as benefitting at the expense of asylum seekers and
migrants through their violent and exploitive practices. On the other,
it reductively depicts illegalised migrants as infantile and ignorant
individuals who put themselves at risk by blindly following orders.
Whilst the highly racialised, hypersexual and greedy male from the
Global South has been the dominant media image of the migration
broker, Sanchez shows instead how families play an important
role and have agency in negotiating and facilitating what she calls
“extra-legal border crossing services” on the U.S.-Mexico border.
According to her, illegalised migration brokery can sometimes be
understood as a collective, community and solidarity-based process
rather than as a set of individual efforts towards mobility.
Thus it is simplistic to consider the one(s) who forge passports
as mere criminals. The story of Badaud, another migration broker
whom I have known for couple of years affirms this.

Badaud; a vignette of a migration broker
Unlike Amir and Bagou, who have stopped working as migration
brokers for different reasons – Amir because he was deported from
Europe, and Bagou because he stopped of his own accord – Badaud
is still active in providing services. Badaud is a young migration
broker, whom I met first in France in 2013. Over the last three years
we met face-to-face three times in different European countries
and have talked over the Internet several times. Badaud saw the
horrible conditions of his fellow travellers in Turkey while in transit
and realised that he could help them and make some much needed
money at the same time. I met him in various European cities as
he is constantly on the move. Out of the many occasions we met
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personally and via the Internet, it was only towards the end of our
rounds of talks that he spoke of his own history. We spent one and
half days together endlessly walking around the different suburbs of
Paris as he narrated his experience to me, and he told me his stories
and memories of smuggling and being smuggled. By the end of the
day, tired of walking, we sat on a bench in the yard of a suburban
residential complex and Badaud started to tell his own story and
his route from Africa to the Middle East and Europe and how his
experiences of being in transit in many countries along the route
for several years taught him that: “If you are smart, willing to help
and protect your people then it is not hard at all to move people in
need of escape”. He told me about his first two failed attempts at
crossing by boat from Turkey to Greece, and his incarceration in a
Turkish prison for about 9 months: “When people move as refugees
or irregular migrants not all of them die as statistics, say, but in
truth they get lost in transit, in different prisons and detention centres in various countries where no one can identify them or speak
their language. I have witnessed many who their relatives assume
are dead, drowned or killed on their way to Europe but in fact they
were lost in transit for several years. They are dead in a way but still
alive,” he told me as he smiled bitterly.
Badaud started his business by figuring out how he himself
could get out of his transit situation. Later, this became a means
of communication, socialising and visibility in a transit situation,
which for him lasted three years. Badaud, like any other migration
broker, believes that Europe can never fully close its doors because
the demand of migrants will always lead to new ones being opened.
He consented to talk to me and share some knowledge as long as I
respected his rule: not to try and know more about his business than
him. This meant that he would be the only one deciding what to tell
me about his business and if I tried to talk to someone other than
him about his work, he would stop talking to me. I accepted the
rule. What follows is an excerpt of part of our last long conversation
in June 2015.
Mahmoud:	How do you find forged passports, I mean how do
you get documents that you need to work with?
Badaud: 	Mostly online and of course through the networks
and trusts that I have established over several years.
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But you know the main sellers are those who work
for the governments, the police. They benefit a lot
from our business.
Mahmoud:	How does the forged passport work in the moment
of border crossing? I have heard about performances
or rituals that you teach to border crossers, is that
right?
Badaud:	A person who carries forged passport should always
know that he is the only one knowing his passport
is forged. This gives you confidence in performing
according to the passport and what border guards
want you to do. You have to behave normally to cross
otherwise crossing might become hard. Once one of
my clients was going from Athens to Amsterdam and
she was asked in the passport control, what colour
taxis in Amsterdam have and she could not answer.
This is not my problem. I provide the service and
basic information and it is your task as a border
crosser to prepare fully in terms of knowledge, performance and confidence in order to be able to cross
with a forged passport. You should always remember
no one knows that you have a fake passport except
you. I always tell my clients that the only difference
between them and the police is a uniform. It’s the
uniform that makes that person who is checking
their passport into a police officer and nothing else.
We mostly work on stereotypes. I mean we play the
stereotypes. Most of my clients are black. Many
times we might go in group, then one black person
who has legal documents – if she or he sees the
opportunity – will play that stereotype of carrying
drugs or being part of some drug cartel. This often
works as European police usually sees black people
associated with drug crimes. By disturbing police,
other border crossers might cross easier. We police
the police. We misdirect the police in one direction
and we go another direction where the police are
less present. This is not only about passport forg-
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ery but border crossing on the sea and land as well.
Also we work a lot on different racist practices that
exist within European police work. They often fail
to distinguish one black person from another. What
we do is to abuse that inability or insensitivity which
is a form of racism in favour of our people to push
them over. This is why lookalike passport and imposter techniques work very well for black people in
crossing European borders.
Mahmoud:	“Pushing them”?
Badaud:	Yes, helping people to cross. We call it pushing them
over the border.
Mahmoud:	Which passports are the most popular ones?
Badaud:	My clients often ask for passports issued by French
speaking countries because they can pass the language test if it happens at the border. But most of
them would like to go to Germany because there is
this belief among them that Germany grants asylum
easier.
Mahmoud:	What about Scandinavian countries?
Badaud:	No! My people do not consider Scandinavian countries as part of Europe.
Mahmoud:	
What do you think about the tragedies in
Mediterranean Sea?
Badaud:	I do not work with boats. I only work with passports and European ID Cards. Europe constantly
reports on death of migrants and at the same time
lets migrants die so the rest would be afraid to cross,
to come. But this never works. Others always say if
those who are dead could not make it, it does not
mean that we cannot make it. When you are desperate to move and save your life you never think of
what has happened to others on the route because
you have no other option.
Mahmoud:	How is the business now?
Badaud:	
Not good. It has become hard recently. Police in
Greece have figured out our techniques. Also the
cost of forgery is rising which the migrants have to
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pay. In addition, people fail a lot in their crossing
with forged passports and this costs us.
Mahmoud:	How much do you make per month?
Badaud:	It depends. Some times I can make good sum of
money and sometimes I have to pay from my own
pocket. So it’s not stable.
Mahmoud:	How do you get your clients?
Badaud:	I do not go after anyone. They contact me. When
your service is reliable, you do not need to go after
clients.
Mahmoud:	W hat do you think about migration brokers who
abuse their clients?
Badaud:	I do not know. It is part of the reality of smuggling.
Of course it is harsh. But famous smugglers never do
this. That’s why they gain a reputation.
Mahmoud:	Do you have any policy in charging your clients?
Like charging your country mates less compared to
others or something similar?
Badaud:	No! Not really. But what I do is often a pair making
technique. Sometimes there are people who have
money but no confidence in crossing illegally. While
you have other types who are very confident but
poor. I pair these two types together, charge the rich
more and charge the poor less and tell them that
they should go together. I never tell them what is the
reason behind pairing though.
Mahmoud:	Do you want to continue this business?
Badaud:	No. Look, when I left my country I was just thinking to start a business in Europe but that needs a lot
of money. I do this temporary to finance myself. I
stopped for two years previously but started again.
It’s easy to get in but hard to get out.
Mahmoud:	So Badaud, I have this residence permit card issued
by Sweden. For how much would you buy it?
Badaud:	I do not care about it that much. I might buy it for
400 euros maximum since you are white. But if you
were black I would have bought it up to 1000 euros.
Mahmoud:	But I am a non-white too. I am from Iran.
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Badaud:	In my business you are white or at least a fake white.
In addition, most of my customers are black so your
card is not that much of use to me.
I kept in contact with Badaud after this last meeting. At the time
of writing this part of the thesis in Autumn 2015, we still keep in
touch via the Internet from time to time. Once, while wishing me
good luck with my writing, he said that he had written out his story,
the reason for his journey, why he became a migration broker and
what brutalities he had to face on his journey from his home to his
last EU country of destination in full detail. However, he reminded
me that he would give it to me only once he felt completely safe with
me.
The story of Badaud and Bagou is similar to the stories of other
migration brokers and middlemen I met during the course of this
research. Often they are migrants in transit, being exploited due to
their clandestinity and finding ways to help their fellow travellers
while making money. After a while, they leave the business and
start a legal and safe business but they are all far from the accepted
establishment image of rich smugglers who make enormous amounts
of money from travellers without the right papers.

Racialised making
The criminality associated with smuggling, contrabanding, and
the manufacture of forgeries can be understood beyond the typical
security discourses of the war on terror. The fact that the validity of
property – citizenship – is challenged by booklets that are produced,
manipulated, or set outside the boundaries that legitimise that very
property – citizenship –, puts the validity of the exchange-value of
these legal and political properties at risk and, to some extent, manifests its artificial status.
To clarify this, the fashion industry in particular is a good
example. Researchers who are concerned with customers’ rights and
psychologies, branding, and consumer markets constantly conduct
research on counterfeit and fake products to explore why people
buy such products consciously or unconsciously (for example, see,
Penz and Stottinger, 2005; Furnham and Valgeirsson, 2007; Radón,
2012). A fake Gucci bag that might function for the consumer as
an identity-making device in the same way a real Gucci bag would,
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should not be of that much concern if the consumer is satisfied. But
the problem is indeed the very revelation of the fact that a fake,
cheaper bag works quite the same for a person who wants to walk
around with such a product but cannot afford to buy the real one.
A counterfeit product in practice undermines the exchange-value of
the authentic product. The affirmation that apparently there is not
that much of a distinction between a fake, counterfeit, ‘rootless’
commodity and an original, authentic and rooted one, makes
designers, producers and intellectual property experts frustrated
and furious.
The discourse on authenticity and ‘rootedness’ of designers’
goods and products can also be traced in discourses on migration
policies and zones that are considered to be outside secured zones
controlled by lawfulness.
Many governments spend vast resources to identify, track and
hold not only those bodies that cross borders without the right
papers, but also those commodities that threaten the exchange-value of designers’ goods (often designed in Western countries but
produced in non-Western sweatshops). These goods enjoy free circulation, but the workers who make them do not. For instance, the
Dutch Customs Department has launched a massive campaign to
warn travellers who go abroad – mainly to countries outside Europe
– not to buy counterfeit designer goods, and to be careful not to
bring back such commodities (Figure 5.1). This warning against the
inauthenticity and unoriginality of products made by ‘the others’
can be read with (forged) passports made by ‘the others’. In both,
a certain racialisation beyond the economic threat is enacted. The
racial other, who is outside the seemingly lawful territory of Europe,
makes bags, shoes and watches that are not certified by Europe. The
passports bought by migrants on the streets of Athens, Istanbul, or
Kuala Lumpur are also made by ‘the others’ for ‘the others’. The
former case activates the fear of irregularity and disorder in the apparently lawful and ordered design market of Europe, but the latter
is concerned with both an illegal product and an illegalised body.
The East and the South are therefore associated with fake copies of
products, passport forgeries, and bogus asylum claims, while the
West is associated with lawful, authentic and original products,
and in the final analysis, people. Another fake duality is reinforced
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Figure 5.1. Schiphol Airport Arrival Terminal, Amsterdam, 2013.
Photo: courtesy of Peyman Amiri.
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through commodity markets and certain practices of making.
Moreover, while in the West and the North, the lawfulness
and originality of people and goods are often what separate them
from the East and the South in global rhetoric, the celebration of
hacking, maker space and safe disobedience by governments in
Western countries is noteworthy. Apparently, there is a difference
between the fakeness produced ‘out there’ and by ‘the others’ and
the fakeness produced over ‘here’ and by ‘us’. The first is a crime, the
latter, civilised progress. Daniel Cardoso Llach (2015) shows how a
growing interest in the so-called technological civil initiatives such
as “makerspaces”, “hackathons” and “D.I.Y.” are widely invested
in and promoted by top-level political entities such as the U.S.
government and European Union as well as The Defense Advance
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the slogan of which is clear
enough: “To innovate we must make, to protect we must produce”.
This shows how such seemingly civil initiatives which argue for
“democratizing design” (a term DARPA uses explicitly) have their
roots in the intimate relations between manufacturing and making
technologies and national security discourses which automatically
render ‘other making’ which falls outside these designated
hackerspaces threatening to the processes of democratisation.
It is important to note that makerspaces not only unintentionally
reinforce the distinction between different types of making
across the fake North-South or West-East division, but they also
structurally and uncritically accommodate more white bodies than
non-white bodies in Western cities. Susan Luckman (2015) points to
this disturbing lack of reflection by the scholars in the field of design,
craft and makerspaces on the white “creative class” dominancy
over makerspace culture (p.36-7). One of the rare critiques on the
racialised aspect of making is by Nicole Dawkins (2011). In her
research about makerspaces in Detroit, Dawkins writes about how
the city of Detroit has been framed and narrated as a utopic “blank
canvas” waiting to be inscribed by makers, artists and entrepreneurs
who will transform the city from “Motor City” to “Maker City”
through the arrival of a new and predominately white creative class
who will conduct transformation through urban farming, artists’
collectives, hackerspaces and business start-ups. She argues that
these practices, which often espouse values of pleasure, autonomy,
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and consumer choice, in fact reproduce neoliberal rationalities that
limit the space for the political potential of craft and community
activism in Detroit that has been carried for a long time, for example,
by an all-female grassroots collective of makers.
Bagou, who is from a small village in West Africa, told me
that he decided to leave his village once no fisherman from other
villages were willing to buy boats from there. As boat-making was
his family business, he and others were left without a job due to
the disappearance of the local fishing industry. This decrease was a
result of transnational fishing companies that colonise and harvest
the African west coast. Left without a job, he and others decided to
make boats for people to come to Europe.
Many of Europe’s southern shores, often associated with the
arrivals of migrants by boat, have dedicated parts of their ports to
boats that have capsized. These areas are known as boat graveyards
(Figure 5.2). Boats evince the illegal acts brokers and migrants have
committed and are used in courts against those who are introduced
as the broker of the journey (R. v. Appulonappa, 2015 SCC 59).
While hackerspace and makerspace have occupied the discourse of
democratising design (DiSalvo et al., 2014; Tanenbaum et al., 2013)
and “critical making” (Hertz, 2012; Lindtner, Hertz and Dourish,
2014) for design researchers and the state, one should ask whether
these boats have any place in these discourses. Are they even seen
and located as critical practices of making? Where are these boats in
the discourses of critical making? It is not a coincidence that these
boats are only visible as devices of crime and criminality in migration
discourses and not seen as an instance of critical making. It shows
how Western-oriented framing of critical making is structurally
incapable or unwilling to recognise certain illicit practices done by
‘the others’ as critical, or indeed political.
Do these boats not also critically facilitate a move that challenges
the nation-state’s boundaries, its idea of nationhood and citizenship
and its authority over drawing lines, in including certain bodies
while excluding others? Do these boats and the practices of making
them not undo the order of mobility regime and thus critically introduce challenges to the Western-oriented and military-initiated
concepts such as hackathons and makerspaces?
Like these boats, which are used for illegalised migration, forged
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Figure 5.2. Boat graveyard in Lampedusa, 2014. Photo: courtesy
of Shona Hazel Richards and asenseofsicily.com
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passports are also overlooked as design practices that radically
and critically challenge the status quo. As passports reinforce and
regenerate the fake duality of ‘legality-illegality’, the making of
passports also follows the same logic: with making legal passports
being seen as practices of ordering and orienting of movement
and making fake and forged passports being seen as practices of
disordering and disorienting the legal patterns of mobility. Making
is not neutral. As Frida Hållander (2015) in her practice-based
research on the relationship between practices of making and
class, whiteness and feminism notably asks: “whose hand is it that
makes?” When it comes to devices capable of mobilising movement
across borders, apparently some making is legal, safe, innovative,
civilised and progressive, whereas other forms are illegal, violent,
dangerous, illicit and uncivilised.

Refusing, Practical and Violent: Forged Passports as
Material Dissents
Different in their exchange-value, both regular and forged passports
affirm the materiality of citizenship and freedom of movement.
While the expensive, real, authentic, high-value, and long-term
passport is an affirmative material practice, the less expensive,
counterfeit, forged, low-value, and momentary one is a critical
one. However, it is not a critical artefact of negativity. It criticises
through the affirmation of the ways the passporting regime works.
This can be seen as a sort of “affirmative criticality” to borrow
Dilnot’s (2008) term. This affirms that the freedom of movement
facilitated by forged passports is a material critical practice because
it produces its own space of functioning by refusing to engage in the
legal space that is dominant and hegemonic. In fact, it affirms that
despite states’ attempts to totalise and monopolise the space and
time of governance over mobility, there will always be spaces left,
or spaces produced that escape from such governance. These spaces
are the “space between bodies, law and discipline” (Asad, 2004).
The contribution of forged passports is to reappropriate such spaces
and turn them into other productive spaces of economy, politics and
criticality, however informal or illicit.
The call that forged passports are able to make for subversive
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intervention turns what is supposed to be untouchable into a
threat against its issuing and protecting source. In this sense, the
political practice of materiality enacts and releases other forces of
material, thing-power, which are suppressed and packaged under
certain forms of sensory regimes, designs and technologies. A
forged passport as an internal contract – the inauthenticity of which
is visible only to the forger and the user – is a form of material
dissent and yet another material declaration of the fictitious, and
at the same time artefactual relation between the nation and the
body. Since they target certain areas, forged passports reveal such
absurdities and also resist and refuse obeying certain ways of
moving or participating in the world. As Irit Rogoff (2006) writes:
What is so rich about the notion of “smuggling” is that the entire
relation to an origin is eroded and the notion of journey does
not follow the logic of crossing barriers, borders, bodies of water
but rather of sidling along with them seeking the opportune
moment, the opportune breach in which to move to the other
side (unpaginated).

Forged passports can be understood as one of the the ways design-politics is rearticulated, not through any universal condition,
but through very situated, specific and local practices and knowledge. Forged passports are thus a designerly critical practice within
design-politics.

Critique as practice
To clarify what kind of criticalities these practices of making deploy,
one needs to understand critique as an attitude, which affirms that
there is no single way of exercising critique. The possible ways are
like “grammars for the term critique” as Butler (2004a) argues
in relation to Foucault’s understanding of critique as a practice.
Through his own genealogical methodology, he traces the historical
practice of revolt against the rising practices of governmentalisation
in Western Europe in the sixteenth century and tries to understand
how people practiced critique as a form of refusal. To him, governmentalisation “cannot apparently be dissociated from the question
‘how not to be governed?’” (Foucault, 2007b). However, Foucault
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does not see refusal as a mere act of total rejection. For him, refusal
is always in relation to something, and it is in its relation that it
becomes an act of refusal. In this sense, critique is an attitude and a
direction. Critique as a practice goes beyond the concept of critique
as a judgment. When Foucault talks about critique as an attitude, he
means that critique always arises in relation to something. Without
an objection, critique does not exist:
After all, critique only exists in relation to something other than
itself: it is an instrument, a means for a future or a truth that it
will not know nor happen to be, it oversees a domain it would
want to police and is unable to regulate (p.42).

To think about critique as an attitude, one might ask how this
works in relation to the notion of power, a concept that has been
Foucault’s concern for a long time. As I have discussed earlier,
interaction is a field where power is played out and at the same time
provides the possibility of thinking about reversal and reversibility,
as Foucault puts it. One can argue that the practices of forging
passports become clearer as reversal or refusal acts in relation to
what the global regime of mobility imposes on certain bodies.
Forged passports then, are devices through which a migrant refuses
to be fixed, immobilised and placed in UNHCR lines and camps.
Forged passports become one of the ways asylum seekers can enact
their refusal and will to move, in two parts. Firstly, in the case of
‘successful’ border crossing, the possibility of momentarily enjoying
freedom of movement is provided and, practically, the traveller can
reach her or his desired destination and apply for asylum. Secondly,
in the case of failure, when the passport or the relation between
the bearer and the authentic passport is identified as forged, she or
he becomes visible through the refusal she or he has made towards
migration policies conducted by national and international actors.
The second, however, might cause several losses for the traveller
such as detention and deportation, as well as economic punishment.
The critique that forged passports offer, then, is in line with the
concept of the “art of not being governed”. Critique thus becomes
a practice, a counter-art that limits or shows the limitations of the
arts of governing, in Foucault’s words (2007b):
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As an act of defiance, as a challenge, as a way of limiting these arts
of governing and sizing them up, transforming them, of finding a
way to escape from them or, in any case, a way to displace them,
with a basic distrust, but also and by the same token, as a line of
development of the arts of governing, […] I would very simply
call [them] the art of not being governed or better, the art of not
being governed like that and at that cost (p.44-45).

This does not mean that he calls for learning or understanding how
not be governed at all, or becoming ungovernable per se, but rather,
“how not to be governed like that, by that, in the name of those
principles, with such and such an objective in mind and by means
of such procedures, not like that, not for that, not by them” (ibid,
p.44). Therefore, the art of not being governed or, critique, is often
a momentary refusal – a moment of identification, of crossing a
border – in relation to a set of principles – regimes of passporting
– which show the limits of governance at a particular cost – the
possibility of detention and deportation.
The critique practiced by those using forged passports is not a
privilege, a distant position that echoes the work of critical academic
scholars. It is a question of survival. 31 Therefore, it is important to
remember that not all practices of critique are the same. Asking
for forged passports, making forged passports and crossing borders
using forged passports is a collective struggle through which people
who are deprived of freedom of movement question the violent
colonial and capitalist politics of movement.
Forged passports tell us that any material act of critique “costs”
something. Any materially engaged critique that intervenes in a
situation engages in some sort of violence. If design is capable of
such subversion, of being critical, then, forgers should be thought as
critical designers and forgery as critical designerly practice. Forgery
31 A notable analogy between these two approaches of critique as practice is highlighted by
Edward Said (2007) in an interview. In this interview, he compares Foucault’s methods and
knowledge production in Madness and Civilization (1988 [1964]) to Frantz Fanon’s The Wretched
of the Earth (2004 [1963]). While both works address issues of confinement, immobility, exclusion
and oppression where such violence to subjects and bodies is justified in the name of reason and
rationality-civilisation, Fanon’s critique is a “result of a collective struggle” and Foucualt’s is
“evolved out of a different tradition, that of the individual scholar-researcher” (p.39). Both books
were published in France in the 1960s. Unlike Foucault’s however, Fanon’s book was banned one
day after it was first published.
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is a critical designerly practice because, firstly, it faciliates functions,
uses or practical goals. Secondly, forgers and forgery reveal the
hegemony of power: in this context, the mobility regime. Thirdly,
they are not innocent, humanitarian, clean, elite products of
awareness. They are not ‘speculative’ at all. They are real, pragmatic
products designed for a particular urgency and reproduce one
form of business or market – irregular and less expensive – while
disrupting other markets – legal and expensive. At the same time,
their circulation in the regime of mobilities evinces the vulnerability
of sovereign power and hegemonic actors. A forger, who would not
usually call herself or himself a critical designer or maker, is thus
one of those critical designers who deserve to be thought of and
discussed in a way that goes beyond their criminalisation.
Forged passports do something positive and negative. The traveller
might cross and apply for asylum and/or she or he might get arrested
or be exploited by smugglers in many ways. They achieve this dual
positivity and negativity without falling into the trap of making the
practice of critique a statement in a gallery, which is often the case
in practices such as Critical Design.
A well-known approach to considering design as a critical practice is Antohny Dune and Fiona Raby’s take on design as expressed
in Design Noir (2001). Their writing and the projects they present in the book are commonly and widely referred to as “critical
design”. This approach to criticality in design is a series of design
practices that challenge the conventional understanding of design as
a commercial practice, reserved for corporate companies and brand
identities. Critical design in this sense is able to propose another
way of doing design, a way that has nothing to do with traditional problem-solving tasks or the ‘service providing’ profession and
therefore formulates the task of questioning through design. Critical
design practitioners believe that what exactly makes design an ever-presenting existence in everyday life, might also give designers
the ability to raise questions on the why and how of engaging with
design through speculative and future scenarios.
Critical design, therefore, sets a critical role for the “designer as
author” who does not design in order to sell, contribute to the market,
and reproduce consumer norms, but rather engages in questioning
the products of design and the ways of embedding technology in
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everyday life through the designerly ways of normalising and
legitimising those technologies.
Critical design, while remaining critical of mainstream product
design, never proposes or adds any sort of meaning to the act of
critique itself. Critical design, in this sense, is not a refusal but a
passive affirmation of design. It looks ‘clean’, ‘nice’ and ‘minimal’
and is enacted in safe environments, such as universities and galleries.
In fact, critical design keeps the act or practice of critique within
design discourse, and can therefore be criticised or discussed on
the basis of designed artefacts rather than practices, performances
and interactions, or in the general articulations the artefact might
generate. In this sense, critical design dismisses the relations or
situations that do not necessarily discuss the future of design or
technology, but negotiates the possibilities of the contingent ways
subjectivities and bodies inhabit spaces that do not historically and
materially accommodate them. This is exactly where critical design
is unsuccessful. Its attempt to bring the designed device or artefact
in as an important part of the act of critique ends up fetishising
critique in the skin of commodity. Therefore, the artifice-based
practice of critique becomes the main feature of critical design to
the extent that one thinks of it as quite indifferent to politics as a
driving force of critique and materiality. As design researchers Luiza
Prado de O. Martins and Pedro Vieira de Oliveira (2015) write in
their critique of critical design, “the political sphere of critical design
ends where the design profession ceases its responsibility, that is, at
the moment a consumer product (or a prototype thereof as “critical
design”) comes into being” (p.62). To practice critique in design,
which is not separated from the political understanding of history,
the status quo, and the future, one should not think of critique as
a category, approach, skill or methodology but as the “very state
of being of a practice” (Dilnot, 2008, p.177). The practice of
critique, therefore, cannot be innocent, and this is why the idea of
thinking about passport forgery as a critical practice can inform
designers interested in critical designerly practices. The practices of
forgery and migration brokery teach us that criticalities generated
by material means target material articulations and conditions that
involve people, things and institutions in a violent way. They violate
borders, states and the dominant conception of citizenship bound
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by ethnicity and race. They violate police and politics. They might
violate other subjectivities and bodies too. Thus, any practice of
critique done by the manipulation of materials in an inherently
material world, carries some degree of violence. The question is,
then, in what direction, towards which bodies and in what time and
space are these critical-material rearticulations taken, performed
and enacted?

What violence, whose violence and towards whom?
Forgery as one practice within migration brokery is not entirely liberating or politically critical. Those who have crossed borders irregularly and have had encounters with migration brokers know well
that according to their class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender or
age they can be subject to exploitation, harassment or mistreatment.
It is true that migration brokery functions outside of the law, but
through its function, it also makes other rules. To violate them can
also cause harm. Thus, migration brokery is the interplay of legality
and illegality. This is perhaps why Janet Roitman (2004) suggests,
“smuggling is illegal but licit”.
It is a hot day in the summer of 2014; I am sitting on a bench
in downtown Athens and listening to Rahim, an Afghan refugee
in transit. He is telling me about his activities as a middleman,
and his time in prison in Athens. As soon as I leave Rahim and
walk away from the bench, a man runs after me and asks me to
stop. I stop and walk towards him. He approaches me. We shake
hands and he introduces himself as Abdullah from Kurdistan: “I
was sitting next to you there and overheard your conversation. I
wanted to tell you that these smugglers are like microbes. They are
corrupted individuals, they are dangerous and ruin various lives
including mine”. Being stateless for 25 years, Abdullah tells me his
history of statelessness in a short fifteen-minute conversation. He
talks about how he has been abused by states and border guards but
also by migration brokers and middlemen. He has tried with four
or five different brokers and has always been robbed, never having
received any passports or accessed any service enabling him to cross
to central Europe. Completely devastated by what has happened
to him, he has lost his family in all these years of transit and he
believes that both migration brokers and states are responsible for
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his losses. When I asked him what I could do for him:
Perhaps nothing! I sleep in this park (pointing his hand across
the street where we were standing) until I find a better shelter.
I have lots of contacts in different European countries, look!
(he showed me a booklet with contacts of his friends) but they
cannot do anything either. What you can do is tell my story so
the world knows what has happened to me and how I have been
betrayed by the states, borders and these individuals who benefit
from such discriminations.

We exchanged phone numbers and I promised to share his story
in my writing. Abdullah reminded me that it is dangerous as well
as unethical to romanticise and generalise forgery and migration
brokery as mere critical practices. Many precarious lives are violated directly and indirectly through such practices, practices that
are generated by borders in the first place. It is important, then, to
discuss what violence means, and how and by whom its different
forms are enacted and performed on individuals and collectives.
Many thinkers and scholars, despite being in disagreement in
how one should discuss, understand and resist violence, hold a
common belief: that there are certain legal forms of violence which
are frequently concealed and skip our sight when we are constantly
told to identify and see only specific illegalised acts and actions
as violence (Arendt, 1970; Benjamin, 1978 [1921]; Butler, 2004;
Derrida, 1978; Fanon, 2004 [1963]; Žižek, 2009). In his tracing of
the theorisation of the concept of violence, Idelber Avelar (2004)
reviews the ways that “debates about legal or illegal, legitimate or
illegitimate, just or unjust, ‘real’ or ‘symbolic’ forms of violence have
been revived, with positions, as rule, being now more entrenched
than ever” (p.1).
Benjamin (1978 [1921]), in his very brief but famous and widely
discussed essay, Critique of Violence, originally published in 1921,
makes a distinction between two types of violence: divine violence
and mythic violence. Mythic violence turns out to be identical to all
legal violence. Thus the task of divine violence is to destroy mythic
violence:
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[I]f mythical violence is lawmaking, divine violence is lawdestroying; if the former sets boundaries, the latter boundlessly
destroys them; […] if the former is bloody, the latter is lethal
without spilling blood (p.297).

There are many interpretations of Benjamin’s argument, most of
which read it as advocating for “nonviolent violence” (Critchley,
2012; Butler, 2006). Simon Critchley (2012), a philosopher, provides us with one of the most interesting readings:
What is in question here is the complex relationship between
violence and nonviolence, in which a commitment to the latter
might still require the performance of the former. Paradoxically,
an ethics and politics of nonviolence cannot exclude the possibility
of acts of violence. If we are to break the cycle of bloody, mythic
violence, if we are to aspire to what Benjamin anarchically calls
in the final paragraph of the essay “the abolition of state power,”
if something like politics is to be conceivable outside of law and
in relation to the sacredness of life, then what is required is the
deployment of an economy of violence. Following Benjamin,
the guideline for a true politics is nonviolence and its aim is
anarchism, [...]. In the solitude of exceptional circumstances, the
guideline of nonviolence might call for violence, for subjective
violence against the objective violence of law, the police, and the
state (p.219).

What most of these scholars argue is that violence is sometimes
necessary to destroy the sacred image of themselves that states have
created both historically and in the present day, even in secular periods (Asad, 2015). Often, this law-destroying type of violence may
come from the ‘lower’ parts of society, not only targeting the state’s
sacred image but also those who enjoy and benefit from that sacred
image through historical and material exploitation.
Passporting is a violent regime in itself. Its violence, however, is
not visible to those who smoothly navigate the space and time of the
regime of passporting. Its violence is revealed to some degree to those
privileged bodies once this regime is confronted with other violent
practices, namely forgery and migration brokery. The violence that
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forged passports generate, however, should be understood carefully,
and for this, one needs to think of the practice of migration brokery
in all its varieties, intentions and complexities, since its violence
happens in different forms and towards different bodies at the same
time. Migration brokery violates the sacred image of the state, as
Amir confirmed when he said that the Swedish state wanted him
not because he violated the law but because he violated the sacred
image of the state in the eyes of the public. However, migration
brokery also violates and exploits many precarious asylum seekers
like Abdullah. Migration brokery generates violence at various
levels towards different bodies: the state, borders, the authenticity
of citizenship and, sometimes, asylum seekers, border transgressors
and those trapped in transit countries. This is why migration
brokerage’s violence should be carefully thought through, framed
and supported towards those acts of “profanation” (Agamben,
2007) of the sacredness of the state, its boundaries and its ultimate
image as the only protector of people. It is in this sense that one
can think of forgery as a form of nonviolent violence that promotes
and mobilises its violence against the state and the authenticity of
citizenship, and at the same time restricts and stops its probable
violence against those who are the victims of the nation-statemaking project.
Forged passports are part of an ambiguous space, operating
outside or in-between established, legal, normalised, and accepted
spaces. They may be used for state and non-state sponsored
terrorism and human trafficking but also for asylum seekers who
flee war and invasion. Forged passports, like legal and official
passports, play into an ambiguous field of power relations between
individuals, states and other actors. In order to enact them critically
and politically, one needs to contextualise them as situated practices
of revolt, in relation to particular hegemonic points. This is how
rearticulations and their “tendential combinations” (Hall, 1980a)
become important in the discussion of design-politics and its
productions. Therefore, it is always important to discuss forgery in
relation to the power relations in which it is situated and the power
relations that it produces.
Abdullah’s experience of migration brokers, which is not an
exception and resonates with many others who have tried to trans-
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gress borders, points to a disagreement in the Marxist tradition of
revolution. Marx and Engels would categorise migration brokers
as the “lumpenproletariat”, as “dangerous classes” (Marx and
Engels, 1976 [1848]), who have no useful role in production, are
unlikely to achieve class-consciousness, and are therefore of no use
to revolutionary struggle. Marx, in The 18th Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte (1979 [1852]), accuses the lumpenproletariat of being
Louis Bonaparte’s main powerbase and this being the reason for
Bonaparte placing himself above the proletariat and bourgeoisie.
He describes the lumpenproletariat as:
Alongside decayed roués with dubious means of subsistence and
of dubious origin, alongside ruined and adventurous offshoots of
the bourgeoisie, were vagabonds, discharged soldiers, discharged
jailbirds, escaped galley slaves, swindlers, mountebanks,
lazzaroni, pickpockets, tricksters, gamblers, maquereaux [pimps],
brothel keepers, porters, literati, organ grinders, ragpickers,
knife grinders, tinkers, beggars — in short, the whole indefinite,
disintegrated mass, thrown hither and thither, which the French
call la bohème (p.149)

However, Frantz Fanon in The Wretched (Damned) of the Earth
(2004 [1963]), writing in the context of anti-colonial revolutions
in African countries and in Algeria in particular, while inspired
by Marxism, opposed this view of the lumpenproletariat. Fanon
believed that colonised populations’ potential for revolution could
not only be understood through the traditional Marxist analysis of
the urban proletariat and its position in industrial production. He
therefore argued that revolutionary movements in colonised countries could not exclude and ignore the lumpenproletariat, as it holds
both counterrevolutionary and revolutionary potential:
The oppressor, who never misses an opportunity to let the blacks
tear at each other’s throats, is only too willing to exploit those
characteristic flaws of the lumpenproletariat, namely its lack of
political consciousness and ignorance. If this readily available
human reserve is not immediately organized by the insurrection,
it will join the colonialist troops as mercenaries (p.87).
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Amir Heidari’s call to all migration brokers of the world to organise a mass movement of refugees across world borders without
charging any border transgressor is in line with Fanon’s strategy of
mobilising such forces in favour of the oppressed. This is important
not only because some migration brokers have the power to exploit
precarious individuals, but also because they can easily play on the
side of states and against the undocumented migrants and travellers
in need of passports. In October 2015, Amnesty International published evidence that Australian officials working as part of Operation
Sovereign Borders in May 2015 paid six crewmembers, who had
been taking 65 asylum seekers to New Zealand, USD 32,000 to
take the people to Indonesia instead. The Australian authorities also
provided maps showing the crew where to land in Indonesia. The
report raises concerns that this practice is not an isolated case, and
that not only was the state involved in trafficking but, crucially, it
also directed it (Amnesty International, 2015). Thus, it is important
to understand the potential that resides in practices of forgery and
migration brokery and include them in critical practices that address the material articulations of immobility and undocumentedness. As design researchers, we first need to identify and locate such
seemingly criminal activities as specific critical practices of making,
different from those of critical design produced and carried out in
western academic environments. Moreover, it is important to mobilise and frame these efforts towards a collective struggle against
the passporting regime while being attentive to the power relations
that these practices are embedded in.
My main aim with this chapter was to further discuss designpolitics and its internal capacities in the rearticulation of relations
and linkages between materials, bodies, practices, performances
and interactions. Forgery is one practice within the passporting
regime that rearticulates these relations and creates relationships
where certain relations do not exist or are not recognised as existing.
Forgers and border transgressors use and practice forgery in both
meanings of the verb “to forge”: (i) creating something strong and
successful, making relations that do not exist or are unanticipated,
and (ii) producing a fake copy or imitating a document or artefact.
The way forgery works is about the fabrication and articulation
of artefacts and artefactual relations and the behaviours expected
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from the artefact and those who use it. In this sense, forgery is an
activity shared by both authorised actors – for instance, the state –
as well as unauthorised actors – such as migration brokers – in the
service of two different groups. The state forges relations between
bodies, nationalities and their positions in the mobility regime by
articulating the specific product, called the passport, for its citizens.
The migration brokers forge these existing relations through forged
passports for those who are left without a state, for non-citizens
who are in need of a recognisable position in mobility regime.
The danger, however, could be that we, as design researchers,
straightforwardly take forgery as a model for critical design
practices. It should be stated that forgery is a very particular act
of design, in a particular condition with its own operative and
generative skills and utilities. To propose the same practice as an
inspiration for design practices generally, would do nothing except
create a set of sentimental design practices as well as to depoliticise
and de-radicalise the very practice that helps many to cross
borders safely. Forgery, if is set up within ‘safe’ environments – e.g.
academia and galleries – and as a model or technique for ‘critical’ or
‘political’ design practices, would dismiss the “-” of design-politics,
the thickness of the internal relation between design and politics.
This would lead to dismissing the very political implications, effects
and doing of design in real life and actual situations, as frequently
happens in ‘alternative’ approaches to design. At the end of the day,
forgery should still be reserved for the ones who are in need of it,
and should not become a design tool for professional and academic
design practitioners. Whilst one should, as a design researcher,
let the struggles of undocumented migrants practising freedom of
movement shape and orient one’s knowledge generation, at the same
time, one should be careful to not use these situated and specific
techniques as recipes for design researchers interested in the politics
of design and the politics design produces.
The reason for discussing forgery in relation to design research
was to show what a design researcher could do beyond prototyping
models and experimenting with materials to produce knowledge
framed within her or his research questions. A design researcher can
also develop her or his sensitivities to currently existing forces and
practices that might enact, to some degree, the politics for which
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she or he calls. These practices might, in a conventional design
approach, be considered unworthy, illegal, useless or uncreative,
and consequently might be understood as actions carried out by
‘uneducated’ and ‘ignorant’ individuals categorised as part of the
‘lumpenproletariat’. As design researchers, we can use our privilege to
acknowledge and frame such practices not only as mere inspirations
but as existing forces affirming the possibilities of practicing politics
through artefacts and artefactual relations in places and moments
that seems to be irrelevant to design and politics. Thus, my main
intention with this chapter was to think of forgery as an affirmative
practice of critique that rearticulates the materialities of the world
through a re-distribution of the sensible and how its specific ways
of translating and part-taking disrupt the flow and order of things
rather than sustaining them.
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Demarcating a large area that falls within 100 meters from the mo228
torway
in Calais with spray-paint for the eviction of migrant settlements (the jungle). Calais, France. January 2016. Photo: courtesy of
Calais Migrant Solidarity blog.

6. C
 AMP-MAKING: ENCAMPMENTS
AND COUNTER-HEGEMONIC
INTERVENTIONS

In October 2011, when I first arrived in Malmö, I met Aida whom I
got to know through some undocumented migrants that I had been
working with before in Gothenburg. Aida welcomed me warmly and
explained with patience, but also anger and disappointment, about
their work. Action Against Deportation (Aktion Mot Deportation,
also known as AMD), the group in which Aida is involved, tries
to inform the general public about deportation practices of failed
asylum seekers, their situation in detention centres before deportation and the inhuman process of deportation. AMD believes that
most deportations happen in an invisible and secret way in order to
avoid public protests. For instance, they are carried out at night by
buses, which have their company logos covered. Ironically enough
these buses are called “white buses – vita deportationsbussar”
by activists, making absurd links to other buses in the history of
Sweden, when Jews who were fleeing persecution during World War
II arrived in Sweden with the means of transportation known as
“vita bussar”. Today, white buses are used as deportation vehicles
whereas the white buses from the past were considered as welcoming buses, documented and presented as a Swedish humanitarian
contribution to history.
AMD members also meet many detainees who have no relatives
here. AMD tries to support them mentally, giving them hope and
courage (Aida had a bitter smile on her face when mentioning the
word “hope”) in order to empower them to resist the harsh conditions
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of detainment. She also informed me about the existence of five
detention centres (today one more has been added at the Arlanda
Airport which is also close to Stockholm). The physical appearance
and geographical location of these centres make them look like big
box storage facilities surrounded by many others. Most of the units
are for storing parcels and products, but these ones have a small
Migration Board logo and are, in practice, used for storing humans.
No surprise, then, that detention centres are called förvar in
Swedish, since this means, literally, a place where one stores one’s
stuff. I thought to myself that these are extreme cases of camps
and bodies that are caught in the condition of statelessness, in a
rightless sphere that is accepted as the law itself, where all these
detainees have no rights, except going through one predetermined
option: deportation.
With this in mind, I thought to myself that I prefered working
with undocumented migrants, who are not in detention centers
but outside them and are still struggling to live, work, study and
make a future, however fragile and uncertain it may be. A few
months later I came to realise that the undocumentedness and
‘hidden life’, ‘smuggled life’ or ‘black life’, as many undocumented
migrants I know call it – if not the same as being detained – has at
least a similar effect to life in a detention centre, a refugee camp
or self-settled ‘jungles’. Encampments on various scales, relations
and articulations are not merely part of the lived experiences of
undocumented migrants, but rather a system of mental and material
control over the time and space of their lives, a form of management
of their moments, stories, narratives, memories, histories, bodies
and activities, which are transformed into fear, distrust, precarity
and vulnerability.
In previous chapters, the condition of undocumentedness was
discussed specifically in relation to how the will and ability of certain
bodies to move is regulated and articulated through passports and
passporting. In this chapter, the condition of undocumentedness will
be discussed further in relation to the will and abilities of certain
bodies to reside and practice rights of citizenship within a territory.
This enables me to further discuss yet another aspect of design-politics
in relation to the articulations it produces over bodies’ actions and
will to inhabit where they are not ‘legally’ allowed to do so.
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I argue that if the invention of camps, as places of regulation and
confinement came as a product of colonialism and capitalism, and if
walls and barbed wire are the perceptive icons of these places, today
these icons are no longer reflective of the conditions of undesirable
populations, such as undocumented migrants. This however, does
not deny the existence of walls and barbed wire, the actual refugee
camps and detention centres. Rather it affirms the continuation of
those fabricated and material associations but in new articulations
in democratic countries, which take different shapes, forms and
scales. They can be understood as the development of the interfaces
of camps in line with the current economy and politics of movement and residence. In order to develop the arguments presented
in the case of passports and passporting further, I understand and
discuss camps as another set of material articulations, as practices
of camp-making, which can inform us about the complexity of how
design and politics operate internally and within the conditions of
undocumentedness. Although very different in their intentions and
functions, this chapter traces the regimes of practices of camp-making from the concentration camps of twentieth century to refugee
camps today. This examination continues to show how different
practices of camp-making can be seen in the lived experiences of undocumented migrants who are not necessary walled-in at a specific
site or place, but live clandestinely in ambiguous, exploitive spaces.
I call these latter regimes of practices of camp-making, encampments.
This chapter starts by discussing the necessity of paying attention
to camps and their pluralities through a set of philosophical and
political concepts and theories. Based on these theorisations, I
argue that what camps do is to create a set of practices in order to
control and regulate the possibilities of action through designing
spatial and temporal articulations configured by materials. To
discuss these practices in a more detailed and situated fashion, I
look at four sites of camp-making practices from the past, present
and future. I then argue that although these practices are extracted
from very situated and specific sites of camp-making, they can be
traced in the conditions of undocumentedness and clandestinity by
highlighting the everyday life stories of undocumented migrants.
As these practices are materially articulated, they are materially
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disarticulated and rearticulated as well. To show this, I draw on
three examples: an act of occupation by an autonomous migrants’
movement, an activist campaign aiming at gaining certain rights for
undocumented migrants through negotiating with local government
and the private sector in the city of Malmö, and a long-term
collaborative project in which myself, as initiator, together with
three others, two of whom are or were stateless and undocumented,
propose a set of articulations situated and drawn from the conditions
of undocumentedness.
The core of my argument is that camps are to be considered
as multiple inventions and makings; as materially and artificially
articulated complexes that are made and can therefore be unmade.
What interests me, as a design researcher, is design’s embeddedness
in camp-making practices and, at the same time, design’s capacity
to disarticulate and rearticulate the conditions produced by such
regimes of practices.

Why Camps Matter
Various literature, from autobiographical works on Nazi concentration camps and Soviet Gulags, to philosophical and sociological
inquiries, has been written about camps. However, I look at a few
thinkers whose works and ideas on the camp not only represent it
as a physical site, but as a set of practices organised and articulated
under one name: camp. This introduces a shift towards the necessity
of understanding camps plurally and in a variety of practices, performances and interactions, in order to interrogate the complexity
of power, control and violence over the mobility and inhabitation
of certain bodies that at any moment can become undesirable and
unwanted.

Materialisation of the state of exception
Philosopher, Giorgio Agamben has theorised the camp not as a
historical fact belonging to the past, but as the main political space
we live in (1998, p.166). In a series of works known as “the Homo
Sacer trilogy”32 , Agamben argues that sovereign powers in modern
times govern populations by running a perpetual state of excep32 The Homo Sacer Trilogy consists of Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (1998),
Remnants of Auschwitz: Witness and Archive (1999), and The State of Exception (2004).
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tion. This is achieved through biopolitics, which does not merely
govern or manage the lives and bodies of individuals – as is the case
in hospitals, schools, and so on – but makes them undeserving of
either life or death. This can be legitimised because these processes
operate outside the law in a state of exception. 33 To perform such
processes, a specific space needs to be made, an ambiguous space,
the emergence of which is legitimised by the law, though it operates
outside the law. This means that a specific space takes shape when
the sovereign power designates it in a way that leaves it unentitled
to the law. Agamben calls such paradoxical spaces camps. For him,
the camp is the nomos34 of modernity in western politics. To understand this, he proposes the need for shifting the established formulation of the “definition of the camp from the events that took place
there” to “what is its juridico-political structure, that such events
could take place there?”35 Thus, the camp according to Agamben is
designed and fabricated to transform an initially legitimised exceptional and temporary state into a stable and persistent condition.
Consequently, one can understand contemporary articulations and
practices of politics and, consequently, life itself, based on the logic
of camps:
The camp is the new, hidden regulator of the inscription of life in
the order - or rather the sign of the system’s inability to function
without being transformed into a lethal machine (Agamben
2000, p.42).

Agamben’s claim to understand current political reality according
to the model of the camp has become useful for many scholars who
describe the situation of undocumented migrants as homo sacers
– those who are excluded through a certain form of inclusion – recognised legally as the ‘illegal’ ones, stuck in refugee camps, deten33 The major part of Agamben’s theorisation is made on the basis of Nazi concentration camps.
However, he also develops his argument further by referring to more recent examples such as
Guantanamo Bay detention camp.
34 The Greek term for law, which here refers to the force of law, or regulations that are taken into
account due to the absence of law. In this sense, nomos is the remaining force of law in the time of
suspension of the law or the state of exception. Or as Agamben describes it: “force-of-law”.
35 For Agamben, it is also important to point out that the camp is not a temporary space only for
regulation, confinement, or for depriving individuals of their political status, it is rather a persistent
condition that “opens up when the state of exception begins to become a rule” (1998, p.168).
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tion centres and transit zones without access to certain basic rights
(Diken and Bagge Laustsen, 2005; Khosravi, 2006; Mountz, 2010).
However, it has also been argued that Agamben’s formulation on
camps can be misleading in the context of illegalised and irregular
migration (Isin and Rygiel, 2007; Mezzadra 2004; Mezzadra and
Neilson 2003; Rodríguez, 1996). Some have criticised his theory
for its transhistorical ambitions and the universal direction it imposes on the asylum seeker, leaving a gap between the figure of the
refugee as a theoretical formulation and as a political subject (Tylor,
2006). Others have argued that one cannot dismiss the specifics
and particularities of today’s geopolitics and economics, and thus
make a simplified analogy between homo sacer and undocumented
migrants (Ong, 2006; Mazover, 2008; Sager 2011).
Following these critiques coming from different perspectives, I
argue that the problem in Agamben’s camp is that the camp is presented as only an instrument of sovereign power, while camps are not
necessarily the sole product of biopolitics and the state of exception.
As much as he has been criticised for not leaving space for the agency
of asylum seekers and refugees by referring to them as homo sacer,
I would add another critique, namely the lack of agency Agamben
gives to camps themselves as complex material entities. Camps are
neither fixed, nor do they merely function in the ways they were
initially designed. When they are invented, practiced and combined
with other artifices and bodies, they produce different artefacts, relations and interactions. They are practices that become acceptable
and legitimised not because they are merely in an indistinct zone of
inside-outside or inclusion-exclusion. They also become acceptable
because the relations, associations and identifications that these
practices make are the results of their combination with previously
legitimised environments, sites and artefacts. They are to be defined,
realised and understood through a variety of practices, performances, actions, inactions and interactions involved in the regulation and
control of mobilities and residence, their specific technologies and
situated legitimisations. The undocumentedness of individuals, and
the illegalisation, not only of their acts, but of their very presence
and their lives in a territory, requires us to pay attention to what
Butler (2007) calls “complex modes of governmentality in ways that
are not easily reducible to sovereign acts” (p.41).
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Nevertheless, what can be highlighted in Agamben’s theorisation
of camps in relation to design-politics is the possible act of “materialisation” in the state of exception articulated through camps (1998,
p.174). Here, I am interested in the possible material articulation of
a specific spacetime that is confusing, that cannot be traditionally
defined as a governmental or non-governmental, local or global,
legal or illegal institution. In addition, Agamben’s definition of the
camp as an extraterritorial and external product of the system that
is placed within it, is a useful definition to help understand how
camps operate as sets of articulations within design-politics. This
means that a seemingly extra-territorial material articulation – i.e.,
the camp – as an exceptional feature that sustains and perpetuates
a condition – i.e., security, protection of citizens and law – is a
particular articulation of space and time to delimit, control and
regulate human actions and bodies. This reading of his works links
us particularly well to Arendt’s discussion of camps.

Labs for the deprivation of spontaneity and action
In The Origin of Totalitarianism (1973 [1951]), Arendt makes an
attempt to understand what a camp is, as well as how, and on the
basis of which practices, that camp produces certain events. Even
more importantly, she attempts to identify how a camp creates a
condition of acceptance. Arendt defines the concentration and extermination camps of totalitarian regimes as “the laboratories in
which fundamental belief of totalitarianism that everything is possible is being verified” (p.437). It is in this regard that the apparatuses
of camps as materialised articulations of totalitarian regimes unfold
the totalitarian reason as such:
Totalitarianism strives not toward despotic rule over men, but
toward a system in which men are superfluous. Total power
can be achieved and safeguarded only in a world of conditioned
reflexes, of marionettes without the slightest trace of spontaneity
(p.457).

For Arendt, spontaneity means a sort of active positioning: that
which drives human beings to act and resist, and not to give up
based on what has been imposed or inscribed to them. She argues
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that this process of dehumanisation is evident in much of the literature left by survivors of these camps. 36 To erase the possibility of
“spontaneity” in human beings, Arendt specifies three steps, which
turn human beings into “living corpses”.
These are, (i) to kill the juridical person in human beings, (ii) to
kill the moral person in human beings, and (iii) to kill individual
uniqueness. While the first step is the main basis for Agamben’s
previously discussed theory, I will clarify further the two other steps
here.
Killing the moral person in human beings was made possible by
making not only life, but also death, into meaningless instances for
inmates. This is why inmates were not allowed to commit suicide
and indeed, very few attempted to commit suicide. Thus, by being
outside the law, and confining subjects who were not under the
protection of the law, concentration camps not only took away
the possibility of being political subjects, they also took away the
possibility of being ethical subjects through the very specific means
of camp architecture, routines, rules and naming politics (Sofsky,
1997). Total isolation or absolute solitude – both through the
specific spatial design and blocking temporality of the place – were
perhaps a strategy implicitly shared by all concentration camps.
“Everything was built according to a design philosophy aiming at
enhancing visibility and filtering undesired spontaneous behaviour.
There were no curves, arches, or blind spots” (Duken and Lautsens,
2005, p.48).
Killing individual uniqueness, however, was made possible
through a series of techniques that often begun before arrival at the
camp and continued during imprisonment in other forms. These
are important features to be considered in order to grasp camps
not as a camp and as a product, but as pluralities and complexities
of camps as a series of systems. These included, amongst others:
techniques of creating a condition of fear of arrest, various means
of deportation or “transportation” as the Nazis chose to call it, very
36 In the reports, autobiographies and other writings of survivors, there are several expressions
of doubt over what happened (Rousset, 1947), of uncertainty of experience, of shame (Levi, 1958;
Antelme, 1992 [1947]). As Arendt writes, the more authentic they are, the less they attempt to
communicate things that evade human understanding and human experiences of suffering, that
is, that which transforms human beings into “uncomplaining animals”: “None of these reports
inspires those passions of outrage and sympathy through which men have always been mobilized
for justice” (Arendt, 1973, p.439).
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different rituals of arrival into camps, and numbering, tattooing,
categorisations and experiments on the bodies of inmates. These
regimes of practices were intended to “manipulate the human body
with its infinite possibilities for suffering” (Arendt, 1973, p.453),
as well as to block the infinite possibilities for action, spontaneity
and resistance by individuals. Arendt concludes that to destroy individuality is to destroy spontaneity: to destroy the human potential
to begin something on one’s own initiative, something that cannot
be explained by mere reaction to the environment and events. In
this sense, camps were built to take away the capacity for action,
resistance and meaning-making by human beings.
In Arendt’s formulation of camps, human beings were not only
deprived of their juridical and political rights – of the right to be
protected – but also of spontaneity and action. Rather than the
deprivation of the given, of what they had, they were deprived of
possibilities of action, possibilities of being human and of acting unexpectedly. This is a question of temporal politics that is managed
through spatial politics. By this, I mean that such police-politics becomes possible partly by creating a sphere that is outside of the law,
and partly through implying techniques, methods and experiments
on the bodies and subjectivities of human beings, articulated by materialised artefacts and relations. These practices, applied in a space
outside of the law, tended to close off the future. Camps were strong
performative and experimental labs that were generated by certain
practices and gave shape to the specific idea that the future was
both closed off and under the control of progress. Consequently,
any action or body outside of this specific narrative of progress was
subject to the lethal machine of camps.
Now the question is how camps as extraterritorial and material
products placed within the system that produces and is produced by
them, and as experimental places for the closure of any possibility
of action, of initiation and of being political, can be understood in
comparison to today’s dominant articulations of camps: UNHCR
refugee camps in Jordan, Sudan, Kenya, Lebanon, Turkey, etc. How
can these theories based on the testimonies and lived experiences
of survivors of concentration camps ever be related to these other
articulations of camps?
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Managing the undesirables through spatial, temporal and
visual distancing
Arendt’s argument on the function of the camp for taking away the
possibility of action resembles to some degree what Agier (2008)
calls “inactivity as the background” of life in the refugee camps.
Through his long-term commitment to visiting, studying and researching refugee camps in Africa, Agier developed concepts and
ideas around how refugee camps are constructed and how they
function, transforming a temporary or emergency solution for
shelter into permanent “camp-towns”. What has given rise to the
return of camps or the extension of camps in various forms, according to him, is the wandering life experienced in the phenomena of
“exodus”. Experiences of exodus are understood in three stages: (i)
the destruction of houses, lands and lives, leaving the irreducible
marks of physical and moral wounds, (ii) confinement of those who
are running away from this destruction, throughout months of
waiting, years or whole life-cycles spent in transit on the fringes of
cities or in camps that seem to be trying to become towns and (iii)
finally, the moment of action, still uncertain and hesitant: the search
for a right to life and speech even in the context of “illegality”,
which may eventually give rise to new forms of political commitment (2008).
Agier theorises and maps various forms of campsite and space
in order to show that it is on the basis of these varieties that one
can understand camps. Nonetheless, for him, all of these different
forms affirm a mode of management and control of mobility and
residence: self-organised refuges (“cross-border points”, informal
camp ground, “jungles”, “ghettos”, “grey zones”, “squats”); sorting
centres (transit centres, “way stations”, “holding centres”, camps
for foreigners, waiting zones); spaces of confinement (refugee
camps, UNHCR rural settlements); unprotected reserves (camps for
internally displaced persons) (Agier, 2011).
The persistence of camps that keep refugees and displaced people
only biologically alive through UN feeding programs has created
a “network of camps” around the world. Refugee camps in Africa
and the Middle East, waiting zones at European borders, transit
and detention centres in most countries, all assert a theoretical and
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practical development which makes exile and the exiled a policing
matter. Agier argues that the question of undocumentedness and
statelessness is not new, but it is resurfacing today in different forms
and as a variant of the biopolitical conception of the management
of life, it is transformed into a problem of urban encumbrance (ibid,
p.17). This management happens by identifying the undesirable at
a given point in time and in a given context by attaching specific
terms to specific populations and containing them by keeping them
at distance. I understand the idea of distance that Agier introduces
as a set of practices that can be identified spatially, temporally and
visually.
The displaced populations of the world being kept in refugee camps,
which are run and managed by the UNHCR and humanitarian aid,
are held in vague waiting zones. Dadaab, which is believed to be the
biggest refugee camp in the world, was set up in 1991 and aimed
to shelter 90,000 refugees. As of July 2011, 349,000 refugees were
registered in the camp according to the UNHCR (2011). Located
100 kilometres from the Kenya-Somalia border, Dadaab refugee
camp is not the exception to the rule, but demonstrates the fact
that all refugee camps – for security reasons – have to be set up 50
kilometres away from borders and cities.
The given image of camps with only basic subsistence, of those
whose only task is to receive humanitarian aid, produces another
form of distance. It is a far cry from the wealthy, middle class
population, who often participate in aid programs and loosely
monitor how their concerns are delivered in terms of water, food
and clothing – basic subsistence – through the Internet and TV.
Temporal distance, however, further reveals itself in the form of
of waiting. Waiting as a governing technique for the manipulation
of underclass people’s time (Auyero, 2011), is performed and
materialised in a dislocated location, far from cities and symbolic
‘civilisations’. This creates a conception of time very different from
that of cities and urban spaces, where it is organised according to
weekdays and numbers, and the relative importance of one day
compared to another, due to circumstances of work, education,
entertainment and urban life.
Refugee camps as particular temporal and spatial architectures
for limiting, controlling and regulating the life of undesirables
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through three levels of distancing, share something in common
with the historical camps that Arendt describes. While being very
different in terms of control and the motivation behind them, the
complex thread that links them together is the walling, fencing
and bordering of certain populations across time and space which
deprive them of the possibilities for action. This is why camps still
matter, and it is because of the necessity of such matters (in terms of
being important and urgent and being material) that one needs not
only to theorise the camps, but also highlight the various material
practices and complexities that camps produce in relation to states,
individuals and other camps. It is within such complexities that
camps as a set of policing, governing, and regulating practices that
are produced by and produce specific spacetimes, can be realised.

Encountering Four Camp Sites within the Past, Present and
Future
Today sites and technologies of control and confinement continue
to emerge inside and outside nation-states and transnational territories. The Greek government, despite its struggle with riots and
demonstrations by its own citizens in 2012, opened a series of new
detention centres with the help of EU funding to prevent the entrance
of more refugees into Europe. “A new detention camp for undocumented immigrants opened on the 29th of April 2012 in Amydgaleza
area, in the northwest of Athens. This detention camp was the first
of 30 due to be established in different areas in Greece, announced
Greek Minister of Citizen’s Protection Michalis Chrisochoidis”
(Picum Bulletin, 2012). Turkey and Greece, despite historic tensions
in their diplomatic relations, cooperated in a massive project to
build a fence along the Evros River on the Greek-Turkish border,
budgeted at 3,162.5 million euros (Clandestina website, 2012). By
2015, on the evidence of what Europe has defined as the “refugee
crisis” caused by the ongoing destructive wars in the Middle East,
these fences appear not to have worked very well. Refugees move
regardless of these material structures. Although these structures
cause more loss of life and slow movement down for a while, they
do not fully function in their initial aims.
Self-settlement “jungles” in Calais witness conflicts every day
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between the police and their inhabitants, who are waiting to find
a way to get into the UK (Calais migrant solidarity report, 20122015). 37 Circumscribed, limited in mobility, and with a lack of
basic rights for those asylum seekers who live clandestinely, we see
individuals and the spatial-temporal articulations that are imposed
upon them – these are camp-making practices.
It is the ontological condition of camps that generates various
articulations and practices of its own, various ways of fixation,
demarcation, immobility, but also different ways of resisting and
acting. However, to understand this complexity and heterogeneity, I
am going to discuss a few historical and contemporary sites, which
I define as explicit sites of camp-making practices, each one of them
pointing to different practices. Camps today are better understood
by looking at the regimes of practices they generate and how they
do so beyond already represented and described places. The places
listed here are very different, yet linked together by their objective:
the accommodation of refugees, asylum seekers, travellers without
papers and undesired populations. Some are from the past, some are
from the present and the future, but all of them are seen through
the lens of my position in the present of this work. Each site shows a
practice of camp-making more explicitly, even though it might share
similar practices with other sites at the same time.

Caserne du Petit Château, Brussels, Belgium: visuality as a
technique of camp-making
In 2011, during a trip to Brussels for a conference on reclaiming
public space, by chance, I passed by a building situated over the
river in Brussels’ side of the town. Caserne du Petit Château, built
between 1848 and 1852, was dedicated to military service and was
enlarged and transformed several times:
It first hosted the carabineers, then the infantrymen of the ninth
squadron, then was used as a prison for collaborators after World
War II, then as a selection and recruitment centre for servicemen.
37 In February 2016, French police started to demolish the southern part of the Calais selfsettelement ’jungle’ which acts a self-organised community centre for the inhabitants. After few
weeks of struggle and resistance by the inhabitants, the police forcibly evicted and ordered the
removal of inhabitants to a new designated campsite organised by a series of containers where each
container is identified by a number. For a report on the events see: https://calaismigrantsolidarity.
wordpress.com/ (accessed 19/05/2016).
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Figure 6.1. A view from the outside of Caserne du Petit Château.
Photo: author.
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Today, it hosts a centre for applicants for political refugee status.

I read this on the small green plaque on the wall outside. Close to
this sign there was a large printed photograph covering almost the
whole wall on the right side (Figure 6.1.). The photograph shows a
group of individuals standing in the yard of the same building. The
description of it says in French and Dutch: “group photo of residents
and employees Petit-Château, taken by photographer Hans Roels
in the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the reception centre for
asylum seekers”.
A water channel divides the “little castle”, between the territories of downtown – the business and so-called European district
of Brussels, and Molenbeek with a majority migrant population.
Tall walls – with the military architecture of 19th century Europe
when various European empires built their colonial settlements and
camps in Africa – facing a neighbourhood with most of its inhabitants from Morocco, transforms into irony when one reads the title
of the massive photo: “one look through the walls”. Little Castle is a
historical monument of camp-making, housing military orders and
militarised bodies, prisoners of war, and today prisoners of another
war – the war that states conduct against migrants (Hyndman and
Mountz, 2007), refugees and asylum seekers and their will to move.
The settings and staging of the photo is not a coincidence, but rather
an affirmation of how the architecture of confinement of migrants,
not only in refugee camps in deserts, but also in administrative and
residential temporary shelters in urban spaces, reproduces and fixes
such bodies over time and space. The photo, rather than one look
or one comment, manifests the building and its function through
an image very explicitly. One cannot really look through the walls
without seeing a detail in the photo at the left bottom corner, showing two megaphones lying on a bench (Figure 6.2.). They signal the
moments before the photo was taken, before the moment when all
bodies appear in order, shaped and almost scattered over the yard
and the building. They signal the moment when the directors or
photographers told the asylum seekers how to stand, how to make
a gesture, how to remain still. The megaphones here do not serve as
means of mobilisation, but rather order and control, which echoes
the past and the present of this architecture. It is an architecture
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Figure 6.2. Detail of figure 6.1, showing megaphones lying on a
bench
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and design of fixation and regulation, which ignores the fact that
all these bodies have moved far to be here, and the attempt to make
them stand still is nothing but what camp-making practices have
been trying to do historically and in contemporary times, either
through walls, or the act of photographing. It is also important to
state that the manipulation of asylum seekers’ bodies through such
visual production manipulates viewers’ understanding of the building, of what exists behind the walls. This visuality manipulates the
viewer telling her or him what to think, what to fear. This visual
practice of camp-making in the form of publicity, like many other
practices, might target one specific group or setting but may also
simultaneously embrace other things.

Terezín, Czech Republic: beautifying hostility in the form of
propaganda
Terezín is a former military fortress situated 60km from Prague
in the north of the country. During World War II and during the
occupation it first served as a place of imprisonment for Czech Jews
and gradually became one of the biggest Nazi transit camps. It also
functioned as a concentration camp. Like many other concentration
camps, thousands of people died at Terezín and many inmates were
held there for months and years before being sent to extermination camps. Because Terezín, or Theresienstadt as it was called in
German, became a temporary hub for keeping deportees before
distributing them amongst other camps, a variety of people were
gathered there. The Nazis, however, always argued that this was a
town and not a camp.
During my visit in July 2013, what struck me was the sense of
lifelessness in the town, which is home to almost 3,000 people today.
Only tourists were walking around and gathering in certain places
and buildings, attempting to observe the history. The town appeared
to me as a product, like a dark Disneyland. Without knowing what
function this place had served during the Nazi occupation, I have
realised that the sense of lifelessness, of standstill and the lack of
movement was the objective itself when the town was redesigned as
a town-ghetto. “Neither a ghetto as such nor strictly a concentration
camp, Theresienstadt served as a ‘settlement’, an assembly camp
and a concentration camp, and thus had recognizable features of
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both ghettos and concentration camps. In its function as a tool
of deception, Theresienstadt was a unique facility” (United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum).
Theresienstadt served many purposes and conferred many
benefits for the Nazis. Firstly, it served as a transit camp for Czech
Jews, whom the Germans deported to extermination and forcedlabour camps in other occupied countries. Secondly, it was a ghettolabour camp to which the SS deported and then incarcerated certain
categories of German, Austrian, and Czech Jews, based on their
age, disability or domestic celebrity in the arts and other aspects of
cultural life. Thirdly, it was used as a fixation and enclosure of Jews
under very harsh conditions that would hasten the deaths of many
deportees.
More importantly, and in practice, Theresienstadt served as
propaganda, representing the town as a place for productive life and
labour, giving the opportunity of a “safe retirement in a spa town”
for elderly Jews. Therefore the deportations to Theresienstadt were
never considered to be deportations, but rather as resettlements in
the east and a possibility of self-organisation in a town that was
given to the Jews as a “gift” from the Führer. After the Danish
government pressured the Germans regarding the situation of
Danish Jews in the camps, the Germans permitted the international
Red Cross to pay a visit to Theresienstadt in June 1944. Before
the visit, the Germans intensified deportations to empty the town
for preparation, and street signs with names replaced the town’s
street signs with numbers. During the visit, a full week of activities
was staged: a Jewish cultural week with theatre and music, urban
gardening, organised sports matches, competitions, and so on. The
Red Cross documented its observations and testified that Jews were
having a good and happy life in their own town and community.
The Germans resumed the deportations from Theresienstadt
to extermination camps after the visit, which did not end until
October 1944. Only underground drawings, stories and poetry
that were published in underground publications during this time
by prisoners, falsify the happy and healthy image of the camp as a
self-organised community. However, these micro-stories never got
out until the end of the war.
The framing of the camp as a gifted town can be understood in
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Figure 6.3. A screenshot from the propaganda film, “Terezin: A
Documentary Film from the Jewish Settlement Area”
showing inmates active on the farm, producing food for
themselves – as was narrated in the film.
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terms of what the Nazis called “the beautification of the camp”
(Verschönerung); a practice for the benefit of the international community – the Red Cross in this context. Besides the horrible crimes
that this camp and other camps made possible, the actual temporal
and spatial arrangement that made the life of people in the camp
stand still, waiting for deportation, is the other side of the staged
actions and “happiness” of the inhabitants of the camp presented
in the infamous propaganda movie made by the Nazis (Figure 6.3).
The beautification of the camp in the form of propaganda is another
camp-making practice that today can be seen in other forms and
scales. The representation of happiness, of being part of doing and
making, of pseudo-belonging – however banal and staged – is nothing strange to today’s framing and representation of collaborative
projects.

Papua New Guinea – Pacific Ocean: appropriation of
geographical possibilities
Despite the romanticism around the metaphor of the archipelago
that is popular within academia as a sort of enabling method for
the production of new spaces of knowledge (Greene, 2007; Latour,
2004), there exist other types of archipelagos. Because of their very
geographical conditions and their very fragmented and scattered
positions, archipelagos can be used to demarcate and regulate
knowledge. 38
Looking at migration as a historical phenomenon, geography
plays an important role within it, as much of a role as it plays within
colonialism. Today, with harsher border controls and technologies,
travellers without the right papers are forced to use dangerous
routes across sea and land instead of air. “The closure of the most
accessible border sections means that ‘geography will do the rest.’
And it does,” writes Khosravi (2013, p.7).
Governments, by using natural resources like water, forests and
islands as fortification against migrants’ movement manipulate
38 The Gulag Archipelago (Solzhenitsyn, 1973) is the most famous work that has been influential
in terms of representing camps as a form of archipelago. The Gulag Archipelago discusses the
complex system of transformation of one individual to zek or inmate in the Soviet Union. The
scattered and fragmented features of archipelagos formed in the shape of camps allow sovereign
powers to sustain camp conditions and present them as a normal part of the system. In the case
of the Gulag Archipelago, however, much of the analysis has been more focused on examining the
concept and practices of Gulags. Less attention has been given to archipelagos and the geographical
opportunities they provide for confinement and regulation.
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their movement and make the path of movement more lethal for
certain groups. Moreover, by projecting borders onto water, islands
and forests that are not border sections, the state represents borders
as ‘natural’ as something that has always been ‘there’ and not
something artificial, something that is designed, made and sustained
by humans.
Besides being a place of transition, islands have also been suitable
places for exile, detention, prisons and slave trades for distancing
and displacement. Georges Perec (1997) in his writings describes
Ellis Island – the famous entry point to the U.S for migrants – as a
factory:
In sum, Ellis Island was to be nothing other than a factory for
making Americans, for turning emigrants into immigrants, an
American-style factory, as quick and efficient as a Chicago pork
butcher’s (p.135).

In this way, geographical features such as oceans, islands, shores,
etc., become a part of the complexities of camp-making practices
and can often be used against migrants through the manipulation
of environments via technological progress. Alison Mountz and
Jennifer Hyndman (2007) believe that the creation of stateless
spaces in extra-territorial locales, where states hold migrants in legal
ambiguity as a mechanism of control, together with third country
agreements that force asylum seekers to apply in the first country of
arrival, are two main strategies of the fortification of borders today.
Australia has been the pioneer of the first strategy of creation
and changing paths of migration, redefining the meaning of asylum
and creating new lawless spaces with the help of its geographical
particulars. Having thousands of islands around its mainland, the
Australian government has from 2001 begun the process of offshoring asylum claimants to archipelagos in the Pacific Ocean. This
consists of three main strategies that have resulted in the refusal of
asylum seekers to land in Australia and thus not to be protected by
the 1951 Refugee Convention. To carry this out, first, the Australian
government excised thousands of islands from Australian territory,
second, the Australian army launched a special operation to intercept boats and vessels carrying asylum seekers and third, many
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asylum seekers who were in Australia were sent to Naura and Papua
New Guinea while waiting for their refugee status to be determined.
Oceanic islands often accept asylum seekers in exchange for financial aid, loans, or promises of foreign investment by the Australian
government. It is yet another means of turning human beings into
property that can be exchanged and bring economic benefits. This
has come to be known as the “Pacific Solution” (Figure 6.4). After
suspending the policy for a brief period in 2007, it was re-implemented in 2008 by the opening of detention facilities on Christmas
Island, and it continues to grow with the recent developments
including a new agreement with Papua New Guinea. This last
agreement, which names these offshore camps “processing centres”,
means in practice that from 13th of July 2013, any asylum seeker
who arrives by boat to Australia has no chance to be settled as a
refugee, and that they will instead be sent to Papua New Guinea. If
they are found to be ‘genuine’ asylum seekers they will be resettled
in Papua New Guinea as refugees, and not in Australia, and if they
are found to be ‘bogus’ asylum seekers, they will be deported to
their home country.
Nauru, Christmas Island, Papua New Guinea and thousands
of other islands in the Pacific Ocean are no longer part of the
Australian migration zone. In 2003, as a response to the arrival of
a migrant boat to Melville Island, the parliament quickly voted to
separate Melville and four thousand other islands from Australia.
This affirms that governments do not define spatial politics by passing rules and enforcing laws, rather it is the designation of space and
paths that creates and defines sovereign power and gives authority
to some over others.
The Pacific Solution, in its performance of sovereign production
through spatial practices, has also created new divisions, as if the
Australian nation-state is not part of the migratory path of people,
but only of goods. It has enabled them to design and manage the
path of the circulation of things selectively.
It is 18th of February 2014, and I am editing this chapter again
and again. In the middle of a break, I check the news and I read:
“Manus Island unrest: one dead, 77 injured and one person shot in
buttock”. Manus is an island that belongs to Papua New Guinea.
The Australian immigration minister Scott Morrison argues that
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Figure 6.4. Pacific Solution map. Source: Syracuse University
Cartographic Laboratory
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this disturbance happened because asylum seekers left their camp
and the security guards were unable to ‘recapture’ them. However,
detainees give another account, saying that it was local people and
the police who systematically attacked the camp and stabbed detainees first. G4S, a transnational security company which maintains the security of fence – alias the Wall – in occupied Palestine,
takes care of this camp too. Their official news release says that the
breach of the perimeter fence followed two days of demonstrations
by detainees and adds, “a number of transferees were injured after
they breached the perimeter fence and the matter became a law
enforcement issue for PNG authorities”. The rhetoric is of course
banal, as is the casual reference to imprisoned individuals who are
not allowed to leave the camp as “transferees”. But the most interesting part of this innocent-looking sentence is the fence. They
had been demonstrating for two days as mentioned, but violence
started only when the fence was breached. The act of breaching
therefore amounts to violence, which enforces another type of
violence – the law. The material witness of this event, the fence,
therefore becomes the main, almost the pure element of the camp. It
is the fence that defines, performs and enforces violence and not the
law. As Morrison again put it: “this was a very dangerous situation
where people decided to protest in a very violent way and to take
themselves outside the centre and to place themselves at great risk”
(Davidson and Laughland, 2014). For Morrison and the Australian
government, violence comes only from unruly and willful individuals and groups who have to recompense for it by being subject
to law enforcement, as he adds in the quote above. It is here that
one should ask: whose violence are we talking about? There is a
difference between the violence of angry and disappointed asylum
seekers who breach the fence, and the violence of the states that
design and install fences and the multinational corporations who
keep them in place. If asylum seekers breach the fence, and in doing
so remind us that they are made and therefore can be unmade, the
state also breaches something, but something very different. They
breach and make ruptures in human movement, denying human
migration paths with the help of these material articulations and
geographical possibilities.
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“Welcome Centre” – Kabul, Afghanistan39: rationalising
camp-making and deportation through externalising
hostipitality
As a part of the so-called ERPUM project, which stands for
“European Return Platform for Unaccompanied Minors”, a handful
of European countries with Sweden as the main coordinator have
initiated a process to eventually build a Welcome Centre in Kabul,
Afghanistan. ERPUM is a pilot project that was initiated in 2010,
with the objection of finding what is referred to as: “new methods
for the return of unaccompanied minors that need to return after receiving a final rejection of their asylum application” and “to develop
a humane and safe return process for the unaccompanied minors”
(Swedish Migration Board, 2014).
The project, financed by the European Return Fund (1st
phase in 2010 and extended in 2012), involves several European
countries. The Swedish Migration Board is the official coordinating
actor, collaborating with the United Kingdom Home Office, the
Repatriation and Departure Service in the Netherlands and the
Norwegian Directorate of Immigration. Austria and Denmark are
so-called “observatory members”. The targets of the project are
Afghanistan and Iraq (plus a planned but as yet unknown third
country), Afghanistan, however, is the primary focus.
The project highlights so-called “family tracing” as a key aspect,
but also involves the creation of reception facilities (welcome
centres) in Kabul, in collaboration with the Afghan Ministry for
Foreign Affairs, the Afghan Ministry of Refugees and Repatriation
and the Afghan Ministry for Labour and Social Affairs. The
welcome centres are described as secure locations offering care and
education where returned children can be placed temporarily while
their families are traced.
Several ERPUM countries have made legal reforms during
the past decade, paving the way for the possibility of deporting
unaccompanied minors, referring to reception facilities in the
countries of origin. Of great importance is the legal reform of the
Netherlands’ Aliens Decree of 2000, which is significant because it
mentions the concept of reception in the country of origin for the
39 The text for this section is partly extracted from a talk Sofi Jansson and I, as members of
Asylgruppen, gave during a conference entitled “Migration and Afghanistan” at Stockholm
University, September 2013.
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first time. This has led to a series of deportations of unaccompanied
minors to orphanages in Angola and Congo from 2004. Norway
has already begun to deport so-called “aged-out minors” (minors
being sent back after turning 18) to the Jangalak shelter in Kabul,
which is under the jurisdiction of the Afghan Ministry for Refugees
and Repatriation.
One can define the ERPUM project, and consequently the welcome
centre, using three concepts or objectives: first of all, ERPUM is
defined as a form of family reunification, which ought to take place
in Afghanistan, rather than in Europe (families are supposed to
collect their children from the reception centres, despite the fact
that in many cases, there is no family to collect them). Secondly,
ERPUM can be seen as a project establishing reception centres and
facilities for the returnees and third, the ERPUM project is seen as
a more “humane” way of deporting children to a country where
war and occupation have torn apart their families and where the
security of the child is at risk.
What is interesting here is the rhetoric and language that is used
for such acts. Authorities deliberately decide to call deportations
‘humane returns’ or ‘departure services’. The fact that the states
make a ‘humane’ return or offers a ‘service’ as one objective of
this project or many other deportation projects resonates with
the reason behind the choice of the term “welcome”. Welcoming
or wishing luck, stating, ‘your home needs you’ is not part of one
governmental technique or the behaviour of the staff, it is rather
part of a systematic regime of camp-making practices that Nicholas
De Genova has termed as the Deportation Regime (2010). I would
like to alight on the term welcome and undo it through a rereading
of Jacques Derrida’s concept of hostipitality (2000).
Hospitality comes from hostis, connoting “host” but also
“enemy”. Derrida (2000), in drawing on Kant’s notion of perpetual
peace, makes a point that hospitality is always conditional and as he
says, perhaps no one welcomed is ever completely welcome:
What “hospitality” is and means, namely, to “welcome,”
“accept,” “invite,” “receive,” “bid” someone welcome “to one’s
home,” where, in one’s own home, one is master of the household,
master of the city, or master of the nation, the language, or the
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state, places from which one bids the other welcome (...) and
grants him a kind of right of asylum by authorizing him to cross
a threshold that would be a threshold, <a door that would be a
door,> (p.6).

The critique that Derrida makes on the concept of hospitality, which
argues that one cannot define it without taking into account a level
of hostility at the same time, is based on a discussion of mastering
the house, the city, the nation or the language that the host owns. In
Derrida’s formulation, hospitality is based on the host’s territory and
not the guest’s territory, since hospitality always needs the encounter to occur in the host’s territory and by its door. However, Derrida
was not able to see that there exists another form of hostipitality
that occurs in the guest’s territory as well, a form of externalised
hospitality that is becoming common and acceptable in occupied
lands such as Afghanistan and Iraq.40 If the mere act of deporting
failed asylum seekers is the hostile part of hospitality that the EU
practices today, the demand for rationalising and humanising the
deportation process results in a form of externalised hostipitality,
where the host not only has the power to welcome or not welcome
an “arrivant” in the host’s territory, but can also welcome the guest
in her or his own place of origin. A host always remains a host – of
course to various degrees and with various conditions – and a guest
always remains a guest, no matter where the encounter happens.
A welcome centre in Afghanistan built by European countries
is a form of hospitality because returnees are welcomed in their
own country. It is a form of hostility because they are encamped
in their own land, because their call for help and refuge has been
turned away, affirming that they do not deserve the status of one
in need of refuge in Europe, but need refuge in their own land. It
is externalised hostipitality because such a camp-making practice
is not a matter of mere welcoming, but extends the power over the
migration politics beyond the ownership of any territory. Finally,
it presumes to remove the will of minors to leave Afghanistan by
showing that even if they manage to carry out such a dangerous
40 This can be seen differently from colonial practices, when some colonial settler families were
‘kind’ to their slaves. Then, people were tamed in their own countries, however in that context,
colonial families believed that this was their home and land and that it did not belong to the local
population.
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journey they are not welcome “here” in Europe, but “there” and in
their own country.
These practices, however different in their makings of camps,
show the complexities and the capacities of material articulations
to direct and orient certain forms of inhabitation in line with that
of police-politics. All these practices, such as visuality in the form
of publicity (Caserne du Petit Château), beautifying hostility in
the form of propaganda (Terezín), appropriation of geographical
possibilities for offshoring asylum processes (Papua New Guinea),
and rationalising deportation through externalising hostipitality
(Welcome Center), at the same time point out to the production of
an uncertain and ambiguous space and time, where and when the
regulation and control of the mobility and residence of undesired
populations can be designed and maintained by a set of specific
material articulations and manipulations. These regimes of
practices, due to their ontological condition, cannot be fixed within
a physical site, but rather tend to be extended into spaces and time
prior to and beyond the physical sites of camps as well.
Camp-making practices could be understood as a practice of
design, but also as a set of practices generated from the designed
things that do not look necessary in an explicit relation to any specific
act of designing, e.g., a wall. Camp-making signals a new way of
exercising power in today’s democracies. It is not an absolute power
over the dominion that governments own and protect, but the power
to design dominion itself. Today it is the design of various practices
and places where these practices are supposed to be implemented
or potentially carried out across territories that can be considered
as camp-making. The power to design therefore gives possibilities
of manipulation, experiments, extension through materialities
and transforming what is to be considered as “inhumane” into
rule, making the impossible, possible. More importantly these
powers to design “contribute to the production of new forms of
xenophobia and parochialism within a so-called post-national era”
(Brown, 2010, p.40). Speaking in the context of occupied Palestine,
Weizman (2007) argues that the wall is transformed into more
complex practices:
The wall has in fact become a discontinuous and fragmented
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series of self-enclosed barriers that can be better understood as a
prevalent ‘condition’ of segregation (p.177).

Therefore, controlling the movement, residence and possibilities of
actions of asylum seekers, refugees and undocumented migrants
should be understood not simply in relation to walls, which are of
course, the most iconic feature of camps. Conditions of undocumentedness should rather be understood in relation to the complex
camp-making practices across a territory, horizontally but also vertically and across time in terms of the segregations they produce and
sustain. These practices produce different effects and their powers
on limiting the possibilities of actions differ based on gender, ethnicity, language and age and in various contexts, such as education,
healthcare and work. These practices are not simply a reflection
of the world and the police-politics exercised by the state, security
companies and citizens, they are situated within its constitution.
Such designed practices “inhabit dispositions and practices, investing them with meaning and legitimation, and so sharpen the spurs
of action” (Gregory, 2004, p.20).

Camp-Making Practices in Everyday Undocumentedness:
Stories of Encampments
While the camp-making practices I discussed are situated within the
specific sites I encountered, I argue that similar practices can be generated and performed outside those specific sites. As I define camps
as spacetime that deprive its inhabitants of possibilities of acting,
there are several camp-making practices that condition the everyday
life of undocumented migrants who do not inhabit any particular
walled camp but live clandestinely in urban spaces. Here, I draw on
the lived experiences of undocumented migrants in Sweden to argue
how such everyday conditions are very much articulated by a series
of camp-making practices. These articulations, which are effective
and operative through space and time, are called encampments.
Undocumented migrants, unlike refugees or asylum seekers,
are not accommodated in defined camps or reception centres, but
live on the daily and random basis of support from activists and
churches, and work clandestinely from time to time in the ‘irregular
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labour market’. However, this does not mean that their lives are
necessarily better or more comfortable. Many of the undocumented
individuals whom I met have told me that they are tired of being
‘hidden’ and just want to fast-forward the process of clandestinity in
order to be eligible to apply for asylum again. The time in between
the opportunities for asylum applications is often considered a
wasted time, a killed time; a time wasted or killed under the service
of waiting with no absolute hope of starting a life.
Adnan is an engineer from Palestine. He has been living in Sweden
as a rejected asylum seeker for almost six years. The authorities
neither grant him the right to stay, nor, since he is stateless, can they
deport him. This leaves him in a so-called ‘limbo’ situation. Once,
during a meeting, he said: “while everyone is passing through, you
are punished to watch their passages and ‘progress’, whilst being
legally stopped to pass, to move on to the next stage of your life”.
Undocumented migrants or stateless refugees are not simply
abandoned or outside of the law, but rather left to watch the presence
and functionality of the law for others, but not for themselves.
Undocumented migrants are not only deprived of their rights, but
are rather made to be observers of rights, of the system of rights that
is inaccessible to them. Having restricted or a total lack of access
to certain rights due to their illegalisation, undocumented migrants
experience a condition with certain overlapping barriers: barriers
to health care and education, barriers to safety, barriers to equal
labour conditions, barriers to social and private relations, etc. It
is the designation, the power to design dominion through various
barriers and practices, which not only defines but also produces the
conditions of undocumentedness.
Undocumentedness is a form of encampment that fixes individual
bodies between space and time, transforming every part of a
relation in society to a possible threat, creating a space of mistrust
and fear. The effects that undocumentedness leave on the body of
a clandestine migrant, even after a clandestine life, are like a bullet
that cannot be taken out for security reasons, as Khosro, one of
the collaborators in Undocumented Postcards project put it. The
bullet he talks about can be understood in the physical sense of not
having easy access to health care whenever it is required. It can also
be understood in terms of psychological effects, for example, the
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constant feeling of being behind compared to others.
It is important to mention that the degree of demarcation and
immobility imposed on undocumented migrants depends on the
territory they inhabit. For instance, in Sweden it is still not a crime
to support undocumented migrants materially and immaterially,
while in France giving an undocumented migrant a lift in a car can
lead to citizens being imprisoned. The two sections that follow are
based on my encounters with undocumented migrants primarily in
Malmö and my reading of accounts of undocumentedness provided
by ethnographers writing about such conditions. I argue that the
constant possibility of being detained and deported is one of the
main aspects of undocumentedness in the form of encampments,
as these contingencies create fear amongst individuals and groups,
preventing them from socialising and thus being visible in the social
sphere. I also argue that deportability distributes time and space in a
way that conditions the relations of undocumented migrants to others
and among themselves. Thus detainability and deportability, which
create certain distributions of time and space, are considered as one
of the main articulatory practices of conditioning undocumented
migrants’ lives and their possibilities to act and intervene in such
distributions.

Detainability and deportability
From time to time, the authorities launch special policing forces
to search for undocumented migrants, to arrest, detain and deport
them. This does not mean that the practices of arrest happen only
within a specific period; it becomes unified and advertised as an
efficient and quick cleansing of the territory that the government
must perform from time to time.
The act of searching, targeting, capturing and removing someone
from the site, from the public and sending her or him away, resembles
to some degree a form of hunting. However, the ancient practice of
‘manhunting’ today is carried out not only on terrorists, criminals
and fugitives, but also on undocumented migrants, reinforcing
another form of the criminalisation of unwanted bodies. We tend to
think of hunting as a practice only related to the animal world, but
this is a mistake that modern human subjects have often made. What
if human beings are not separated from the animal world, what if
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animals and humans both inhabit the same world and occupy the
same environment, meaning that practices targeting each seemingly
separate group can potentially exchange their positions and sites
of implementation? This analogy of hunting an animal is not a
simple reduction of human to animal, but rather the production
of a new category of ‘human animality’ (Chamayou, 2012). This
production was started by new technologies of hunting animals.
In his philosophical history of manhunts, Chamayou lists very
concrete historical phenomena of manhunting, from the hunting of
the poor and foreigners to the hunting of black people, Jews and socalled illegals. In the context of arresting undocumented migrants,
he defines the practices of manhunting as a “technique of governing
by making people feel insecure – putting people on the edge, against
the background of living in constant danger of being tracked down
and deported. These effects are part of a deliberate and conscious
strategy” (p.141-142).
The strategy Chamayou discusses is of course implemented
through various techniques, directly and indirectly. The police and
the authorities often plan and execute their hunting, by raiding
specific neighbourhoods, ambushing an area where undocumented
migrants might be, such as churches, NGOs or schools, or setting
up a trap by asking that asylum seekers come to the Migration
Office personally. The designation of the sphere of fear indirectly
makes other forms of hunting possible:
It is 16 May 2005. Ziba, who is 16, is driving north of Stockholm
with her father in a rattling Honda her father has borrowed
from his employer. In 2001, together with her father, mother,
and big sister, Ziba fled Iran and applied for asylum in Sweden;
they received their second rejection in 2004. The family chose to
remain and to go into hiding. After several months, the mother
left and returned to Iran. Ziba says that she could no longer
stand a life in hiding. The big sister also disappeared without
a trace, to another city. Ziba’s father worked in a garage in a
suburb of Stockholm. Today they are on their way to see a friend
in Enköping. Halfway, Ziba’s father experiences chest pains. He
has a heart condition, but his medication has run out and since
he is in hiding he cannot get more. He pulls over, gets out, and
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lies down on the ground. Ziba starts to worry and gets out her
mobile to ring for assistance. Her father stops her: ‘If they come,
they will take you with them’. He dies on the E18 motorway
somewhere between Stockholm and Enköping (Khosravi, 2010b,
p.105).

Living under the constant threat of deportation, Khosravi (2010b)
analyses the situation of undocumented migrants in Sweden and
shows “how undocumented migrants are actively and formally kept
outside the society in which they are already included” (p.112).
This indirect hunting through creating a constant possibility of
being arrested, detained and then deported has been ‘efficient’ for
authorities since it actively prevents undocumented migrants from
socialising. In addition, it does so by keeping things as they are;
meaning that no spectacle of raiding or arresting that might cause
public disturbance or resistance is required. “Deportability”, as De
Genova (2002) describes it in the context of the U.S. in particular,
has even become a technique for economic efficiency:
[T]he possibility of deportation, the possibility of being removed
from the space of the nation-state […] What makes deportability
so decisive in the legal production of migrant “illegality” and
the militarized policing of nation-state borders is that some
are deported in order that most may remain (un-deported)—as
workers, whose particular migrant status may thus be rendered
“illegal.” Therefore, migrant “illegality” is a spatialised social
condition that is frequently central to the particular ways that
migrants are racialised as “illegal aliens” within nation-state
spaces (p.439).

Sager (2011), following De Genova, who examines how deportability constructs positions in the labour market in the U.S., shows,
for instance, that deportability also “constructs positions in family
life, in the streets and in relation to subjective experiences of the
body, the self and the future” (p.162). Therefore, deportability and
the threat of deportation create a sphere of fear embedded in space
and time in various social contexts. They create various barriers
around the temporal and spatial presence of the undocumented mi-
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grant. Ziba’s father, who was afraid of being arrested and deported,
was captured in his precarious situation and was killed, not at the
hands of the Swedish police, but by being consigned to death. This
consignment happens through an affective sphere of fear designed
by certain relations, rules and interactions not only between the
individual and the state, but also between individuals themselves.
This affective spacetime of detainability and deportability limits the
movement of undocumented migrants in urban spaces.
Farhad, a seventeen-year old boy from Afghanistan, told me that
he does not trust anyone. After almost a year of knowing him due to
my involvement in Asylgruppen, he recalled his memories from the
first night we met, saying that he was very afraid of me and other
activists. He was uncertain about who we were and what we are
doing. I agreed with him and asked him if he was still afraid of us
or now trusted us:
It is not that simple if I trust or not. I both trust and I do not,
even among my close friends. I had a nightmare the other night
that one of my friends received his refugee status and was now
collaborating with the police and giving information to them
regarding undocumented migrants that he knows.

Temporal and spatial encampments
Detainability and deportability as affective spatial and temporal articulations point to what I call a certain form of spatial and temporal
distribution of possibilities. One of the undocumented migrants in
Malmö told me that he does not go to shopping malls anymore after
one of his undocumented friends was arrested there. Even though
shopping malls can be a suitable place for undocumented migrants
to kill time, many of them do not feel at all secure there. In the
world of Aslan, an Afghan undocumented boy, even though he is
able to go to school through unofficial negotiation between activists
and schools, he still feels insecure there: “whenever a fight happens
among classmates, I leave the school, and while the police are there
I do not show up”.
This affective spacetime of fear forces undocumented migrants to
stay away from crowds, from sites of entertainment, museums and
shopping malls and from the public. This requires an act of policing
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of time and space. Recalling Arendt’s formulation of camps, the task
of encampments is to designate and distribute materials and senses
in a way that the global police, as much as the local police, always
shout to protesters: “Move along! There is nothing to see here!”
(Rancière, 2010a). A specific temporal and spatial politics is at the
core of encampments today, which produces different inequalities in
its intersections with different materials and social relations.
Shahla, an Iranian woman I met in 2010 in Gothenburg who had
by then been living undocumented in Sweden for around nine years,
hated the temporariness of her life, of waiting for some change in
her asylum case. Despite this, she knew that her case at the Swedish
Migration Board was closed and the only option offered by the
authorities was deportation or what the authorities like to call,
“voluntary return”. She hated this temporariness because she did
not know what would happen in her life the very next day. She had
no control over her life in a temporal sense. Being dependent on
authorities’ decisions, churches and social centres, she felt she had
lost control of her life totally.
Another temporal articulation of encampments can be understood
in the way it has conditioned the meaning and functionality of days
and hours for a young undocumented Somali man in Malmö. Abdul
understands the safety and security of walking in town based on
the presence of the police according to a temporal pattern. There
are some days that the police are less present in town and some
hours and days that they occupy every part. Inequality in time
therefore functions via various understandings and conditioning of
time as a medium of change: waiting time, which can take up to
several years; safe hours and safe days to avoid the risk of arrest,
detention and deportation; dead time or undocumented time, like
undocumented life for many of the individuals whom I met over the
course of this research, is not time to be used, nor life to be lived. It
is non-existence, a hidden and invisible sequence.
The presence of the police in time and space and the affective
sphere of fear that it creates, do not function merely as a selfgoverning technique. They are further compounded by the
collaboration of citizens with the police in order to expel and
remove the so-called undesirables, which I discussed as being not
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only top-to-bottom management but also bottom-up regulation.41
During my involvement in Asylgruppen, it happened many times
that Asylgruppen received e-mails from racist, nationalist, neoNazi and conservative individuals who warned of their intention to
infiltrate the group, in order to unmask the personal information
of activists and undocumented migrants and hand them over to the
police.
The detainability and deportability that lead to particular
distributions of space and time through various practices by the
police and the authorities, and through an ambiguous sphere that
can be exploited by individuals in power, thus show the transition of
camp-making within specific sites to everyday undocumentedness.
The next section focuses on how such distribution and articulation
of space and time has been and can be resisted and interrupted, and
thereby redistributed and rearticulated through certain and specific
acts of disarticulating such material articulations of power.

Rearticulations as Counter-Hegemonic Interventions
The discussion of encampments, beyond highlighting the regimes of
practices that control and regulate the residence of undocumented
migrants, should also make us aware of stories of resistance and
political reconfigurations. As De Genova (2002) rightly points out,
“by constituting undocumented migrants (the people) as an epistemological and ethnographic ‘object’ of study, social scientists,
however unwittingly, become agents in an aspect of the everyday
production of those migrants’ ‘illegality’—in effect, accomplices to
the discursive power of immigration law” (p.423). If there is any
social force behind the crafting of speech for those unspeakable and
speechless subjects, it is the undocumented migrants themselves:
[T]hey enunciated through their actions the urgency of substantial
needs and demands that had been previously unspeakable or at
least coercively muted by their ‘unauthorised’ status (De Genova,
2009).
41 “Together we will reclaim our borders and send illegal immigrants home”, is part of a speech
delivered by David Cameron, the UK Prime Minister on the 10th of October 2011, when he was
saying that he “wants everyone in the country” to help “reclaim our borders” by “reporting
suspected illegal immigrants” (BBC news, 2011).
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It is through practices of rights-claiming or “acts of citizenship”
(Isin and Nielsen, 2008) and constant questioning of the status quo
that disarticulations and rearticulations potentially occur within
the seemingly well-functioning shell of our contemporary democracies. Questions, demands, claims and slogans such as: “We are here
and will remain here”, “Why do basic human rights not apply to
us?”, “We are here because you were there” and “No human being
is illegal” call attention to the declaration of spacetime that resists
the imposition of encampments.
No matter how momentary or small in scale, or how unexpected
and different in medium these struggles and resistances might be,
they play an important role in the struggle against the cruel regimes
of practices of encampments. From everyday resistance to activist
campaigns and cultural productions questioning encampments,
attempts are made in order to enact the possibilities of practicing
the “art of not being governed” in a Foucauldian sense, which is
a critical and political attitude towards the past, present and the
future. These practices of resistance deserve to be written about and
become part of the present narratives that surround encampments,
not as historical facts, but as instances that give us the ability to
think, act and do politics beyond the omnipresence of the global
and local police-politics. The history of domination is also a history
of the struggle to overthrow it.

Refugee rights movements: The Universal Embassy
It has been said that refugee camps evoke a sort of inactivity (Agier,
2008) and in this chapter I have tried to show that this intended imposition of inactivity comes from various techniques, actions, relations and productions. I have also tried to show how these practices
are present in and shape the lives of undocumented migrants, and
how they can produce various inequalities when enacted in certain
contexts. However, inactivity here does not take the form of doing
nothing in the physical sense, but rather the inability of changing
or making things for the better, to improve life’s conditions. This
points to the way Arendt (1998 [1958]) understands the notion of
acting as being “to take an initiative, to begin, […], to set something
into motion. […]. The fact that man is capable of action means that
the unexpected can be expected from him, that he is able to perform
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what is infinitely improbable” (p.177).
It is this notion of action that gives us one way of understanding
and reading what have come to be known as refugee movements.42
The main feature of these mobilisations are based on autonomy,
that refugees, asylum seekers and undocumented migrants do not
want to be represented or defended by activists and journalists, but
rather need support in their own autonomous struggles. The initiation, in various forms of struggles made by undocumented migrants
affirms that the inactivity that is accelerated through the constant
articulations of encampments does not fully function, and that it
cannot. It is the contingency of human actions and performances
that prevents these practices from being performed fully and in
complete dominance. Mobilisations of undocumented migrants in
Europe and the U.S. are good examples of autonomous migrant
movements in the last decade that can be discussed from many perspectives. “Autonomy of Migration” (Mezzadra 2004; Mezzadra
and Neilson 2003; Rodríguez 1996) has indeed become a subject of
study within migration studies, offering more possibilities of agency
enactment and focuses on the transformative potential of migration itself, which stands in opposition to the dystopian adoption
of Agamben’s homo sacer (Walters, 2008). However, my intention
here is to give an account of one of these movements and understand
its spatial and temporal aspects, which will lead me to argue how
a counter-hegemonic intervention in the space and time of encampments creates new possibilities of politics which rearticulates the
distribution of space and time.
In January 2001, a group of undocumented migrants in Brussels
occupied the Somali Embassy, which had been abandoned for
almost ten years due to civil war. They transformed the site into
what they called “The Universal Embassy” which provided a shelter
for social, cultural and political activities as well as medical, legal
and living assistance. It was self-organised and did not receive any
funding. After a while the Embassy became a common place, not
only for undocumented migrants, but also for other organisations
and groups in Brussels that work on issues of exclusion in the
42 The use of the term “movements” in this context sounds peculiar, because a refugee already
stands as a declaration of free movement, meaning that she or he does not start to move after power
is imposed on her or him, but is rather already moving, and it is the hegemonic order of mobility
that tries to regulate or control her or his movements.
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city. It accommodated almost thirty people at a time. It issued its
own identification papers for its residents according to the place
where they reside instead of their nationalities, and it gave them
a legal address, making them able to process their application
for regularisation (Figure 6.5). In 2011, the Somali government
announced that they wanted to regain possession of the building.
However, the latest news on the website of the project – universalembassy.be – indicates the closure of the project in 2005.
What interests me about this specific form of disarticulation while
simultaneously articulating new relationships, is that it is indeed a
very political reappropriation of what has left many people without
a state and thus without legal protection. The redistribution and
rearticulation of the space happens in the way the embassy turns
into an open centre for everyone without having to carry out or
conduct any imposition of an identical template of nationality. The
embassy also rearticulates time in new directions: the temporary
absence of the Somali nation-state enacts this very specific site,
surrounded by other embassies through the suspension of the global
representational order of things. As Stefan Nowotny (2004) writes,
what is interesting is:
[The] fact that an abandoned embassy, due to its – in a
double sense (with reference to Belgium as well as Somalia) –
extraterritorial legal status, presented an appropriate site of
refuge. In this context, the gesture of occupation was granted
a precise meaning: it referred to the actual appropriation of a
certain legal protective zone, which was a result of the system of
diplomatic representation that continued to function in certain
ways even after the de facto collapse of the system; it claimed
the piece of ground on which they stood, which remained on the
precarious border between representation and its impossibility
(unpaginated).

They subvert the spacetime of encampments, and thus politics, by
re-inhabiting the space and time that was made to appear inaccessible to them. It is indeed an affirmation that in the absence of
a nation-state, the very same territory – the same building – that
functions as the representation of that nation-state can become a
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Figure 6.5. Inhabitant card of Universal Embassy. Image: courtesy
of www.universal-embassy.be.
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universal refuge for those who are stateless. Universality here does
not refer to any abstract notion of including all, rather it addresses
a universal subject that is reconfigured in its becoming. This “micropolitics habitat” (Wibault, 2003) is indeed a mode of acting,
intervening, or thinking through intervention. The time and space
of the Somali nation-state representation now has to function in a
new way through this act of occupation. This sends a signal that
other similar places in the world can be transformed into a refuge
for the world citizen43 , not as a romantic concept reserved for the
privileged West, but as a reality:
A hypothetical world citizen status is a useless abstraction.
Planetary belonging is not a status, it is a factual reality (Universal
Embassy, 2001).

The Universal Embassy is the consequence of a series of mobilisations initiated by refugees, asylum seekers and undocumented
migrants, particularly from 1996, the year of the “Sans-Papier
Movement”, when a group of undocumented workers occupied St.
Bernard Church in Paris.44 These movements led to the regularisation of migrants’ status in some countries like Belgium and France
for a while, but of course this legal status was only granted to a few.
In recent years, we have witnessed another round of the mass illegalisation of migrants with the result of increased undocumentedness
across Europe. In 2015, with the rise of asylum applications due to
more conflicts and wars as well as introduction of harsher asylum
laws in which, for example, only temporary residence permits will
be granted to all asylum seekers and refugees in some European
countries including Sweden, it is likely that a large proportion of
the refugee population will become undocumented in coming years.
The harsh conditions of undocumentedness have encouraged
smaller resistance groups to unite and become stronger. For instance,
various local movements from different European countries got
together in the summer of 2014 in Brussels. In 2011, a refugee tent
action in Vienna was set up in front of the Austrian Parliament
and their actions have continued until today in different sites and
43 In 2003, in Paris, undocumented migrants also tried to occupy the abandoned Somali Embassy.
44 For a comprehensive review of the sans-papier movement see: No one is Illegal (eds.) (2000).
Without papers in Europe. http://www.noborder.org/without/index.html (accessed 25/12/2015).
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cities in Austria. “We are here” is the name of another collective in
the Netherlands, who started their struggle in an organised way in
September 2012 as a group of seven stateless migrants, and by 2014
it had grown to over 200 members. In the summer of 2013, a group
of asylum seekers and undocumented migrants started a march
called “Asylstafetten from Malmö to Stockholm” to demand a
humane migration policy from the Swedish government. I was a part
of the supporting group for that march.45 In February 2014, another
tent action took place in a park, not that far from my apartment,
Jesusparken in Malmö, where a group of Afghan migrants whose
asylum applications were rejected protested for several weeks,
demanding that the Swedish government stop deportations to
Afghanistan.
Despite their various strategies and techniques to create and
form protests in public spaces due to its local specificity, these
struggles indicate and highlight a universal struggle through local
reconfiguration, rearticulating the forms that citizenship could
have, and perhaps calling for new and different forms of politics
to come. In Critchley’s (2007) words, these acts can be read as
political articulations. Given the example of aboriginal land rights
movements in Australia when a group of activists set up a delegation
under a beach umbrella on the lawn facing the National Parliament
and naming it “Aboriginal Tent Embassy”, he argues that “a specific
and local intervention in politics can have the effect of calling into
question the entire legality of the state and calling for redress to a
massive historical wrong” (p.109-110).

Activist campaigns: Malmö Fristad för Papperslösa
In Malmö, a group of activists launched a campaign called Malmö
Fristad för Papperslösa (Malmö – Sanctuary for People without
Papers) as part of Asylgruppen. The project aims – through local
and site-specific negotiation – to make the access to the city’s facilities and infrastructure easier for individuals without papers. This
negotiation involves both the public and private sector. In Sweden,
the registration system is quite strict. Everyone has to have a social
45 I took part in organising this march and contributed to the events by organising crafting
workshops that happened in each town. For a detailed discussion of the crafting workshops
that were held in four towns during the march, see: Keshavarz, Mahmoud and Svensson, Maria
(2014) Asylstafetten, Crafts, Politics, http://asylstafettencraftspolitics.wordpress.com (accessed
25/12/2015).
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security number (“Personnummer” in Swedish), in order to be able
to get access to welfare and even access the private sector. For everything from borrowing books and DVDs from the library to using
gyms and swimming pools, one first needs to have this number.
The number, which, in the words of many undocumented migrants
living in Sweden is equal to being considered as a human.
The project is an on-going negotiation between activists and
sectors such as libraries, schools, sport halls, kindergartens, cultural
places and so on. On the website of Malmö Fristad (Malmö fristad
för papaerslösa, 2013) one can read:
We see Malmö – Sanctuary for people without papers as a longterm project, one which will facilitate the growth of a movement
based upon popular solidarity with undocumented migrants
and rejected asylum seekers. The idea is that football clubs,
community youth centres, schools, women’s shelters, district
health care centres, and many more, can join the project, and
proclaim their venue and the activities and services offered there
as a sanctuary for people without papers.

The idea, as their website defines it, is based on a belief that everyone should have free access to whatever the city has to offer. If one
resides in a city, she or he is entitled to rights in that city, even, as
they argue, without having a residence permit. The project has been
quite successful and has now also been initiated in Gothenburg, the
second biggest city in Sweden. This campaign has made Malmö a
more welcoming city compared to other Swedish cities for undocumented migrants, many of them being unaccompanied minors who
need these facilities as a means of socialising. This however has also
created a lot of xenophobic reactions, portraying Malmö as town
suitable for illegality and crime, as it has been discussed and presented by the racist Swedish Democrats party (Sverigedemokraterna)
and their neo-Nazi allies.46
Through my engagement in Asylgruppen, I came to know that
one individual filed a complaint to the court against the public
46 However, this image made by Nationalist and Neo-Nazi groups is not a conclusion after the
Malmö Fristad initiative, but due to the image of city being represented as city full of ‘immigrants’.
Malmö Fristad is nonetheless another piece of ‘evidence’ for them that shows how the city is
organised based on ‘illegality’.
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library of Malmö on the basis of discrimination against citizens.
This individual was arguing that the fact that some people are not
required to present their ID-cards or are not obliged to present
their social security numbers in order to be registered at the library
is an act of discrimination against those who have to present it
because they have it. Basically, this citizen tried to use the law in
order to claim her or his right through the exclusion of others. Even
though the court ruled against the complainant, the law nonetheless
affords the possibility to initiate a proposal that is fundamentally
exclusionary. It is to say that Malmö Fristad does not bring equality
for all by itself, but rather, affirms the possibility of it, and these
reactions are evidence of power assertion.
Malmö Fristad believes that a city can be organised and function
based on the inhabitants of the city, not their legal status. If one
lives, works and studies here, the city as a totality belongs to her or
him. This reminds us of Henri Lefebvre’s notion of “inhabitance”,
the idea that the right to the city can be earned by living in the
city (Lefebvre, 1991). Different from the way “local citizenships”
are made and enacted in different states in the U.S. (Varsanyi,
2006), Malmö Fristad indicates a more conceptual and ancient
right of refuge, asylum and sanctuary; once one is in a territory
she or he is subject to protection. While the former tries to force
local governments to give rights within certain areas to noncitizens, the latter tries to practice and claim these rights through
negotiation, by enacting them and then imposing their possibilities
onto governments. Malmö Fristad, therefore, is an intervention into
already existing relationships and articulations, trying to find ways
to seek refuge and habitation. It is a project of solidarity through
situated negotiations that while being very pragmatic and functional
for the everyday life of undocumented migrants, may also reorient
the politics of the state in how citizenship is made, redistributed and
protected.

Undocumented Postcards
Unlike usual ways of presenting a design project or design practice
within a design research thesis – which tends to be a documentation
of what has happened – this section draws on a few issues that I
find important in relation to this specific practice. First, I give a
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very brief background to the project, then I describe the project in
its latest form and finally, I draw on a few points which would not
have been discussed without doing and working within this project.
Background
Some of the arguments developed in this chapter were my first initial
attempts to understand and examine the conditions of undocumentedness from the agency of design and designing. Weaving theoretical
scholarship with the lived experiences of undocumented migrants, I
produced a small essay in 2012 and sent it to Khosro, whom I met
for the first time in February 2011 in Gothenburg. I was introduced
to Khosro by his mother who was part of the Ain’t I a Woman
campaign. Khosro and his mother had moved to Sweden in 2000
when he was 15 years old. After their first asylum application was
rejected, they started a clandestine life for four years. They applied
again and they were rejected again. Another four years of hiding
began. When I met them they were both living as undocumented.
My idea was to share my thoughts with Khosro, who was interested
in collaborating with a project about the situation of undocumented
migrants in Sweden by using his professional skills as a photographer. I shared a copy of that essay with him as well as Jacek, an
artist and researcher whom I got to know during my masters studies
at Konstfack, an art school in Stockholm. We shared some interests
in “visualising the invisible camps” experienced by undocumented
migrants, as we called it back then.
We had a few talks and decided to work on a map, a cartographic
production that allows the viewer to experience such encamped life.
While everyone had his own idea of how this might potentially look,
we decided to start with a concrete map of the city Khosro was
living in – Gothenburg – and see where that would take us. Below is
an excerpt from a talk we had in June 2012 based on the question
“how can we visualise these walled spaces of undocumented life?”:
Khosro: 	You cannot distinguish the life of an undocumented
person from a documented one. They are almost the
same when one looks from the outside.
Mahmoud: 	We should think of making threats to those who
govern rather than informing the public about the
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situation.
Jacek: 	I agree that we should avoid a pedagogical approach.
We can use montage to give the third person perspective for example.
Khosro: 	It should be in a way that the reader or spectator
becomes the co-author. People are tired of hearing
the same stories again and again.
Jacek: 	What if we make a registration system, an application system for citizens to apply and become undocumented?
Khosro:	You do not choose to be undocumented. You have
no other option. I can think of a cartographical
image that can show the complexity of the situation
layer by layer: working time, food, money, bills, the
time you spend on making money and then the free
time with no money, sitting at home and watching
the streets. No time to be lived. The only time is to
be occupied for making some money for paying the
bills. The rest is nothing. This is opposite to time
that is legalised.
We met again later in September the same year and Khosro told
Jacek and I that he had met a few undocumented migrants who
were willing to collaborate with these processes of visualisation but
did not want to engage directly. They did not feel safe and were
annoyed about being part of a project in a direct way as Khosro put
it. However, he had made a map together with one of the undocumented persons he met. Our next question was how to engage with
more people than just ourselves while not forcing anyone to participate. After the discussions we decided to conduct an experiment
involving the three of us.
Jacek and I travelled to Gothenburg where Khosro was living.
This was in February 2013 and the plan was that Khosro would
hold a tour of the city for us from his perspective and his history of
studying, working and living clandestinely in the city. We walked in
the city, went to different places and then took a boat to Saltholmen,
an island nearby. Khosro talked about his life during these last
thirteen years while taking us into specific sites and places where he
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Figure. 6.6. A trace of our “tour” guided by Khosro in
Gothenburg. Image: Jacek Smolicki.
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Figure 6.7. A quick sketch of encampments and ghettos. Image:
Iyad.
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worked, studied and killed time.
Later in the spring the same year, we decided to involve one more
person from the city of Malmö who has also experienced his residential city as an undocumented migrant. Iyad, whom I had met
several times before through a mutual friend active in Asylgruppen,
joined the project after I explained our ideas. I shared the same
version of the essay with him too. Iyad had studied informatics in
Palestine. He came to Sweden in 2010 and after his asylum application was rejected, he has begun his life in limbo. He is not really
in hiding. Being Palestinian and stateless, the authorities cannot
deport him. At the same time, he does not have the right to continue
his education or to work.
The four of us met several times. We discussed a lot of ideas
and every time we met our ideas changed constantly. After a
year and half working with different ideas and prototyping
them, we came to the decision to speculate on a future for how
everyday undocumentedness can be understood as a new form of
ghettoisation. We decided to think of these encampments not as
one ghetto located in a specific area, but a distributed, sporadic
ghetto shaped by barriers to health care, education, work, leisure
and accommodation. Iyad made a quick sketch of what he imagined
these new types of ghettos might look like.
During Autumn 2013, we decided to further develop the idea
of possible ghettoisation through a specific handbook or manual
which ironically would set up a series of suggestions on how to
design a ghetto or as we called it “quarter” for undocumented
migrants without really communicating or accepting that what the
handbook promotes is a method book for designing segregation
between citizens and non-citizens in the coming years. The content
of the handbook came from the stories shared in this chapter, stories from Iyad and Khosro and a few others with whom Iyad and
Khosro had conversations. However, the experiences were interpreted into the banal language used in urban planning handbooks.
The handbook was supposed to lead to the production of a series
of maps in planned workshops with both citizens and non-citizens.
The maps were then supposed to be distributed on various scales
such as tourist maps, city maps, as well as actions such as hacking
already existing big urban maps in the streets of Malmö.
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It was at this time, October 2013, that Khosro received some
troubling news from the Swedish Migration Board. He had applied
for asylum several months ago for the third time, after another
four years round of hiding, which is the period it takes for a failed
asylum seeker to become eligible to apply again. The answer to his
application was negative. He made an appeal and meanwhile we
stopped working on the project to see what would happen with
his case. Later that year the court decided that Khosro should be
granted a permanent residence permit. Right now and at the time
of writing in Autumn 2015, he is working on his Bachelor thesis in
Economics. In spring 2014, Iyad also became eligible to apply for
asylum again after his four year round of being in limbo. He applied
in June 2014 and he has still not heard anything from the Migration
Board.
We dropped the idea of the handbook accompanying performances and workshops later the same year. We were sceptical of
the ability of the handbook to actually lead to the production of any
maps. Moreover, communicating the handbook, the reasons behind
it and how it worked required a lot of time especially when it came
to people we did not know. We did not want to waste people’s time
with a project we had doubts about. Moreover, the ability of this
idea to be performed on wider scales was in question. However,
we found all the material collected and prepared for the handbook
powerful, necessary and relevant. We decided to work with the
same material while changing the format. How we could enact
the same material, stories and experiences in a different way, less
complicated, more communicative and more mobile, was the next
question we encountered.
The Current Form of the Project
In its current form, our collaboration is called Undocumented
Postcards. This does not guarantee that this work will continue in
its current iteration. As our ideas have been shaped, transformed
and withdrawn over four years, the project might look different
in the future. This is why I use “the current form” to describe this
phase of the project.
Undocumented Postcards is a series of designed postcards to
be distributed randomly among the documented and registered
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Figure 6.8. Screenshots from the draft pages of the “Handbook for
Planning Quarters”.
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inhabitants of the city of Malmö. Addresses were mined through
“Google hacking”, a technique for discovering public information
through specially-crafted Google queries (Long, Gardner and
Brown, 2011). Each postcard is made in relation to a specific story
and experience of being encamped. Images used for the postcards
are selected and worked in three different ways: (i) a single image
of an area or outdoor place similar to actually existing places on
regular postcards representing the city of Malmö, (ii) images that are
collaged or organised through the existing aesthetics of postcards
(iii) images that are photomontages or manipulated slightly.
The reverse of each card is used for writing the actual stories,
which are made in a similar style to writing postcards, such as
sharing a memory, which is directly or indirectly related to the
image on the front side. Some of the stories are the ones used in
this chapter and in previous chapters. Khosro, Iyad and myself have
documented some of the other stories we have collected during
the project through conversations with different undocumented
migrants and in relation to specific issues such as safety, school,
health care and work. The text is handwritten on all postcards and
is in Swedish.
Besides the postcards that our group send to randomly selected
addresses from time to time, there is a website for the project that
delivers an exclusive service to undocumented migrants who want
to post the postcards made by us to their desired addresses as well
as make their own postcards to be sent. They have access to this
through passwords provided by local activists and support groups.
Spatial and Temporal Politics
This project has taken almost four years so far. One of the reasons
for this is that during the process no one wanted to push the others
to produce something too specific. I tried to be respectful of other
people’s time. While my time spent in this project was very much
in relation to my PhD work, something for which I get paid, others
had to contribute time that was not credited in the same way as
mine. Respecting the collaborator’s time in a project means that
one should be ready for a long-term engagement where no imagined
outcome is guaranteed. To make such decisions, to be respectful of
other’s time, was one of the reasons for conducting this project over
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Figure 6.9. Image from one of the postcards. Translation of the
text on the reverse: “Hi, this time I thought it would be
good if I wrote about the jobs I have been offered. In
this town and in my condition I have been looked for
physical jobs that have nothing to do with my skills.
I have moved heavy things, I have cleaned up after
big parties and concerts, I have worked in restaurant
kitchens as a dishwasher, I have cleaned houses and
buildings. None of them required any specific skill
except good physical fitness and health needed to
perform the work efficiently. None of them were paid
fairly either. I will write to you once I get a fair-paid job
that matches my competencies”.
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Figure 6.10. Image from one of the postcards. Translation of the
text on the reverse: “Hi, Since the last time I wrote
to you, we have moved eight times in 6 months.
Sometimes it’s because we cannot afford to pay the
extra money the landlord asks us for. Sometimes they
threaten to report us to the police if we do not pay or
do not leave the place. Sometimes there are nice people
who offer their room for a month or few weeks. But
it is not enough and we have to move when they need
their room back. We are still trying to find a more
permanent place and have had no success yet. I will
write to you again. Let me know how you and others
are doing? September 17 2014, K and family”.
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Figure 6.11. Image from one of the postcards. Translation of the
text on the reverse: “Hi, You see all these streets? I walk
down these shopping streets over and over again. I start
in the morning and walk through all these streets. But I
am roaming around just to kill the time. No shopping.
Many of these streets look pretty much the same to me.
That is how my everyday life is in this town. I will write
to you again. September 8 2013, D”.
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Figure 6.12. Image from one of the postcards. Translation of the text
on the reverse: “Hi, Now, I live here, in this town. I go
out from time to time like everyone else. But I am afraid
of everyone; even my friends. It is not simple, you know.
I both trust and do not trust people and my friends. The
other night I had a nightmare that one of my friends was
granted asylum and that he is now collaborating with
the police. In my nightmare, he was reporting the names
and places of those who are hidden. These nightmares
have become routine for me. I will write to you again if
anything happens. Wishes / J, November 15 2013”.
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a period of four years.
But beyond the politics of time in relation to processes of
collaboration, the project itself reflects a few issues in relation to
temporal politics of undocumentedness. Most of the stories on
the postcards are not dated to a few months ago but years ago.
There are postcards dated from 2005, 2009 or 2013, as if they were
written at that time but were never sent. In that sense, the postcards
are an attempt to activate the time closed in by encampments when
the narrators experienced those moments. They are written in 2005
or 2011, but arrive in 2016.
Any regular postcard activates a minor politics of time. One sends
a postcard from a moment one wants to share with the receiver or
the moment one writes to the receiver. But these postcards reactivate
the time being imposed to worthlessness by temporal articulation of
encampments.
There is a spatial politics involved as well. The postcards are
only sent to addresses that are registered, meaning the receivers
would always be the one who is ‘legally’ residing in the city. The
postal system, which in its function and service is tightly connected
to a registered address, is a good example of the spatial politics
of residence beyond an accommodation. This was the reason for
deciding to post the postcards through the actual postal service,
to re-inhabit existing postal systems. To re-inhabit the spaces
and infrastructures of a world (documented, legal and registered)
by another world (undocumented and illegalised), the postcards
perform a minor politics of rearticulating the dominant hegemony
of relations imposed spatially and temporally by encampments.
Another spatial politics involved was a simple defamiliarisation of
certain places of a city. Encampments produce a different urbanity
experienced by undocumented migrants. While the materiality of
the city might look the same or static, in practice the materialities
perform differently and produce different affections for different
groups, one of them being undocumented migrants. These
postcards, then, highlight the same material environment, the same
city, in completely different ways. In the same way as when one
sends postcards from the cities or places one visits to friends or
relatives who are not in the same place, these postcards are designed
to communicate these ‘other’ places. While they might appear to
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be distant places, they are actually places located very near to the
recipient’s place of residence. These postcards then articulate the
‘wrong’ names appearing in the ‘wrong’ places at the ‘wrong’ time.
The aim is that the articulation of the image and the text in each
postcard would echo encampments in a specific city while pointing
to its possibility of happening in other places.
Mobility of Postcards, Immobilities of the Narrators
To use postcards, is to benefit from the mobility they enjoy. This
points to a simple but crucial contradiction of the contemporary
world: the free mobility of goods, which is in contrast to the immobility of the workers producing them. This is not to reduce these
experiences into commodities in order to get them circulated widely,
it is rather about inhabiting a mobile system – i.e., the postal service
– to communicate stories from immobilised bodies. This was one
reason to not only use the stories we – the four of us – brought to the
project, but also to bring stories of encampments published in other
places, books, magazines and websites through this new possibility.
Moreover, these postcards can form an archive. The stories can be
archived in other ways and hopefully not only online and on the
project website, or in this thesis, but also in other places. To rematerialise the very materiality of encampments and rearticulate that in
certain ways became one of the aims of the project as I see it today.
What For?
When one works with these types of practices, an urgent question
emerges. What do these postcards do in relation to the actual conditions?
The answer is not given but rather, it is one to be explored in
order to examine all the possible means and practices of struggling
against the regimes of camp-making practices, including, amongst
others: activism, autonomous migrant movements, occupations and
demonstrations. These practices in their own minor politics should
not be assessed within frameworks that analyse fundamental
changes. To dismiss minor politics in the form of practices discussed
in this section is “to surrender to the defeatism that drives political
disengagement and serves the interests of those in power” (Demos,
2008). I see these attempts as counter-hegemonic interventions with
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various shapes and scales that produce different effects. Rather than
dismissing them as ineffective on a bigger scale, one should mobilise
these practices with constant urgency. One should not forget that
such proposals are based on hopes for creating new forms of action,
new forms of expression and making discourses by those who have
been refused recognition as political subjects and active bodies.
These counter-hegemonic interventions, even though they might
not change actual material inequalities, can at least disarticulate
the common image of the state as the organiser and protector of
equality and citizenship; an entity that in practice articulates and
allows for inequalities to happen in different scales, forms and
articulations over different bodies.
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Border-Framing-Dot-Eu. Malmö, June 2013. photo: author.

7. B ORDER-WORKING: DESIGNING
AND CONSUMPTION OF
CIRCULATORY BORDERWORKS
AND COUNTER-PRACTICES OF
LOOKING

“We did not cross the border, the border crossed us!”
US Immigrant Rights Movement Slogan

In October 2011, I attended a demonstration in Malmö organised
by AMD and Asylgruppen i Malmö against what was known as
“Möllevångspatrullen”. The project was basically a pilot project of
racial profiling run by the Skåne police in order to identify and arrest
undocumented migrants in Malmö and particularly in the area of
Möllevången. The demonstrators marched from Möllevångstorget
in central Malmö to the main police station in Davidshallstorg.
Towards the end of the protest, demonstrators entered the police
station and started to shout slogans at the police forces running
the project, who had been creating fear among undocumented migrants, many of the latter being friends of the demonstrators. The
situation became violent when the demonstrators, including two
of my friends and I, refused to leave the police station. The police
started to push out the demonstrators who had been linking arms in
order to resist the police officers. When they did not succeed, more
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police officers joined the struggle and started to beat a few of the
demonstrators. This broke the chain, as many demonstrators went
to help those who had been injured. All of this happened while two
police officers filmed the demonstrators from the police station’s
balcony. It is possible that they were filming close-ups in order to
register demonstrators, who according to the police are associated
with extreme left and anarchist groups.
This was just the beginning of what later developed into larger,
widespread demonstrations across the whole country, against what
came to be known nationally as REVA Rättssäkerhet och Effektivt
Verkställighetsarbete, which translates as Legal and Effective
Enforcement in English. In 2013 while REVA was ongoing, a series
of demonstrations, protests and debate articles appeared and were
published in various sources, and eventually the media became engaged in the issue. It was only then that I realised that REVA was a
continuation of Möllevångspatrullen.
I kept thinking about that day and the first demonstration I
attended in Malmö. To me, what the police were doing was an
act of border-working similar to what other military forces do in
running the external borders of Europe. They were conducting
what is known as “push back”, an operation used by Frontex or
other border guards, to intercept migrants’ boats before they enter
European waters in order to prevent them from being legally entitled
to apply for asylum. Although very different in both practice and
consequence, the police as one of the agents of running border
politics, seem to be constantly engaged in “push back” practices;
practices that are used when a defined border is breached by an
unauthorised body. That day in the police station, we crossed a
border, a border we were not supposed to cross. While we were
angry with the police for bordering the city and certain bodies, the
police were secure and confident enough to easily push back our
small and momentary violation of its borders articulated through
the police station and its door.
While both sides had their own ideas of borders, today, with
hindsight, I see a missing framework for understanding borderwork
beyond police batons and our bodies. There is need of a framework to
allow us either as activists or researchers to formulate our struggles
and critical practices beyond how the police define borders and thus
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direct how we consume, react to or criticise them. What is needed,
I imagine, is a shift from looking at bodies that cross the borders,
to looking at the frames that make borders operate and appear to
be normal. This might help us to understand the unconditional and
legalised movement of borders across territories rather than how
borders immobilise and illegalise the movement of certain bodies
and things.
In the past ten years, more and more borders have been fortified.
At least 28 security barriers were constructed or expanded worldwide. This is more than double the number of those built during the
entire course of the Cold War (Hassner and Wittenberg, 2009; Jones,
2009). In 2013, approximately 20,000 km of the world’s borders
were marked with walls or barriers and an additional 18,000 km
were ‘hardened’ but remained unfenced (Rosière and Jones 2012).
In stark contrast to the celebration and expectation of a borderless
world in the post-Cold War era, globalisation has resulted in one of
the most intensive periods of bordering in the history of the world
(Jones and Johnson, 2014). The horrifying, critical appearances
and fabrication of more borders in what was presumed to become a
borderless world, however, are not the end of the story. Borders, as
a result of the forces of neoliberal globalisation and new economic
patterns, have taken new forms, scales, shapes, materials and technologies articulated through a set of practices, performances and
interactions that make them hard to measure and quantify in the
same way as one measures a line, a fence or a wall. This change in
what can be defined and understood as a border makes it necessary
to pay attention to how researchers can try to capture, document
and perhaps materialise what has otherwise been argued, presented
and consumed as immaterial and borderless. The lived experiences
of the undocumented migrants brought into this work so far, in
many ways map the directions these new articulations of borders
have taken in the era of globalisation.
In this chapter, I focus on borders as another set of material
articulations, not merely as artefacts or sites, but spaces for the
production of immobility. These spaces are most often design
spaces, ready to be articulated, planned and managed in one way
or another to produce practices, performances and interactions
as well as values, meanings and narratives. Borders articulated
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through artefacts and artefactual relations are partly designed to
frame certain bodies and are partly left seemingly un-designed, or
anticipated (Balibar, 2009), in order to shape hegemonic spaces of
uncertainty for catching bodies and things that are not technically
or legally to be caught in a given situation. This contradicts one of
the most established truths in border studies that “a border that is
not visible to all has failed its purpose” (van Schendel, 2005, p.41).
Borders are not always seen, treated and understood as borders.
They are often “designed not to look like borders, located in one
place but projected in another entirely” (Rumfords, 2011).
In recent critical border studies literature, borders have been discussed as delocalised entities that are constantly moving. Building
on such literature, I put forward a new understanding of borders
as regimes of practices that are produced by a variety of actors and
produce various forms, shapes and scales of borders across and
beyond nation-states. I call this understanding and these regimes
border-working.
Following this, I will discuss a few of the technologies, products
and practices of what I call circulatory borderwork, which I define
as works that produce and maintain borders in a circulatory way. I
discuss circulatory borderwork both in the back-and-forth meaning
of the term and in the spatial and temporal sense of the word circulation. I will then discuss a few instances of the works carried out
by the European Union and Frontex as well as private security companies and how they are shaping the future of borderworks desired
by the EU. I then move onto the specific site of the Mediterranean
Sea and the graveyard it has become as a result of the products and
technologies that have been installed in and combined with it. Such
a securitised space has also given rise to another series of practices
and technologies of borderworks in the name of humanitarianism.
One of these humanitarian practices, which can be specifically understood in line with what is known as humanitarian design, will be
discussed more in detail. This will provide me with an opportunity
to develop a wider critique of humanitarianism in general and humanitarian design in particular.
I then move to another set of border-working deployed in urban
spaces with specific reference to the cities of Stockholm and Malmö.
While different in techniques, implementation and the actors
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involved, I argue that these circulatory border-works produce two
dominant frames, which determine how we should look at what and
where a border is: securitisation and humanitarianism. I suggest
that researchers and designers can contribute to the disarticulation
of borders by changing the practices of looking at borders. These
counter-practices of looking will help us trace the movement of
borders to spaces not traditionally seen as relevant or necessary to
borders. To change practices of looking, one first needs to change
the practices of framing, to de-frame one border and frame another.
What comes to sight, then, are the ways that states mobilise
things, people and natural resources like the sea to immobilise and
criminalise certain mobilities. In the last section of this chapter, I
discuss a counter-practice of looking that I, together with others,
initiated. The project we initiated is one way of practicing the deframing and reframing of borders in the everyday life of two Swedish
towns, where the police were heavily engaged in a series of racial
profiling operations to find undocumented and deportable migrants.

Delocalisation of Borders
In the 1980s, the field of border studies was occupied with a constructive understanding of the border as a site of social interaction
(Coplan, 2012). In contrast, in the 90s border studies concerned
itself more with the celebration of globalisation, which was often
equated to the rise of a ‘borderless world’. This was seen in what
became known as the “debordering of the state”. Peter Andreas
(2000) however, argued that such debordering was far more selective than it appeared. He argued that any debordering in the form of
demilitarisation and economic liberalisation has been accompanied
by a partial rebordering in the form of enhanced policing and criminalisation of those who are perceived as trespassers (p.3). As is evident in Andreas’ argumentation, recent studies and investigations
in border studies have discussed the fluctuation of borders at length.
The motion and movement of borders in spaces and times other
than those conventionally perceived as rigid borders or lines dividing two political territories, have been captured in concepts such as
“rebordering” (Andreas, 2003), “delocalisation of borders” (Bigo,
2002; Salter, 2004) and the “ubiquity of borders” (Balibar, 2002).
Some scholars have investigated the delocalisation and movement of
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borders in specific sites and places in greater detail (Walters, 2004;
Coleman 2007; 2009; Amoore, 2006). Mountz has focused on how
the movement of borders is parallel to the “intensified mobility of
the port of entry”, where “sometimes these ports emerge offshore
to preclude entry, and other times they operate onshore as an accelerated path to detention and deportation” (Mountz, 2011). These
material entities define an entry to sovereignty but are designed and
planned to be mobile enough to delocalise borders while they mobilise the states and their borders.
One of the reasons for the extreme mobility of the state and its
borders and border-working practices is the condition often referred
to as the globalisation of capital through the delocalisation of
resources (Sassen, 2010). As the forces of capitalism flow globally
and are uncontrolled, borders follow suit. However, borders
perform control and regulation while they themselves are free
from regulation and screening. Haisha Walia (2013) calls such a
space and condition “border imperialism” which she defines in four
parts: (i) the free flow of capitalism and Western imperialism that
creates displacements while securing western borders against those
who capitalism and empire have displaced; (ii) the processes of the
criminalisation of migrants which benefits security companies;
(iii) the entrenchment of a racialised national and imperial identity
with its embodied and material impacts and (iv) the legal denial of
permanent residency to a growing number of migrants to ensure the
existence of an exploitable and expendable pool of labour (p.75). The
delocalisation of borders as a way to accelerate the imperialism Walia
discusses is particularly evident when considering the Enhanced
Border Security and Visa Entry Reform Act of 2002 in the U.S.
This programme designates new procedures and administration to
proceed with identification practices well before a traveller arrives
at the border and in certain cases, when they arrive on American
soil (Salter, 2004).
Writing about how the EU has delocalised its borders, Lahav and
Guiraudin (2000) discuss a series of comprehensive practices, which
they name “remote control”. According to them, remote control
involves a double displacement, since it moves the locus of control
activities both from the borders of territory and at the same time
beyond the apparatuses of state (Walters, 2006):
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Controlling the movement of people in the EU largely takes place
away from the border, before ‘undesirable’ prospective migrants
reach EU Member States (‘remote control’) or afterwards
(‘internal controls’). Along with civil servants (immigration
officers, border patrols, liaison officers and consulate personnel),
a wide range of ‘sheriff ’s deputies’ that include sending and
transit countries, carriers, security agencies, travel agents and
hotel personnel, employers, local social services, hosts and
sponsors are all urged to reach deep into societies to uncover
undocumented foreigners, deter asylum-seekers and prevent the
exit of the ‘huddled masses’ (Guiraudon 2003 cited in Walters,
2006, p.194).

The remote control’s policy introduces a series of practices in the
form of constant circulatory motions brought about by globalisation from global to local and back again. As they work on local
sites, they produce global rationale and vice versa. This circulatory
shift is even evident in how policy makers name their operations
and politics on securing borders. For example, the European
Commission calls their action plan on protecting EU borders a
“Global Approach to Migration: Priority Actions focusing on
Africa and the Mediterranean” (European Union, 2004). While
calling it global, they speak of a specific site, of a specific water
zone, which has its own specific legal framework. As it is circulatory, it also functions in the opposite way. By calling it local, they
adopt techniques used in other places, producing a global solution
to the so-called violation of border regimes. An example of this is
a series of practices that reinforce borderworks within a sovereign
territory, from ID-checks and enforcing social security numbers,
to raids against neighbourhoods and community centres aimed at
arresting undocumented migrants. These have often been referred
to as an “inward gaze” (Amoore, 2006; Appadurai, 2006; Coleman
2005, 2009).
Outward gazes always accompany inward gazes in the circulatory
motions of border-work. For instance, the creation of the Department
of Homeland Security shows that serious governmental attention is
paid to integrating previously fragmented smaller agencies working
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with national security. The outward gaze, like the inward gaze, works
in its own way to delocalise borders, so that the border’s function
is disaggregated from the border itself (Bigo, 2002, p.77). Amoore
(2011) understands the delocalisation of borders using two terms.
She argues that the digitisation of security, which is derived from
global software systems, means that we are witnessing a “spatial
stretching” and “temporal orientation” of borders. Discussing new
techniques of border control delocalised by the US Department of
Home Security, she argues:
Though these emergent border techniques appear to derive from
the UK and USA contexts, they act within software systems
that are global in scope. Thus, the geography of an apparently
“virtual border” (Home Office, 2009) witnesses a spatial
stretching in which the border is “exported” via “touchpoints”
and “encounters” between mobile people, objects and data, in
a system “designed to operate far beyond state boundaries”
(Trusted Borders, 2010). Not only in space but also in time,
the temporal orientation of emerging border geographies is preemptive, “assessing security risks against data”, “preventing
potential threats prior to arrival”, demarcating lines long before
a recognizable border is reached (p.63).

The fact that borders are articulated through scattered and ubiquitous material practices such as border patrols, security companies,
ID-checks, passports, visa regimes, databanks, checkpoints, coast
guards, etc., already affirms that borders are not merely on the
shores of political space anymore, but are rather “things within the
space of politics” (Balibar, 2002). Beyond this, however, as borders
are articulated through mobile practices, situated performances and
moving interfaces, they also articulate spaces of politics. Thus, borders should be discussed not only as material articulations within
the space of politics, but also as specific spaces in themselves that
generate practices, performances, interactions and unexpected
encounters. As Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson (2013) write:
“borders, far from serving merely to block or obstruct global passages of people, money, or objects, have become central devices for
their articulation. Borders play a key role in the production of the
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heterogeneous time and space of contemporary global and postcolonial capitalism” (p.ix). Therefore, borders are not simply material
articulations of design-politics but, ultimately, spaces that provide
articulations.
It seems that borders in the shape and articulated form of space
are better instruments for policing and regulating a variety of things,
bodies and processes whose common feature is their ‘mobility’
(Adey, 2004). Thus, as Dürrschmidt and Taylor (2007, p.56)
write, borders are increasingly becoming mechanisms to “control
mobility rather than territory”. Borders protecting a polity by
regulating mobility are complemented by a designable space capable
of speeding up some passages while blocking others, according to
requirements. Such design space is shaped by what Hedetoft (2003)
calls “asymmetric membranes” or “firewalls” (Walters, 2006),
barriers that allow for the free flow of certain goods and people,
while restricting the movement of others. This is in fact how borderworking (simultaneous de-bordering and re-bordering) is constantly
at work, taking the form of design practices that are seemingly
unrelated to borders.
Furthermore, seeing borders as spaces designed and articulated
by material practices that generate their own regimes of practices
and performances, allows us to understand borders as diffuse,
differentiated and networked. This is a prerequisite for the
understanding of regimes of practices and the constant movement
of borderworks, which I call border-working.
Borderworks as defined by Rumfords (2006; 2009), are all those
practices of bordering, debordering and rebordering that are not
only produced and performed by traditional actors like the state,
but also by citizens and non-citizens who can contest and articulate
their own versions of borders. In short, borderwork is no longer the
exclusive preserve of the nation-state. Various actors ranging from
states to international and business sectors, cultural, humanitarian
and activist actors, are all involved in borderwork. However, the
types of space they produce and the form of possibilities of worldmaking they offer distinguish them from each other in the politics
they perform.
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Technologies, Products and Practices of Circulatory
Borderwork
“Europe is the point in the world whence border lines set forth to
be drawn throughout the world, because it is the native land of the
very representation of the border as this sensible and super sensible
‘thing’ that should be or not be, be here or there, a bit beyond or
short of its ideal ‘position’, but always somewhere” (Balibar, 2002,
p.88). Balibar writes about the uncertainty of the space of Europe, an
ambiguous space that is both in constant expansion and, at the same
time, limited by its desire to maintain its historical identity. In truth,
Europe’s ambiguity and uncertainty have led to a designable space
where various practices keep redefining and rebordering it by moving
the border here and there, a bit beyond, or short of, its ideal position.
In this section, I will discuss a series of initiatives and projects
running in Europe that constantly remake and reposition the
European space through border-working. I call these practices circulatory borderwork. I understand circulatory borderworks as a
series of practices that perform in a circulatory way between local
and global, stretching the space of borders and orienting its temporality by their circulations. I will develop the concept of circulatory
borderwork using the instances and examples described below.
Even though borders are delocalised and relocated somewhere
else, this does not mean that borders are everywhere. Borders can
potentially be relocated to many places, mundane sites or banal
objects. However, some sites and locations and some artefacts,
due to their design, performances and materialities, have strategic
possibilities for a particular mission. As Mountz (2011, p.65)
writes, “because borders are always in a state of becoming, their
conceptualization remains provisional in nature”. These uncertain,
ambiguous, anticipatory and suggested spaces of borders, thus
require an investigation of certain strategic sites and artefacts
through which enforcement methods help to shape them (and our
perception of them) in the contemporary world. To understand
such contested spaces, I will discuss a few instances of circulatory
borderwork in the space called Europe. Each and every one of these
instances has its own strategic potentiality and functionality for
borderwork.
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Frontex and the volume of Europe
Around the geographical limit of Europe, borders are pushed outwards to secure an external border covering a space that has been
called “Fortress Europe”. Frontex, as a European Union regulatory
agency, is tasked with the integrated border security and fortification of the European Union’s external border. Frontex manages
operational cooperation at the external borders of the European
Union’s member states. Established in 2004 and located in Warsaw
with financial, administrative and legal autonomy, Frontex works
to promote a “pan-European model of integrated border security”
(Vaughan-Williams, 2008). Its main tasks, according to European
Council Regulations are: (a) to co-ordinate operational co-operation between member states in the field of external border management, (b) to assist member states in training national border guards,
including the establishment of common training standards, (c) to
carry out risk analyses, (d) to follow up on the development of research relevant to the control and surveillance of external borders,
(e) to assist member states in circumstances requiring increased
technical and operational assistance at external borders, and (f) to
provide member states with the necessary support for organising
joint return operations (European Union, 2004).
According to Frontex’s website, the agency’s origin lies in fostering
the idea of the free movement of people as an important objective
of European integration. As Frontex argues the production of a
borderless area required closer cooperation between member states
and the national actors of each state, including police, customs
and migration officers, through the Schengen Information System
(SIS). Frontex states that the agency not only operates on an EU and
supra-state level, but in fact, brings “added value to the national
border management systems of the member-states and the freedom
and security of their citizens” (European Union, 2006, p.3).
At present, there are several academic analyses of Frontex. For
instance, some have read the agency, its role and its practices as
a manifestation of the Europeanisation and institutionalisation of
member states at new levels and in new technological directions
(Neal, 2007 cited in Vaughan-Williams, 2008), as new measures of
security (Guild, 2006), or as a different response to the discourses
surrounding the war on terror (Balzacq and Carrera, 2005).
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However, I am interested in how Frontex promotes frameworks for
“integrated policies of borderwork”, since these do not only operate
in the space originally designed by and for Frontex. These types of
policy and framework often produce spaces of border-working where
others get involved through various practices and at various levels.
If we move beyond the bureaucratic and technocratic rationalisation
presented by Frontex, in addition to moving beyond what has
already been criticised and analysed by scholars, Frontex comes to
the fore as a particular actor, one that is constantly occupied with
designing spaces of operation and security. These designs, due to
their continuous use, generate consumption practices in which the
most hyper-visible things within these relations are the bodies that
get caught in these specific spaces.
Frontex operates within three geometries and in a vertical
manner: on land, water and air. Rather than merely protecting and
regulating the external borders of Europe as it claims to, Frontex in
fact regulates and controls the circulation of goods and people well
beyond European territories, and within an ambiguous European
space that needs to be thought of as a volume. Once a territory
and its borders and politics are understood in the form of volume,
new geographies of security shaped by the political technologies of
territory are revealed:
The political technology of territory comprises a whole number
of mechanisms of weighing, calculating, measuring, surveying,
managing, controlling and ordering. These calculative techniques
– similarly to those employed in biometrics and geo-metrics –
impact on the complexities of volume. In terms of the question
of security, volume matters because of the concerns of power and
circulation. Circulation does not simply happen, nor does it need
to be contained, controlled and regulated, on a plane. Thinking
about power and circulation in terms of volume opens up new
ways to think of the geographies of security (Elden, 2013, p.49).

Frontex, besides engaging in designing specific artefacts and sites,
also designs spaces where civil society, entrepreneurs, think tanks
and academics engage in ‘humanising’ or ‘civilising’ practices that
have strong associations with military warfare. Of particular im-
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portance is the designing and planning of a roadmap regulating
European aerospace, which requires giving €315 million of EU
funding to drone-based research projects that are used for civic
engagements (Hayes, Jones and Töpfer, 2014).47
Thus, by participating in such research projects, Frontex both
receives money and also funds research projects to forecast the
future of its operations and the various possible uses of drones in its
border surveillance practices that could potentially be legitimised
within the framework of civic engagements.
It is through the practices not traditionally related to national
border guard tasks, that Frontex has become one of the most
powerful economic, political and social actors of circulatory
borderwork within Europe. As Frontex grows stronger through
support from research on surveillance technologies, the mobility
of travellers without the right papers through common means and
routes becomes practically impossible. Recently, due to restrictions
on air travel for travellers without the ‘right’ papers, the sea has
become the main route for many to move to Europe. As the deadliest
route of migration in the world in recent years (Last and Spijkerboer,
2014), the Mediterranean Sea has become the only accessible way to
cross to Europe by boats.

‘Unseaworthy’ boats in the Mediterranean
Boats are designed artefacts. They are designed in the sense that
they are intentionally configured things that articulate possibilities
between bodies, things and environments. Because they are materially made things, they occupy a space with their specific shape and
material. Because they are designed things, they generate practices
with different possible articulations.
As possibilities of asylum and having access to the monopolised
regime of free movement only becomes available on humanitarian
47 In a report entitled “Eurodrones Inc.”, Statewatch researchers trace how industry lobbies
encourage the integration of drone use into civil society, which makes it possible to finance projects
for military use on which the EU cannot otherwise spend money. By financing civil projects that
explore the ‘civil’ deployment of drones, the reports reveal that the 2013 EU roadmap aims for
“fully integrating the flight of drones over 150kg into civilian aerospace by 2028”. The roadmap,
Statewatch writes, “is led by the European Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems Steering Group
(ERSG), housed within the European Commission and primarily made up of Commission officials
and representatives of major European defence and security contractors, aerospace institutes and
lobbyists such as UVS International, whose representatives have been present in discussion in drone
policy in numerous European and international forums”.
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grounds or through discourses of crisis, some of those who board socalled ‘unseaworthy boats’ to cross the Mediterranean into Europe
intentionally damage the boats in order to show how deadly their
situation is, and to show that they deserve rescue (Papadopoulos
and Tsianos, 2013). They are not rescued from the water because
they are asylum seekers fleeing war, violence and persecution, but
because they are drowning in the sea. Apparently, all boats have to
sink in order for their passengers to receive permission to enter into
the space of asylum policed by nation-states and supra-states like
the EU. Mountz (2011) has used the concept of “shrinking spaces
of asylum” in which she argues that the phenomenon of boatpeople
has grown because the spaces of asylum have shrunk and migration
has been securitised. This space has shrunk because Frontex has
grown and expanded its material presence in the form of drones,
coast guards, the control of airline systems and the surveillance of
all land borders.
In this context, it is important to give a background to the use
of ‘unseaworthy boats’ as a means of transport when travelling to
Europe. Various reports estimate that only 10 percent of irregular
migrants enter the EU by sea (Triandafyllidou and Vogel, 2010; De
Bruycker, Di Bartolomeo and Fargues, 2013), but the documented
data suggests that the majority of migrant deaths occur during
irregular sea trips (Last and Spijkerboer, 2014). The growing number
of migrant deaths in the Mediterranean Sea is, in practice, linked
to the restricted procedures for entering the EU. The introduction
of visa obligations and their exercise through transportation
companies has led to a shift from using aeroplanes and ferries in a
regular manner to using irregular means of transport such as fishing
boats.
Walters (2014) discusses the role of vehicles in the politics of migration and how they feature and mediate the public understanding
of migration and border crossing. He sketches out what he calls
“viapolitics” in which via refers to the route and road of movement,
including ‘in-between’ places as well as the specific mode of transportation used. For Walters, an understanding of the practices of
viapolitics is a tactical move to see and read migration in ways that
are different to what states see (Bigo, 2002). This way of reading
and seeing consequently provides new critical encounters with the
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conditions. As Walter writes, “[a]ll sorts of political phenomena
become newly thinkable once we approach the migration complex
from the angle of its vehicles. Land, territory, and sovereignty look
different when we see migration like a ship” (2014, p.3).
Boats as important devices of migration and mobility are in
themselves possible sites of borderwork subject to representations,
protection and securitisation as well as struggle and negotiation.
However different in shape and scale, boats have now become a
portable border space that provides various actors involved in
the discourses of migration with the ability to look and overlook
migrants, their agency and bodies in various places. By framing the
mobility of migrants in the Mediterranean Sea through the device of
a boat and the precariousness it might entail, boats mediate public
concern in terms of security as well as humanitarian care (ibid).
Boats within the context of the Mediterranean Sea’s migratory
paths have become the single image reproduced and circulated
on TV, in scholarly presentations, and through governmental and
humanitarian organisations’ reports communicating the image of
‘illegal border crossing’, criminal activities and migration brokers’
exploitation of desperate human beings. But boats, beyond this
media misrepresentation, have other roles: boats are both devices for
facilitating irregular movement and a means of providing possibilities
for interceptions, push-backs and consequently, deportation. Thus,
the boat becomes a site, or rather a space of borderwork. Boats are
also able to embody the laws and policies of migration in favour of
or against migrants. The tactical destruction of a boat by migrants
can be read in this sense: that boats are more than just moving
vehicles. They embody the law and rights practices, since a broken
boat in the sea has to be saved according to the conventions of
rescue at sea. However the infamous case of the left-to-die boat
(Heller and Pezzani, 2012) tells us that there is no guarantee that
such conventions will be followed in the Mediterranean Sea.48
48 Heller and Pezzani (2012) write: “In the case of what is now referred to as the “left-to-die boat”,
72 migrants fleeing Tripoli by boat on the early morning of March 27, 2011 ran out of fuel and were
left to drift for 14 days until they landed back on the Libyan coast. With no water or food on-board,
only nine of the migrants survived. In several interviews, these survivors recounted the various
points of contacts they had with the external world during this ordeal. This included describing the
aircraft that flew over them, the distress call they sent out via satellite telephone and their visual
sightings of a military helicopter which provided a few packets of biscuits and bottles of water and
a military ship which failed to provide any assistance whatsoever. The events, as recounted by these
survivors, appeared to constitute a severe violation of the legal obligation to provide assistance to
any person in distress at sea, an obligation sanctioned by several international conventions”.
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Vehicles of migration, or to be clear, vessels and vehicles used
for irregular migration, are not metaphorically spaces of borders.
A look into the frequently updated checklists for vehicle detection
provided by various countries’ border agencies reveals the detailed
instructions given to drivers or conductors of vessels to check
particular parts or sections of their vessel to find ‘stowaways’ (e.g.
UK border agency, 2014). These instructions work on the basis of
the very shape and design of the vehicle, as a site in particular and
as a space in general, to be secured and protected like a border.
Thus, boats not only participate in border-working by the ways
actors like Frontex configure them in the specific legal, economic
and technical space of the Mediterranean, but they also generate
circulatory border-works due to their artefactual capacities.

The spectacle of border-working
Walls and fences are “nothing more than spectacularly expensive
political gestures” (2010, p.91) as Wendy Brown argues in her
discussion of the ever-growing number of border walls and fences
being installed around the world in the decades following the end
of the Cold War. Paolo Cuttitta (2014) however, complicates this
argument by situating it within the context of the Mediterranean
Sea. Cuttitta contends that if borders are the suitable spaces for
states to perform the spectacle of their politics and power exercise in
general, migrants dying in and arriving by sea have a much stronger
impact on public opinion than overstayers and migrants entering a
country irregularly by land. Thus, the sea border is the ideal stage
for various actors to perform their desired spectacles, be they humanitarian concerns, security marketing, new migration policies or
fascist propaganda.49
Nonetheless, what these practices, narratives and framings render
most visible is the ‘illegality’ of those who arrive or die during their
journey by using unseaworthy vessels such as overloaded fishing
boats. These images and discourses supply the rationale for what
Nicholas De Genova calls “the border spectacle”, a spectacle of
“enforcement at ‘the’ border, whereby migrant ‘illegality’ is rendered
49 Both Lampedusa and Calais have been, and remain, ideal places for neo-nationalist and fascist
right wing parties in Europe to stage their speeches and demonstrations. Marine Le Pen the leader
of Front National – a French extreme right wing party – for instance, travelled to Lampedusa to
give a speech in 2011.
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spectacularly visible” (2013, p.1181). The spectacle, according to
him, is enmeshed through a combination of material practices and
a dense weaving of discourse and representation.
The image of arriving boats and the ‘problems’ that Europe
faces with the phenomenon of boatpeople produce certain gazes or
looking practices that are simultaneously framed through ‘tougher’
as well as more ‘humanitarian’ approaches to the situation. 50
In order to de-frame the materiality of Frontex and its practices
exercised in the air, over land and on the water, boatpeople have to
be framed as victims of smuggling and yet de-framed as victims of
border-working, and the spaces of borders that expand horizontally
and vertically. Consequently, they ‘deserve’ the practices of ‘help’ to
prevent them from falling into the hands of ruthless smugglers and
should be ‘rescued’ when they are drowned. Floating bodies call for
more ‘action’ than living bodies on board boats.
The dialectics of harsh border-working and humanitarian
practices have produced a condition that Cuttitta calls “border
play” (2014). In describing the situation both on and off the island
of Lampedusa, he argues that restrictions on the visa regime, as
well as sanctions on carriers transporting travellers without the
right papers to Europe, have made the island into a powerful scene
of EU borderisation in which various acts of play are performed.
Furthermore, he shows how the combined humanitarian practices
of Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), the UNHCR, the International
Organisation for Migration (IOM) and the Red Cross on the island,
as well as violence and control by Italian security guards and
detention centre staff, have turned Lampedusa into “a theatre of
border play”:
The ‘borderization’ of Lampedusa through specific moves
(establishing a detention centre, concentrating migrants,
dispatching border guards, employing patrol boats, involving
humanitarian workers etc.) shows that also borders are the
result of a “relational disposition of social goods and humans
50 “Tough but humane” was how Kevin Rudd, the prime minister of Australia, described his
government’s approach to migrants attempting to reach Australia by boat, during a speech on
28th of October 2009. The consequence of this approach was that of reshaping the borderscape of
Australia and sending migrants coming by boat to Nauru Island. This was discussed in a previous
chapter as a way to reappropriate geographical possibilities and as one form of contemporary
camp-making practice.
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(living beings) in places” (Löw 2001, 224), of the placing and
interaction of ‘spatial bodies’ (Lefebvre 1974) (2014, p.203).

It is not new to argue that the securitisation of migration is part of
the political spectacle (Huysmans, 2000). Nonetheless, the specific
sites and spaces of borders provide “the exemplary theatre for staging the spectacle of ‘the illegal alien’” (De Genova 2002, 436). This
is to say that if borders are delocalised and if they are at work in a
circulatory way, then the spaces of borders produced and consumed
by various actors are not necessarily equal and flat. Some spaces are
strategically more significant borders than others for various reasons, one of which is the potency they have when providing a stage
for border play. The Mediterranean Sea is one such space. By spring
2015, Lampedusa (off Sicily), Zawara (in Lybia) and Malta had all
become sites of border spectacle. These specific geographies have
become more seen and read not only because of their geographical
locations but also because of migration policies that constantly force
migrants to change their routes, as well as their modes of transport. They also become more visible because the scene is becoming
more populated by military actors, governmental and non-governmental humanitarian actors, and the media. These specific towns
and islands, routes (the Central Mediterranean) or devices (fishing
boats), however, come to play different roles and occupy various
volumes of space in discourses nationally and internationally. For
instance, Cuttitta writes that in the decade of 2002–2012 in Italy,
most cases where irregular migration was spectacularly presented
either as an emergency or as a solved problem made prominent reference to Lampedusa (Cuttitta, 2014, p.212). At the same time, for
many European countries far from the Mediterranean Sea – such as
Sweden – Lampedusa might not have been an exemplary stage of
border play prior to 2013.
The forces and actors staging border play are not new phenomena.
Ginette Verstraete (2003) explains how the design, production and
marketing of a new device in the 1990s mainly produced the spectacle around ‘innocent victims from Kosovo’ who were perceived as
being exploited by Eastern European smuggler networks. This was
mainly staged through a specific device – the LifeGuard – designed
by the American company DielectroKinetic Laboratories (DKL):
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The Science of Saving Lives for the detection of ‘stowaways’ in
trailers for the greater part of 1999. The Belgian port of Zeebrugge
used the device in February 1999 to detect the ‘uncontrollable’
number of refugees hiding in trailers and containers on their way to
Britain. This was around the time of NATO’s war against Milošević
in Serbia, in which both Britain and Belgium took part. Thus, the
LifeGuard, the port of Zeebrugge, and the trucks and containers
that possibly carried ‘stowaways’, staged much of the border play of
1999 in the Belgian context.
The LifeGuard is a gun-shaped remote sensing device designed
to locate the electromagnetic field around the heartbeats of a
person hidden from sight. Advertised as “the world’s first and only
passive human-specific electronic security system” the LifeGuard,
according to the DKL Website, is “now being used successfully in
counter-terrorism, law enforcement, firefighting, mine rescue, port
and border control, container searches and search and rescue”
(http://www.dklabs.com/) (Figure 7.1).
Working like a compass, the antenna of the device’s tracking
system points to the “irregular magnetic field” caused by the movement of the irregular migrant’s heart. This device’s heartbeat detector claiming to save the lives of those hidden from sight by “seeing
through the barriers” thus stages a regime of spectacle where images
of illegality are produced by those guns pointing to certain trucks
on specific sites. The spaces of borders are shaped through a supply
chain system of circulatory borderwork, where a state-sanctioned
violent rearticulation of particular racial, ethnic migrant bodies
(in this case of their beating hearts) becomes marketable in various
places (Verstraete, 2003, p.241). This supply chain system is shaped
by the logic and rationale of various key players in Europe’s global
economy, writes Verstraete and identifies such global forces traceable from and within this specific product, the LifeGuard:
[T]he science behind DKL; information technology – in its latest
version the LifeGuard is plugged into a portable computer which
translates the sensed movement via detection algorithms into
digital signals displaying the amplitude of various shock waves
on-screen while emitting a sound signal when the frequencies
of a beating heart have been reached; DKL as a corporate firm
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with links to the major players in the global e-commerce; Belgian
and American law-enforcement agencies; the car and shipping
industries; and the national and international media industry
(ibid).

What this device does is a form of articulation of a ‘foreign’ body,
hidden from the public and the sight of the police, towards a new
spectacle. The designed detector not only delivers a service to its
clients, but it also fully articulates a body into an interface between
state and capital. These interfaces, in return, mediate what and
where we should search for irregular movements of a body, specifically of an illegalised body. In this sense, the various practices
of borderworks merge into each other and perform the circulation
of borders. They mediate where we should look for irregularity,
illegality and crime. The device, by enforcing the law, produces
illegality by staging scenes of border play at various sites and in
interactions between bodies and means of transportation. As De
Genova writes “the border spectacle works its magic trick of displacing ‘illegality’ from its point of production (in the law) to the
proverbial ‘scene of the crime’, which is of course also the scene of
ostensible crime-fighting” (De Genova, 2013, p. 1189).
The example of the LifeGuard being used in the humanitarian
practices of search and rescue as well as detecting stowaways hidden
in trucks and containers on their way to Britain is relevant given
the discussion of launching a military operation against ‘smuggling
networks’ in Libya. In 2015, the EU foreign minister started lobbying
to convince the UN Security Council to give permission to European
countries to launch a military operation by air, sea and land against
what they call smuggling networks. They frame the military invasion
of Libya as a part of a necessary and urgent operation to save the
lives of migrants in the Mediterranean Sea. This followed the tragic
events of April 2015 that were reported as a ‘humanitarian crisis’
and caused the death of more than 1800 migrants.

The violence of humanitarianism
The discipline of securitisation studies (Bigo 2002; Huysmans
2006) has already clearly demonstrated how migration can be
turned into a security issue. Furthermore, scholars have stressed that
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Figure 7.1. The LifeGuard detector and an illustration of how it
discovers stowaways. Source: www.dklabs.com.
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humanitarian rhetoric is an essential element of governmentality,
and this is true particularly in relation to the governing of human
mobility (Hyndman, 2000; Bigo, 2002; Agier, 2008; Fassin, 2012).
According to Didier Bigo (2002), humanitarian discourse is itself
a by-product of the securitisation process, and the former ends up
strengthening and reinforcing the latter (p.79). Fassin and Pandolfi
(2010), in tracing how humanitarianism intersects with forms of
militarism and security, suggest that this seemingly contradictory
nexus represents a new paradigm put in place in the 1970s and 1980s,
grounded in the right to intervene: to put sovereignty aside in the
name of the moral principle of saving lives (Ticktin, 2014). They call
this “military and humanitarian government”. Nils Gilman (2012)
proposes that another way to understand this overlapping paradigm
is to trace how humanitarian technologies are being implemented in
conjunction with military force and vice versa (Gilman 2012).
The space of borders is thus shaped through the circulatory
borderworks of securitisation and humanitarianism, which go
hand-in-hand. This is also, perhaps, why Frontex monopolises the
security of EU external borders as well as much of the humanitarian
operations of search and rescue in the Mediterranean Sea.
As images of the Mediterranean Sea, broken fishing boats and
hundreds of drowing migrants sporadically circulate in the media,
the events are referred to as a humanitarian disaster and crisis,
which in return demand humanitarian interventions. The drowning
of migrants in the Mediterranean Sea has frequently been framed
as a crisis. One example was the “Lampedusa Crisis” in October
2013, when 300 irregular border crossers drowned. Another was
the April 2015 “Mediterranean Crisis”, referring to a period when
more than 1800 migrants were found dead or lost at sea. Mountz
argues (2010, xvi-xvii) that states generally “develop narratives to
explain and perform their day-to-day work” and that they “excel
in particular at performing crisis”. When such a term is used, the
performance of the term tends to mobilise new policies, regulations
and security measures such as military interventions against
certain populations and groups, with, in this context, migrants and
migration brokers being the main target. As shown in her inquiry on
the usage of the term “crisis” and how it is constituted as an object
of knowledge, Roitman (2013) argues that “through the term, the
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singularity of events is abstracted by a generic logic, making crisis a
term that seems self-explanatory” (p.3). Crisis calls for immediate
action, ignoring how practices of borderwork or spaces of borders
shape and produce such vulnerabilities, precarity and eventually
the spectacle of death (Cuttitta, 2014). When the loss of life in
the Mediterranean is framed through crisis, then humanitarian
practices of aid rush onto the scene, ignoring the practices and
materialities that have made such disasters possible in the first
place. Crisis in this context constitutes the humanitarian practices
that de-materialise the spaces of borders, thus allowing for more
ubiquitous practices of control and border-working that do not
actually look like borders. This is why scholars of humanitarianism
have been stressing and highlighting the fine line between care and
control (Fassin 2005; Ticktin 2005; Feldman and Ticktin 2010;
Agier 2011; Weizman 2012; Pallister-Wilkins, 2015a). Through
humanitarianism, the brutality of European border spaces (Tsianos
and Karakayali, 2010) disappears from sight. Humanitarian
practices also formulate another narrative, that of emergency action
and a military operation against those so-called criminals. This has
a number of consequences, as Polly Pallister-Wilkins (2015b) writes:
It works towards the continuation of such a border control
system while failing to take account of the fact that interventions
to save lives and secure borders have the same practical effects.
[…] Humanitarian interventions in the name of a universal
humanity, alongside more routine border policing efforts,
work to reproduce the Mediterranean as European space.
Humanitarian interventions are strategies of control and a form
of border technology designed to stop an emergency and to
restore the status quo: the continuation of an external European
border regime that makes regular forms of migration for many
non-Europeans all but impossible. As such, humanitarianism is
an inherently conservative strategy.

Humanitarianism thus re-frames the existing spaces of borders,
exercised by European actors, as a space belonging to European
decision makers, security companies and private philanthropists
who can make decisions about the life or death of migrants in the
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sea by staging interventions and interceptions into the device, or
rather, the space of a boat. This is another aspect of circulatory
borderwork. As Walters (2014) argues, we are witnessing a shift
from the securitisation of migration to the humanitarianisation of
migration. Notwithstanding, the former is still growing stronger,
but remains incomplete unless the latter enters the scene of the
border spectacle. Frontex not only protects borders from illegalised
entry with its specific techniques and practices, but it also searches
for and rescues migrants in distress at sea. Frontex, by creating a
space for humanitarian practice and letting other non-governmental actors51 participate in “border play”, plays the role of the good
border guard, the one who controls but also cares, or the one who
cares but also has a great degree of power to control the sea in order
to ensure the safety and security of borders.
Humanitarian interventions have always been justified as a
temporary way of working within an ‘immediate’ situation, an
emergency condition of saving lives and bringing dignity to the
universal concept of humanity. However, studies of humanitarianism,
particularly in relation to refugee camps, tell a different story:
that the majority of humanitarian practices become the norm and
prolong the condition of precariousness and misery, making the
suffering body into a spectacle and thus, a marketable commodity
(Malkki 1996; Agier, 2002, 2008; Feldman, 2011, Ticktin, 2014).
Designers are not exempt from humanitarian practices. Like
medical and legal workers, designers have formulated their particular
responses to the suffering of human beings as “humanitarian
design”. Being unsatisfied with the purpose and intent of commercial
design and whom it actually ‘serves’, humanitarian design appeals
to those designers who are upset with contemporary professional
design practices. Books and exhibitions about how to design better
housing for slum populations, how to deal with water and food
distribution and famine problems in Africa, Asia, Latin America
and the Middle East, as well as issues related to poverty, conflict
51 One of these actors is the American philanthropist Christopher Catrambone, with his nonprofit contribution to the scene, Migrant Offshore Aid Station (MOAS). This is the non-profit wing
of his company, the rest of which specialises in insurance underwriting, insurance broking and
intelligence services offering safety and security information to its clients. He has a website with
dozens of photos portraying himself, his family and migrants. Calling himself an entrepreneur,
humanitarian and adventurer, the slogan of his philanthropic boat and service is “no one deserves
to die at sea”. See: http://www.christophercatrambone.com/, (accessed 25/12/2015).
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and homelessness are on the agenda of concerned designers and
occupy a wide spectrum from academic research projects to charity
booklets and coffee table books.
The book Design for the other 90% published by Cooper-Hewitt
National Museum of Design as a catalogue to the exhibition of the
same title is a good example of this. The book cover shows a black
woman in an apparently typical African landscape bending on her
knees and trying to drink water from a mundane pipe, the LifeStraw,
a device that is supposed to clean the water she takes from the
ground directly. A further example is another book entitled Design
like you give a damn: Architectural Responses to Humanitarian
Crises (Sinclair, and Stohr, 2006) published by Architecture for
Humanity. The title of this book is fairly self-explanatory. It is as if
the shape architects give to the world in their regular commissioned
practices do not participate in how the world is constructed and
destructed. Moreover, it is as if architecture does not give shape to
our understanding and perception of certain sites and times as crisis
and others as peaceful continuity.
Humanitarian design has been advocated for as a way to craft
technical solutions to problems in the Global South such as water
access, emergency shelter, affordable housing, education, health,
etc., by engaging a wide range of actors such as professional design
firms, development companies, charities, NGOs and residents of
the aid-receiving communities (Cameron and Stohr, 2006; Bell,
Wakeford and Fisher, 2008; Bell, 2004; Heller and Vienne, 2003;
Pilloton, 2009).
Humanitarian designers seek to propose technical solutions
to problems rooted in imperial and colonial histories, structural
inequalities, labour exploitation and the neoliberal restructuring of
societies worldwide. In pursuing technical solutions, they neglect
the politics and history of the conditions into which they intervene.
Consequently, the global poor – as the main users and consumers of
humanitarian goods – are constructed as possible sites and design
opportunities for the generosity of the elite, rather than as historical
subjects with their own worldviews, skills and political formulations
of life (Johnson, 2011).
Being justified and moralised on the basis of choosing and
favouring the design of “products that save the lives of humans”
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and “empower[ing] them” instead of giving services to the Global
North (for such claims, see Pilloton, 2009), humanitarian design
is associated often unreflectively with “empathy” (Nielsen, 2014)
and what is called “empathic design” (Dorothy and Rayport, 1997;
Mattelmäki et. al, 2014). In both cases a new market economy is
created in which the suffering of the often racialised and gendered
bodies of the South and East are subject to commercialisation and
new, innovative methods of neoliberal soft power. Consequently,
a seemingly emergent and temporary humanitarian situation turns
into a permanent site for the consumption of aid products specifically
designed for the “humanitarian market”. Even though the turn
from temporary to permanent is something that humanitarian and
aid workers are reluctant to accept, for humanitarian designers,
the opposite is true. The notion of permanence forms the basis
of humanitarian design practice. This is evident in Brita Fladvad
Nielsen’s (2014) definition of humanitarian design: “aimed at
filling non food item (NFI) demands in a disaster setting, reaching
from the emergency phase to the durable solutions phase” (p.51).
Criticism and comments against and in support of humanitarian
design have been dealt with through discussions of development
programmes, empowerment, aid and missionary projects (Change
Observer, 2010), often after the former have been warned against
becoming practices of “new imperialism” (Nussbaum, 2010).
In order to discuss how humanitarian design in practice (despite
its best intentions) participates in circulatory borderworks, I will
critically discuss a design concept proposed by an architectural firm
that aims to save migrants in distress in the Mediterranean Sea.
“47 Buoys: Line of Rescue Buoys to Stop the Slaughter of Illegal
Immigrants in the Mediterranean Sea”
This is the title of a proposal by the French architecture and design
firm Mutations Architectes that was sent to the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). The
design concept is based on designing and installing 47 buoys in the
Mediterranean Sea, “laying a line of buoys from South to North
Mediterranean Sea, each buoy being equipped with an emergency
alarm system to activate rescue of endangered travellers” (Mutations
Architectes, 2013).
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In a letter attached to their proposal, the designers sought to show
their awareness of the two main sources of criticism they might face:
“knowing that is not solving the problem at its roots, the premise of
this project is that if one disagrees with a system, and that system is
hard to frontally transform, then it remains possible to understand
its rules, to integrate it and to change it from inside. The output of it
is a compromise, which would have his detractors of all sides. Those
who think that this is encouraging illegal immigration and those
who think it is absurd and cruel to ‘save’ people just to return them
in terrible situation. Nevertheless, us, architects, are having the role
to give a shape to the creations of our societies, as strange as they
might be. Here is one” (ibid).
In the autumn of 2013, after the death of 300 migrants near the
island of Lampedusa, I received an e-mail from a professor of Law
who forwarded this proposal to me, thinking I might be interested
in the concept. When I replied to clarify my critical standpoint in
relation to humanitarian design, we began a long e-mail exchange
on the position of these artefacts or “humanitarian goods” and how
they might be problematic or helpful:
Dear Mahmoud,
For some reason or other, this proposal by French architects
to construct life buoys between Libya and Italy reminded me
of (what I remembered of) your project. The U.N. Special
Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants presented it
briefly at a conference this week, regretting that “it will of
course go nowhere” due to lacking backing by states.
Kind regards
I replied at length:
[…]
I find this proposal very interesting, not because it delivers
a so called solution to the tragedy of the Mediterranean Sea,
but because simply and naively it illustrates my critique on the
thinking of design practice as a solution, which indeed has
become one of the best tools to domesticate technology for bio-
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political practices. […]
If we look at it closely, I see these life buoys as floating
Frontex, reminding me again that borders are not strict and
solid, but rather fluctuated. The misleading dichotomy of
the inside-outside of borders often does not let us to see that
what actually gets bordered are the in betweenness spaces that
are the products of border-working. It’s not about depriving
someone of human rights, of the given […], but it is about
deprivation of possibilities to act and to move. This is a
“humanitarian Frontex” that does not merely block or deport,
but make migrants the spectator of their unworthiness of being
part of the European continent. These buoys in the sea, their
materialities and their constant presence as part of the sea are
constant reminders to unwelcome populations […]. Beyond the
mere simplification of “saving them in order to deport them”
which is easy to criticise, the horrible aspect of such thinking, to
me, lies in Heidegger’s concern on technology: that what kind
of world we are producing with these buoys and what kind of
world we are losing. Just imagine while taking a touristic cruise
on the Mediterranean Sea [as I guess that is the only possible
way we as privileged will travel across the Mediterranean], you
will see all these floating “devices” every 10 km as inevitable
parts of the sea. The sea will not be meaningful anymore
without these buoys. What kind of sea are we then making by
installing these techniques?
[…]
All the best and have a good break over the coming weeks.
Mahmoud
He later replied:
Dear Mahmoud,
[…]
You might be right that it is born out of a charitable impulse,
in which case I would share your skepticism. But it might also
be the case that it is an attempt to manipulate the mainstream
discourse with a gesture that seems to say “look, here is a
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small, life-saving technical proposal, why not adopt it?” The
faux naivité of the question may be rather productive, because
states are incapable of engaging in a “technical discussion”
(on why the buoys after all are impossible to deploy) without
revealing that they would rather have people losing their lives
at sea than to engage in any discourse that leads away from the
primacy of militarized and non-public solutions that Europe is
pursuing today. […]
Obviously, if the self-saving migrants were harvested by
Frontex and returned, you would be correct in your analysis.
Things might be different if we imagine the buoys being placed
out in a completely private initiative. They would open for an
unanswerable question. What if a migrant would reach a buoy,
call an involved NGO from its telecommunication equipment?
Would the NGO need to organize its own, private, resources
to save that person? Is that what a thinking beyond the nationstate demands of us now? Would they then smuggle her or him
into the EU? Or would they call the border guards, speaking
in a language of human rights demands, but nonetheless
interpolating the state to do the job that only a state can do?
These are brutal and necessary thought experiments, forced
upon us even before any buoy is placed out.
[…]
Kind regards
In the above-quoted conversation, my deep pessimism about design
being understood as a problem-solving task should be obvious. In
contrast, his idea is about how this proposal might open up discussion. He is right, but he is only right if the discussion is not determined by strong material practices, the spectacle they make and the
space of borders they themselves produce. Only when we dismiss all
of these potential outcomes of the line of buoys, might we be able
think of this design intervention as a critique. After all, Frontex is
present at sea in the form of boats, drones and helicopters, but with
buoys, authorities indeed draw a line, remake the map and rearticulate the Mediterranean Sea in unique ways. The buoys are not the
innocent lifesavers that they appear to be in the scenarios illustrated
by the designers; they are thick, cruel manifestations of our inability
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Figure 7.2. Images taken from the proposal “47 Buoys”. Source:
www.mutations-architectes.com.
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as humans to think of the world in a different way. They are the
material evidence of how the ‘solutions’ we generate often forget the
history and politics of how our past ‘solutions’ created the problems
we face today. The so-called solution of forming societies based on
ethnicity and drawing lines to control and regulate the movement
of people and goods defined as others, not belonging to this or that
particular territory, created the problem we face today, with the
ever-growing number of nation-sates and their ever multiplying
borders. Solutions to problems produce a duality, fixing the conditions in time and place, thus reproducing the status quo. As Arturo
Escobar (2004) asserts, in contrast to the technocentric argument
at the heart of humanitarian and development programs, problems
created by the modernisation of the world do not necessarily have
“modern solutions”. This is why I argued in previous chapters that
design cannot be about problem-solving but needs to be a form of
situational recognition. Design needs to act upon that recognition,
which is a form of rearticulation and negotiation of the forces involved in a situation, with directions determined by a certain politics.
Humanitarian design should be subject to critique, not only as
an instrument of humanitarianism, but also for the lack of recognition it carries in terms of what design has done to the condition
into which humanitarian design intervenes, and hopes to solve. As
humanitarian design also often comes from a Western-oriented
understanding of design as a task of problem-solving, it is completely blind to how, in practice, design as a strong material force that
articulates as well as manipulates the possibilities of situations has
caused the event or ‘the crisis’ humanitarians in fact try to address.
As designers Helder Pereira and Coral Gillett (2014) write in the
anthology Design in the Borderlands (Kalantidou and Fry, 2014),
what is missing from the debate over the necessity or problematic of
humanitarian design is “a fundamental rethinking of the structural
conditions that create the ‘need’ for humanitarian design responses
in the first place” (2014, p.118).
As humanitarianism engages, or, at least is supposed to engage
only with the present, it refuses to think about the past and the
future and concentrates only on the emergency of saving lives
right now, therefore forgoing a thorough assessment of long-term
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considerations. It thus explicitly claims to occupy an apolitical
situation. Humanitarian design adopts the same position. There is,
however, an issue here. The materiality of design tends to last longer
than emergency rescue practices. Design solutions to emergency
crises thus move beyond the site and moment of emergency and
turn temporary status into a permanent condition. The spectacle
and the materialities that design practices offer, reconfigure the
exception into the norm and tend to normalise the condition of
suffering. While design’s materiality and artefactuality informs
us about design’s instability and reminds us that designed things
do not last forever, it also generates certain practices, behaviours
and patterns that tend to persuade us that this is the only possible
way to work with these situations. It offers actions and activities
flowing from the designed work – the designed solution – which
tends towards inertia. Ilana Feldman (2012) writes that, in the
context of Palestinian refugee camps across the Middle East, we
need to examine what it means to shift humanitarianism “from
crisis response to condition of life”, not only thinking about “the
politics of life but politics of living” (p.157). While Feldman is right,
she assumes that humanitarianism is about crisis response, while
humanitarian design as a way of enacting the ethics and politics of
humanitarianism shows very well that humanitarianism is also about
designing certain conditions of life. It enters and legitimises itself as
a crisis response but nonetheless establishes certain conditions and
thus a certain politics of life. Humanitarian design clearly informs
us that the claim humanitarianism makes on engaging with saving
only in the here-and-now is incorrect. Materialised articulations of
rescue practices and systems tell us that humanitarianism always
already comes from certain politics and histories and establishes
specific politics and futures.
Those advocating these humanitarian designs thus refuse to think
with history, to think of how they and their practices are embedded
in history. A Mediterranean Sea rearticulated materially with
buoys not only monumentalises the suffering of migrants but also
reveals the biopolitics that design engages in by offering solutions
to problems framed as crises. This is how “humanitarian reason”
(Fassin, 2012) works: biopolitical welfare policies lead to a certain
reasoning for humanitarian practices through various persuasive
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and moralised means such as the LifeGuard or Life Buoys which,
in return, depoliticise and de-historicise the conditions with which
designers work. What is central to buoys, I argue, is that the body
of a migrant is kept biologically alive while deprived of its political
rights. As Miriam Ticktin (2009) reminds us:
Humanitarianism is about the exception rather than the
rule, about generosity rather than entitlement. The regime
of humanitarianism is based on engaging other people in
relationships of empathy and in this way demonstrating one’s
common humanity; this is an ethics that, when taken to the
extreme, entails selling one’s suffering, bartering for membership
with one’s life and body (Ticktin, 2009, p.147).

However, because humanitarian goods participate in another economy – a moral economy of sorts – criticising them is difficult in relation to which moral position one occupies when criticising the products that apparently help those who are dying in the Mediterranean
Sea. After all, who does not want to save human beings?
Critiquing humanitarian design, and specifically the proposed life
buoys that will save those who cross the Mediterranean irregularly,
is not a simplified call to tear down the materialised articulations
of borders. If some of the strong material practices that shape the
spaces of borders to be consumed in a circulatory way evaporate,
the ‘illegality’ of border crossing in an irregular way would
not disappear. The illegalisation of mobility and bodies will not
disappear as long as the laws protecting the politics and economics
of what constitute a desirable and undesirable migration or mobility
are in place. At the same time, without those material practices of
borderwork, we would not be able to consume and believe in the
‘illegality’ of some and the legality of others, the illegality of certain
movements and the legality of others (De Genova, 2013, p.1190).
The role of design becomes important here because of the
persuasiveness it implies (as was discussed in Chapter 4 in relation
to the interactions that passports produce). It persuades us to believe
in a ‘factual’ duality of legality-illegality through the artefactual
mediations and articulations it designs. It directs us to consume such
‘facts’ discursively and dismisses the materiality and artefactuality
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behind the very same circulating facts, values and norms. This, in
return, opens up new possibilities for shaping the law. Migration
policies become the border when they are materialised, and they
become effective and taken seriously in productions and consumptions
when designed and circulated. These design works do not necessarily
need to come from the forces of the law, the sovereign, or the state
but also from designers concerned with humanitarian causes. This
is another instance of how border-working performs in a circulatory
way. These buoys are constitutive of what is often referred to as
‘good’ borders: those that feature “open communication, formal
demarcation agreements, standing boundary commissions,
accessible transportation links, and a minimal military or police
presence” (Diener and Hagen, 2012, p. 66).
They thus reconstitute the border along the sea, making us see
and believe in the irregularity of moving those bodies that might
perish there. The spectacle of the border thus frames events in a
certain way so that humanitarian intervention becomes the only
possible way to encounter those events. Crisis as a problem and
humanitarianism as a solution, sustain local sites of exploitation
and coercion as well as reproducing the global circulation of moral
sentiments in the service of contemporary economy and politics.

Joint operations of ID-checks: Mos Maiorum, Reva and
patterns of urban immobility
“Are you undocumented? Haven’t got residency? Between the 13th
and 26th of October an operation called ‘Mos Maiorum’ starts in
Sweden and E.U. The Police will hunt people without papers and
residency. They want to know from which routes immigrants come
to Europe and they will arrest as many people as possible. Be careful
at the subway stations, the trains, airports, highways and at the
borders.”
The above is an excerpt from information produced in seven
languages and widely circulated through leaflets, posters, SMS and
social media networks in European countries during September and
October 2014. Activists were warning travellers without the right
papers moving across Europe to be careful about a joint operation
of ID-checks. As usual, protests and demonstrations were held,
critical commentaries were written and state authorities had to
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comment on it. Frontex reacted to the criticism and distanced itself
from the project. In a statement published on its website, Frontex
(2014) commented that they “would like to stress that it has not
had any role either in the planning or in implementation of this operation. The agency was invited by the Italian Presidency to provide
support to the operation in the area of risk analysis. This means that
the agency will only provide the Italian Presidency with statistics
and data analysis of the migratory flows at external borders of the
European Union”. Frontex thus reminds its critics of the specialised
and professional position it occupies within border management:
working with external borders. It is legally true that this operation,
Mos Maiorum, dealt with internal border checks, but it was nonetheless the continuation of Frontex’s activities in another space. Mos
Maiorum, a Latin expression meaning ancestral customs or the
habits of our ancestors, was yet another round of joint immigration
raid operations initiated by Italy and conducted by national police
in each member state of the EU. During this time, the police intensified its ID-checks and specific operations for finding undocumented
migrants, visa over-stayers and irregular border crossers. As the EU
is a legally passport-free territory, these types of operations have
been inevitable parts of the production of the Schengen space from
its very inception (Hydén and Lundberg, 2004). Thus, the police
have always been engaged in internal stop and search operations to
intercept migrants who have managed to get into Fortress Europe.
In Sweden, activists called Mos Maiorum, “Mega-REVA”,
thereby accentuating the existing ties between national and
supranational border-working. REVA was a collaborative project
that took place from 2011 to 2014 and was initiated by the Swedish
police, the Swedish migration board (Migrationsverket) and the
Prison and Probation Service (Kriminalvårdens transporttjänst) in
response to a request by the government. The project was co-funded
by the European Return Fund. REVA aimed to search for, arrest
and deport people who stayed in Sweden ‘illegally’ and who did not
leave Sweden after being denied the state’s permission to stay in the
country. By January 2013, REVA came to be well known by the
public due to its large-scale operations in the underground stations
of Stockholm.
By calling Mos Maiorum “Mega-REVA”, activists perhaps tried
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to build their own critique on other critique already circulating
about the project and practices of REVA in 2013. A look into DIVA
(Digitala Vetenskapliga Arkivet), a digital archive of academic publications across Scandinavia, shows how many undergraduate and
graduate students in social work, political science, sociology and
criminology wrote their theses about REVA around that time. This
affirms that the project has become a national platform for discussing illegality, a form of national border spectacle. It is important
to state that what REVA engaged in was not new, it was only an
integrated and collaborative project for finding undocumented migrants in an efficient way in line with the demands of the state.
Nonetheless, it produced new border spectacles and discourses.
REVA was a planned, staged, integrated period of public police
operations that measured the public’s tolerance to being a spectator
to border enforcement. Davoud, a young Afghan man, whom I met
on one of my trips to Iran in 2012, told me that late one night, in a
neighbourhood close to one of the social housing projects in Malmö,
the police stopped him and asked for his ID. His undocumented
status at the time led to his detention and subsequent deportation to
Afghanistan after living in Sweden for five years. For three of these
five years, he lived under the harsh conditions of undocumentedness.
One month after his deportation to Afghanistan, Davoud managed
to irregularly cross the border back into Iran with the hope of
finding his way back to Sweden. When we met in Tehran in August
2012, he was not in a good way and was constantly regretting being
close to an area associated with police stop and search operations.
He was blaming himself for his decision to take a walk “in the
wrong place at the wrong time” as he said. He had just two months
left to overcome his undocumentedness, before he would have been
allowed to reapply for asylum.
Undocumented migrants have to take great care not to do anything
“wrong” because they cannot afford to make mistakes. Any mistake,
such as riding the underground without a ticket, or more mundane
infractions such as riding a bike without a light, forgetting to put
both feet on the ground to make a full stop at a junction when
cycling, or leaning on a car and accidentally setting off its alarm,
can all attract the attention of the police. These simple and banal
acts might all of sudden render those bodies visible to the sight of
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the police. Ironically, an undocumented migrant “exemplifies the
impeccable citizen” (Khosravi, 2010b, p.91). This makes it hard for
the police to choose and filter undocumented migrants from others
in an urban space or in the internal space of a nation-state, where no
ordinary checkpoints are installed. Thus, the police have to design
and run a whole other series of searches, targets, checks and arrests
of possible undocumented migrants based on the usage of urban
infrastructures and institutions and the possibility that they may
offer for the inhabitation and performance of such practices.
One of the most common of these practices is racial profiling in
the flow of urban mobility. Rather than moving and going after
their targets, the police stay in mobile sites such as underground
and train stations and constantly stop those mobile and possibly
irregular bodies. The practice of racial profiling, which is
supposedly prohibited by Swedish law, tells us about the racialised
aspect of undocumentedness: that undocumentedness, besides
being an economic and legal issue for the authorities, is indeed a
fundamentally racialised condition, which produces frameworks for
state racism. The police have to reinforce racialisation in order to
define who is legal and who is not. Consequently, the police tend to
check those whose appearances do not match the common image of
legal bodies: that is, white bodies on the move.
It is clear from an account given by Angela, a Swedish citizen
with parents from Latin America, that the police not only checked
her ID but also her Swedishness. She was on her way home from
Stockholm University one weekend when three police officers
approached her in Slussen underground station. The first one asked
her in English if she spoke Swedish, and another asked how she had
come here (Sweden) and for how long she had lived here (Swedish
Radio, 2013).
Yamina, another woman who was stopped at the same
underground station, clarifies in an interview with Swedish Radio
(ibid) how the police – by initiating this act of stop-and-check –
took her Swedishness away from her based on her appearance. The
police asked her if her passport was real, or if she had bought it in
Botkyrka, a suburb south of Stockholm where she was born. “No!
It is made in Solna [where the Swedish police issue passports], but
thank you for your racist comment. Can I get my passport back?”,
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she replied to them.
Yamina stated that she would always be a suburban immigrant
and remain stigmatised for the rest of her life no matter how Swedish
she became: “Eventually I am just a ‘svartskalle’ (black skull – a
degrading and racist term used for migrants in Sweden)”.
When borders are enacted legally on those who are inside a territory
‘illegally’ and in spaces not seemingly known as border zones or
lands, then those who are actually deemed citizens, find themselves
turned into quasi-citizens. The Swedish police’s questioning of
Yamina’s passport is illuminating in this sense. As Khosravi (2013)
writes in the context of REVA, “the racialised profile of a so-called
illegal migrant reminded many Swedes (born in Sweden or Swedish
citizen since long time ago) that the state still does not recognize
them as real Swedes”. Borderwork within REVA thus functioned
not simply by devising and regulating who is legally residing here
and who is not, but more importantly, how citizenship is constituted
through borderwork in underground stations, bicycle paths, schools,
hospitals, gyms, or at a bus stop in a suburb late at night.
What made REVA a hot topic was the spectacle it produced and
the borderworks it circulated. Because it was mostly conducted in
underground and city train stations, it allowed the public to see the
enforcement of borders over non-white bodies. REVA, in practice,
inhabited “automobilities” in order to perform its enforcement
more efficiently. Sheller and Urry (2000, p.744) define the term as
an assemblage or articulation of cars, roads, buildings, and other
physical infrastructures that allow “users” of cities to “live their
lives in particular spatially-stretched and time-compressed ways”.
For them, automobility is not a given concept and allows for both
the dispersion and fragmentation of city life as well as for certain
privileged individuals and groups to better “juggle tiny fragments
of time in order to put together complex, fragile, and contingent
patterns of social life” (ibid). This definition clarifies that those
without automobiles or those who are dependent on public transport
will then be much less successful at “juggling” this fragmented space
in order to live. The space produced by urban infrastructure is thus
readily available to borderwork at any moment, by adding a small
feature or actor to the articulations. A poster, a new feature added
to the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Device) underground
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card or a police body, can powerfully and effectively work to
reborder an underground station and thus produce new spectacles.
Because undergrounds and stations are passage points in urban
mobility, they can easily be turned into checkpoints by projects such
as REVA.
But as these articulations of mobility and immobility are
constantly performed in space and time, they also offer the
possibility of momentary rearticulations. During REVA, protests
were held at stations, which made the effect of the protests stronger
as they were staged in a closed place and were an imposition on the
crowds in motion within a more intimate space of encounter. One
example was how individuals and activists used the reverse sides
of advertisement posters inside underground carriages to inform
people about REVA and the police operation of ID-checks (Figure
7.3). These are strategies of revealing the sites of borderwork as well
as providing information to protect those who might potentially be
harassed by such operations. Angela Stuesse and Mathew Coleman
(2014) suggest, based on their research on the creative practices
of movement-building among migrant communities in the US to
survive, resist, and contest heightened immigrant policing, that we
may call these strategies “altermobilities”.
However, it is important to stress that these strategies also produced a set of self-policing and self-regulating procedures, which
made many undocumented migrants remain at home. REVA, in
general staged a border play of defining which bodies are always
already legal and which bodies might potentially be ‘illegal’. This
happened within the context of urbanity and urban infrastructure,
particularly in underground stations. This made some spaces and
sites look and work more like borders than others in the experience
of those mobile at a given time and place. As Mats Franzén (2001)
writes, the experience of a particular city is “determined, at least
partially, by the unintended, and cumulative, consequence of all
border controls” (p.206). The circulatory borderwork conducted
in and through urban infrastructure produces patterns of mobility
within the urban space, in which certain spaces of borders shape
new realities for the town’s undocumented inhabitants.
Borderwork in the urban space thus not only determines how a
city works, but also how a city is able to offer borderwork. It is about
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Figure 7.3. An example of altermobility in Stockholm
undergrounds during REVA operations. Photo: courtesy
of Laura Luna, 25th of February 2013, www.twitter.
com/misslauraluna.
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the simultaneous production and consumption of borderworks,
which need to be combined with what a city offers. This is different
from borderwork in the Mediterranean or at the Belgian harbour of
Zeebrugge. It is about imbuing the everyday life of the town with
securitisation where the latter can be replaced by the former and
legitimise itself as normal.
What was discussed in terms of the variety and complexity of
circulatory borderworks, some related to the products and practices
of external borderwork, and others to internal borderwork, affirms
that there is a growing degree of diffusion between international and
urban borders. These two types of borderwork indeed overlap, meld
and form a “multiplicity of control points” (Côte-Boucher, 2008)
in spaces of borders that are shaped by the key practices as well as
the lines of circulation of wealth, capital and power. By thinking
of borders as spaces and volumes, their spatial stretching and
temporal orientations wired with a matrix of virtual and physical
components, fabricate and articulate “an urban-national-global
border” (Graham, 2011, p.119). These components, which I have
discussed in this chapter as well as in previous chapters, range from
an array of sensors, biometric passports, iris recognition, motion
detectors, drones, urban check points, turnstiles, underground
stations, humanitarian goods, boats, etc.
Circulatory borderwork can thus be defined as the set of spaces
formed around the material practices of border-working. They are
circulatory because while they produce borders, they are also shaped
as borders. They are highly mobile between external and internal
spaces in order to govern practices of mobility. Furthermore, they
are circulatory because it is in their circulation that they make
themselves normal, and thus part of the transnational flow of
normal bodies, goods and eventually people. In their circulation,
they stage and frame the mobility of those risk-free mobile subjects
as given, while they de-frame the practices and spaces to which they
have given shape, which immobilise other bodies and goods. Thus,
circulatory borderworks already inform us about borders in the
forms of volume and space. Understanding these forms is necessary
in order to understand how their presence has become inevitable for
capitalism and various types of neoliberalism in different localities.
The Frassanito Network (2004), a transnational group of activists
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who support refugees’ struggles for freedom of movement in Europe,
published a newspaper during the third European Social Forum in
London in October 2004. In one of the articles, they clearly discuss
how borders produce as well as consume the spaces to which they
give shape. They affirm that spaces of borders function effectively,
because they are consumed routinely:
The very act of dividing the earth and the sea surface by tracing
borders whether they are physical, virtual, or legal […] allows
for the appropriation of its resources. However, the resource
which borders appropriate is not simply the portioned territory.
Rather, it is also the subjective claim of people to freely choose
the territory in which to settle and the kind of relation they wish
to establish with this territory. In other words, borders transform
people’s claims to movement into a resource which can be
appropriated and exchanged (unpaginated).

What this means is that circulatory borderwork by articulating the
material practices that were discussed above, appropriate and exchange people’s mobility: products and goods not only ‘secure’ the
mobility of some by unsecuring the mobility of others, but they also
produce economic and moral benefits that legitimise the existence
of borders and borderworks.

A Shift in Practices of Looking at Borders
The types of circulatory borderwork articulating spaces of borders
can be seen as an “integrated border management”, which tries to
control and regulate migrations before, at and after legally and geographically drawn borders (Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles,
2013). It simultaneously produces an outward and inward gaze,
however one gaze operates in the Mediterranean Sea and another within the streets, communities and consequently, the national
territory of Sweden. The economic funding of both projects comes
from EU border management policies, however they are enacted
and contested differently. One particular way to discuss circulatory
borderwork is through the spectacle it makes: sometimes unintended and sometimes anticipated, sometimes planned and designed and
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sometimes contingent over time and space. Both cases, however, tell
us how the practices of looking have dominated the discussion of
migration. Statistics, maps, documentary films and images circulate
on a massive scale: cramped boats, drowned floating bodies, hands
in need trying to reach other helping hands, etc. Our understanding of illegalised migration is mainly shaped by certain practices of
looking, which are determined by certain frames that are produced
consciously and unconsciously.
The spectacle is not autonomous. Things come together and
become a spectacle when they are looked upon in a way that can
be appropriated, exchanged and consumed. Therefore, the spectacle
is not about a collection of images, but about how they perform
and repeat their presence, shaping social relations mediated through
images or visualities (Debord, 1995 [1967], p.19). To put it better,
it is about a specific regime of visibility that is shaped by certain
material practices and consequently shapes other practices, both
material and immaterial.
The presented instances remind us that borders are also
legitimised, normalised and produced through visual regimes,
establishing certain scenes and sites to be looked at and consumed,
while forgetting about other sites, places and spaces. This is not
about what is seen through a frame and what is left unseen, but
about what the frame is, how it is designed and who performs it,
moves it and has the power of fabrications over it. Butler (2009),
in her discussion of frames and framing, argues that to question
a frame is not just about asking what a frame shows, but how it
shows what it shows. The “how” not only organises the image, the
story and the history, but also works to organise our sensitivity and
thinking through defining and confining our field of perception
(p.71). Frames thus articulate certain regimes of perception. The
important point Butler makes is that the task is not “to locate what
is ‘in’ or ‘outside’ the frame, but what vacillates between those two
locations, and what, foreclosed, becomes encrypted in the frame
itself” (p.75).
Because of this, spaces of borders are, in practice, the spaces
between the two or more locations and volumes that are shaped
by and around circulatory borderwork. The spaces of borders
become the norm, circulate and cut through bodies when they
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become part of the frame. This in fact is about material practices
of visuality and spectatorships, about how by becoming the frame,
borders define our field of perception and our understanding of the
legality and illegality of movement. Moreover, by becoming the
frame, they disappear from sight. While they produce visuality,
sight and spectatorship, since they are the frames, they manage to
keep themselves out of sight. But before moving to the argument
for a necessary shift in our “practices of looking” (Sturken and
Cartwright, 2001) when it comes to borders and border-working,
it is important to understand what the visuality that is produced by
the spaces of borders as frames means.
Visualisation and visuality according to Nicholas Mirzoeff
(2011), scholar of visual culture, is an exclusive claim on the ability
to look. In its ontological condition, it is an authoritarian act of
visual configuration of the field, or rather the space, to define and
promote which things are to be looked at and which things are
not. Building his theory on the work of Rancière, visualisation
according to him occurs when the police say to us: “Move along!
There’s nothing to see here!” (Rancière, 2010a, p.37). This is not
censorship, but rather the very practice of visualisation producing
visuality, in configuring the space of visible and invisible, the space
of perception and persuasion and consequently presenting such
space as normal or given.
In the case of REVA, the practice of targeting a body and taking
it to one side in the corner of a station to check its legality means
the creation of a separation between that body and others. But more
than this, what the police have been engaged in, was a set of productions of visuality, which remind Swedish society of the separation
that exists between individuals in terms of their membership of a
given space of society. REVA’s visualisation intensifies the racialised
divide between citizens and undocumented migrants and leads to
a space of a border that can be consumed whenever a white Swede
looks at a non-white person suspected of being an undocumented
migrant.
According to Mirzoeff, the “ability to assemble a visualization
manifests the authority of the visualizer. In turn, the authorizing of
authority requires permanent renewal in order to win consent as the
‘normal’ or everyday because it is always already contested” (p.474).
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Spaces of borders do a set of things to borders, frames and
visualisation. First, they frame how we can look at borders; second,
they enable certain parts of society to look through that specific
frame and thus exercise their authority in looking in a particular
way; third, by being part of the frame, they manage to keep
themselves invisible from sight. These things are all configured, I
argue, through a contested space of visuality that is articulated by
material practices. Mirzoeff, by paying attention to the historical
practices of refusal, argues how these practices claim a right to
look, an autonomous position to produce dissensus in the field of
perception: “The right to look is the claim to a subjectivity that
has the autonomy to arrange the relations of the visible and the
sayable” (p.474). Following the relationships of such rearticulations
into what has been shown or perceived as the normal or the real,
Mirzoeff clarifies that the right to look “is not simply a matter of
assembled visual images but the grounds on which such assemblages
can register as meaningful renditions of a given event” (p.477).
By taking the idea of the right to look into the contested spaces of
borders, I argue that a shift in our practices of looking – or rather
the gaze – is necessary in order to create opportunities to follow
the circulation of borders and the spaces they produce, rather than
the movement of bodies who cross borders. As I discussed in this
chapter, the border spectacle in the service of contemporary politics
and economy frames the bodies that cross the border. This is the
task of the state, or indeed a practice of looking exercised by the
state over the mobility of things and people, which in turn produce
surplus values that can be appropriated and exchanged in terms
of commercial (security companies) and moral (humanitarian)
interests. As I argue for the disarticulation of material practices that
condition the mobility of certain groups, that is, asylum seekers
refugees and undocumented migrants, it becomes important to
sketch out other possibilities and practices of looking at the spaces
borders produce. These other possible practices of looking should
counter those practices of looking which the state and semi-state
actors provide us. By changing these practices of looking, one might
be able to see how the borders and the spaces they produce actually
expand, circulate and cut through migrant bodies. This, then, is the
opposite to that image of criminalised and/or victimised migrants
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who cross lines or spaces of borders.
As I discussed earlier, when borders become the spectacle of
migrant deaths, then migrants only appear through the figure of
a victim in the hands of smugglers. This consequently calls for
immediate action and humanitarian intervention and eventually,
military operation. This should not distract us – particularly as
researchers with the privilege we occupy – from looking towards
the real practices that shape, make and produce the illegalisation of
migrants’ presence and movement. This requires a necessary shift
in our practices of looking as well as promoting a reworking of the
condition, in order to produce frames that can offer other possible
ways of looking at spaces of borders and eventually rearticulating
the relations between bodies, their actions, states and concept of
citizenships. These other possibilities would eventually, in a critical
way, affirm that ‘facts’ and norms of borders and border-working,
being aestheticised through their circulation and consumption, are
all made and articulated through certain authorities. This is in line
with the politics of “Forensic Aesthetics” advocated by Thomas
Keenan and Eyal Weizman (2012):
The making of facts, […] depends on a delicate aesthetic balance,
on new images made possible by new technologies, not only
changing in front of our very eyes, but changing our very eyesaffecting the way that we can see and comprehend things (p.24).

Practices and products of circulatory borderworks are believed and
consumed through their appearance, which is an inevitable feature
of material articulations. They are also consumed due to their capacities of circulation and it is this that makes them effective. These
articulations are part of a continuous flow of commodities, currencies and global logistics and circulation that sustain neoliberal
capitalism while they themselves are rendered invisible and normal
(Graham, 2011). The constitution of normalcy through visuality
and spectatorship in particular, and materiality in general, shows
itself as a non-event, as a safe circulation that links risk-free and
beneficial spaces, excluding those risky motions and gestures that
are made and perceived as interruptions:
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Disruption of the imputed smooth functioning of the circulation
apparatus in which nothing is meant to happen. ‘Normalcy’ is
the non-event, which in effect means the proper distribution of
functions, the occupation of proper differential positions, and
social profiles (Feldman, 2004).

Paradoxically, those interrupting bodies and movements reveal the
complexity of the design-politics of mobility, which, by its normality, is continuously rendered invisible (Graham, 2009). The task is
to expose those frames that circulatory borderworks use to make a
spectacle out of certain bodies and sites while keeping the frames
invisible and hidden. To expose those hidden frames is to articulate
counter-practices of looking. The next section is a discussion of an
on-going work carried out by myself and a few others aimed at
exposing those frames through a set of interventions, performances
and workshops. This project proposes a systematic framing of borderworks in the cities of Malmö and Stockholm and thus defines
the field of perception by claiming the right to look based on the
production and promotion of counter-practices of looking. BorderFraming-Dot-Eu is a project aimed at documenting, archiving, historicising and framing those moments and spaces in which borders
appear and disappear continuously.

Border-Framing-Dot-Eu
Background
This is an on-going platform for framing the sites of racial profiling
and internal border checks carried out by police forces to find undocumented migrants. It was initially started by myself and Christina
Zetterlund, Professor of Crafts History and Theory at Konstfack.
We later asked Johanna Lawengrad, professor of Graphic Design
at Konstfack and Graphic Designer to join the project. The idea
of Border-Framing-Dot-Eu was formed in 2012 and REVA’s largescale attack on the city of Stockholm in 2013 pushed us to implement it as soon as possible.
Border-Framing-Dot-Eu consists of a kit, a website and a group of
performers who use the kit and website to archive, frame and possibly narrate how border-working has become a part of urban life for
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certain bodies. The kit includes: a yellow-red barricade tape bearing
the legend “CAUTION BORDER DO NOT CROSS BORDER”;
a map of the sites where police have carried out their ambushing
strategy of racial profiling or raids to find deportable migrants; it
also contains a small paper plaque describing the event, date and
time of the police operation. The rest of the materials are often tools
to facilitate the process of setting up quickly and efficiently such as
scissors, sticky tapes, ropes, etc. (Figure 7.4).
So far, we have worked with the project in two ways and are open
to its transformation. One way of working with it is through quick
interventions such as full days of action in Malmö or Stockholm,
where a group of volunteers can mark out sites where the racial
profiling, arrest and consequently deportation of undocumented
migrants occurs. Another way is a relatively slow and interrogative
process through which a group of participants will use one day to
conduct research about particular sites, their relation to history and
other border-works close to the same site. To make this clear, I will
describe two possible ways of working with the project separately.

The first way
From time to time I make calls to members of Asylgruppen asking
if they would be interested in gathering and marking the places of
racial profiling. These places are often identified through a simple
system. An SMS tree has been set up through which members of the
group can send warnings out about any incidents they witness in the
town. The SMS will be automatically delivered to everyone and acts
as a warning to avoid certain streets and local sites. Thus the map
is made out of these SMS messages. The content of the plaque being
put up on the site detailing what has happened at that specific site is
also the content of the SMS in circulation.
After setting up and marking a particular site by attaching the
plaque to the site, the participants take photos and document that
very particular site now being marked with tapes and plaques by
uploading a photo to the website, generating an index of police
operations (Figure 7.6). Individuals can also order the kit from
the website, carry out the framing of border-working themselves
and upload photos of their framing onto the website. In the two
collective actions that have taken place so far, in June 2013 and
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Figure 7.4. The first kit used for actions. Photo: author.
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Figure 7.5. The first action in Malmö in June 2013. Photo: author
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Figure 7.6. Screenshots from the Website: borderframing.eu (Taken
25th of September 2014).
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Figure 7.7. Border-logs and ID markers. Photo: author.
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Figure 7.8. A presentation of one investigation carried at
Skärholmen on the 16th December 2013, Stockholm.
Photo: author.
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Figure 7.9. Collaged image of the extended and continuous tape
over the city of Malmö. image: author.
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November 2014, the participants were citizen and non-citizen activists from Asylgruppen and Aktion mot Deportation in Malmö.
We, the performers, were able to mark and frame 42 sites of police
operation within the inner city of Malmö.

The second way
With minor changes to the kit, new possibilities for a different set
of performances are offered. The second version of the kit includes
“border-log cards” and ID markers. In this second iteration, the
performance aims for a relatively slow, interrogative approach to
the sites. The idea is to start with a site of racial profiling, identified
by a map given to performers. This will be considered as the main
event of the investigation. The performers must then search for
other historical and material evidence related to border-work and
mark them accordingly. They have to document each item found
on the site and write them down on border-log cards (Figure 7.7),
provide their own reading and how it is related to the actual event
of racial profiling or internal border checks.
So far, the second version of the project has been carried out with
two groups of students, once at the Konstfack University College
of Arts, Crafts and Design in Stockholm and once at Malmö
University. The students were handed the kit and asked to go to
actual sites chosen from the map, mark the site and observe other
material entities around the site to find potential evidence related to
border-working. They had at least five hours for carrying out one
investigation in relation to one specific site.

Patterns of urban immobility
By using the familiar red-yellow barricade tape that so often warns
against an occurrence at a particular site and the repetitions of such
use across the inner city of Malmö, we tried to make the patterns
of its appearance visible through a nearly invisible tape. This is
because mobile publics often dismiss red-yellow barricade tape as
a separate site of activity for destruction or construction. These
tapes of yellow-red colouring have become so ubiquitous in various
activities in town that people do not pay much attention to them,
which ironically is also the case when an undocumented migrant
gets arrested. The arrest is made in a way that does not garner that
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much attention.
By this, the aim was to point out border-working and the spaces it
produces, spaces that are unseen by citizens. These were then about
framing a pattern of urban immobility inscribed so densely into
urban mobility. These repetitive red and yellow tapes, framing a
seemingly ‘empty’ site, produce frames that invite mobile publics
to look at banal places in urban infrastructure as sites of borderworking. More explicitly, these frames make visible the pattern
of circulatory borderworks present in the city and materialise the
border-works of police after they leave the site. This consequently
shows how these urban border-workings articulate the space and
time of inhabitation in Malmö for certain bodies (Figure 7.9).
During the performance, when the framing and marking of the
sites led to closing certain passages or limiting access to certain
parts of the city, a question was frequently raised: How do we do
this in a way that does not endanger certain groups such as disabled
people and children, who, by having their paths blocked are put at
risk? This moment was telling as it affirmed how in our ‘accepted’
ethical and political frameworks, blocking the passage of certain
groups is not only illegal but also unethical, whereas blocking the
free passage of undocumented migrants is not only legal but also
desired and supported by many politicians and citizens.

Physical absence, historical presence
Many of the stories narrated by the undocumented migrants that I
have brought into this thesis so far have come from bodies that no
longer reside where we met. Accompanying their physical absence
with their historical presence through their stories, struggles and
movements despite being highly controlled and regulated has been
one of my main political aspirations in writing this thesis. This has
been followed up beyond my written work, particularly through
Border-Framing-Dot-Eu.
In this project, such an intention is even more evident. The red and
yellow barricade tape, the website as well as border-logs cards form
an archive. They allow for certain ways of writing history through
the material frames they offer. These archives could be discussed as
an archive belonging to the ‘national’ history of Sweden. By making
an archive of border-working of habitation in Malmö and Stockholm
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through the events happening to undocumented migrants because
of their illegalisation, we tried to introduce counter-practices of
looking as well as forming counter-archives to national and official
archives. At the same time, and in the long term, it aims to make an
archive of how the city is not only organised according to mobility
but also the immobility of certain groups. In this sense, it is a series
of material testimonies that seeks to bring instability to the other
archives, the archives of the police, Migration Board and other
official and legal archives of bodies that are removed from Swedish
territory. Christina and I (Keshavarz and Zetterlund, 2013), wrote
about this in the context of how this practice can be thought of as
a method for writing counter-history and making counter-archives
through counter-practices of looking at such events: “by marking
these places, a pattern of the nation-state border system within the
everyday life of the city is drawn. It is a design that fluctuates inside
and outside of the frame. It makes the frame an evident entity. It is a
method of framing and materialising the borders” (p.30).
This initiative is an example of how a material rearticulation
of specific sites, by adding minor artefacts to already existing
articulations, can invite the public to look at borders differently
and to see border-working beyond humanitarianism and/or the
securitisation. Moreover, it can invite a different way of writing and
narrating history.
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8. FINAL REMARKS

Design in Dark Times
In this concluding chapter, I would like to highlight some of the
arguments made in this thesis and their consequences by situating
them in relation to design and practices of designing. This, in turn,
is about situating design and designing in dark times, forcing us as
designers and design researchers to reflect and, more importantly,
recognise which points and locations we occupy at this moment,
and towards which directions we can orient our skills and capacities. The dark times to which I am referring are neither speculative,
nor metaphoric, they “are not only not new, they are no rarity in
history” (Arendt, 1968, p.ix), they are concrete moments of violence
witnessed and experienced by those whose stories and struggles inspired and shaped this thesis.
Writing during the rise of fascism in Europe from the 1930s to the
1940s, Benjamin (1969 [1940]) reminds us that ‘dark times’, ‘a state
of emergency’ or ‘crises’ are not exceptions to be encountered exceptionally. While they may look exceptional or temporary for those in
power and in privileged positions, they are permanent conditions for
those who, despite struggles and hope, have lost their histories and
are thus deprived of the possibility of action, for distributing their
knowledge, for making their politics visible. This is what Benjamin
calls “the tradition of the oppressed”. This was the opening quote
of this thesis. In the same passage Benjamin reminds us that to fight
against the history of the victors, the fiction of a homogenous temporal flow connecting successive instants and traditions, is to form
a real state of exception, to break and to dissent with epistemologies
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produced by such historical rationality. If there is any possibility
of breaking and challenging the conception of the “history of the
victors”, the continuous one, the one transmitted from generation
to generation in the name of rationality, progress, innovation and
civilisation, it is a materialistic intervention that saves the history of
the vanquished from oblivion (Mosès, 1989, p.11).
As this thesis has highlighted on several occasions, design, its
practices and what it produces in different environments, as well as
some of its attempts to explore alternatives, have been and are a part
of the history of the victors. To break with epistemologies produced
by design concepts, an ontological understanding of design is not
only necessary but also urgent. This understanding, as put forward
in this thesis, is not only about recognising the politics and history involved in designing of artefacts such as passports, and spaces
such as the Mediterranean Sea, but interrogating the relations and
conditions that produce and distribute a world so persuasive, so inhabitable and open to some, yet so violent, confined and unliveable
to others who struggle to remake and rearticulate it. This thesis was
an attempt towards such historical and political urgency.

Rethinking Practices of Design and Politics
In this thesis, I have interrogated the current politics of movement
from perspective of the agency of design and designing. In so doing,
I discussed passports, camps and borders in their own ways, and
based on these discussions suggested a series of concepts to discuss
and problematise how design and designing legalise certain mobile
bodies while illegalising others. I directed this research towards
those regimes of practices, their performativities and the interfaces
facilitating the mobility of some while preventing and regulating
the mobility of others, granting and ensuring the rights of some
while preventing access to the same rights for others. I argued
that the materiality of the practices, performances and interfaces
that shape passports, camps and borders should be understood in
terms of how design and designing articulate and persuade them
as normal, given and inevitable infrastructures, systems, services
and products. I argued that these material articulations are not the
mere outcomes of either design or politics, but rather a part of the
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complex relationships brought into being by how design and politics are always already interconnected. To locate them as material
articulations and rearticulate them in other directions, a political
understanding as well as a designerly understanding is required.
Such acts of locating and intervening necessitated various ways of
thinking and practicing design-politics. In doing so, I developed and
worked with various practices and methods beyond and between
institutional and academic practices of design and politics in order
to understand how these material articulations come into existence
and how they become acceptable and normalised. Moreover, certain
practices enabled me to recognise the actions and struggles of those
who are silenced and marginalised by the dark times in which we
live. Consequently, these different practices enabled me to reframe
the resistance of undocumented migrants, border transgressors and
illegalised migration brokers as a set of design and political actions,
as indicative of what design researchers can think of and do in these
dark times: times that designers themselves have played a great role
in shaping, and times from which they are not separated.
This, then, points to a need to change how we – as designers
and design researchers – understand and represent our practices
of design and research. This necessity does not simply entail new
norms, disciplines or forms of design to be institutionalised, nor does
it entail new agendas to be marketed. Rather, it is about reframing
and rearticulating the existing ‘unqualified’ and ‘irrelevant’ practices as possible articulations that design-politics could take. These
articulations happen at times and in places that are not considered
to be design or politics. This is one specific strategy that emerged
from this research: to actively look, recognise and reframe practices
that are not institutionally recognised and validated as design or
politics. None of the rearticulations discussed and presented in this
work indicate ‘alternative’ or ‘new’ ways of doing design-politics.
They can only be treated as very specific rearticulations that have
emerged out of situated practices encountering certain bodies, moments and contingencies.

Positional Recognitions
In this thesis, I presented a series of critiques on interaction design,
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critical design, participatory design, and humanitarian design from
the specific understanding provided by the concept of design-politics. This was because these approaches are often taken within
design when questions that concern the social and the political
arise. Informed by my research on material articulations that produce and are produced by the conditions of undocumentedness, I
problematised each of these approaches or categories of design in
their own ways. The current politics of movement and its role in
displacing, detaining and banning certain bodies from moving and
acting was my main source for approaching those practices that
often present themselves as being critical, political and radical yet,
in practice, and by what they produce, remain innocent, neutral or,
merely well-intentioned. This means that these approaches disassociate themselves from the politics of design, from design’s inherent
violence, its victorious history and its position in the current political and economic order. Hence, they circumvent the ontological
question at stake, which is to say, the relations, norms, values and
frames generated by the regimes of practices involved in any design
and acts of designing. Thus, I argued that designers cannot simply
engage in such complicated issues without a complex political
understanding of their own position in terms of gender, class and
ethnicity as well as how the contemporary orders of capital and
the bodies serving those orders are organised by dispersed material
articulations such as passports, camps and borders, all configured
by design. This requires positional recognitions of designing, the
designed and designers.
As has been much discussed in this thesis, design and designing
make the world possible, and more importantly, impossible through
the articulation and sustenance of particular frames, devices,
interfaces and performances of artefacts and artefactual relations.
Positional recognitions allow us to trace as well as intervene into
these articulations by recognising the specific politics of points
and the location of the designer or design researcher in relation to
existing power forces, dynamics and relations.
One of the consequences of the positional recognition of designed
things, acts of designing and designers is opposition to, and
resistance against, the dominant Western approaches in design and
designing that understand design as a series of problem-solving or
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service-providing activities, regardless of whether or not the subject
concerned is product design, interaction design, service design, social
design or humanitarian design. While very different and sometimes
contradictory or critical towards each other in their strategies and
methodologies, each of these professional perspectives on design
and designing still deals with problem solving, whether through
services, acts of facilitation or improvement of issues involved,
which is to say, “service to another’s problem, but service within
the framework of an already given, already anticipated, solution
and service to another’s (private) interest” (Dilnot, 2015, p.208).
The question of whose problems and issues are represented, and
how certain things, moments, activities, encounters, beings and
interactions come to be represented and experienced as problems, as
subjects for possible change, facilitation or improvement by design,
often falls outside of the agenda of these approaches to design. The
same can be said of whose solutions and options are ‘viable’ and how
certain decisions come to be framed and acknowledged as solutions
or possible alternatives. For instance, the very material conditions of
the possibility of design, to take a position as a designer, as a maker
and provider of solutions, services, options and alternatives is not
taken into account. After all, who has the authority and agency
to frame certain moments and encounters at best as problems and
concerns and at worse as crises to be managed, solved and improved
by designers’ interventions? I have discussed these issues at length.
Positional recognition of design can help us, as design researchers,
to problematise, challenge and intervene in the regimes of practices
that in the first place produce interfaces, performances, frames and
devices that promote a certain type of encounter with the world and
its complexities as problems to be solved or concerns to be addressed
by design’s capacity to improve.
In this thesis, I suggest that we as design researchers should
re-think design as a set of material articulations beyond problemsolving or service-delivering activities. By articulations, I mean the
acts of negotiation and decision-making in forging certain relations
that may or may not follow the tendential historical and material
connections determined by strong forces of mobility and immobility
such as colonialism, imperialism and capitalism. Once we begin
to understand design and the position of the designer through the
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concept of material articulation, designers encounter choices to be
made on the basis of the positions they occupy or have taken rather
than problems to be solved, services to be delivered or improvements
to be facilitated. This consequently locates designers’ bodies and
subjectivities in relation to the other bodies and subjectivities
involved.
This shift introduces another way of discussing ethics and
responsibility in design. In such instances, ethics in and by design
can no longer be reduced to a set of moral concerns as some sort
of external feature to be implemented and achieved. By thinking
of design and designing as material articulations, responsibilities
become about recognising the politics of the locations and conditions
within which one works, and the politics that is generated from
working within those conditions. Consequently, the relation of
ethics to design is not a matter of ‘adding’ ethics to design or making
design ethical; it is about recognising how design already embeds
ethical implications and being able to act on that recognition.

Design Concepts Mapped onto the Politics of Movement
Many concepts problematised in this thesis are basic concepts used
in the theories and practices of contemporary design: interface, participation, frames, persuasion and so on. By locating them within
the current politics of movement mapped by the lived experiences
of undocumented migrants, I have indicated that they are not neutral, given or instrumental but always already contested. Designed
interfaces, frames, devices and details do not represent a specific
body, behaviour, performance or interactions; they produce them
by manipulating the relations involved.
However, I also showed that merely accepting the fact that
these concepts should be open to negotiation and articulation
is not enough. Historical and material tendencies, as well as the
bodies involved, determine the dynamics of negotiations. When
we, as designers, ignore the politics of our own position, our class,
ethnicity, gender and privileges in relation to other forces involved,
then the risk of aligning with the side of the oppressors in the name
of progress, innovation, change, participation, facilitation, and even
democracy is high. Thus, the recognition of the political urgency of
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design in dark times and acting upon that recognition means paying
attention to the positions, forces, details, histories and materialities
of the choices we as designers make.
It is one thing to approach certain bodies, which by the hegemonic
politics of movement, its representations and epistemologies have
become the targets for design activities and the subjects of specific
design methods and approaches. This has often been the case in
alternative forms of design. It is quite another thing to problematise
and intervene into the material and historical conditions that make
us – design researchers – ‘turn’ to certain bodies – often racialised
and gendered bodies such as migrant bodies – in certain moments
and places in order to ask ‘them’ to participate in ‘our’ formulation
and interpretation of ‘their issues’. While the former dominates
design research and is growing fast, design institutions, scholars
and practitioners might see the latter as irrelevant to, or outside
of, the discourses and practices of design. This thesis was shaped
along the latter approach. I tried to show that it is the materialised
and articulated interfaces, performances and regimes of practices
such as passporting, camp-making and border-working and the
relations produced by them that locate certain bodies as potential
participants and subjects of ever-growing social and humanitarian
design projects without locating the bodies of those whose agency,
authority and power to call for relevancy of designing are rarely
questioned and are presented as given, as normal.
This normalisation entails the de-historicisation and depoliticisation of the bodies and subjects involved in and affected by
design and the act of designing. This presents design practices and
concepts as given, as part of the linear progress of the project of
modernity, a project which is not separated from colonial projects
that directly shape to a great extent the current order of movement.
Future inquiries into the concept of design-politics can take this
path. New inquiries, while being formulated according to positional
recognitions, can take the task of decolonising the kind of knowledge
produced by and in design by using heterogeneously positioned
and material interventions that discontinue the history of victors,
the history of those whose hegemonic authorities, bodies, power
and presence have been and will be part of the systemic violence
organised, managed and designed through material articulations.
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